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Public uses of cable televisioh are a'ong the most widely discugsed
. . . .

.
,

applications of new communications technology. However,
.

the.promise of
. .

A
-

cable television as a community service mechanism has yet to be realized.

This is due both tothe regulatory environment which until receniWin-
,

hibited the growth of cable systems iwthe United States, and to' e

.

uncertainty' about the costs' and effects:of public uses of cable%televisien.

The rapid growth'of cable television systengYis now being projec ed as

a result of the changing regulatory Climate and advanceiin telecommunica-
. .

dion systems.
1*

This report presents the findings from an experiment sponsored by

the National Science Foundat4on which was designed to test and evaluate

the impact of two-way cable teliviiion on the delivery of public services 0

*-04.

toisenior cititeps. The experiment whys conducted in Reading, Pennsylvania

by ew York UniVersity in colraboration y th local government organizations

and the ATC-Berks TV Cable Co: The findings of the project are grouped

into two major areas: analysis of-the implementation process;,and evalua-

tion of the effeCts.of the two-way cable television system. These findings

are presented in,two volumes and a summary.

The first paper in Volume I presents "A Perspective on the Impleddnia-

tian Process" by Red Burns. Yhe next paper, "The'Design and ImplementatiOn

of the Readintinter(ictive Cable System".by Ben, Parkr describes the planning

and development -of the two-way cable system. The third paper, "The Technical-
. ,

. ,

Configuration.of the Interactive System" by Gary Schober, describes the

technical equipment that, was :used in'the Reading cable'periment and how

0,
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,
it was: tested, deOloyed, and adapted. 'tee citizens andpuplic.

4 ,
%

sector,organisatio*in the dexelopment of. the t ay-cable system is

discussed in the fourth paper, "Interact ye T
.

ommunications.and,Loca
.:,..

. P II
ComMunity ProcFssesu by Mitchell L. Mass..-

,

The fifth paper, "Costs of the Betiding" n rattive Cable System and
. ..

Alterlitives
N
for ReplicatiAbi'Elizabeth Durbin .and Judith Fields'gives

...

.
a detailed account

.

of-the-actual cost components of setting and Operating

-,,Ywthe t-way Table system:,- It also-analyzes the different cost components

,

so 'that those-interested in establishing similar systems can estimate whit

the costs might be%

The sixthsPaper, "Interactive Cable.Television: A Frame Aftalyiis"

Carey, analyzes the communications processes and protocols which

:were.used in the two-way catile iystem, The seventh paper in Volume I,

"Citizen Participation Through Two-WO\Cable Television" by Jody Brown.

and Mifchdll L. Moss, examines use, of two -way cable television as a.

meefewif communication betw n senior citizens and local. government officials.

ast paper,'"Econ Evaluation Of the Output of the Reading Interactive

ystem",by Judith folds r h Intrbduction,'Summary, and Recommendations

by Elizabeth rbin, evaluates the Output of the cable system from three

,NTspect Ves: the average Cost'of interactive ptogrammiag:the average cost

= per, itipant hour of specific social sery

. "

es, and the uptake of certain'

treach programs.
. -

Voluble II of the Final Report, "Impac of'a Neighborhood Communication'

Center System 'Oirthe Elderly in Reading, ennsylvania" by Mary Eckert,

Glenn Gritzer, Lbuanne Kennedy, and Her ertgriei, presents the results
; P

of a before:and -af rJfterview survey/of elderly persons conducted in

Reading. A Summa is als9 available.which deals more briefly with many
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.

of the issues treated in these ieparate.reports provides an overview
u .

,
. '.,

. .of the entire research ,ch project. In addition ,..a set of compesitp videotapes
,

.
.

_

of the two:way cable programming is available from the Alternate Media-
,

Center at the, ool of the Arts of. New York University.

The findingiof.the experiment indicate that public uses of twq:7way

cable telelfision can serve important :community purposes at relatively Loill

dOst. It is hoped that the results of this project will be used by citizens

and communities in the'planning and deveiojament of urban cable television

systems. The findings ofthis study are also intended to be of value to
4

public officials-in iormulatingitelecomMunications pblicy, to administrators'

of service delivery organizationso gold to researchers concerned with the use

of communication technologiei in urban settings.

* .
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In 1975, the National Science:Foundatiob funded -an exp sent in

two -way cable television to be conducted in. Reading, Pennsylvania by the
.

.

- 'IIYU- Reading Consortium. The consortium consists of the Alternate Media

Center, School of the Arts, and the Graduate'School of Public Administration'.
.

. ,

of Ntw York University, the ATC-Berks.Tf Cable Co., the'City of Reading,

the4lerki County Senibr.CitizensCouncil, and the Reading. Housing Authority.*

',Five major research,questions were addressed over, the course of thirty

months: ' l(
r ..'t

F, What .are the costs of establishing and operating a system of
-interconnected neighborhood communication centers (NCCs) to
provide services to senior citizens?

2.How can senior citizens and public agencies use two-way cable
television to serve their needs?

3. What,are the effects of interactive cable programming im seni*
citizens' knowledge and use of public service?

4.'What are the effects of inter active cable television on senior
citiiemm' involvement in social and political processes ? -

S.*Now an community reiburces be mobilized to operate a two-way
cable television system? .

.

Reading, Pennsylvania is an industrial city of 81,643 located in Ber\s

County: approximately 60 miles northwest of Philadel hill. It is the .count

a;

seat and center of economic life for Barks C ty, which has a pbpulation

of 296,352., The interactive cable television stem was created for two

complementary groups of.users: the senior citi ens, who constitute t6 per- '

cent of Reidines popislation; and the public'ag cies that serve them. The

experimental system was comprised of three neighborhood communication centers

(NCCs) which were equipped with small studio teleVision cameras and large

6
iv
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These
A

centers, were lIcated in a multi-service-center and two senior citizens,

housing prOjects. 'Converters were also ingtalled in the private homes of

monitors. These.neighborhood communication centers were linked together via .

.1

tiro -fray cable which allowed two-way communication amonghe three centers.--

\ '

117 elderly Citizens so that they could view the cable programs over their

home.televislon sets and by. telephone.
. -

.

The response of viedhome vie ers to
.

the interactive system was sq.

positive that it was decided,to./carry thi-programvaver a regular cable
. 1

channel-so that all 35000 1 cable 'subscribers could view t programs.

and-perticipate by telephone. The offices of the may9r, city council members,:9 re f

and county ommissioners wer connected to the interactive systemPoA a*.

regular basis. In additi several lOcal schoes and nursing homes

were linked to .the system a rotating basis. '

-During the experim al phase, a staff of local citizens with no

professional experience in televion production was hired by'NeW York
4

:

k

University operate a interactive cable system. _This stAf was trained .14r
in the use of two-way video equipient and subsequeritly assumed responsibility

for teaching the'se or citizens how to use it. Blick-and-white video equip-.

ment was 7chosen fbr the project because it is relatively. easy to operate;
/ .

-this amide it possible for lay citizens to produce two -way cable television '

which was technically adequate but not as polished as the one -way television
I

,

programs carried over commercial television stationt..

'Although Ne York University was respionsibl4Pfor the overall management

01
of,the project, senior citizens participated in virtually all aspects of

5 the two-way cablesystem from planning to actual production.



. .

. consigd of daily interactive sessions which originated frog the iCCs as

well'as ftom various reiote locations such as the cit)4 hall and the county

codrthouse. The programs, which were transmitted two hoUrs a day, five

-
days a.yeek, were vitiated and produced by senior citizens and .representa-

tives_lf public organizatiods in collaboration with the locally-hired stiff.,',

Senior citizens used the two-way cable system to communicate among
,

themselves and with public officials about a broad range of subjects. There'

were more than four hundied hours. of interactive programming over a period

ourteen mohttg. The content incllaed weekly se ions in which senior

citizens talked with the makr, city council membe s, county commissioneri,..

- and representatives of ocial serviceagencies. Other programs featured

yoga lessons, group singing, discussions of local history and folklore,

cooking lessons, and poetry reading. .Rather than having government agencies

assume .responsibility for the production of programs, senior citizens,

acting both as consumers of public services and as the clientele of specific, ._
- -

agencies, were rbsponsible for coordinating publi service progtamming.

Through their involvement in the planning an dpernion of thetwo-way .

cable system, senior citizens were able to articulate their preferences for
40A ' s

specific types of"Cible programming directly to local govqtmeit agencies.

More than seventy public and quasi - public organizations used the interactive

system to ccomu;licate with Senior citizens. Twenty of these organizations

were regular users of the two-way cable systeriand'f)fty participated on an

occasional.4asis. At the end'of the experimental phase of thq project, t!,

interactive cable:systei was turnedlOr to a newly-creat non-profit cor-

poration, Berks Comiunity Television, 'whichtassumed responsibility for the

operation of the, two -way cable programming.

O.
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-Thertotal .scost,,af setting up the Reading two-way cable system, $160,000 r. . .

.

and,the present cost. of cable programming, $8,000 per month, pro# that
. .

cemminiti uses:Of cable television can be developed and maintained. at rela-

tively lit coat Although the free or low - coast labor provided by the elderly ,

may not always be avallabre, the Reading project clearly demonstrates that.

ordinary citizens can produce interactive cable programming. Moreover, the

.,low cost of providing social service information over the system compares

favorably with traditional'service delivery mechanisms. Although the inter-
/

active cable programs dianot produce increases in the use of social services,

the two -way cableprograms,did improve senior citizens' knowledge pf public

service and their skills as
.
consumers of publip services. Further, it

strengthened senior citizens' contact with each other and their involvement

in ccumunity affairs. .

The interactive cable system provided an organizational and technological

environment in which learning could occur. Senior citizens, the local staff,

and public officbls developed expertise in theuse of cable technology which

led-to increased efficiency in the operation of the. cable system. Citizens
,

and elected officials also gained skill in communicating over the course of

th5lirateCt7Partl etealTerl*-CalleillOre adept at expressing their opinions

and givig information as well as more assertive in stating their

positions. Perhaps th4 ultimate test of the experiment is reflected in the

wifiagnesstithe local users to unit' their time, effort and financial

resources to the continuing operation of the interactive system.

Although the Reading cable system wasdesigned to provide a Specific

setdodrpublic services, it has more ascusately Onctioned a4a community

4
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communicatioas systelit'What has clearly emerged-is the development of a

communications infrastructure which served a diversity of needs. For a city
--

like Reading, without its own broadcast television station, the interactive

cable siitm is d vital means.of communication betwgen senior Citizens and

loernment agencies. In an eta when teiltommunications have mostafrequently
41.

been used to overcome 'territorial boundaries and thereby transcend local

values, the 'two -way cable system in Rgading demonstrates the potential for
4

communication technology to reinforce community consciousness/and to reelect

+4,

the distinct preferences and priorities of an age-based sub-group of the

population. The Reading cable system has fost3ed a sense of community at

the local level by increasing the community's, dependence on its own resources,

rather than imported ones.

Although the exact nature of the Reading cable system may not be gen-
.

eralizable to communities elsewhere, the principles undefiying the experiment

are clearly applicable to other settings. The principles entail:

4
1. The role of citizens as initiators of programming.

2. The use of local neighborhood facilities as the origination
sites for programming.,

3. The reliance on spontaneous, inte ive programs.

4. The aggregation.of.organizations t ate a diversity of
public service programming.

S. The emphasis on programming to serve distinct sub-groups of the
population.

By having citizendlnitiate the programming, the consumers of services

*Wm- than the pioducers of services have the incentives for devellbping

public service applications. Service deliwery organizations are not in the.:
/. position of trying to find a use for cable technology but'rather can respond



4.

,.,
_ .. .

to the requests of consumers for specific Ablk service. programming. By

aggregating organizations to use interactive cable televisionimany-public-- 0
.

- .
.

-agencies can participate in cable programming without a major investmedt,

of resources.

The use.of neighborhood-based centers builds upon existing community

organization and provides a familiar and non-institutional setting for

participants. Spontaneous programming enhances the flexibility of.intei--

action and responsiveness to citizen preferences. Programs oriented toward*
.

population sub-groups allow cable television to serve specialized communi-
.

ties which may be defined by age, race,-cultural values, or other character--

istics. Such prOgramming permits cabltelevision to serve important. social
di%

.and political functions which are not available through conventional broad7
-

*cast television... The particular process by which these principles are

applied will, of course, vary from city to city.

,The Reading prollectclearly-demonstrates that. sufficient resources exist

at the local level for public service.usei of cable television to be developed,

and' sustained. For other communities to benefit from the'ndings of the

Reading project, it is necessari, that public policy for cable television con-
.

tinge to require that Able systems have two-way capability and cable channels

be designated for, public uses. Further, citizens and policy-makers must
7

r

assure that both the technical donfiguration and organizational arrangements.

for urban cable systems'be designed to strengthen local community communica-

tions. This requires not only that a alble siOstemilkave two-way

but that neighborhood facilities and portable equipment be available for

citizens and community groups to develop their own interactive programs.

Finally, it sill be necessary in create an institutional frimework through

which sitixens and'service delivery organizatAt can jointly develop two-way

cable programs. 41,1



v.

The .experience in Reidiqg showslat.cable television can effectively

serve the imformationneeds and preferences of-urban citizens. In an era
,

ge;

when information plays an,increaszngly important role in publie policy- .

mak g, cable technology makes it possible for individuals and groups at

the local level to have their own means of electronic communication. By

strengthening citizen access to and control over information, cableele:i
.

vision enhances the ability of citizens to comiunicateLwith public officials

and to particiriate in community proceises. The findings from the Reading

'' cable experiment highlight the need for federal, state; and local Units of
.

gdvernmint toliormulate cnd carry but policiei which provide an opportunity

ti

for the potential of terattive cable television to be fully realiied..)
.
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A 1ZERSPECTIVE OR THE IMPLEMENTATION-PROCESS .77..

Broadcast televisipn is conditioned by its own history. As the

dominant'mass medium in a pluralistic society,

.present uniform messages to diverse andnces.

its role has been to

There is, today, much 40

discussion about how televisiol can break out of this narrow role and

better serve Ahe diversity ofAits individual consumers. Cable television

in general.and two-way television in particular are among the many new

technologies that have been put forward as means of addressing this

perceived need: 4

4

Gieen'Ilthe familiar image of technology as a panacea, it is not

surprising that,ito date, emphasis has been placed on technology itself

ratheethan upon the cial organization required to harness and direct

Reading that Ilas intentionally

a static, experimental system; 4

communitylikuld develop and

it. We chose a technological deplgp in

simple. Our purpose was not to impinp;
0 ; .

it was fb create a structure in which a

organize the use of two-waicable television to suit its own purposes.

Responsibility for developing and implementing a two-way television .

,system for senior citizens in Reading was,separated from responsibility

for research design and evaluation., *In implementing the concept described

in the project proposal, we hadtto maintain a balance between constraints

imposed.by the research design and the reUities of the local community.

The local community was, itself, not a single entity, It was composed

'ufgroupi and individuals with very different needs and aspirations.

Main;aiding a halanie between these varying and at times comimping demands

required constant attention theoughout the project..



,

imme ate goals in .

r 1

From the outset, we worked withJuture as well as

mind. .a1, as we ,anticipated; the system developed into a valuable and
3. . a

Mw is
3

accessibommimity resource, there was every reason to believe it light ,-

.,...o,
, 3

,

continue after Ph4b NSF - funded experiment had'ended. -Andunless this pos-
. 4

sibility Was taken seriously from the outset, we didot feel justified in

& ',0

asking the community for the enormous contribution, of energy whici_would

4, ..
,

-

inevitably be necessary to make the experiment asuccess. Our responsibility

to the citizens of Reading necessarily transcended our research goals.

Our responsibility to the National Science Foundation meant that the research

goals could not be sacrificed to local interests:

x e-
..

During the initial eight month phase of`the project, we hired and
.

.

trained local gaff and implemented the physical and technological compon-

P

ents of the,system. Though the cable in Reading had some two-Way capability,

we had to add the planned neighborhood_communication centers fort origination

and reception'of video and audio signals. The aeiignated physica enyiron-

Rents were adapted to provide suitable Ipaces for interactive-televition.

WhOe the ,technical requirements 6f-cameras, lighting, and sound imposed

certain constraints, there was continual examination of the trade-offs

betyeen the acceptability of the technical environment and the acceptability
ot

of the social environment. Also, since we yere using'shared spaces, 4e tad

to bi-iensiiive to the proprietLy-interesti-of'the institutions and imdi-
,/

viduals who sere occuOying:those spaces before we aiilvel.

In staf selection we focused-6on warmth, opaliness,-and!interest in

oldelpeople..1 Technical experience was consideritd useful but not_indispensable.
4

Staff were recruited In two.phases. Each! neighborhood communication 'center
4



rquired a full-time coordinator andapart-time technical assistants.

Coordinaiors were recruited first dhd ;hey were trained to train the

technical assistants, This activity was directed towards a crucial sub-

sequent responsibility: the training-and orientation 'of individual users.
1

The/training activities were rouided off with Simulation exercises.

NOW
Facilities in Readipg which already, had two-way transmission capability

were used before the NCCs theaselves were ready. In these exercises,'

which took place daily fora month, we joined with the locally recruited

staffin exploring the properties and problems of the system we had setup.

In our early contacts we were constantly aware of the importance of

a user's initial 4
impressions in establishing a philosophy of what the

system could provide. Regular broadcast teleiision had implanted precon-

ceived noti
9c s that were hard to overcome: peopre were bused to watching,

gp 40,
not to participating. -No alternative metaphors mere available, so it took.

-
a long.timeto develop an orientation towards using the medium, rather than

being tked by it.

-

During the initial eight month period,, we also made presentations to

groups of-senior citizens to encourage their involvement in the system. The

second phase lasted fourteen months and started when the interactive'cabre

system became operational. During this period, the structures for "program-

ming" and for the community management of the system were developed; many-

different activities were taking plaie at-the same time. Here again balances

needed to be struck between competing obAectives. We were accountable to

the National Science Foundation.and had to retain ultimate-responsibility

fordecisions. But we also considered it necessary to prepare the way for

eventual local governance. _We,asked the previous mayor, a senior citizen

A



(.
himself, to help in resting a local board-which would initially serve a

planning function. We bel4eved that this would both serve as the basis for

later management of the systei and help us comiderably. during our term

in heading.

The devehopmejni of programing proceeded in parallel with the setting

1
up of `the local board. As stated in the proposal, the system was to be

.sled by "complementary sets of clients"--the elderly and 'service providers--

for the "deliVery of public services." We saw this as positing both a need

and an opportunity to enable the elderly to be-oh a more equal footing with

the providers of public services, and we felt tgat the key.to this lay in

the new relationships that would arise from increased and new types of inter-
.

action between provider and client.

If interaction was the key then it was important to work with the

4
clients first before working with the agency staffs. We proceeded in that

order.. In the development of programming, we went to considerable lengths-

to creatA new and different notion of television. If the system were

to reflect its users and thtir needs, then the environment and the technol-

ogy had to encourage socializing. Ifspeopie would continue to behave as

themselves while usiAg the system, it would increase the effectivamess of #

the system. Initially, everyont wanted to "make television." Exploring,

exchanging, talking back-and-forth, and learning were not part of their
. %

image of television. Thoje usih the system, howeveri were neither con-

sidered, or encouraged to be "performers:" Even thaUgh it contradicted their

ingrained understanding of the nature and function of television, they were

encouraged to be themselves._

22
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We started the second phase of theilroject with five hours of pro-

graining a week. Each day consisted of small programming units, with each

centevrtaking'responsibility for creating and hosting a share of the

rograms. It was soon extended to ten hours a week. Everyone was.invited

to participate with suggpstions and' ideas for prograeing units and to

actually,put the program together. These groups fed iias to the monthly

meeting of a programming committee mpde up of a representative of each

center's own unit, projectstAtf members and, eventually, a member of the

'local board. ,Scheduling and production plans were finalized by this overall

committee.

Throughout the implementation process we were keenly aware of the need

for continuoustgrowth in user involvement. It took a Ong time for enough ,

people to become initaved to provide the basic support necegfary to sustain

the'system. We delibsrAtely chose to build slowly and encourage participants.

to gain skiltand expertise in the use of the: system; and this led td in-

.creased understanding and user-involvement.

Ne

- 4

saw the most impdrtant part of implementation as being the design
.

-and development of a process - a process through which individuals and

groups in the community would genuinely participate in building and exper-

imenting with a two-way cable system and later take ft over completely.

Be saw the system as one which would have .:t accommodate widely differing

people mild widely differing -interests. The system, which has been renamed

Berks Community Television, has become an accepted institution in the city

of-Reeding. The fact that BCTV has become an integral part of the community
L.(

suggests-that the commitment community involvement in the iiplementaiion
icy

proeceslras Worth the effort..
-

4
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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

READ119 INTERACTIVE CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEM
a . .

Introduction

This report contains'a description of the process by which

Reading's interactive television system proceeded from dtign1

through implementation during the experimental phase ikf the project

conducted by the NYU- Reading Consortium. The rocess was, ande

remains, evolutionary. ihe interactive televisIon system organized
. .

by the centortium continges to operate under its,own auspices.

Cheater One discusses the technical Ind physical aspects of the

system and the ittaffing..required to operate it. Central to,these
e .

arrangements was the concept that inte rsonal interaction could be

facilitated, by using two-way televisi ;rthus, the chapter attempts

to illuminate the systematic connections.between technology and

'people. The chapter's main emphasis i4on the people who used the

system and those who assisted them. 4

44Y

Ilkapter Two is based on the thesis that the television medium

inherently organizes information both in time and space. Thus, in
4ti

4

establishing its day-to-day workinglaethods, the organizing tendencies

4!

of television had to be considered and adapted to the requirementt of

1
The leader may wish to refer to the design and implementation

as proposed in 1975. See Experiment in Urban Telecommunications,
Phase II, Solicitatio014-8.

4



multipoint interaction. A sampling of interactive,fOrmats is

described: "Singalong" (total participation); social service
4

and citizen-gov4gnent interactions (discussion formats); "Sense

and Nonsense" (interactive quiz); Tri-Channel Poll (interactive

poll); and "Is There,a Generation,Cap'?" (open meeting). In addition,

seven forMats.for spot announcements are described.

Chace; Three is based on recommittions for correction and

change in'tht syitea.'.Follbwing systemitic observation of inter

actin fS well as interviews and discussions with staff and
443 v

participants, the author summarized suggestions and recommendations
*

which he then conveyed to%the-appropriate staff.persOns. The chapter

contains a small sample ofthcrecommendations !pia were made under

the categories of technical a4justments physical arrangements, protocols

, .L...-and, onventions, and standardizailon of metAbds.

.4
, A

.-9apter Four deals, with the emergence of an.additional status
*, Ni-_.

ior Reading's interactive television'system: a rEiular series of ,

r 4
programs available'to all cable television'tsubsckbers. Berks

Community Television .(BCTV) came to be regular television fare in

RJading in the fall of 1976. The chapter stresses that if it is, tobe-.
.

4 socceSsfultthe transmission of interpersonal commAlication as:-one-
. .

way programming ought never to lose sight of the fat that it depends
f

ion interaction among peoplie. The interactions are principally among

participants at the n eighborhood 6ommunication centers who 'are both
. *i

seen and heard; but home viewers can telePhcine'and join in it any

time,- as well.

X



No. sketch such as these chapters comprise .can hope to do

justice to the scope, depth, and infinite detail of what has

evolved in the Reading interactive system. Nor can they relate

satisfactorily :the role that intangible factors have played in

...,the.establIshment and'growth of the system. For example, the

major contributiaof the project's local staff,'at:all levels,

may well be the spirit of cooperation and'trust_it_hasdeveloptcl--

among the large and growing circle of Reading's people who are

involved with the interactive system. From :iderly participants

to government officials, business leaders, socials agency personnel,

and countless otheis, the BCTV system is regarded as a dependable

and contributing community institution..2

Fj

or . 2 A glasaiy of the specific terms used throughout,this section
is provided in Appendix A.



Where? The Selection of Readin

rom its inception, the design was an exercise in pragmatics,

a selection and elimination of real-world choices, the basis for

a system 'which individuals and organizations could-use to serve.

their. interests. Hence, the approach' to ATC' to propose involving

its CATV system in Reading, Pennsylvania. ATC's Berks Cable TV

Co. had blaming a straightforward two-way.cable system to

provide interaction among schools and other'institutions for

several years. The Reading cable did not incorporate advanced

engineeiing concepts'4 but -it had been prpven capable-of two-way
o

transmission. Reading.provided another advantage. In1971, the

Alternate Media Center had established a community-access video

* .

workshop in Readingand subsequent activities drew theAMC into

productive contact-with local officials. The Alternate Media

Center's recommendation that a joint consortium be organized

received positive response from both the cable company anctcity

hall:

American Television and Communications Corporation, 'with'
headquarters in Denver, Colorado. J

O
4
Reading rebuilt itscable service some, years ago, but left

OA old cable intact. The "old" cable is now used for upstream
signals'and the "new "' one for downstream. Both have the. regular
1hannel capacity that !ditches standard television-sets' VHF dials,
plies two mid:band channels. (Nper two-way desigAs put both
upstream and downstream'signals'inside a single strani-of.cable.)



Who? The Communication-Need Principle

Social services are delivered by people whose job it is to

delivertheR,__They are usually received, however, on a purely

5- 11
voluntary basis. Therefore, attention was trrned to the '

recipients Which group of service recipients had greater needs

for communications and what were the best ways in which those

needs might be met? The elderly are a distinct grouphwit*

substantial communication needg. Older people have problems in

areas of health and mobility, finances, housing, nutrition, and

isolation'. In addition, they'comprise almoSt 16% of Reading's

population and the city, of Reading has a record of being responsive

to the needs of older people. Excellent Public housing has been

built for senior' citizens and a multi- service center for senior
f,

citizens, Horizon Center, was soon to be completed. This meant

that there,were several locations from which the elderly could

participate in an interactive system.
Or

Who? The Elderly and Social Servide Agencies.

It was decided to propose a single application which would

beibased on the communicetion_nends of Readingls-senior_citizens,

as well as on the efforts of social agencies to serve them and the

desirability Of facilitating interaction with local government

officials.

A system that could meet these needs and goal's might bring senior

citizens to it on the basis of their own wishes, not on the dubious

, premise that they would participate simply because social-and

10.
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government agencies wanted them to. The syitem ought to represent

a living spate which could include, but not be dominated by, the

institutional concerns of government bureaus and welfare agencies.

It would also' provide a full measure of entertainment and an

opportUnity.for.older people to socialize, as well as to ask

and get,answers to their questions and allow them to air their'
-

complaints andopinions.

1
sr

A full partnership for an organization composed of the

elderly themselveiyas considered vital to the sutcess of the

system. How better to assure that the system answered the needs

of its users than to put the users in a pcisition where they'could

participate in its control? The Perks County Senior Citizens

.Council,,a non-sectarian group whose membership and board,of

directors included.not only a large number of elderly people but

also representatives of the local voluntary organizations interested

jin serving the elderly, was invited to join the consortium.

Novi? The Neighborhood Communication Center Concept

Television state-of-the-art in 1974 requireAhe full television

'channel for each live television picture, and a television channel

was a limited resource. The kind of television interaction to be

facilitated requiited a liVe television picture and audio from each

participating loca'ion. (The plan that was devised used three

5
Audio requires farless channel "Space." An audio channel

uses only a few thousand hertz (cycles per second) of freq uency
Live video uses at least four -and-a -half million hertz.'



. ,

'channels 'upstream and °lie downstream;channel on a regular basis

disking the NOndarthrough,Friday periods t t ihieraction took

'

place and, almost always, one additional upstream channel,

sometimes more.) Since participation

from multiple locations such as home

inportani that interactive televis

where numbers of elderly people w ld'haie ready access to its

hence, the concept of neighborhoo cammtinititIon centers (NCCs).

From the standpoint. of implementation alone, aside from

other constraints, which were'imposed by the requirements of the

research design, neighborhood communication centers had to be

is Iwo-way television

was not feasible, it was

n be established in locations.

easily accessible to elderly people within the Reading city limits.

(an NSF criterion), distant enough from each' othei to achieve schnet

geographic dispersal, and near enough to .a branch of the Berks TV

cable so that difficult wiring would note required. In, addition,

the, locations had. to have common spaces large _enough to .accomodate
*

fifty people with ease. The spaces had to be adaptable to the

requirements of interactive television and had to be available to

the project on a rilaively permanent,basis.

The irei hbornood Communication Centers

Itwas decided quite 'ear that one"NCC should be in the Berks

County Senior Citizens Counci sAulti-purpose Horizon Center,

,serving people from all neigh orhoods, and that the other centers

should be locateein public'housing for senior citizelis. This would

assure a high concentration of both elderly eople and low-income

i2.



elderly who were unlikely to spend money for transportation.

Before deciding which'public-housing milts should be involved,
.

the consortium asked the Reading Housing Authority to join it
. 1

and make space avaijahle.for neighborhood communication centers.
t -404 441 a

The map of Reading (which appears earlier in this volume) Shows

the locatiyns that were selected for the three neighborhood

communicat Oh centers.

Horizon. Center. The first NCC s in Horizon Center, the
y 10

Berks County-Senior Citizens Council's three; floor, multi-purObse

building which was completed in October 1975. The'basement floor

housed.a cafeteria, a billiards and card room, and a small office.

.which became boat storage room andestaff quarters fdr the NCC

staff; this office came increasingly to be used for production
1.4

meetings between the staff and senior producers and presenters.

The main floor ofHorizon Centerhad a ldbby and coat room off

a very large hall which was divided in two. One of these halves

became the-Horizon NCC; most of the television equipment had to
. , (

be moved downto de office aftereach'morning's interactive

session. The second floor of Horizon Center housed staff offices,

a_reading_room, craft_shopsr_and-meeting-rooms.

K ned Towers. The second NCC. was in Kennedy Towers, a

high-rise with apartments for senior citizens operated by the

Reading Housing Authority. The main floor housed a laundry room,

staff.offices, and a kitchen off a. large community room which

doubled every day as a luncheon group meal site.



_A large room in the basement,had been designated as the site of

,

the NCC. This room would have accommodated the TV ecpment so

thit it need not, be moved: Later events
6'

overtook this scheme

an,ri_forced a move to the first-floor community room.

Hensler Homes. The third NCC was in Hensler.Homes garden

apartments for senior citizens in a complex Operated...1w the

Reading"Housing Authority. A separate community building in the

center of the complex comprised two large rooms separated by a

flexible, divider, as well as an office and a kitchen. One of

. the large rooms 3fas dedicated to the NCC and equipment was
.

left in place after the interactive sessions. Staff and seniors

could use the space for meetings and production work at other

times.

.

Why Three Centers?

Previous interactive television. projects (over thirty in number

and principally in health-care service delivery), were two-point

4 syst6mawhere participants in eath,of the two locatiOnsi.SaWand.
h

%

.

-heard each other throughout their interactive TV sessio414 Afem the
7

viewpoint of learning about communication problems and-opportunities,

a two-point system would have provided nothing new. It mould not

have necessitated the7development of methods and protocols for

sharing the interactive video space among groups and.indiliduals

6 in
Thermo would have required separate heating and air-conditioning,

the costs of which were prohibitive: ;

33



sometimes seen, sometimes unseen.
7

In ad ition, service to people
0

,identified by their communities of interes in any city using

interactive cable TV, would find that more han two settings were

desiritile; thus, a model for multiple inte tive links was indicated.

The smallest number of locations requiring multiple links is three.

The formula Lire(n-1) expresses this, where t is the number"of links
*t 2

and n the number of locations. Two locations require only one link,

but three locations need thr;lk,. Thus, three was'the least expensive

model for multiprq,.links. The same thing might have been accomplished
tiZ

with two permanent locations, provided a third temporary or rotating

location was always included in the system. As it was, by fall 1976,

such a rotating location (Social Security Office, City Hall, County'
5

Building,'a local high school) was a regular feature four days a week;

bn these days, for part ofothe session, the system regularly comprised

four locations (and six links).

The permanent locations were in senior citizen territory.

Seniors also would be the first people in Reading to become familiar

with the equipment. They woitld be the first group to use the equip-

ment and to produce materials for'sessions. They were to be on the.,i

scene when others were first being introduced to the_system. The

seniors would be in the position of deciding what they wanted and

inviting participation by the various agencies and government

7
The New York Metropolitan Regional-Council's giant 'MRC-TV

system, with thirteen locations in New York, New. Jersey, and Connecticut
communities, was a, notable exception. However, for reasons difficult
to discusrObriefly, MRC-TV tended to be used more for long didactic
presentations than for interactions among participants.

34
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officials rather than accepting a passive role and waiting to see

what was to them. The language that went into the consortium s

f
. ) *

,

-proposal referred to the prospective'system as one which would serve

4 complementary set of clients; the elderly on the one hand, and-on

the other hand, service agency and local gowernment.officials as

providers.of service to the elderly. The system would serve both

sets of users but the method chosen for development was to begin

'with the elderly.

How? The Physical Plant: The Neighborhood Communication Centers

It was necessary to look first'at the NCCs and the way they

would.be equipped, and then at the technical cable configuration

that would_ integrate the NCCs into a system,.' The aim in designing

places for interaceion bptelevision was to enable people to see,

hear, and speak with ease; to present themselves as they wanted,

and to understandsat all times the relationship to themselves of
, .

the people in other locations with whom they were communicating.

that was needed was an environment which fulfilled, as completely

as possible, the expectations about communicating that people

brought to it.

This was both a tall order and a complicated situation;

complicated b cause, among other things, the presence of television

screens and cameras introduced referents--or metaphors--having to
.

do with television broadcasting and home entertainment. These

conjured up behaviors and uses of language different from what one

-
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used in face-to-face settings. In other words, there was the

danger of breeding hybrids bath in the set ng and in what would

ttake Ova within the setting. It was a rl order because

television pictures and sound, no matter how well organized and
4

A ° used, could not duplicate face-to-face_settings, and people's
:

communication expectations were differently net in the new,

interactive TV environment.
8

However, In an important respect, people coming into the
,

interactive television environment are confronted-with a'communi-

cation condition which they blow is distinct from face-to-face

environments. Eye-contact is a qualifying condition of face-to-

face interactlfg, where itis always possibleind taken for-

grafted. When television.cameris take the p1a5e of eyes,'the

appearance of eye-contact is possible only, if particular

arrangements are made. In interactive televisin, the cameras

and monitors by which participants see and axe seen are put

as close as possible to minimize pammllax. Each ',camera-

,

monItOr unit" becomes surrogate for the eyes of participants at

tts 'Vocation; the camera provides their "seeing" aspect and time

semitor-theix "seen-.-uThusi-interecti,ve-tehrtrision-T-by-ftrifttlIng

a fundamental, condition of face-to-face interaction, implies that

participants occupy a mutual space. The evidence presented by

the camera-monitor unit, though i usory, is compelling by virtue

of its enabling the semblance of eye-contact. '

8
For a detailed description of communication processes within

the system, see "Interactive Television: A' Frame Analysis" in this
volume.
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The centerpiece of each NCC was a camefa-monitor unit, the

sine as non of interactive' television. So, in spite of great

divergences in the audio characteristics of faCeto-face and

interactive television, in spite of the-fact that television

pictures deny, full views of distal environments, that. the world

of naturak color was seen in black-and-white, and many other

differences from what fey were used to in'face-to-face setting's,

participants were presented with compelling evidence that they

shared some sort of mutual space with each other. it was'assumed

that camera-monitor units in all NCCs,ought to be alike.' This

40
I,

was because the units represented, in the pictures they4ent and

the ray tE0',160ed, the .common aspect

ed
/ f t

of.all NCCs. Th n, .to 1:Piheld constantf$o thit what.varied -

presented as well-

(people, behavidrs,'settings) could be seen by all as unifrormly

I
varied.,

%
Each NCC had to have microphones, but not before considerable

debate was it resolve as_ to how my, of what kind, and, most .

,.

important; how they,wou144,61;Wstissed to serve the communications

in the. system. Also, each NCC would require a video-switching
.

device-so-that it-could ...chaniOrom-sendibiAts-inieractive:picture

to showing a videotape or to showing alive picture from a second

camera. As for lighting, although it was to be of the same general.,

intensity and character at all centers, (because came ras andlenses

were the same, and because it was desirable, when iwitching between

and among centersto present pictures of, similar intensity and

if



degree of contrast) had to be tailored Eo each location,

rwhich involved the following:

1. The NCCs could not assail participants with light so
bright or beamed at such a low angle as'fo glare in
their eyes.

2. Ceiling height and color made 0 difference. If light
were to be bounced off the ceiling, then the lower
the ceiling and the whiter its color, the-less light
would-be required to produce a desired average of 35
foot candles at the level. where people were sitting.

3. If ceilings were dark (and could not be repainted) and
low; then light could not be bounced off them but had
to be directed at the participants. (Lights for
bouncing and for direct ilfmminatinnAwnot only
pointed differently; they are differenCiigeslog ..t
lights. The former is usually a spot' and the latter,
a scoop.)

4

4. It was preferable that 4ghts be hung from the ceiling
feed be either directed back onto it or at participants)
or placed inexisting fixtures in order to avoid running
wi;es across the floor and cluttering the roonbwith
flobr stan4s..,

r _

,
Parallel to the technical requirements of the NCCs was the

.manner in which -'the cable would-'Conmpy the outputs of NCC cameras

and micrephones to enable people, to see and hear each other.

0
Now/ The Physical Plant: Cable Configuration

VOL),

The-design -for-the-syStem-concentrated-On enabling people at

eY
e three NCCs to-talk and listen as well as to see and beipeen.

In addition, a number Of home viewers were to be able to see and 0

hear the interactions anion* the three centers on a mid-band cable

channel available.fb them through a special converter attached to
.

their television sets:"'The three senior citizens' neighborhood

- .

.

19
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in'operating condition Ind was often used to'ennble t way

conferences among school teachers, high school classei, City

.'officials, and hospitals, Each NCC's picture and sound tray-
.

communication centers were assigned separate brOadband Channels

on the "old" cable; the "old" cable, though no longercarriing

television programs to cable subscribers, had been sdgntained

pled on itsassigne&ennel to..theecable companylehead

A small amount of-cable waded to the "old"cable to

accommodate the*squireMents of the MCC system.9

The head end is the nerve center of cable television.

4
all incoming channell are received (demodulated) and then sent

out over the cable /bsodulat0). The hejlid of ATCols Berks

Cable TV Co. takes signals from televisiot; itations tiff ;the air
. 1

and ,mkoduelat es them onto- its 4"downr*ream"

Here,

The worm "downstream" imply deflates that t

programs from the head;end. The system had
0 V

ribe cable_ channels.

Channels are mop

switcher a .the.4. '
head end who sonitorid ci pictures and audio coming in,,fr

7

d then switched the4ipp
d!;

ulator on the do

on the/upstream channels

onto the midband Channel

The relations.Wp

NCCs

ate icture(s)

/' .

ream cable.

numbered chinnels in the old and new -

..,.

cablei to Cha )iLthe new cable areshOwn in Figure

.

of the Video and audio signals to. the head end,
.

..

, where th VIelodulated to Channel G, which rethrned one selected
II

.i. IP V 4...
, ..

1. Each

:
9

Seer riment
Solicitation 74-8. The

Telecommunicati Phase I!,
p. 9.
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picture (which might be a split-screen of two pictuies) common

to all three NCCs,and continued on to the home viewers with

Channel.G converters

At one point, the notion had been briefly entertained that

all three centers would see and each other all the time, as

, was the case when a system comprised two centers. As noted

earlier, two centers require only one bi-directionardink. Three

centers require three such links. In order for people at all

threecencers to see and hear each other all the' time, it would

have meant that, in addition to. its own separate upstream channel

to the head end, each center would have had its own ,downstream

channel from the head end which went, to the other enters. its
.

would have obviated any need for switching'pictures

at the head end, but itowould have 'meant that eadh,center had a

separate monitor on which to see.andhear the otlier centers; ifi--

other wotas, tWo monitors for the two other centers, a third

monitor on,which to see the picture from one's own center,t a

fourth monitor for City Hall, or the Social Security Office, and

additional mdhitors for any additional locations brought-into

the interactions..

What would this live done to the maintenance of eye-contact?

ere wa#1Tone look? 'The all-see-all model was rejected before

hese questions o be answered. There simply'were not enough

.



:HOW Was. the Technology to Support Interaction Via the System?

Once the NCCs were equipped,
10

the cable configuration set

1'

to collect and redirect audio and

and once the switch.er at the head'

video to and from the centers,

end was seta to select certain

signals and switch them back to the centers- -what then? What

determined which signals to select? What were the relationships

between hardware and people?

We were confronted with two general problems. First-, the

NCCs were to accommodate groups of people. It was estimated

that,..on any one 'day, there might be from ten to fifty in 9

attendance(Kosice attach NCC. , Second, if three locations required

three bi-direcklonal links in order to interact, how could this

be provided by a, system which had-three channels in the upstream,.

direction but only one in the downstream direction?: Worse, how

could the system provide six bi--diectionai links when a fourth

location-was added, and ten links-with five locations?

The issues involved in these two problems were::

Making sure that individuals could see the camera:-
monitor unit (arid thus be seen by it) ;

Making sure that individuals could hear and be heard;

3: ;Insurint that people could have a fair share of timel
that rational discussions '-visuld stay on track, and
that there.would be rational turn-taking;

.Determining theotriteria for selecting the pictures 4,

and sounds that would be transmitted on the downstream
t channel;

For details see: "The Techni al Configurati4 of the
Interactive System" in this volume..



Arranging .the 'system to provide more bi-directionfil
links than it-had, channels for.

1. Making sure that, individuals could see and be seen. Once 'the

number of people in an NCC was above thirty, those farthest from

the monitor might begin to experience difficulty seeing the

21-inch screen. In order to help alleviate this situation,.

substitution of 27-inch screens would have bee a slifht improve-

Iseqtz.... Any major improvement would have required a liajor increase

in size; projector -timm screens could have provided larger images
. .

kit in ..Order for theie to be ',seen,. the SUrrounding light levels
would have had to be lower than the 35 footcandle alculated".

M

minimal for. t'he.kameras by the co

estimates of out sizes at th

and there were reiatively.few times thai an NCC was" attended by

more than thirty people. Large wall-screen television picture

devices had been "just around the corner"'for yearsil (they may

n.time forth irnew decado, and in time to accomodate

ambers of people in neighborhood communication centeis)4

i
suiting, engineer. The-

were ..adtpally a bit high,

its for being seen, there would be no problem. Using. a 1.0:1

(14 -140 mm) zoom lens fully extended, people who were 28- feet from

the lens could be seen in a close-up from top of the hea4 to just
belowthe Shoulder line. The camera-monitor,units needed to

11 .
, .

ACA, for one, announced serious work on developing a flat
wall4creen in the mid-1950's. The probable size of such a

evice ruld be on the order of .4 by 3 feet--and larger.:- -



just are-lhe,headit of seated people in order for them to see the

monitor and be.seen.by the camera.12

2. Maki'sure that individuals could hear and be heard. Hearing

was tot, thought to be as serious a difficulty as being heard-7for

'people who had'reasonably good hearing to begin with. The

television'MOnii6ii contained loudspeakers and additional loud-
.

4
speakers were liter provided where needed. There was discussion

of providing head sets for /Seople who were hal, of hearing, but

this was not done, although it would not have been overly difficult

to implement. Later on, at Wasonoted that people with hearing ...
u

P

difficulties.yended to,do any of three things: they sat near a

mdspeaker, paid, close attention to the mouths of people seen

speaking on the 'monitor (lip-reading was facilitated by the close-up,

face-On pictures qf_people that characterize interactive television),

- and--sometfmes--asked a neighbor what had been said.

The matter of_ making sure that people could be heard was

something efse again. Each. NCC would have between three and six

13 .

croPhoMes whicp could be`: floor-stands or table stands, or

ftsp; if smeone's face was blocked or partly-blocked by a
tali perion'directly in front of her/him? was later observed

kamstpeoplevereAware of sucka problem when they were "on
camera".--andmoved invrthe clear. In addition, the Offending blocker

Sp.moVed. This meant, of course, that they were seeing
themselveson the monitor screens.

out to; be four, ,= if the NCC was not feeding

th-as4rom videotape, or andiotape) into the

a:s°°ico °ocnpied one a the four audio inputs.'
on a separqe mixer so its level could be



could,be'hand-held. There was no point in opting for a particular
methOd of.mi placement, and every reason to keep it flexible,
because pevple had the right to be able to behave as naturally
as possible within the.constricting circumstance of having to.
speak into a mike. 14 There was a period, however, whe there

was serious discussion of the possibility of using only one mike .

in order to have better-control of the audio. There-were several
difficult factors, involved: ,..

'1e hoa-aroUnd of audio feedback was a serious
potentia.Uproblem. This type of feeilback is caused
when the sound coming from a loudspetilDr4IS picked upby a microphone and retransmitted. The slight delay.between the original sound and its eclio,puti the two^out of phase" with each ether. The, result is the
alil-too-familiar shri= cS eedback which of ,iterates.all etse. Each micro 11.a potiSntial 'source offeedbaltip Therefore, ewer the mikes, the lesschance o r feedback.

-Multiple micrihOtreaTitiyihe NCts would allowmore than one pexiOntai.e1W,conter to bi speaking atthe Sane time-lrad.'elingigh 04, one person from each
center might W same timel Thedifficulty 4 Orgy be p led by the number of
sicrePhen 034 ..,

microphones
hear_distracv,

,ord
ve, there

upve(opeor dot.15 . e'
Microphone_ Per
ilielta"pe on,
by the tcher"%ai'

(Vied above, additional
'IrklOttliieus voices and over-.

Vtr4ot.kOlr.s..

t tiles- envisioned
operator "riding

flar, :adjusting sound
,use of one

\t"0 the need for
be controlled

Is=read end.

:Torn on a cord around
ez;...were to be made
ilia Dave. their. hands

,.0ould be red by



In spite of the problems they might cause, it was decided

to have multiple microphones at each NCC. What settled the issue

was the spectre of sharing one microphone among an estimated ten

'4

to fifty participants. Neither passing the mike around nor

having partipipants march. down front to a single mike stand norN.../

assigning someone to run around pointing a mike on a pole at

people accords .with. the. major aim that NCC participants be able

to behave with relative' ease,. in coifort.

Settling the que'stion of single vs. multiple Microphones in

the centers was a first step. The issues raised by thii decision

still were, not resolved:

- mininioting audio feedback;

people taxiing ill at once, extraneous sounds being pick

altetiatelft the necessity of "riding gain" on t

iiicrophonen.

't4

Athepam*,.apparent that: these sub-issues, particularly the-

er group, were directly related to the following priliwry.

rings that _people Add have afair share of time, othiti

sions woul4 stay an track, and that there would be rational
41

-tmkintt This wan the decision arrived at: to assign hosts

for each intarmqgye session and center,hosts for each day, ale

:7 1

to leave all the microphones in all-the centers. open all the time.

Multiple open microphones on the,iYstem did indeed create a feed-
,

back pmOblem that lasted for weeks; but a solution was found by

and implemeited brthe staff. People



did not all talk at once; on the contrary, they simply -behaved

with consideration and grad, but alsf with firmness, and inter-

actions on the system were never chaotic.

Microphones did, on occasion, pick up extraneous sounds,

A
but they were not allowed to become distractions; they were

either politely suppressedr used as ints-festinginputs or

commaimitaries on 4he proceedings. No one had to ride gab'

constantly on the audio; given the consistent behavibirs that

were devepped by the participants, the audio levels were set-

each day for each microphone and--for the most part--left where

they were sei. In case of major audio difficulties arisingkin

one -or- another Ncc,- thepeiating staff either resolVed it among

thelselles ontheir4priVate line or the difficulty was brought

out in the open, and resolved in everyone's hearing. Theimatter

_

of the multiple-open-microlgunwSis discussed for its contribution

to programming in Chaptei 3raid-analyxed as alccemunications

pheno menon in "Interactive Television: A-Frame Analysis" which

is included in this volume.

Interaction implied being able to speak when one wanted to

Any artificial restraint on that simple notion represented a

fundamental contradiction toihuman communication. Thertlecision

to opt for multiple microphones that remained "open" all the time
AO

4110

turned out lobe the basis for the most beneficial communication

behaviorideveloped by the Senior participants.

open
ie -- I

.ve.

.

17144114.,,,,ift'

Nevertheless, the\decision

e0
&Ill.-taw time amt-to assiagn

A 4.

to leave all the microphones

session and center hosts on .a



daily basis15 was not arrived at until a number of senior citizens

had been regularly involved in the process. Other factors con-

tributed to the decisions to leave all the microphones open and
, s

to not impose procedural colgrols other than those implicit in

the.role of host. One factor was,the attitude,of the project's
.9,

small staff of paid employees as they began to come into contact

with seniors at the centers in the fall of l973: to encourage

the seniors'-participation and to assume that they would move
rt

into roles of responsibility and influence in the system, because

the system was the seniors' to use as they wanted to..

Most early notions in the planning stage about insuring fair

shares of of time in orderly discussions leaned heavily toward a

controlling hierarchy employing some sort of signal system (such

as indicators that lit up when a center had something to say).

The difficulti in Pall such ideas that were somehow to insure both

orderly control and participation warthat they prescribed behavior

* v
in an-enviionment largely unknown to the planners and certainly

unknown tG the participants.. Whether or not formal protecg1s for
. k

speiking and turn-taking combined with some sort of signalling

oilevice would have proved both le and effective in Reading

is not known, because they were not introduced. Issue 3,, (Insuring

.4'

XS
The, assignments were daily'but the faces: alwaysways familiar.

Soon after t
ce

the slates was operational, in the fall of 1975, it was
*Meat that an active group of elderly people--previously unknown
'to each other-:was being developed both asa result of encouragement
by the staff and in pursuit of their own interests. This group
became a cadreWhich-provided.session and center'hosts and also
preset and producers, This cadre of active regulars remained

t at about forty - people, with a small but steady inflow
members and outflow of others.



i
( . .

tbat people could hallo a fair share of time, that discussions .

ibuld stay on tratk, and . that there would be rational turn - taking)',
.' .i ..

shoyld now be reOlgesed in recognition of the sub-issues involved

in it: How did it come about that the seniors behaved and

expressed themselves in ways that,implied open.miCroph

\es

as the

basis for the communication environment that.'evolved i he system?
n /10

The answer :to this

.

questioAwill involve the resolution of..z-

the two remaining issues:

.
*

4.4determining the criteria for selecting theltictures
and sounds that would4bOotranseitted br.the downstream
Channel

S. arranging the system. to provide more bi- directional
links, than it had room for.

Here are what seem to be the likely answers:

3. Seniors came individually to the centers, worked alongside

the project staff, and realized -=Las,did the staff -- the need

for leadership and oherly turn-taking. They adapted local usage

to answer these needs. In order to apply this usage they needed
. ,

to hear each other at.all times (thus open microphones)'altd,

preferably, see each other when they were talking together.

,
O. The perceptions bf both seniors and-''staff were greatly

.-enbanced by-the introduc l,on.of split-scrienswhich implied that,

at, any one time, interact ons were' dyady. Rather tflan having

three (or more) bid,- directional links open and .operating all tic

time4the split-screens provided each bi-directional video link

""*



4
e

I

uAt,anron moment. two of the stream channels,and the one-
.

downstream channel enabled each of th people interacting. from two

i.'centers to see- avid hear each other and for all the rest of the

people at all th e centers (as well as home viewers) to see and

hear them intera The next moment, the people interacting

oe
.

ifferint:pairing of reenters, but againN those.
f

* .

T»

might represent a
t.

directly involved

and heard tiell*ti

Here the act

at any moment is

among three cente

'and'heard:eachther. and everyone else sawaw .
ng .ana hearing eath -Othir.

1 number of bi-directional video links operating

but it can be either A B, A-C, or B-C a;

the capacity of thr

is dyadic; but, al

multiple audio li

of "all hear all."

S. Once split-

St

: A, B, and C. ISM -order for this situation of

ingle bi- directional video links to provide

4

bi-directional links, the interaqtiVloadel

alongside the single video links were Istual

beealuse th6' system did provide -0e situation

reens were introduced, the .question of a

criterion for selecting pictures 'and most sounds -- for downsttpam

transmission had been answered: the person speaking andthe person

being spoken-to: Often -but not always, they occupied the two sides

6of a split-screen.

16
This does not imply there 1,40 someone other than speak&

and spoken-to on the split-screen; often, -there were single shots
bfranj4 -the other.

41-tf.:7

51
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Early Involvement of Elderly Participants

The resolutions noted 'above were` arrived at ,over a lengthy.
period of time of which the 2-1/2 to 3-1/2 months preceding the

17- 4formal epening of the system were crucial,-because.it was in

that period enior citizens first were introduced to
.

the : .4

sAtem at t three NCCs. As time went on, there came to be more

and more discussions on the system; about use of the. system, br
..

.

Al.
hog the system was used to amplify and-exiend'other events such

as the opening of HbrizO.O.ICenter, and legislativetearings affecting

the elderly. 'In the last six weeks of 975, selAral "trialjuns"
.

were-Made4of the sort of interaction's which might;bacome regular
4.

features on the'system when it iris in Nit operatien after the
.:.., . .

start Of the,new year. Seniors were, involved in all these
.."

act sties, in increasing numbers, but they'did not into
. ' s"k 111,

leade4tiii'positions Overnight. 14 minutes,ogothe staff meeting
- ,-.

,

on December 19, 1975, carry the note "There must be a serious

attempt to find senior citizens as chairpersons.': It was not

long after,however, that seniors were moving from passive roles

as observers to active ones' as participants th questions and

then to "chairpersons" -- although, by that time,.the rolesAmplicit
. ,

in "chkfrperson" had come to be divided between "host" and "presenter.".

t . .

17 ';..,

Kennedy Towers and Hensler Homes were ope ionitfiOm about
September 15, 3-1/2 months befoie the Jaduary 9, ,formal opening..
HorizoniCenter's construction was completed only in theetor.the NOC -'
to stait wbAting on about OctoberjS, 1975....2-1/2 months before ''

..13Pening WY.
h

. -:!.;),,,' ''s 4,

31



Session and Center Hosts: tatekeepers and Arbiters

Both.the.staff and the senior citizens recognized a need for

an overall daily session host; someone toZaounce. the activities.'

thatwert about to begin and to introduce the presenter or

presenters who would begin t Session hosts might comment or
*so

ask questions of presenters, nine that someone else had a Compent-
.

or question, and (although this took o Oit longer to develop) cut

off a long- winded' presenter, and, finally., bring the session tc =

a cloie.

It became evident that there was also ,a heed for hosts at each

center. Center hosts spoke for t.po &romps at the-NCCs.( giving the
*

.

results 0 polls, summarizing the coeriensus of people's attitudes

s.aboui a subject under discussion, lodging a group complaint ("can't

hear," ,"didn't have enough time ty for this session"), and

encouraged piople to participate by introducing them.
1

-

It:was a arent that the hosti -- both session and center hosts
.

were veil° g parliamentary and gatekeeping funcekrs: maintaining

nd encouraging participation. The real dTerence between

,the actions develeped by the hoits and thetactions implitit

various signalling devices that were briefly considered was the.

difference between local usage and superimposed usage intended for

...,-

;universarapplication.
IV-% .P.

t ' 1
' The majority usage in Readinf is chardcterized by

4s

restlect for,

)..

e
e

' -the speaker; it is unde;stood that people do. not-take up the time
. I l

., .:4P . .,

of the group-unless -they have somethin to Vit. Hosts were able to

.

,53

_

.

3



rely On. the politeness and defeience characteristic. of thetusage

- in theist' mild exercise of contrOl; open microphones in ail-
-,

locations provided; more than did video evidence, the auditory

confirmation of co-presence that was required to exercise-the,_

conventions of grOup-talk. tat r than chaos, theh, open

microphones enabled communication as people expected it Should
p7.

be The host also acted for the group in cutting off speaker's'
,

who ran beyond the bounds of what they had to say and in changing.'s

subjects no longer interesting.

Staff Communication During Interactions'

A private line (PL) interconn cted the staff who operated'

cameras and other equipment at the NCCs with the switcher at th
. .

,
head end. All locations could talk 'indihear each Other, to set

'.up split-sCreens, inform the head end of technical prOblems,

explain,a noisy event going.onooff-:camera, eta. Cameia operators

and the switcher at the head end wore headsets that provided an

earphone anea small microphone*sitioned before the mouth''

They, 'heeded their hand's free.18,-The PL constituted, 4"back channel"

of communication. Prior to i$ installation, the crew,had to use

-lhe-xtfiihont-channel."--of'Laudio-oh7the-SysteCTIfiiirbeefifaiiily .

common.to hear members of the crew come on over the entire system.

.18 9
Me centers at henslerrIliomes and Kennedy,Towers had one

headset each. Horizon Center as responsible fft someadditiona1
,functions and so required two headsets. Staff at reif1te locations
,also were patched into the PL.



.

.! *

o discis't.theirptOlems. After the PL was ilistakled, there

wtrefewojt 'such'"Vcksrage" conversations on the ,front channel

thq sPstgii-

' Homp-Wiiewer Part}c.i.:p in, the'SYSteiii

There were* 117' homes with; least one person 65

which"were set up to r eive the interactions as one-way program

At soon :as\he home vIeweiS had been connected, they were encouraged.

to call number which was answered at <he head end by a senior 4`

citizen who wat well -known to 'many of the. participants. In the

system! s first
'
nine months, only/people ChannelAG converters

could call. .If the caller said she or he had a comment or a°
. .

question for someone being seeq, on the systems, the phone 'answerer

would, Lnformc-the statelier, slotting next to him, who would tell the

camera operator at th? center' from which the session host Was'

presiding that there was a home'viewer m:the line. The camera

operator at the hosting center would, 11.01d up a'eicard, "Home

Vaewer s the host could see it Soon, the host would break

A. *-

into the discussi2n to say that a Mine viewer .was on the 1

and would request the home viewer to "come. in.!' The switcher

wou4d-switeh-the-home-viewer-onto-the-systemipudio -and-the-phone

answerer would tell the home viewer that he-or .she was "on' .!

1

19 .

*o. After Sep'temhgt, 1976, the interactions were transmitted
oillAChannat so anyone, with eable" television could watch:.

Somefimes the lost tiobldlberait one location and iiresenter(s)
at 4nOther., On "inside City Hat ,"6 for ,example; p.,hostea -

scissions Mill Hensler; the Mayor -aria the. Other City auncil members
.

participated
.particiated from City .

5



The home viewer would then be heSrd throughout the NCCs and by other

home viewers just as. a person,-who 'spoke from a system location was

heard.
21

Visual Aids

Character Generator. At an early date, the system acquired a

character generator, a device' which prints white'letters, numbers

and other standard t ewriter characters on a black,background.

The character generat r can store several 'pages' of pre-set material

for display'as needed, or the characters can be shown as they
o

being typed, by the switcher at the head end. When a home viewer's

.1f.oice was being heard, the legend "Home Viewer",, was inserted at the

bottonrof the TV'screen. The number for home viewers to call was

sham, over the system from time to time If a guest mentioned a

phone number or address for contact or information, it would soon

appear on sci'een below her or his face. At short breaks between

sessions, the character generator displayed "stay tuned for...."

'announcements and °them bulletins of interest. Probably its most

engaging contiibutions were ad libs such as "Happy Birthday," to

someone who was at that moment on screen or 'stick-figure animations

-wheels-airrii- thtThi-ddle of

an explaRation of the Red Cross's free transportation service.

21
.6 Home viewers always were put on not recorded to delay

actual transmissiorP;and allow for censorship; To date, no obscenity
Dr untoward abuse has been aired, although there have beeri a few
occasions when the caller seemed to be confused or' disoriented.



Graphics Camera. A stand-moulted,camera pointing down on a flat

surface displayed. graphic materials which included session titles,

4
spot.announcements, and displays of forms while people at the centers

or at home were being assisted in filling out their own copies. The

graphics camera was used to shdw photos of-Reading landmarks earlier
, .

in the century, to highlight newer items from the morning paper,

k -

and = -= on. one. -- to transmit theA:ficture $0.4 child who hac

been missing for several hours.

Videotape. Pdrtable videotape units were used to record and

brimegrback to the system scenes and events outside the centers, a.

function which comprised a great variety of activities .and. expanded

the scope of what people could show, tell about, and discuss.

1/

Who? The People in the System: Staff and Parti ipants

Staff Responsibilities
.a

Before the rest of the design had been worked out, staffing was
. ,

understood only'in the most general terms; but if operation ofthe

system were to be seen as a structure, then the staff would be its

firstsupportsandstays--tobe replaced, as much, s possible, by

the system's participants. 'One of the staff's basic functions'Was
.g4 .

to train senior citizens who would then be able to replace the staff.

*
In practice, this meant encouraging senior citizens to participate

in more and more productive ways; an example was the progress ora

senior citizen from active questioning and commenting, to taking 4

,part in the'presentation of a session or-iwo, to bedomiAg a regular

36



I

presenter of a regular series of sessions, to taking over production

of the series. Local participants learned on the job, working

alongside staff members and assuming responsibility for those

aspects of the system which-most interested them. *Early in the

experimental phase, senior citizens showed a distinct preference

for planning, production, and "on-camera" responsibilities over

operation of the technical equipment. From the point of view of

staff qualifications, the training aspect of each position implied

even more than the patience, understanding, atdgood cheer needed

-to create a friendly environment; staff were to be capable not

only of analyzing the actions that went into organizing sessions

and running centers but also of describing those actions to

.participants:

Staff Structure

Supervisory Staff. The director of implementation was

responsible primarily for introducing, and maintaining.the

experimental system in Reading. Reporting to her was a full-time

systJrn coordinator who was tie on-site representative of the

consortium and managedqiie day-to-day functioning of the system.

_._;_`Neither - these -- were - local Reading - people: - he-proposal to r-the

National Science FoundatiOn explicitly named'the Alternate Media

Center's Executive Director and Director of Regional Access for

these positions beause of their previous experience with public

.access cable television. The director of implementation coordinated

the activities of the local project staff with the Reading members



of the consortium and directed the technical and organizational

aspects of implementation. A critical function of this position

involved explainiiiitlie syste0sObjectives;-substance,-and

methods to'community groups, setvice delivery agencies, businesses,

and.private citizens. Ile system coordinator's main responsibilities

.were to hire the-local 'staff *strliervise the training, and

the setting-up of.the

organize
. ,

NCCs. The
I
system 'Coordinator could call on

4
the staff of ATC's, Berks Cable. TV Co: on matters ranging from cable ,

technology to advice and assistance'inlhaling,Nith'Readi g's
14

. 4
public and private institutions. On technical matters, the system

coordinator had the additional help of an independent engineer

who was hired as a consultant to the supervisory staff;

NCC Staff.' Originally, each NCC was to have a full-time

'coordinator, half-time technical. aides, and two part - time..

senior aides.(who were to be engaged once the NCCs had beguh to

make acquaintances in the community).. Before the system was

operational, however, it became clear that senior citizens would

not be assuming many of the technical functions.
22 Therefore/

4!

it was decided to assign one full -tiie and one half-time technical

aide to each NCC., By the. summer of 1976, after six months of

regular operations, the half-time technical aides had become

22 The simulation exercises conducted in summer and fall of
1975, as well'as the staff training which preceded and followed
them, are discussed in, the Pro ram Report of the NYU-Reading

Consortium wiich was.publishe4pin 1976. Simulation of the
actual system was done at locations other than the NCCs, using
the equipment which would-be in the NCCs.

5f2
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redundant at Kennedy Towers'..'

because of additional respe*ipx

Horizon Center,

mtall system

productionisietained its ,hi iicat aide, who served
;;usually as camera operatof-. ;t1-Me aide .operated
-the graphics camera (whiCh.y asta4ti use for brief

tannouncements and prograitr.,.Air, 'as well as for

illustrative materials%31.ithit:,01**0 and was occupied' with

audio adjustments wheiFlitkrattth.4.eate'r;:eitended its micrpphone
,t4 ;,:'1;f .; = .

coverage from ° the noirM4'44.ev. cuiL'foisr. to six or seven.
' '

By ,lae fats 19*; went tfrom oni;APAt

r-

oikzizin:, continued., witb.
_

full -imp techhrati.a
ft .

NCC co9rdipator,' one 2. 1,1 timp;teohnical aide,,ana:ti,WF

c.a. l aide.) yed senior aid

producers .iforitc41*4-iT.friiiinsli)-, two; Kenne

NSA' ding.......c;iiifi.;;::i!p-;1104:..#'.:1"cnnerly were each operate,t . - .

arhalC4ime techn ca .and2:HoiizOn b/two half-tim6

technical, ardes.. s..pOilOci..alao) saw, the addition of some..-. -

night:41,06 .prOgramogrigl Senior prbducers and senior volunteer
2

had s .noni.tpchnical functions.
I ; V.1 g - -

0 The .-N regUlar , employees of the `sStr,..

a.

,
(with the,'Aceptioat.:or.the system' coordinatoi and director sf
imnieeientat1944Weri:recrisited in Reading.. This ensured that

the Coirtact staff'''moUld :have. a knowledge of and faraillarj.ty

,theioeil,,corinuiitygtsd that the system cotild continue-1.P :h e'



a strong local support staff at the end of the experimental phase.

All members of the NCC staffs had to be trained in:the technical

aspects of their jobs, which included operation, maintenance,

) developed.

and minor repairs, and daily set-up Akd check-out prior to the

Interactive sessions. 'Theeevi'inder of their responsibilities

. were subject to on-the-job learning and,adaptation as the system

4

. .

Shared Staff. 'Initially, there were to be three fullit:time

positions: an operations director, a'program researcher, and

a sbIlisecretary. (tpirt-time librarian position had been

planned)6uarks eliminated.befke an); staff was hired.) The

. .

filaCtjoAns of the operations directlir were assigned to a Berks

Cable Co:technician. The position of program researcher

wa raded to production coordinator before the system's

formal opening in January 1976; it had become evident that

productiowactiVities had to.be coordinated if the .iyktem was

r: "

to sustain a program of interactive sessions five days a week.'

Program research was done by the people in charge of producing

specific sessionS.* The staff secretary was responsible for

performing a wide variety of secretarial fuictions.

3

Four other shared'staff positions came into being: heackend

switcher, social-servlce producer, remotes coordinator, and

publicity director. The first was a full'-time job; the rest'

were half-time jobs. The head-end switcher's role was assigned

to a staff person who had been hired initially in anticipation

61
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of emerging but unforeseen needs. Headreadswitcher was just

such a need. BefOrarthe system was formally opened in.Jaauary

it_yas.apparent thap.ip would be difficult to organize

sessions ahput major social services since np,one on the local

staff was familiar with the details of these services. Therefore,

a retired social-service worker, who was familiar,,with both the ,

.

social service procedures and the offiCials w -administered

'.
', -7'

,

,

'-- them, was hired as a social-service..prodUcer:
i

, .,

,The.need for a remotes coordinator was'notlian14st until
/

September of 1976 when additional lacationsiwert involved in

ff

the interactive sessions four days a week; other "remote

locations were also frequently scheduled. There was

of equipment, including camera, micrAphOS4,IMonifor,.and
O.

modulator,thich was regularly set up f410ndaysfat the County

Building, Wednesdays at7Social Securityhursdays at City
co

Hall, andffridays at different local high schools. The remotes

coordinator had to set urpthe equipment each Of these mornings

as well as serve as camera operator and all-purpose technician. 23

Prior to September, remotes had been fewer and had been handled

---on-an ad hoc-bas13-(for-example---one of-the technical-aides

at Horizon Center would go to City Hall to help whoever
,
was

assiglied to produce the "Inside City Hall" segment).

S.

23
When the system was taken over locally in March 19,7, the

remotes director was replaced by the Kennedy technical aide on a
half -time basis. OperatiOn of Kennedy was taken over by one of
the half -time technical aides from Horizon.

6
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The half -time position of pUblicity director was added in

May 1976. His principal4job was to attract More. senior citizens

to the NCCs. The publircity director was to.prepare and distribute

session&-as

to set up regular.contacts with local press and radio to generate

interesting stories about the system and its activities in_local

.
,

Senior- Citizen Participation

It was assumed thit, once the NCCs were open to seniors and

' the interactive system was.operatipg, a representative group of

senior citizens would involved and the design would then

have to be adapted. No aspects of the design werefhanged-so

much as those which were directly affected by the iarticipatimn

of the senior citizens who arrived on the scene.

When the system passed to local control in early 1977, paid

staff consisted of four full-time and five'half-time younger

people, as well as seven half-time senior-citizen employees.

When the system became operational, in January 1976, there had

been ten full-

L
me and three half-time younger people, with

six half-time mior-citizen employees. The system's ability

to reduce to 40% of the initial full-time staff was even more

striking when one takes int account that the hours devoted to

41
interactions each 'Week near doubled over the same peried,

and- -due to shortening the lengths of time devoted to individ4a1

segments--the number of different series formats present each

IF
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' $11;
24 1 -0Wweek more than trebled.. Senior-citizen paiticipants took

- . 4
responsibility for production and prese tation of almost'all

interactive segments. 25 It no longer was necessary for staff c
tera-and --guesti--7, arrange -for 'graphics ,

- .

make up questions,. or be concerned about next week's schedule.

toLmove out of programming,

maintenance and operation

Although younger staff were-eke

they retained fuiiresponsibility for
.

.

, 41 .

of equipment; but the combination of thgir increased technical

skills and their underszayang of how interactions were, implemented
I

_.... by technology enabled the staff to develop considerable efficiency.
, ir, .

It became a byword that a job initially requiring two people

ended uR needing half of one person's time.
26

4
Senior-citizen paid staff. Senior aides were compensated on

a formula that allowed them to earn a maximum amount before their

24
In early 1976, interaction time lasted an hour a day; by

1977, it had been increased to two hours, and evening programming
was about,to be added. Also, in early 1976, the one hour might
be devoted to one or two separate formats. By late fall of that
yearit was not uncommon to see seven segments scheduled. By
March 1977, however, the number usually was five; participants
had come to feel that there was too much emphasis on diversity
and not enough on exploring Vbjects in depth.

25
By September1977, it was no longer necessary to qualify

this with "almost." Seniors werein charge of all production
and presentation.

4
26

The Reading BCTV *stem was the first interactive tele-
communicatiOns prolect, known to the author, wheae staff was
conversant both wit he workings of the electronic equipMent
and with the substance being communicated. .Most staffs of similar
projects tend to follow the mold set in broadcasting: programs
are the; business 'of "creative' people and equipment the business
of engineers, both of whom speak languages unknown to 'each other.
It seems probable that the maintenance of this duilism.may.mask
inefficiency and redundant efforts.

43
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,

. Social SeCurit4y payments werespbj!s&oto reduction. Five'senior

aides were employed: three at Horizon, one at Kennedy, and one

at firnsleAl All Of them performed the functions that had been
g

anticipated:__greeting and registering guests, explaining th,'

system to newcomers, amd making people comfortable. All of them

also took leading rolls in the inteNtive programming, and this

had not been antic 1ipaied. In effect, the;del;Oted a large share

of their paid time to what had been thought of as volunteer work:.

19'

producing and presenting sesions. This was a bonus because it

helped the system to involve seniors in ,programming activity;

the greeting-registering jobs were accomplished in a fraction of

the time allotted to them.

Senior producer was a position that had not been contemplated

prior to the involvement of the senior citizens, but was fully

consistent with the aim of turning over the system's important

functions to its participants. There were three senior producers,

,.:two of whom had started as senior aides at Horizon and Hensler.27

Consequently, there were then three senior aidelo as well. -This

group of six regular employees of the system, along with a growing
0

number of senior volunteers, formed a large nucleus of senior

citizens upon whom fell the major share of responsibility for.

/-27
The senior producers, all of whom were recipients of tocial

Sectiaity benefits, rejected a compensation formula that would have
left" their benefits'undisturbed, and opted to be paid at higher
rates. Initially, the planners had assumed that senior citizens
would not want torearn' more than the maximum allowed before their
Social Security payments were decreased to reflect increased
earnings. This assumption was incorrect. Senior citizens wanted
to be p4d.whatthe job

i
was worth..

'44
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interactive prograiming before the end of the implementation

period.

Senior volunteers. Volunteers organized Programming,

researched information, and performed as presentetskesource

people; panelists, entertainers , andhosts,They di~d not
."

.operate equipment or manage the centers. These latter tasks

'.remained as nonrsenior local staff functions after seniog

citizen, staff and voluitieers had taken over most of the.Ydeher

Werformed by, project staff,
28

'"

Senior home viewers. Mention has been made previously of

home,viewers calling in diving interactive sessions and '

partictpating via telephone. The home viewers were recruited

in specjfic neighborhoods for purposes of research. Originally,
0

they. with special converters for Channel G.
4

However, in the summer of 1976, it was decided to alter the
)

system radically and on. September 27, 1976,freaeptiqn of inter-
.

actiOns'no -longer was confined to specific hones but was
CP

:

extended to all 35,000 cable subscribers: the11nteractions4ve
14

thereafter were transmitted on regular cable Channel 3.
29

28
Oyezill management of the system remained a ton-senior staff

job, also. However, when operation of the system passed from the
NYU-Reading Consortium to the Board of Berks Community Television,
the system's new executive director began rrporting-to the bOrdi.
which included a large representation of senior citizens i its
membership, as did the Program Board, a-Separate entity with
overall responsibility for programmdng schedul9 and policies.

2a
Cmnsequently, the numbers of telephone call-ins from home

viewers rose substantially.

66
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The, ceqtributions of the management of ATC's Berks Cablq41_ -

4 411r
CO. should be noted. Their, cooperation- and active. assistance

were essential througho ut _the prdfect. The cable.1bipany management,
v- .

kepot informed of the project's -activities, made frectment" suggestions4
.7 _

serviCe:couRr-beittengtheriedi7aftltate'n':

advised where to tdrn'for assistance. When confronted with the

project's interest in transmitting the interactive programming op
.

t rep*. subscriber channel, the cable.ainiger 'Oiho had been

iiinformetrpiviously of tlie high home-viewsiatteadancej had only -

,
:

, one question: "When., do you want to -stairlm, Subsequent. interviewing

of ATC's Regional marl/4er in charge of Jerks Cable. TV- Co.
30

, .

established management's reason forlPre-emptipg. former preergerming
.

.

on ehannek3 in favor of the senior cirtioks' interactions: 410
,

believed, it, was an important service to their subscribers and to.
.

he city. I

;

0.:

1

.

j

I" .

30 ...

1 liaydt interviewed"November '10, 1976.N.
..

,a.
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CHAPTEgi2

ProkyamMing theZiStem: Fqrmats for Iliteraction .

44

The local. staff tfd.*been. waitii:d that the presenCe of cameras,

monitors, microphones, and loudspeakers wou,ld tempt people to

behave in terms defined by the televisioiothey had watchecl,:over

the past two to three decades. There was concern that pedlite

Would see the NCCs 'televist2n studios rather than places why

they could, get togetherto communicate with each other: The' need.

.,

to avoid falling into the mindset of biloadcastingprodUcing,ail

presenting "showi" for viewing, by audiences had. been tressed

heavily during he training period And yetethescommuniation

environment of the NCCs was dependent oir the use of televiion

technology, whiCh meant that certain aspects of .tglevisionf.:)....is an

organizer of infoimation we as pertinent the. NCCs as

were in broadcaSt studios. From the point of fiew!ofisomeone

looking at it, any experience of felevcsion implies: a) watching'

a.picttrre. on a screen, andb), listening to sounds coming from a

speaker.

From4the point of view of vansmissi*, television ,implies:

a) selecting, from Moment to 'inittient parfiular sets of pictures
and sounds, ,b) being in (or*tot being in) the particular pictures,
and c) being the source; or part of the source (or not being the

source) of the sounds..

47
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F*01 44,t her int of visit, dfie's .attention is foctised' on the

frame filled with p ture and tit' the, sound\ coining from the speaker.

4fr Attention pliet" conce tion, effort, or doing this rather than-
d'oih$ something else. assumed that son thing is being made

,to ha.ppen;-.on the cieen!.. and .i3O' the ispeaker which is worth giving

eye and ea.r to; ioorth: thiqking:ab2ut sand responding to.
e . Air. t

la

Total P 1.cipation:.; Singalong

CietrPiriar:.activ/ty a.ppe&tedyery. early as the "Singalong."

a natural a.rxd SpontaneOds Use of the system as a pla.ce for

People tetet togethet an activity in which eitevoie eould

patticipa.teeclually, :An N Ceicoordinisikr Suggested.the "Siligalgn
. -

and from former-experience as 4 camp direat.,or: knew ther'simple

ingredient .pit. tequirgar a piangt %to could play the old songs,

eader tes-ci.eidwhicigwOuld be sang and to keep. the beat.L.
The4coordinator begpme'.the leade . The way'. to !.,:see ' "Slngalong .

1. 0
"4

cleVeloped-VOty,qiiicklY.1 the .Canera .fiayed 'mostly on a picture. of
- ..

1.ga, fan heid to knep; With the accOinpa.nitSt at the piano

behind Der. Once.the leader hachtsaid what-the next s *ng iluld be,.
tr.

and had 'it: going-141th a steadjr'rhk the picture switc to a
pan wing shot. of sin in faces at)one -of the oche, NCgs::; What one : .

f,p

le.a.rd was a 'Tnixture of man `voices. from all three.. centers, with .

an occasional.: dominant voice Oiler. all the rest 'from t loud'et

singer close to a microphone:
'

;After leaving the staff in March -1977, she came back4144

everyft
,

0,-Friday to lead "Singalong" as a volunteer. AY-



After .a few sessions, the song-leader began to put together

f?)

packets of lyrics to be used'iegularly in the NCCs on Fridays.

'As ,of.September;107, these v.i;ong sheets" contained scores of

old favorites from laVe aongs to marching songs, from "Avalon"

.to "Zip-a-aee Doo Dah. ". -The "Singalong" format provided a

solid' base for musical and comedic departures: a solo or duet,

round-singing with each NCC Odifferent sectioh, response-singing

between leader and chorus and singing with signs and gestbres.

"gingalong" was the only format to retain a full hour's.time

period.'

0

What is aTormatt

'Singalong, although clearly taken from the traditional

"community sing," was adapted in 'unique ways to interactive

televisidn. The manner in which. it was experienced, Seem, and

.heard was 'different from its face-to-face ancestor, .and the local

pro*t:itaf* could see that it '.worked " irery'well in the 41

.

interactive television environment.' It'was an excelldht-example
0:, ., .1... ,45... (,,,

''.17jCiaprogramOkng format that had.been'tailoryd to4the reciiiireMents'.programming
.

..

.

.

'of intera*tive television' obviously.. one did', hOt .simply
. , .

. Ar . 'I

inv te people toOe.NCCs, turn on-t she'eamera and miCtophones.
, . .. ..

and ,hope for the best. Yet, for'some time it was felt that

putting the senior citizens tftelther'with each other-and with

various other people (such. asihigh school' stUdentS): in' L.Somerhat,

formalized situation (withrecognized.system hosts and 'NCC

0
4



gatekeepbrs) would suffice to generate interaction--and would

avoid the pitfall* of the broadcast metaphor.

This "open meeting" concept, worked quite well wherthere

were strong personalities who,,by force of their own social

skills and from their own- understandint of the requirements

of the subject matters.at hand, organized thesessions and

delineated the scope of the discourse, the kinds of ques4ttiTfs

and comments that fell within that scope, and the roles available

to the participants. The "open meeting," when organized

purposely so that people knew how to participate, was, in

fact, an interactive format. Televiiion technology organizes

information and focuses attention. Because it is inherently
4

I4)

so pulkseful, it tends to dominate other visual and auditory

aspects in. its 'environment; therefore; what it focuses on has

to be.worth one's time and effort. People Want to know, in

advance, what it is going to focus on - -and, something` of the

way it is going to accomplish the focus- -before they become

( involved with it.

4

Another demand, isithat the experience be dependably

regularized;wone will not tolerate for long not g what to

'expect on a television channel and will be even tolerant

if the'effort includes going out to an NCC. Also, ople are

unlikely to colimit substantial time and eiergy unless they have

some notion of what to-expect for their inieAbnt. The

for'am interactiVe-televiiion system like the one ih Reading



lies in manipulating the medium's Iiiherelit demand for structure

by 'creating formats that organize television intentionally.

A format is simply a particular structure, one that has a

distinctive way of organizing the time and space of a session,
. *

whether it be a one-way broadcast or a two-way interaction.

1
A, format for a series of sessions contains several key

features and elements which are the same from one sestion to

the next. These features include: name of the series, subject

area, puhoses, presenting personalities, setting, and duration;

but what are most significant in formats are the organizing

elements that define the manner in which participants relate

to each other: they may ask questions, respond to questions,

describe somethinf being seen or being heard, sing, dance, or*

demonstratn; they may provoke laughter, provoke controversy,

lecture, %Or ask for or reskrid eto a- request for a show of

hands; they may behave in ways characteristic of public meetings,

private conversations, attending a -.1eetctive,ylaing,i game,

talking with an official, friend,. or celebrity; being in:school,

.being at. a ,paity, storytelling, givilig,the news, and/Or:many:

others. The*Yht is that any format will be distinguished by

its terfeatures and behavioral. elements,. whether the participants

are beha.ving as-themselves or at characters in a Script. A format

is definable and replicable. One Usiially can count on -seeing

at the same time each day or each week and-can expect it to

have the same, structure, purpose, and style that it had previously;



.. . ..
one knows one' s relationship VI it. As t4a ,Pkrticipan, one--alsO

knows one's role and t4e. range :of:Vossitil.e.biihvior's one cans,

perform within its boundatres.

Without the guidance and security pr.:laded% by forliaPs'P.thn'

communication experience in art4fitcial ',time-and.'space-bOund'!

media would be chaos. Treproject staff-, :together 'wkitb.,stdatlity-'

increasing numbers of senior citizens, developed A.Orlet)r- of , 4-'.

*!, -
interactive formats which responded to the Many.and..diffement4%!,',,

needs and wishes of the senior citizens .and...service,iitovi4ers

who participated in the interactive televisiOn systeins.-

interactive' formats did partake, ..04t broadcasting styles a

manners in varying degreeshbt..kot so; trs. to*: iotoii.--Tniernc
'' '''' f ..among the participants. 'The-des:tiny:of ;BIN lay in'enab

ordinary 'poop le to present,..theihsel* tO to :other': in wit

:!..:th,a,t,:they, and.' home .4 ewr's..... 161:thcl 'auth6tic i attra&tive.;
.

1

But the route; to'.*deiStandirig and develop

series fermats '.hest: and att
174i'was not simple;*nct' easy. one, liajorloa-dblotk to

under :i.t4.:';h"`t-skndency;', to gisciate::spbject .Matters-

with
..

r a
'T

.10$yc' t pienes and intexeStf :This tendency.

4ie'-'104t tieg411400°
on )4eicend,

attlirdiy -arid' SUndai'' ec tua 1.

wa;ebing. Tfie

t..



cost and with
.

loss, of FeVenues; and prog,rammitv

'frequently accomplished in "ta how" formats. Initial

Reading, some subject matters ere perceived as lackin
I'intereSt..7.. t was not surprising that "serious" subjec

would be:;aSsociated with the. Same talk-question: and

diSgussioh .approach so freqtient I y- seen e I Sewhere

But 00iat -happened in Reading' was :undsua Beca

shoiV;Mdtitlis; staff and senior pa 1146''''no lo

this to serioRtie"-sObj ant3.2.tbe

did hbt dutomatica I
. .

gn subjects tO,..talk--'0OW-.:
=-a,.* -.:rattle,* tiler earnearl'ho*i$o make sesgions kintereStati

s. .
r'imeigpis.et,"`tail(-shows and tne;Y:develope;c1;:: ne

T

, req' tOidgek WeSenied botb "serious" and "14.11
s!

: ' .SA ,1 \ 'V .

' 4,t914St. Interestingly, *IV entertainingly, withiny.
ussiOn!:ForiatS.: ::",Yoeur M -y "r.

r. 4 .

1 littereSP, !$.

,*4.1'? I!?

IiipeakthroOghs in develo
; t '

ie whic1 dealt with stk as, r.; ft

area of services for inc
%)cial Securi,y, MedicarerMedicaid, Fond

Sig lei:ie.:14+AI Sec y. come. The basic pr unclerlYi:ng=
.

.
-' "

O.
ai;edder people''should...produce :and 7 liTOOlt . :

". W

.

'41.'s.:.." rintei-acy.on. Vresentation 'by oLder PeoPle14011111..:
. ,t,:,.; -*It

".ai*iire that:i't po 1 s of view and attitudes would e.flrect.,'
. _in,'-',.. .:: ,i ' , ; 4

. v,
...'-'ilifittliii eia.i iy i ttle iwances and conditions ari 'the PrejtidiceS..-,"..-`.' t ,, 'e

414e iier,s' it?'understanding peculiar; to, older-clients in

''..'pertisylvapia.

%.1.4



A seventy-two year old retired caseworker was hired through

an ad in the Reading newspapers for a perSOfi who could both assist

with the research about income maintenance services and contribute

produetiOn assistance to presenters of sessions about those services.

She could see the subject fram both the perspective of the professional

and that of the potential client; she, herself, was receiving Social

Securi4f insurancepayments as well as whatever pensions or other

(unearned) income chich she was entitled to Also, when she began to

work part time for the interactive television system, she herself would

be in the situption of the Social Security recipient whose insurance

checks are reduced, by formula, against earnings over and above a

maximum annual amount--a situation Atx uncommon in Reading's large

.tì̀ 'p

population of elderly people. She embodied the primary fnaturel which

tithe deceptively simple discussion format demands: complete authority

,Atreasy; secure manner..

Inloth. her 'weekly sessions, the. half-hour-"Your Money and You"

the. 1Sleinute."Your,Social Security," the producer-presenter said

her named the name of the session, and then introduced the day's

topic,mnd guest as if inviting one to ask questions of the chief figure

in an important",kews item in the Morning paper. The story and its pro -

tagonist immediately became interestint,because the producer-presenter

said it was` important and she knew. The guest appeared beside her on

the split-screen; she asked her or him .a straight and simple question.

ancLO NCC particapant and guest both knew howomportant the subject

was: "We keep,hearing that Social Security funds have been depleted

;:f



4

4
to pay for oth r national programs. Does this mean our monthly

payments are in danger?"'or, "A lot of my friends who are eligible

for food stamps don't use them because when they give them in at 0

jt the check-out counter, the tlerks are often rude.to.them and

other people in the line make disparaging remarks. What are yogi

doing about this?"

The moment the guest slipped into,bureaucratic jargon, the

presenter. smiled and.said, "What you mean is thtit nobody knows,

that right?" or, "Now let's see if we can't put that in

Engliih." If the guest forgot a fact or aivumber, she usually

could supply it If the guest made an inadvertent slip or got

somethipg mixed up, she wouldturnthe_incident into a joke,

1.
everyone would laugh, and the mistake wouldbe straightened out.

It was easy to ask questions to which no one had seemed to know

he real answer. Under the ex-caseworker's guidance, not only

was tfieujight answer provided from the hOrse's mouth, but if the

answer involved your getting an explanatory booklet or a form, or

someone's signetu e, you and everyone else knew where it was
. r

coming from and o to call if it didn't arrive.

14.

dm"

Discussion Formats "Inside COP Hall" and "What's County Government

All About?"'

"Inside City Hall" and "What's County Government All About ?"'

followed the same basic format as-"YourSocial Security" and.4our

NMoney and You." The host of these formats had.been involved in

national and local politics most of her adult lift Here again,



the host was in her seventies and superbly well-informed and en-

thusiastic about-her subjects. Each half-hour session-stArted with,,

the host s head and shoulders filling the ,screen. She introduced--
...

herselfiLa2d gave the name of the session.. The' host invariably

began with small talk or encouraged pleasantikfter a minute

of this, the host got down to business--but another dimension had

been addedfrthe tone bf friendly respect: an atmosphere oi

home-town cordiality that enabled botlifificials and citizens to

..set past the barriers of awe and deferehce with which titles like

"Mayor" and "Councilman" ordinarily are surrounded. In the inter-.

active television sessions, the ayor and city councilpersons' were

often addressed by first naive.. P ople talked with the offitials

and, when necessary, interrupted them, politely.but surely,.as they

would friends. Tn estattliShing this informality, the host (and

other hosts in other
>
series) had not created something, but had

'pointed out, confirmed the intimacy that the interactive television

environment seems to encourage.32

As soon as the moment of pleasantry had established the situa-

tion and atmosphere, the host asked a question, quoted a statement,

Or made an observation based on reaent events, and she asked the

city council member, (or county official) to comment: "Councilman,

yOur colleague tells is that row houses in Reading pay more than.

i their fair share of:taxes. If.theret Ope_kind of property that

32
See Park, An Introduction to Telemedicine,publi5hed by the

'Alternate Media Center, NYU School of the,Arts. Chapter III summarizes
some of the prArious evince ;for this assertion.

AP
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senior citizens own more of than any othet, I'd have to wager

it's row houiing: It looks as'if, once again, were seeing a

4tax that falls heaviest,on those least able to pay. What are

we going to do to correct this situation, Councilman?"
4

Such an opening tended to spark a lively. conversation.

Once she had set the course of the morning's discussion with

city or county officials, the host encouraged participants at

the three NCCs to carry on the line of questiOning; but she

kept close watch, subduing people who.threatened to cross the

lint from criticism to abuse of an official, cutting;off

4 speechmaking by citizens and officials alike,. pulling the

discussions back on track, and introducing new approaches

when conversations flagged. Like the host of any discussion,

she was kept apprised of people waiting to say something from

her own or other NCCs, and of telephone calls from hoe viewers.

She used these waiting questiOns and continents to shorten her

guests' responses and tdrkeeP other comments and quiStionts brief.

Both the social service and governmental sessions seemed

alwajliWbe too short beca
.41

ey were interesting and fast-,

ting that, ins, the beginning,

e slow-moving. At the beginning,

moviv., Therefore, it is wo

.the "Inside City Hall'! 4essi

the host sat- side -by -side at city withthe:,local government

Offi ials. This4meant that any interIttions between the host, and

the gu st were "closed": tiley looked at each other, the camera

577E



.saw the sides

. point of view of outsiders. This situation .did not 4ivite interaction

V

*tit'
of their faces, people at the NCCIA0iti them from the,

because thefstatus of participants at NCCs Was difOcent from ;hat of

the city officials and the hoSt-partiCipant the rest were interlopers

breaking in on someone else's conversation. When the host and'the

official turned to camera in order to address NCC participants, the .

.

.visual messap4was: "Now *4411 turn lo' You, out there." The host,

moved to an NCC and the longer was'an - "out-there"

40i dichotomy. Everyone--host, guest, participants-rwas "in-here,"

looking at each other33

Discussion Format: A Summary

The most significant aspect of this format was thellost,. Whohad .

to have the security of knowledge and understanding of thesubjecI'

as well as a firm and gracious personality. It became. elear that the

.
4'Simpler the format, the more the success of the preSentatign:dePended,

_
11

,

on the person in char 0(It might even be correct to say tlipt.int
.

41.

l
w

very simple formats such ass these, the personality of the hosedSoth911

format.) The hostfsingle guest-short Interview-and-Open discussion ''''

it+
1

k

fgrmat was the woilichorse of the Reading system fc4 social.service and
Sti)

---c-Fr
itizen-government interactidn programming.34 One year after the ex

- #

nt was terminated and the Readiilg eommunity continued to operatelOw

.eIsystem 1 fourlikries remainedtstrong points ip the schedule

33 For a detailed sis cuision see "Citizen-Goverment
Ipteraction: An.Observational Analysis"it this Allume;

-34
Note'that spot announcements, discussed later in this

section, were also used,in support of information about social

t 1

services.
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and the service agencies and local government have continued

their cooperation as fully as ever.

There were.variations on the format:

1. ,Host interviews guest with little dr no questioning
-0orComments from NCC or home-viewer participants.

2. Host is also the presentee, giving a.brief uninterrupted
presentation before inviting NCC and home-viewer
participation. .

3. Host has two or more guests, who become a panel and
enclose most or all of. the discussion among themselves.

No series which used any of these variationNachaved the

popularity-or stature of the basic format of the four cited series.
.1 . .

% o
;

(However,*the thirdoftaritition was effective in, oMe single, non-

series presentatipms.) It was.observed that none of these variations

either encouraged or permitted ast,, ... Aliteraction by NCC or home-
,-

.
.

.,
:=

,,, ,

viewer participants as dia the b 47010XMat. 1,tisti, be reasonable, _- .-.
....!:...'"I

t% assume there was a connection between lesser interaction and

lesser popularity and stature of the variations. Wheher.in the

basic format or one of its variations, the dependency on the

qualities of the hostheld true. The corollary was also true: ig

the format had ito mechanism to support a host kiho did not knOw
1

and'understarid the materials with whiCh he or, she was dealing..4
ti .Interactive Quiz Format: "Sense, and Nonsense"

,

IS ti re -

. A -

During the simulation period in July 1975, the feasibility of

,having a game show on the system wag discussed. The staff and

participants recognized the need for having some programming that

was primarily entertainment.

0

)



.:..
In considering. a Ciuiz orjeme for, the .syste most people used .

1 0.. i . . . 4Bingo as a Model:: 4,a,fertnat 1,p-which/everyone could pibarticipatt..5 .. ..
4111A .

s
40 -

In tie Rea ing ystem, this meant both ,the people, at the centers td
4. .. . . ,

. . r . .. . ...home viewers. There was,gentral agreeMent that, there should be some.
. 4. 4 it... . .. . .

-

'means of equalizing the'ditferenees between better- -rand less-educated
- -

NI

people as we'll as beiweenphYsisal.1*. Itip'aired and physicallY-able people., 4
44'

To a dertailreXtent, 'this meant ualAzitigi.'education aqd physical dif-
,,A" 44* ;

ferenCes betweenyounger pkeike in- their sixties and Older people in
4

their eighties and nineties: Inasmuch as the group whidh asemblid at

one of the NCCshiras sotne4hat younger and 'more mobile than t he groups itr

at the other NCCs, it 'also implied equalizing diffe ?nces among the

s
The quiz game which emerged was delteldtped principally by senior.

."

citizens and staff members. Basic issue were identified which had, to'
,

reitiftd within'the span of lb& working sessions. The basit#issues

*

esolUtions were:
,.- 1 . .

1. Shoul4d it be a competitign.among-individuals or NCC4?,, (Both.
A qualifying round meth everyone playing would-establish . .. '.
winners at each. NCC. These three would then. +epresent. their
"hOme" centefg- in a fina round. Everyone Who played would

.get a d6or prize. Each NCC winner would get ,a-finalisr'p -
prizeikand the top winner would get a*grand. prize.) .. ..., '-'.

.
t 0

P

How .could the differences between better - educated rairitiek !
and less-educated. ober participants Ittatinimited"... "(Use a.

. Ailumber of que'stions about old-time'R4ading and Beres County
lAforefoildItar I? and akout life atid timei- in the first

.Ifif.teen years *of the century, about ,places and activitipSrto ..
1 riarthe scene.) ....:11, _ it.lq't

-A , . 5'
..,.. 1.

35 A variation on Bingo called "Soup's On"-.-vtith:the aim of
Scerleg a lute of five items that made a balanced meal,-4ras tried'

ed; asaform.tat for -interactive televisiolr, it -.
.

.-
ot entertaining, but tetiotis:- -'

-.' ., P ... . ...
t i . .

" .4
. ....

81
t.
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ow COull'dr, Itittle' assured that there, would not .b&ta p _on .,,1
and quickness? (This was the olt:txion

:developed by the:entire staff, after dry runs: Contestprits,
in the qualifying rounds, 'would answer by sholding 'Up cards-` -
A, -B; Or C. for multiple: choice, or True oi:.Faise, with several.,
seconds to respOnd, In the three-persOn final! round's; where

:someone had to be thefirst to give a Correct answer to -a
,f.ttnestion, ea .Contestant would have a noisemaker of her or

his choiee-7a. horn or whistle,:. hand bell or clapper, buzzer:
or.kithar sound The first contestant whO signalled
readiness to tanswer would ..have reasonable time to reSpOnd.)*

4. H could- it be made sure,. in the three-person Toun4s, that
there was 'a winner, ifnd infrequent ties? (Give edifferent

..numerical 'Weights to different .questions, based on difficulty

5. How wonld the score be iZept and .how would everione know'. the,"_.
Standings? (This it, the routine that evolved, after some
dry During tht qualifying rounds someone at each NCC
kept score for the conte'stants'. there. `iit the .end of a'
qualifying round the NCC ..s,corekeepers each inainiced their
local winner. During sthe fiiar-fot.fridS ..score was kept: at the
head end by, the switcher, on character generator. :After
each 'question,. he, flashed the .scores 'of all three contestants

. on the screen.)::

How ,would home :'viewers partici:Pate?... '-(A separate game-wihin-
a-game 0a.s ,dckv ised: k photograph of a local landmark .39.4
covered up with jigsawTfittecAhapeS.' From time to time, t
this was shown on the screen, and each time one more of
covering, pieCes was remOved., The :firoS peropri'''fo call in
with the correct identification was e winner.)

R .

7. How. wild the information:.needed -for the ession be raged?
Where Would the questions dome from and how 'would ,the' be

,. categorized? (The. 411 coordinator 4,..pund.' some quiz ,.bo s , r;
and 'supplied --almanac''eand Other compilations;of Conipar ive
facts. SOhieone wisuggested a category, of questlans baseAtriv: f,

social service and `other "facts. that. .had been given oVerktche
system'.during the past week, as an: a pdience-bu41der for 'the

IiTctject .---COntestant a coat, lie asked to identify sin
the,first line, of a song from last week' S :"Sineelong.' :gli

Finissh the list wordS .of a hoMelv. saying! Identify, early 11i ft,t,pictures Of. famousgeopleand 10'al celebrities. NOnsense
questions would rbe!based, notlf On what you:knew but on what
you :had done toda.0er yesterday4-a preminm. for gO041 nutrition
arid: health habits:, Did .yon refrain:from Smoking?) \ .--;'



There, were 'many moreosues and ,there were stages in resolving

...them: during meetings, dry runs, and'*arly weeks when Sense.,and

'Nonsense" actually went on the system.

One of the senior 9,itizens who had helped plan it became the

host'of the, series, which ran from 10:30 to 11:00 a.m. every

Tuesday.;; After an art-card with thp series title, the host appeared

on .the'screen, greeted viewers; made a brief statement about the

day's session) asked if. partiCipantS were ready 'at-the NCCs to play

"Sens e" and Nonsense (camera shots of all three NCCs confirmed that

the players' were ready), showed the home viewer's picture-puzzle;

(hidden except -for one exposed pOrtion), reminded home viewers of

the -telephone 'number _to, call and gave the contestants their first

question: in the eliminat round:- ."You must apply for the new

1977 Social 'Security benefit increase. True or 'false ?,, The answeT

to this question had been given earlier in the week. Hence, people

who had participated in "Your Social Seturity" would know the answer.

,(Many of_the questions were based on information given in other

.

The host asked more questions: a mul4ple-choice on old movie
,"

stars, a nonsense question: '6bid you have .a 'meal with a friend list

week?`" ('Yes "' was worth a point) a true- alse question about Reading

histoxy, and a multiple-choice question on the, final .date for filing.

-
Medicare'claims. The NCCs totalled their contestants' scores: If
theie wereany tieTrElie hott could ask another question. The three



NCC finalists were then ichosen for
,

the final. round. In the mean-
is

time4'Toreof the home-viewers' puzzle was exposed; perhaps.

Someone had called

correctly identif 4til later in the game.

4 .

'identified it, but usually.' it was not.

The program

opening and prelm nary round took almost hag the time of the

session, but everyone, had the thance to participate and to enter

in the spirit of the game.

In therfinal round, the host asked'a wider range

tions, which demanded mo

chance for guessing when

I have but one life to g

411 .

of qUeS7

re specific answerWkhere was >less 4,

she asked"4kosan.regret that

lye foriI_C"OUntr !What organiza-

-,

tion, other illaptheAe4.005P., PIOrid

. .

for seniii citiztisr

1

,

During s round, e picture changed.a.rapidly among

host and the cont6stants

.:;t.estant who first used a noisem

going immediately to the con-

ker to signify she or he had

wer to the.question. If one contestant gave the wrong

anaa, either of

. .

the others still had a chance. The switchet

referee as to.the order in which the contestants had operated

heir noisemakers, because he saw them all, on the TV screens in

rout of him at the head end.

During the codrse of the final round, as more of the picture

ile'was revealed,. Someone.wouldusually.

fot correctly identifying it.: The host used as many questions as

lr

c4'1,in and win a prize

63
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possible with the NCC .contestants downto aipinute befor

of the session, named the winner,showed the grand prize, ,thanke

everyone for participating,

that they had another chance

remindedliCt attendees and hohe viewers

in a week, cited the rule,that that 0

day:s winner could not be a finalist again for a month, and in-

vited everyone to the next session, about to begin.

Interactive Polling

The idea of "Tri-Channel Poll'
36

was to urge'peopl: to Apress

P 'L--
their opinions about controversial issues;. Shoulioaboftion be"

0

legalized? Should draft evaders le pardoned?'. Isiarbara WaltAs

worth a million dollars "a year? Was Patty Heirst the criminal or the

°4 t A
victim? One of the colilosts0staird the ovestAbnsInd.t* other stood

at a large blackboard tabulate Ole reSponses. The question was

proposed, and thin a stow. of hangs for both the affirmItiNe and the
./01

negative was called'for; each NOG. was shown on camera, and the

center's gatekeeper splle4 off the pros,And cons., 'The co-host at

the blackboard chalked fn the,numt rs under the center's name,

5
a

.

opposite a keyword fox the issue Then, one-of the co-hosts counted
. .

hands at the'hoSting center. Ihen,, tiie,team went' on to the next .

controversial issue, stated-the question-and asked forFa show;of hand.
_ _ " _ ara

However, the raising of. controverSiallissuesparked controversy-,

; .

',people wanted to voice the \ r opinions in greater:detail 'illail a

.simple yes or no.

36
May to September
-being made
, its name was

The system was called "Tri- innel" from
19, The in anticipation of its:4 teract' ns
available 11 of Reading and adj6C nt sub 6'
changed to ks Comhunity. Levis' " (BCTV).

41V
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For several weeks,. --one of co--hosts would'unben the fa at
only to the extent of clarifying the I.,sue with vxamples,-usuarly,

from flews itemi".

an,,,,ppinion poll is

explanations fro& people. They just ,want to knoz Kov,

vote if the issue was on a ballot." Contentions to

His
. .

argument was quite Correcti.\ plAt.,,ir.what.

. You don't see Gallup lndlRo4r

;,.by otherlartitipants and, staffwere that .the Readini
4.3

\
didn't ?have to squeeze rezmit into a column of newsprint:

, AM
anyway, the people at the NCCSolganted to argue their opirp.

" ,...,'Finally, a ''purely pPactical coriiideration allowed .debafej... ts;:111--i b , 4 of

wasranning out of gipd,controversies. The Vorsil used 'up.:

seven or eight a week, at least, because the . fora .eitau'sted
each item in about three minutes of stating, elasseifyrint, voting;

and tabulating. If a controversy were debated

the whole half-hoar. (It never came
i! 'ate '

encouraged, and, with di.ficulty, c

minutes" each issue. T#:fepoll th

This meant that four or three

to that.r.,, 0461

- d 'take

now

fit aket:qix.1?-;:.(iiigilt

eeded, Before.

es would' g'uffice:

series became more lively and. it was less difficult to find the

controversial material it required. 37

Now _a-new_dimension--wa s develbped--by- one- of- the -co -hosts

and added to the format.

37.
'Interaction level rose 32% (on a rating that was devised

for.and kept by the switcher at the head end) in the series'
last eight weeks over its first eight weeks. (See'"Appendix B.)

Sz:

He combined'the opinion poll/debate

S, 86
40 6S .

I
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. foin4t with a soap opera! In the "Saga.cif John and ry " NCB

participants and home viewers were asked td help g 4young,-Amkrican-f.

'.41 ..ife' couple rtsofie: , .SOme of the issues of 'Contemporary 'Life.. Each ..
..

; :.* `...' 4eit lifiriiiitit, a ii:eiii.. Crisis. .points like' these were 11ord.ycit" at. id:.. -.
.. .

... .. .. .', 6:. t' ..1.:;I:Matr., was.:-Christiari, John was jeviisti. : Shojtad 'filmy igelti..,,,:!.i
% , ; aqtried? ,...(ObviauSlY the majority, if aipiCipapt*.." :., - 4 .e ' .. f,

° F; ii' . ;#4td''!:ileOcql..-VecauSe.ti* story PrOeeded..) _:...` . 1.-'''-- '; -..., --.:*;-ii.1:.
... i.' ,,' :'-;''':':,r:......., ` - ..' T -1U1.,. i 7 g , ip

.-1'....14ary;*-huvLoyer.':offered her a'.i.aise-more money, ghaw -- ,`t1
-,:,3-4Shri'.1aS:iiiak'inii...lbut the. new jot,- Meant moillhgAto i' 4+ "?- ';' 1.'

:,-.;:aiibilier:;taiiii;..,hi4'`giving up ids'. Joh: Shbill4 s,fit i, . Au .. le. -

.

.: :.;. accelit?,' :,.., .'! :. '.., . : . . .. , :., .... t,..° ...I., ..

! ,

:

7 I

a

. .
. ..° :

hit -.J.Oh-i stay.. home'. a
,

tz.z, She..do

' a 4 4
i-y' itory=ard;opiniOU poll4 sessions yprovidg

to an interview -and-discus.siOn f,Ormat
,

the Vssues; raz the .' saga., Of 'thi

40.

oung couple..; The otticti,c(*hps
t

. nori brought . bi.,144 his oval piesentgt ions
-

enourag.e eZte ..ctinVerSations: about. such Subjects. as: -changinl
.. .

*anner:S. ,'.the tole :oaf an:a...Women is.

Iss

4" .Open Meeting Format : "Is There a Generation Gap?"

44/ The format of "I's 'There a Gelperation Gap?" was at first' ob-

e '4r scurect;-- fit fiecame 4tireiy and interesting, only when its 'basic. .

----fa-- ,it"tur eaarrged. Thiidea wasTto-bring senior--cittrens.ind hi eft'S1-
.

;..V.,,,4-A.,..,
,

.,,studeifEkotogether on the system. Aachweek, participants'at,the..

NCCs would meet with a group of students; usuatiy a social. sciencc

class, from one of Reading's high schools or nearby Kutztor High:.

**School. The host was Reading's' immediate`, ex-mayoi, a vigorous' ifth. ..,

.43 f or
0..4

87
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:had:been .a profeSsor_at:ReadinV 'Ajhright.Collepn

. ,

pp, rent premise implicit in the, titlethat seniors and

%Something to give each other -;'-took:,much time to fully

th SS19ns' emphasized .specific questions

P.

r:
were to the students and SiMilar :questiots which werer.

; the
. - . . . .

seniors on alternate.weeks. Out the series finally

e,4live when the high-school students reached past \he posed'

tis
tions and started to ask their own questions, 'directly, of

teniors. One general qUestion which permitted this

:occur:was: "Do children have less respeCt for

The high-school students, Aoto.lthe.host,'han they used to?"
'

preS4ed th e older'people to tell, what it meant to have respect
*
for ones parents when they were young people--teenagers, like

the

breakthrough

eir parents

themselves? The two groups of people, young and old, were finally

talking to each other. And that was what the underlying format

alrays had implied.

In the fo that finally. emerged, "Generation Gap" demanded

of the host a level ,of. understanding similar to th4 required of

the hosts of the social service and government series. HoWever,

thic_formatle_isnot-Mediating betweelian-expert-and a group of-

'interested citizens`, he is mediating Iftwetn two groups of

interested citizmo and two groups df people whd are experts,

about themselves. Once "Generation Gap" started te bedome very

#

67
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,..poOblar, the hOst's job was to get things.going on a good track and

mate sure evgyone got.the chance to talk..
38

Formats for Spot gnnouncements.

Over seventy ditferent institutions and groups appeared on the

system. When contact first wasimade between the system and a local

institution or group, the assumed objective usually was cooperatioh

in presenting an interactive. session to inform senior citizens

about the organizationlis functions or a specific program. But often,

an organization's purpose was limited to telling people about a

single function or service. Once such a simple need was apparent,

and the system's obligat to provide iihformation could be well-met

by respondinlOto it, staff and seniors' creativity in making spot

announcements came forth, in abundance.

.1)

4

Spot announcements were generally produced in one of the

following formats: 1 3
1. !.Orsonification.- Animals, machines, objects jhat took o

human attributes. Two motor vekicles, hoods up (for mou s)

are talking about their busy lifes. One is a van that
rushes aboUit town, picking up old people and taking them
where theyi want to go. In the course-ocrYthe dialogue, tflb
essentjAkfacts of how to obtain the service are quickly
revealed.

2. Personatiendorsement. The did it" or "I have a friend
Who did-it"- applba-C1CTheA6TitraiTOTICks-F-frIf-diciirt-hifff
:and it was good for me. glad! T did it." An
effective way for well-knO4n people to encourage getting
a vital medical Check-up, signing up for an activity,
looking into one's eligibility for benefits, or doing
anything that requites the individuAl'tO take initiatives
in the directiOn of somethingunknowm oriOntried.

ic

'38 111)

Brief
11.

characterizations. of twenty inter4cvve formats are
found Al Appendix C.

4e

e.

BP.
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3: Nostalgia:, Using a familiar local scene, pictures or-.
ctlildren, or a softly-lit interior encouraged people to

,extend theiselves to help others,sas in volunteer work.,
Also used in the Reading system to encourage people to
get vital Inedical check-ups (in order to go on, enjoying

,the good things of life) :
*

4.:
t

Straight appeal. This is quite similar to persokal
endorsementS; with the salient difference that the.1
appealing personality simply says, "I want you to d
ft." Tended-to berused to get people to attend a.ne
series of interactions, or a special oneshot important"session.

S. Unusual appeal. This type, which usually incorpotated
tongue-in-cheek or straight-out humor was frequently
attempted and often executed well. It was not associated
with the "serious" purposes of social services so much
as witgeneral program and activity announcements.' A
leat4.-ladder, a black cat, a Pennsylvania Dutch Hex
Symb,54.,,:.these led to a session onNimperstition. A
pinbAtmachine, ball bouncing around, served as a
metaphot::for life: Would you get a good score, of would
the machine go "Tilt "? To help-get a good score, take
the advice the spot was, advocating.

6. Mini-drama. 40ne, two, ior three people in short scenes
"from life, "-,.nosing about or discussing the values of
pros and, cons of taking a particular derision, parttcipiting
in an activity, or taking adVantage of a service. a) A
woman turns to camera from dustAg a lamp shade: "I've
just been thinking abOut...." Twd women are talking:
"Did you hear about..'..?" "No, 1 havenit. What is it,"

Voice(s) over'ilrofork or graphics. This type of spot wash
used 607 day ,for program promotions {with the program's
own eStinctive'Iegotipe) or for very brief antauncements
f the "Don't forget..." variety, with telephone numb*,
person or place, name and address, or name of the activity
rservice that was being_promated-

01,

11°Numbers 1, 3, and S were most frequently done as "voice- over" Air

yots.
The visual scenes were vileotapid, and people read the voice

parts, either at the same time as the OotogrAphy frsbefore or after it

Numbers 2, 4, and 6 all imply synchrO4us so a :. people talking as they

are Seing seen. Tec
4.1r

4'

fit'`t
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CHAPTER 3
4F

Observation and Recommendations

From theearliest planning stage,, the Reading system was regarded

as an evolutionary model. A prcipal aim of the design was toeenable

user's ip establish communication conventions and protocols that were

authentic to and consistent wif their own priorities, idionip'.and
t

.

sensibilities.' No one had a 'formula for afommunications structure
i...

that would enable the precise expression of these intangibles within 416

4the technologically - mediated communication'e ironments of interactive

television. 'If they liked the system and wanted to use kit, the

participants were going to be engaging in a process of trial and
10

error in attempting to communicate via the system. Therefore, recom-
. 1

mendations were aimed at the following:'

A

Ilk ik

Methods

1, ,Technical adjustments and physicai arPangenents for ioproved
'perceptions and improved capacity for expression.

'Iv

2. Protocols and conventions 'for improvetutilizAition Of the * A' All

communicatOn envirdnlentS.
%A AP

3. Standardization of ime4Ods. Apiecognizing constant factors
in the interactions, many ofIlvhich were being met and acted
upon as if they were new and different each time-they arose; ,

dintihg to methad-s1W/Ch treated-themunfroiinly.w -eaCV-iime--)

I

A

4
The author regularly attended sessions at all three NCCI)rom the

4ite
the system was activated in the fall of 1979 to the end of the

I
experimental` phase in 1977. Seate here he could see what was

*

4

w
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4

4

. s
happening in the ,NCC and on the monitor, he did not participate but

observed events from the point of view of one brotH question: are
.

participants-and staff able to do what they want and need to doto
t4-

interact and facilitate interaction via the system? If yes, what

are the actions enabling interaction? If no, what are theproblems?

A large number of conversations and interviews with staff and

*
participants checked on the impresAions received by observation

In addition, participants and staff were engaged in discussions

'about theiTiourposIS and their perceptions of the interactive system.

,* Technisal adjSotments. Although the workings.of technical

,.equipment,Ithe physical spacing of equipment relative to people, and
.

the methods people used to qrianize their communications were

inevitably interrelated, it was ordinarily observed that one factor

or another plominated in any given problem situation. The category

of technical adjustments included lighting 401 as pictureeand

sound equipment.

k

Physical gemeltS.- The spatial relationships among people,

and _technical g aT were critical, for people's seeing and hearing;

they were equall4y critical for their beinfi seen and being heard.

Over and against those sets of considerations were the comfort of the
dpc.-

participants and the ease of operating the equipment by the:staff.

,Protocols and Conventions. The method by which participants,

presenters and hosts conducted affairs among themselves can be

considered Rile set. Another set was concerned with the we/s'

participants conducted themselves in relation to the technology:'

011--
Still another was the way the peration of technology Wa* 9

40 if

1 9

re /1 "4
* * A

4

.) .



.4

at'

vis-a-vis the participants. Filflly, there were compound sets.

Standardization of Method's. Whenever common factors were being

treat& as new entities or events when they appeared, they were

4
identified as common, or simili. There were a number of standard

efficiencies that vere usefully sug cled to the staff, as the-%
problems that had prompted. them in th evolution of broadcasting

appeared in the evolution of the system:

Approximately 6S suggestions were revjewed,with various staff

IL.
members; A represent ikve sample is recounted, for illustration:

* 'technical Adjustments
.

* .
..

:' Ue split screens. A split screen is two pictures, from two

qt.. . 4,

idiWerent cameras (wSich mean*, iin the interactive systet, from two
.

,

t
different NCCs) side-by-side, divided by a Nerfial $6andary in the

.

' a..

center of the frame. The nee@ for pictures of both partWers in a
oi

1
Ns ii)

4 i
dialogue hadbeenlvoce durng the simu atioi peAladby the theni

%.

f 4

producfRon researcher when he said, "I t to see At person I'm ,
,

i talkingto.",Th5s,unavailability of, motythan one dowitstream channel
4 li, . d

A or 1 t'

precluded meting this request wt separate monitcpsIfor separAe.
ir .ft . .

4
.

pictures of the interaettingzarticipants; the remaining solutionremaining
t I I

--wasirtto-put-bott-prictures-otrtfte-sUemon-Itet.

I

I
The suggestion to implethent,use of irlit screens raised a 4 'v4

4 :I. f # Is fi

number of issues and questions: (a) it was not possible without t

technical modification;,ib) it was artificial--peop todomtt talk
f

together to, lboking out) ,f'a mpnitor;. they at other;

,t 4
,

40 it' was.felt impo rtant to have f411-screent reacti o s of
.4.

I a 4 la
,,;y. 1444 , 4

40 * .1k
,,

7 s2
, 41

4..1 *

4
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* 4
people listeniog,to the speaker, andthe split-screemwould interfere t

,with.showing'them; .(d) .why put the interactions side by side--why not

top and bottom? (e) why not split the screen three wapA foreach 1.4CC,

.or fob ways, when an additional location participated? .(f) it was

difficult.tii line up the shots of the twO!participamts..
.

Objecthns had to be answered: (a) Split7screens required phase-
.

locking -- eliminating the time differentials among pictures arriving at
4:

1046 head end. after traveling: varying- distances' froM their origkiciating..

. 1.).ocTions. The consulting engineer overcame this by *laying signals
A

.

' frorinearer points to match the arrival time of the signal from the most
* ,

,

distant point. (b)Yes, it'was'arifidial. Everything about television,

i'6wever,-is artificial. We'happen to hai4p6'ccepied as conventional,

mot of its artifices because they we're the sam as what* motion pictures
, .

hlustomed us to-- disembodied heads, people coming intditor-going out
4

of'frame, cutting from one picture,to another movement of the frame of

the picture, among others The capacity for television to establish_ eye-,

Contact between-speaker and 14stener.While they 4eaks and to allow others
t

-to see themand hear them at.the.site time they see and hear each other is

3-

owing to the fact t4gt 1 0 l television operates in sYnchronous time--a
411,

capasity unique to television, nett possible inie film'medium:

-(c):Reectiom shifts and split-screen$6 although' mutually esclusive-i
4:

f
rRp

*reaction shOts'were deined as fullssreenlpictures of people, 'were not
... 410

in conflict. Reaction.shott'stymuld indeed be used during the cOurse.pf

a o t he rw i s e non- interac vedhnon ration. SplitTscteens were intended

e tjte requirements of conversation, dialogue, rapidly4ov1ng
*4

inte CtiOA. (d) Topaand bottom split-
.

ient and unattractille; the human bodY,

*,

b'

screensare-proportionalry ineffic-

evajust head and -shoulders, is a

6vertically-oriented maslo and.ra op-bottom splits squeeze this . vertic4ity ac

.. 1 into horizontal boxes. This means that the,headttlways mustbe smaller

di . in relationte thigipicture frame than in the Aide-.by-Side split, and tat.
..- , w,s,..

+ ..

A
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Nkt
fir

the spices on -the sides of the, frape are inattive and "wasted." Further-

*

, .

.more; in, ton-bottom spiits, .someone is on tog' and someoneb.beneath, an
-4P

. .

,
aorartgemeni whOse- negati-esoorpotation of superior-imfer4or, does not go s

.. * .
unrecogiiired. Se) "Three-tajg splits are not iiinpogsible .to -do from a .-tech- ..-

. .
nical pOint-ol view, but poge composilional problems,; t e vertical

iiii . ..
splits; i

.py.side, .beCOme so-narrow .ihit figures are overcroNdedi butt,
4 .

1, 7.)3 43 ! _, r3343 4. . . -I ,
, *

two in either top or bottom 9.nd one,,in thy other half Of:a horizontal
- 4

split means =equal space for equal .people. -Four-way. splits are rela-
d .k ,

tively democratic. .composition but .sqt reduce the sizes 'of 'each indi:

oir

,

vidual as tp render th4 quite. featureleis. Tice mOs important
40

'simply "Why?" . Why insist, an arlaitrarrly stuffing the
. -

frame with ritrkisentative heads. from everyWhere, when the focus of any.
z.

dialbgue many one moment- is on two people? (f) It is indeed di:fficatit
- ti 114+ '

-re o line tkpohlis pariiciPailts unless.there aie standardizefqrfanientekt-s
. - k.

, , e igt. .
for doing so..Yllis litandardizotion was the ject of another recommenda:.
Aion which is taken 4.4ftyder "stardardizatiop.of methofes". below.

*

# sat ,

Inv la te use. liens extenders. -4Lens-extenfilers are inekpens4Vo
46:712 f Ilk '. ' I

Close-up tAthments; of '1-, ..2;, or..3-diopters, tthiSh greatly, .enhance . '
. 0 ", ' 4,

.

.
..... ..

a
-"magnification. 'The. reason for th,is suggestion was, th observation that

. . ,

''''' 11' ilk-- e
, soak items whichpresenter§ ,were ,attempting to danonsprate- were too Alaall.:, , _ r , .

,,..ditlik... , -.469 ---,.. .

a

to be seen by otidinaw camera close-up capacity. The suggestign wit not

impleMemted during the le-moith_goperfitedttl- periol.owipg to_ pressure.
t.flit , .s .9f more important priorities.

II .
4S .

Physic)z1 Arrangements
. -is . : i .

-$11,1t 'participants. and presenters in .y-tshatied arrangiNnents before. 'P.
.:

. . 4 \ .
the, camera -monitoi: units .. (See Figure 2.) The` camera '{sees" .in a.

''' ".
II P

'

74.
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wedge-shaped pattern whose apex is at the lens. Thus, the'seating

.arrangement conforms to the camera's view. In addition, when host

and presenter(s) are in a small, separate group at the apex of the

-0dge, both they and regular participants tend to look at .each other.

the monitor screen, rather than turning in their seats to

.sadress the other "in person.' (In the early days of interactions,
- .. A..

.

presenters slain in thb front row at.HOrizon Center turned
/, .

,

to (14:Scuss things with participants there- -treating the participants '
..,

. .

on -TV- to- their- backs. When separated, bur seated at-right angles

to participants, ,presenters still turngd.toward_in-house interactors.

qinally, seated at a shallower angle., with a good view of the camera-
,

monitor units, both presenters and participants looked at each othex.

on -':the screen, rather than turning and sho4ling backs or sides to_
.

camera.);. Finally, the large groups at Horizon Center, in particular;
r

'

were isolating themselves from the other centers by turning away

from the Camera-monitor units. 'The wedge-shaped'seating arrangement

-helped foster better inter-center communication.

'Devise explicit boundaries for NCC space. At Kelipedy,and Ho
. /

the NCCs were.in spaces. 4rger than what ilas'required 4 in'ter
. . ,,

iss ntelevisio activities. The NCC space at Hensler is more than
.

adequate, but-1 t-ya s----devot e d- exc1 us ivay- t(Filig:tereliis Iciiiliiiiacaciiii'--, ,-

the Other,two were, in multi-purpose ar as. boundaries in th41 form.of
-

hospital-type movable screens red ed Ole size of the 'spac t-Ho 'zon,
if, ..i ,../

. //
. 4

but in containing the space, y alio seemed!to.exclude/people from!
.../

it To newcomers, what was going on "behind the screens" was none of

f

.



their affair, ajaivate.,;Oarty. Thescreens were abandoned, finally,

when Vlis effect seemed more deleteriOus than-he barn-like *ace which

encouraged sotheto 43e spectators, voyeurs, rather than participants.

At Kennedy, the.larger-tbmmunity roop wis:lobbY, 1ouhge, reading- .

room4'eatheringplace, and lunchropi7 ift.addiziontb being an NCC.

No matter how the furnOture.was arranged, it had 0 include the
4

.
,

lunch, anat.& participantstables'ithich were laterto be Set.for

. A

aliayswere exposedto the clatter of meal pFepaa0i.ons and various

compatinkdiscussions-aroundttio sides ofthe-NCd(siiacer The:leion=7

of:thiseexpeiience was hardly unanticipated:. no iiatter how.muchit

may; benefit from proxiiity ofaCtivitieshat.Make'the general area

or building an acceptable place for,i4cliente/e, the NCC needs to
_

haVe its -own recognized and ihviolate space; dt needs this not only

during transactions but for substantial periods of time before'and,.

after'them-in'order organize activity'andenjoi ighatev0ambifopee

is:unique to the spaced ihe-.people,in it.

Protocols And Conventions

.This category contained"the largest number of items, by fan,
A a

principally because it subsuied recommendations
-,,

, , Language conventions ,

v.--, ,....:

'Leaderfliap and presentA055-behavior
Group interaction prqcets
fisOal conventions.
JUiditory conventions..

about:.

"Use panning shots. for specific. purposes. The followin recom-.
4'

mendations were not all made at the same'iime;.but because they.all



P . t

ideal it' the torezon;

grauped together. This- is a

in defining the purposes of

s.

stovesielft) shorts a sweep,,-of

of the camera head, they are

example of the:tole of contextt

ions. A "pan" (or panoiimichateral

on or scene. In the Readink project ,°

t usually revealed a stiCoe -of 'people's facesi- in' lose -up,

or of theikfaces and upper, bodies,-if the camexp,abot was wider'.

A lthOugh the pan is a familiar camera.. pt., it is still an
. .'-$..

.,. experien(e that only a camera leng pe*ts; and frqi,alwaysn.
. ,..1.

-,
..., . . ,

-.

potentially,edraitat*c and exciting'-hiciatse

previituly ,hiddqn and; uilknovm:

it mmeveals,whai was
--"'.,1'11-

identities, their relition%% ,,! .
. .

ships , their ktt itud es and . Eli iions.....2 'con seq- treat iy`, .6,-use a'pan
.... ..,.. ..

. 40 t.
v': .R , .. . t I 4 ' re.: ''without purpoe is to Waste and trivialize its pqtential. The .'1 . , . .

'';'t .......' #. .
_. . 1.

staff camera, operators- and headrend.-switchie had seen,..in. their

...trail-44lb thaftiiforkalovestents and varying shot' sizes always
., . .
.4

conveyed some` littaninif one of the iasks of supportive intervention
,.. .. .

41 . ,

vas to summarlize the ieanings that emerged in the context of inter-

action,Jo ttempt to-categorize some of them,, and to clarify what

laay- have:been confusing about them.
4.,

t. there is a good-Sized crowd at one of the NCCs end
the time As right to emphasize that a lot of people are
there, pan on amedium shot that reveals a new person
"on screen" as the camera moves off another one. Pull ing_
ban "to a widi shot of .the whole group wili not articulate
"a, lot- of people"' as the panning shot does:

.

. .

2. When gOing ftom one speaking participant to -another one
at thesame NCC, pan fairly .quickly on a rather tight
shot. This increases a sense of vitality in the setting,
shows that the camera, is 'searching for, the "new" voice,
'and may.help to conceal the fact .that there axe bui few

1

peopfe in attendance.i'

4



. A erslow pan of close-ups is e tSfective in reminding a
,speaker that there are people at all tree centers;

. Some of whom may wisli'to speak. t

On total participation programs like "Sing along; " panning

on closeup at allthrep NCCs (intercut from one'to the
next) increases the.sense of identification of all with
esch;-:arrbecomes a vivid roll-call.of the activity.

Keep staff members-off-camera. On some days, at first, thi

only person,visible at an NCC might be the coordinator. But, as

. .

. 'soon aithere leretone trio people at an NCC, even if they had

nothing td-say, it.was that they should be on camera than

a staff person. pleywtre not going to learn that/the system was
.

theirs, and depended,, on them for what it would be, if'staff people .

were there to "iakm,care of things."'

Visualize.presentations w ith the actual items being-discussed.

This suggestion s not needed by people 4hoise presentations included

visual aid During a session Adviiing people to know about'labels

and c tents of medicine bottles And boxes, as well as methods for

suririg they would not be confused, it became evident that an

otherwise inforiative session had lost the greater part of its

effectiveness because.the items discussed were only talked about;

.

had they been4shown, the number of the presenter's words would have

been cut-by two thirds, and 'the participantrrioulithayt-rstaTflid-far

more of he information. The presenter should haPe brought an array

of the bottles and boxes she was talking about to the session.

SOmmdardization of Methods

Whenever people begin to use a new communication environment,

Jr
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they have to le= its ordinary, clnditiOns and how to distinguish,

them from singular-events. Manyof the foregoing suggestionsWere

based 'on situations which recurred often enough to be assumed
, .

.inherent to the system. Thee were, in addition, a few simple.

standard methods of doing things in television studios, which had

been developed in broadcasting and--because the operation ofhe

NCCs was a form of studio.television, no matter how successfully

infused with a home-like ambiencethese were patently applicable.

to line up split-screens quickly and uniformly, each camera

opermtbr should mark ahvertical mid-line on the viewfinder With

a-wax pencil. As soon as split screens were to be used, this old

'studio method was suggested. The camera operator.simply measures

to find the exact center of both top and bottom of the viewfinder,

then draws a vertical line with wax pencil to connect.Them.- The.'

switcher at the head end makes a split screen from Cameras at two
. .

#
!. NCCs, then from the other combinations of two. Tht camera operators/

/ s,* -

. .

.

. .can observe, on their monitors; whether the head end is making the
.... .

(.. - /
.

split on the Jines they have drawn. There should be littledeviation;

however, if there is a discrepancy, camera operators and'Ird-end

switcher can resolve it by-talking among themselves and. if necessary,
1

adjusting their vertical lines slightly. Oncethis.simple step flas

been taken, there need bewno further discdfsion among camera operavars
4.

and the head end as to the area occupied by each operator's picture.°

Once the operator knows that her or his camera is to-provide the

left side of the split screen, then the operator keeps the subject in

the left half Of the screen, bounded on the right by the pencil line.

101



The snitcher at the head end may still.need to tell one operator or

the ot her to tilt up or down, or to zoom i or out a bit, in order

to balance the two pictures relative to each other, but the major'

task has been done when theAtwo subjects (usually people's faces)

are routinely centered in the pre-marked halves of the screen. The

staff did not actually'use this technique regularly until April, k976.

Once they adopted it, they were able to produce split screens at a

moment's notice; put priOr to that time, each split screen was a

+special event, requiring discussion and much adjustment befori.it

. . . w .
was properly set.

No '... :o

Liiityrint ;on screen to 21 characters per horizontal line..

1 -
This was ac rule-afrthumb, for atttt type-faces." The number of lines !.

on screen at PrlY onetime should not be more than five, and, less is

/
prefeiable. These arbitriry'recommendations e from the reasonable

'51

assumption that when print is used; it was into ded that it be read.

The original size of the printisad nothing todo with,it; all legends
#

become the sena size when they. fill a television- screen, whether.

they are photographed from a billbard or a postage stamp.

ii;t/c--,13102
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CHAPTER 4

In Conclusion:- Interaction's New Domain

The Reading cable system developed an aspect of interactive

televition different from any previous use of IATV. When the

daily interactive sessions were transmitted on a regular cable

channel five days a week, they were accepted.by a substantial
,

number of viewers as a new kind-of television programming. The
c .

Reading interactive programs are effective because the,senier

citimepsolho do:the programs are not simply performing on one-way

televhion. I The

Communicate with

two-way-television they are using alimisthem to

each other in a manner that is different,fYom

either face-to-.face'.interaction or one-way television.
. .

The'uinteractiveness" of the te.levision,:pritgraimingisein.,and
.,.

..( .,

'heard at homejs father enhanced by the fact that. any home.yiewer
,.4.,. .

can becOne a participant vii the telephone. ,The role'of these home?t.... .
callers is.different froahat in broadcast television or radio

. -

--call-in program.

9 Qua ' * -,

In the latter, a homecliair talks with the

program host or, sometimes, fr guest interviewer in the studio. In). - 41
0

/

'the Reading.cable system, a home .taller talks with host, presenter,
.,

.guest, or aly.other person at ar$ of the NCCs or remote locations;

the home caller becomes one of the group-talk participants. Also,

1

in, the Riading systellOhere is no, use o

conversations t hat include telephone callers; such a delay cannot

. .

a ape-ricorded delay on

4 -

r.

-I
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. km.used.in spontaneous conversation, and has never been even considerld
f

.for.uie in the Reading system. Ihe quality of home participation in

the Reading system is'of being in'the group-talk, and of bringing4

a wider dimension to,it frdm the,larger poimlationloutsidethe NCCs.

*hen the-,.Reading project was plannld, it was hoped that people

-

yoUlIcome to the centers in order to communicate with each Other

and with local officials, educators, service providers, representatives

to' of'recreational and cultural agenties, andalmbers of eommunity

groups (such as high school sand college students). The peopfb who

lc
'came to the centers,fulfilled this goal; they did communicate with

. -

4'- all these people and communicated with them very well, but, not solely

because they needed the specific contents of all the communications

'r.

. .

that transpired: It is likely that.the regular attendees at the

NCCs were Aso there for quite different but equally important

purposes: foi socializing with each other, for involvement in grog

activities, and for participation as responsible and productive

-leaders of a community activity. ,

*
In other wotds, the Reading IATV system evolved as a surrogate

system: "the,uregulars" interacted with local officials, social

service agency staff, young people, physicians, educators, yoga

instructors, ministers, and priests to learn how to use social
II

. ..,,

services, howAo buy and cook food 'on limited budgets, and to question
,... .

.

elected officials about all manner of things. The particApants

determined not-Only what issues were talked,about on the system but

also how they were discussed. It was this latter aspect that was

f



1'

.4

4

that is known, familiar, and true to people in Reading, Pa. The level

the more important, because'it set the level of discourse in an idiom,

of'discourse that ems set by the regulars; the wit-and'clatity they41---

' .4k'brought to the interactions was evidenCe of their collective skills

4,4
as communicators to the nfighbors and fellow Atizens.

gm

.

,

It was this authenticity that would'seem to be the(felzon for.
: =

. local officials.and politicianso-pay somuch attention and give

so'much of their time and energy to the BCTV system..af4grair

as well as on it. City-officials, social. service executives, local

business leaders, and volunteer' groups came to recognize that Bak

offered an audience thai was valuable tb them and to what they were

trying'to accomplish. BCTV gave the people access to their leaders

. By.the same token, it gaye leadership;acCess-to the people. For

the refulart BCTV was a productive and:meaningful_activity.

Many personhl testimonials were vdiced-on the system during

regular sessionsas to the value of the System in people's lives.

The effect of the system on the lives of others was obVidus: 'they
..

,

. .

1 ..

came every day and worked hard to get programs together. The efforts
. .

and enthu40.asm, innovatio inventiveness of the regulars. over

the long period in 1976 fud. 1 in which the future-or the BCT%

C
41.

'system was in doubt, gave daily proof of how smith it 'meant to them.

ThefP appeals for money and suppoit were moving and immensely e&-ective.
.

*.ThecoOltstent appeals over-the System included' one person with a huge
p.

chart of remaininebours,.each One,blacked out as it. came to an end;..4
I

and another with exhortatiOns to "get out1there and talk to everyone

you know about keeping BCTV alive"; all of them, working for the
.-

. eY-tele co keep Rein-

83
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r .
. .

BCTV demonstratEd that ftwo-way cable- television systemixtibld:

be for people. . Cable television(systems, while looking for wayi to

- .
-

serve, want also to capture sufficient numbers of people to pay for 4.

the service. BCTV mak Bmve provided, one model-for 'what is wanted,

4

and needed.

M.

a.

0
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A
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APPENDIXA

Glossary

. .

Host: ..Gatekeeper,, spokesperson, chairpersdn. A host in the' senses.
;nine who represents an institution. Session hosts were if dharge
of the entire two hours of "programming" throughout the' system.
Center-hdstswere gatekeepers-"and spgkespersons for individual NCCs
usually for the entire session on ani.day. . .

I
. &... a ,

Participant:. Anyone who came to an NCC during a session, whether

he/she "spoke up" or 'hot, but usually. refers to people engaged in
active participation. Includes priAenters, producers, hosts, guests.

Presenter: A matter/mistress of ceremonies fora singly segment:
Introduced segment, its subject matter, guests, videotapes, and
oth

1
r elements. Led in questioning (of ggcsts.or otherparticipants).

110

Amato .. .
.

griming: A_somewhat unfortunate usage because of its connotation
of broadcasting practice, butnow widely used in the Reading system
to denote the substance of_ interactions; the overall subject of what
is to be scheduled in segments and sessions:

Se' nt: A term whose'use detlIned in Reading. -An early equivalent
of r what would be tailed a "program" in brotIchst television.

A part of a session, from five minutes to alkalf-hour (in the %ase
of "Singalong" and 'some specials, a full, hour): - .

Senior Aide: A-senior citizen who worked at one of the NCCs greeting

'gem
:'true ts, Seeing to it that the log book was signed by guests, and

L.._1en

ally helping with the housekeeping tasks of'the NCC. Also, the
peri who answered the telephonekai the head end..

Senior' Producer: A senior citizen who was paid on a part-time basis

---7---for-producing-segments:----(Not-a21-segments-were-sd-prodtidedT-Ifany
were done by volunteers, senior and other.)

Senior Siatf: Tfie senior Vitizens who worked on part-time salaries
as senior producers aid senior aides;

Session: OriginallA,meant to denote the entire hour or two hours
scheduled fdr interaction and u*ed in that sense here.

L a

V tok,
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Staff:.. The group of part-time and full-time younger employees who
were recruited in Reading and served as NCC coordinators, tech aidei,
productiOn coordinator, head-end switchei, remotes coordinator, staff
secretary.

System: Always refers to the interactive television system and
usually includes the concepk of the people who operate and participate
in it, .its- interacting locations,' and its technology. (On occasion,
the ATC-Berks Cable TV Co. is referred to as the "local. CATV system"

.

to distinguish° it from the interactive system.)



APPENDIX B

Statistics :of Attendance and Interaction

Logs. of attendance: were kept:diily.at,each NCC',.by program'

(Segment). .The.swVcher at'thetead end ratedeath-segmenton a

3-point. scale for interactioir (1 = Very;little or no interaction;

2:moderate interaction;. 3 = 'Considerable.interaction) The senior.

'aide whosanswered telephone. calls at the heid end recorded,, by

segment; the number of callers whafctually.spoke on thesySteM,.(as

opposed _to those .who called but did n*iet Finally,;:aJog was
V

kept of transmission and:sound prylems. The following four tables

summarize the data that were rec

Table 1 indicates the relatively low level of attendance gitthe

NCCs. The total nUmber of individual attendees for the year, 1976, was

1084, as shown in iAle

x.
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Tab le 1

.Program Segments InOrder Of Mean. Attendance Over The Year 1976
. (, .

1: Is There a Generation Gap? 35.36*

2. Singalong 32.29

3. Adventures in Matdrity (Red Cross) 31.05**

4. oSeVe and Nonsenses._ 29.42

5. Tel it to Eben and Herb - '26.56
' 26.256. Your Money and You

7. Inside City Hall /( 411 24.19

8. Around, Berks County. < 23.97
9. Let's Go Shopping 20.86'`

10. Oral History 20.60
1.11% Dancing With Blaine 20.10

12. What County Government Is All About 19.31

'13. Be My' Guest 18.95

14. .Anna's A116 18.75

15. Your Social Security 18.0

16. P.A.O.P. (Pennsylvania Association of Older Perspns) 18.0

17. A More Beautiful You ' 18.0
_

18.° Swap Shop - - 17.43

19. Scrapbook 17.21

20. Sound Off 16.5

21. I'm Glad You Asked 16.11

22. City. 'Council Digest 15.62

.23. Poetry Corner L 15.50

24. Partners in Progress (Pennsylvania State University). 14.33

25. Cooking for One 14.08

26. Focus on Horizon' 12.0

27. Golden. Memories 11.25.

28. Living Library 10.67

29. Berks County News 10.27

..

*Includes some numbers of high school-students for whom this was a
regular school class. II
** is series had been sched ed as regular lectures at Horizon Center,
and, was minimally adapted for television:
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. Program Segments in Order Of Mean Interaction Level Over The Year 197&

Oral. History
2. .Singalong
3. Sound Off
4. Tell It To Eben and Herb
5. Is There a 'Generat n Gap?
6. 'Sense and Nonsense
7. Scrapbook
8. Partners gin Progr (Pennsylvania. State University)
9. erks County News
10. 'Your Social Sec. ty . e
11. Inside City Hall
12. Poetry Corner
13. Around Berks Co nty

What County Govi4rnment
15. Living Abrary
1S., Cooking forOn
17'.1 Adventures in aturity (Red Cross)
18., Be My Guest
19. Your Money You )

20. Swap Shop
24. Dancing Wit Blaine
22. A More Bead iful You
23." Anna's Alle
24. I'm Glad Y Asked
25. P.A.O.P. ( ennsylvania Association of Older Person)
26. . Let's Go Shopping
27. Focus On orizon
28. City Co it Digest
29. Golden M mories

.

is An About

2:75
2.65
2.63
2.59
2.58
2.53
2.48
L42
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.17
2.17
2.14
2.13
2.13
2.10
2.07
2.06
2.0

2.0

2.0
1.7
1.67
1.58
1.55

1.35

1.3
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Table

Program Segments In OrdeiOf Mean Phone Calls*Over The-Year 1976

.4

1. Sound'Off
2.' Sense and 'Nonsense
3. Tell It To Eben and Herb
4. Inside ,City Hall

5. Singilog
6. What County Government Is All. About

9. Your SoCial Security
,10. .Cooking for One
11. Adventures in Maturity (Red'Crost)

7. Partners in State University)

8. Is There a Generation Gap? '

12. `Scrapbok .

13. Your Money and You
14. Around Berks County

T

15. Poetry Corner .
16. Be My Guest
17y: Berks County.News
18. A More Beautiftil You
19. P.A.O.P. (Pennsylvania Association of Older Persons)

20. Anna's Alley
21. Focus on Horizon
22. Let's Go Shopping
23. Oral H' idltory

24. Swap. SH6p

25'. I'm Glad You Asked
26. Living Library . 40

27. City Council Digest
28. Dancing With Blaine
29.. Golden,Mlemories

5.38-

5.31
3.94
3.68
3.38
3.0
2.135

2.5
2.38
2,,25

2.20
2.19.
2.04
1.72

1.67
1.57

1:37
1.33
1.0

1.0
.8

.62

.5'

.4

.3

.25

.20

.17 .

*These represent calls that actually went out on the system. Some

people who, called did not get on. The person answering the cdlls at
the heaCendtreported .that it was.sometimes as much as seven minutes
from the time p call yas answered until the person was recognized to
speak on the system..

112
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.1Table 4

e

:$ .
Total Program Hours:1976''

./ .

Januar : .18.5
February 31.00
arch 23.75 e"9
til 27.83

May 3139
June 24.14.

:.:July 24.05
August 24.89
September 38:91
October 44.00
November 40.00
December 44.00

Total Program Hours 1976 372.46

,

Total DAation-Transmission ProbleMs, 1976 7- 48.75 hours **

Total Duration Sound-Problems, 1976 .=.27.75 hours**

Percent of Transmission Problems over year

Percent of Sound Problems -over year

5 %..

* Until September 1976, proigramiing had run between e4,11,,00r and ninety
minutes .a day. On September 27, programming becameexke0y two hours
a day as it was carried from 10 to 12 noon an Channel 'io.a11 Cable
subsCribers. Earlier:in September', programming expanded tn.two., houis;
in anticipation.

**The bulk of problems were logged in the fir.st three months 'of
oRerations.

. -

;
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Table,S

. .

AttendanceFrequency 1976

41.

4Ib

Days Attended Individuals

.
40 or more

11 to 39

2 to 10

Only once

43

79

258

704

Kennedy 159

Hensler 112

iHorizon 813

TOTAL: New Attenders

N.

1084

k

4.
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APPENDtX C

l

.
Bri4f Char cterizations of interactive Firmats,

- .
Chapter 3 provides more details' on many of the series Listed

below. Here are brief characterizations. of the first twenty on tge

C.
attendance list (Appendix B, Table. 1). All were once weekly:

. .

one hundred twenty -fro attended eleven or more times; of this

group, 43 attended forty times or more.- It is this latter group,

referred to as the "regulars," who made up half or more of every

day's attendance in theLNCCs; they were the hosts, presenters, and

producers--who, more than anyone else, developed the how and the

°what of interactions. After this group was established, the

average attendance atNCCs grew very'slowly.

Did the small cadre'of regulars constitute an elite group that,

by its assured manners and crennishnesydiscouraged any but the

hardiest souls from trying to gain admission? Perhaps, although-
+

they were cheerfully welcoming towari newcomers and encouraged them to

come in, to participate; and to return. 'It is more' likely that-the

"regulars" were a self-selected clan of gregarious, energetic people,
A -

many of whom were natural leaders and performers. For,them going, to.

an NCC became a welcome routfne,"as many of them atte)41:

,.-..

l:' Generation Gap (Is There a Generation GapIli iskabY
ilk .

Reading's immediate .ex- mayor, each session brottsht students

from a local high school together with seniors. to discuss

controversial issues.

115
93
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APPENDIX C
(cOnt'411.)

t

2.Singalong. A community sing, one hour each Friday.
. . %

s: Adventures in Maturity. Guest experts discussed health,

hobbies, psychology,' and many ether topics from the point of

view of the older adult.'"

4. Sense and Nonsense. A quiz program.

S. Tell It to Eben and Herb. A 'number of different formats

were developed by the two men -under this rubric, the most
Av

popular of which was an opinion oll.

6. Your Money and You. Guest experts discussed not only

assistance programs to which seniors might bh entitled, but

also-insurance4 taxes, ways to save, money and economical

renovation.

-
7. Inside City Hall. Weekly half-hour sessions with the mayor

t

or another of Reading's council members, with the council

people participating from City Hall.

8. Around Berks County. An omni4S series, often with videotaped

segments, to meet interesting people and visit picturesque or

nostalgic places.

9; Let's Go Shopping. A shopper's guide to best buys at 1ppal

stores.

10. Oral History. Seniors recollected Reading's, past for-hfgh-L

School students.

11. Dancing With Blaine. A'"how-to" class with Blaine D., one

of the system's most active presenters and hosts.

I
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APPENDIX C
(cont'd)

1
4

12. What County Government Is All About? The counterpart of '

A

° 7. Inside City Hall. The County Commissioners, and other

major county executives, conver§ed each week from the County'

Building.
t

13. Be My Guest. Interviews with well-known, interesting .

people.

14. Anna's Alley. A precursor of 13, Be My Guest, where local

authorities and celebrities were interviewed.

15. Your Social. Security. Executives of the local headquarters,

from their offices, brought latest news and answered questions

about the programs administered by the Social Security

Administration.4

16,P:A:0.P. (Pennsylvania Association of Older_Persons). A

review of news and legislative_ events 'affecting senior

citizens.

17. A More Beautiful You Personal grooming tips and advice.

18. Swap Shop. Barter what you don't want for something you do.

or buy.

19. Scrapbook. A series of programs of pe?sopal selections:

iavorite poems, stories, tollection, and reminiscences.

20. Sound Off.-- An opportunity-to get it.off your aest,

an NCC or home.

1.17
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APPENDIX D

Recoemendatibns For .

Interactive Teleconferencing

S.

In two years of daily interactive programmineamong three or more participat-

e 14 centers we have found that sore agreed upon protocols are required to

facilitate smooth interaction Vieeplitscreens and normal (conversitional)

audio:inftetrupt.' . "7

TM mon= regulates interaction by shoWing patticipants who has the floor

and whoa tbey are speaking with. Other information such es phone numbers%

maps, etc., also appeal when asked for. The monitor 'should be placed directly

in front of the "participants-withLthe main - camera as close as possible to it

so, pat when-talking to someone at a
distant-point,- the participants appear to

be Poking at one another.

TEA EMU is the basic visual signal to the head end snitcher that someone

wishes to speak, or who it is that is %Vain* to speak. Put that person on ,

the righthand side of a split, with a el slop matching in size the shot on t2 g6

moniiori If no one wishes to'speak, give a wider "reactionishot" which may be

pbnchecimpes an indication of auchence.--Ashot of three or four people

coupled with a pan of the audience is often more effective as a reaction shot

thanra truly wide static shot showing knees and 'Amides and no facial expressiobs.

. .

SOONbi With a potential of sous 3340 40 live microphones, sound-should'be very

carefully set up ahead of time. In ordei for someone to interrupt with a .s

pertinent comment or question, all mikes should be live dt all,tines. However,

pattieipants should be reminded that, private conversations will be picked up.

Man be bear met Is uy mike 001.i/here there are a great many participants,

that should be reminded to identify themselves an their location when they

login tb speak, so that the bead end snitcher can punch up the center, even if

the cassia person has, not-yet "found" them.

SET-0,
* .

1. In order to balance. the video from all centers, cameras and lights may have to

be edjusted to allow for electronic variations. Pleaie allay enough tine for these

.,:adjustments.

2. Audio levels often most be readjusted from the normal is -house level. Each

de mike should be retested while your monitor is iron confoitable volume. Please

leavelyourmonitOr tutied apla that any feedback can be traced during set-up.

3. When there is time, a 'Warm-up" after technical sithip usually results in a

Isammtbar-On-air program as people adjuttito monad and video interrupt.

ch2HorizonCerder.40N.9thSt.Reacfing,Flarlqi01,(215)3% -3065
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Hosting. at Your 4eighborhood Communication Center

e.

4
Every center sbquld have a host.for the' day who insures
the day's cableckst, easy transitions from segment to
distribution of interaction. tecause the host is famll
procedures on Berke Community Television (BCTV); he or

* preienters in many ways:

.1

ssootb runping of
pant a9d fair
ar with
he can help

If a presenter is more comfortablebeing'introduced, the host
can do: the introductions and bob guide the opening sweep.

If a presenter has trouble-identifying a center, the best
should help by short identification.

3: Ifitthere'are technicil difficulties in your center, please-.
explain whit is happening. If you can't hear another center,
please say so; if fa graphic is unclear, say so or read it for
the others. I

4. When your center is punched up at tip end of a program,
remember to thank the'presenter and say goodbye-for your center.

5. When a presenter asks if there are questions and there are none
in your center, please say so.

6. Although a few moments of silence is not necessarily bad, the
host should be available to jump in and direct asweep, ask.
for questions, give the-home viewer phone number, or sum up
id. a presenter gets stuck or needs a break to check notes..

T. The host.can insure thit no one monopolizes the interaction
:517 gracefully refocusing the diicussioAbadk to-the presenter;

,"Let's-see what the presenter bas.to'say about yourcomments
so far..."

8. Wets say receive last minute changes in the day's scenario
during the segment and should either pass these on to the
presenter off - we them at the appropriate time.

9. If a presenter does Abt notice cues--(time, spots, or home
viewer), the host should politely signal or break in.

lemembei to say goodbye at the end of.the ,day for your center.
during the closing sweep.



Recommendations for Presenting

There are 'home things»which we feel will be. helpful f; making your
presentation on Berke Community Television (BCTV) afore effective and
enjoyable.

1. Since it is necessary for us to seeour microphone levels for
your iroicip4ease plan to arrive aethe center fifteen minutes
before y01E scheduled program. This will give our crew time'
So properlyrset the audio portion of the system.

-a

2. Speak close to (approximately 5 inches) and directly into the
microphone. While testing the microphone,' please use the same
voice level that you will use for your presentation.

3. If you intend to stand or move dining the program, please let
us'Unow a day in advance cc that we will have a lavaliere
microphone for you. I

4"

4.' In order to show visual aids to the best advantage, it may be
necessary for us to so4e*Our graphics camera from one location
to another, set up and fest special lighting, etc. If you
plan to use any such aids (charts, props, photographs, etc4
please let us know at least a week ahead of time. If you Plan
to use slides we should .have them at least two weeks in advance.

. Since the home viewers and participants are, accustomed to the
interactive nature of the system we have found. that presentations
are more effeciive when done in refatiVely 'short segments
(5-10 minutes) with time for questions and, discussion interspersed
throug bout the program.

6. Remember that the participants are not limited to those in the
center where yousire located: Flease'regard the camera knd monitor
as additional patgcipants and do not be disturbed by seeing the

picture switch dr the other two centers while you are speaking..
The purpose of this is to give you an opportunity to see the
'patticipants at the oth4r locations. When a participant at
another cemterInseracts with you, you*will be able to see each
other simultaneously on a split screen with yourself on the left
blkf.

7." There are several ways in. which questions may be posed and comments*
made. For instance, when a pone viewer calls, )mma.will hear their
voice but will not see thew.' The crest 4ll bold up misign indicat-
ing thava hole viewer is waiting to speak. *.

8. Tbk only restriction on clothing is that white should not be worn.
The. reflected light from4Whiteiclothing will affect the camera and
make your face appear in shadow.

4110,'

4
Please letus know him you enjoyed yang experience with BCTV and if our' system

can be of service_ to you-or your &sanitation in the future. .
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TECHNICAL CONFIGURATION OF THE INTERACTIVE SYSTEM

by

Gary Schober



. .
TECHNICAL CONFIGURATION OFTBE.INTERACTIVESYSTEM

.

system was

which were

Introduction

Th technical configuration of the Reading interactive cable

based on three neighborhood communication centers (NCCs)

equipped'to transmit and receive audio and Video signals

to. and from:the head-end control points, AS well ag from a fourth

4r..
remote location. A typlcal iterentory of NCC equipment-consisted of

the following:

*N,

1. Audio Transmitting and Receiving Equipment
2. Cameras
3. Lets Complement .

4 Camera Mounting Assemblies
S. Switcher and Synchroniziftg Equipmeht
6. Monitor and TV Receiving Equipment
7. RF Receivift and Transmitting Equipment.

This report includes a description of' the NCC equipment and, the

process by which: it. was tested, adapted, and deployed. Some alterna-

tive strategies for technicifreplicationiof the interactive system-

1
are alsO propoSed.

--
Orientation

- 4
Each NCC might b4, thought of as a separap "system" within the

total system. This perspecqve allows us to examine. technical diffi.,

cultfes locally in .the context of the head end and -its. operation in

concert -with the downstream signal(s).' It is recommended that the
.

,

reader review the,interim technical'repOrt in order to apprectlet

9
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genesis of hardware selection, 'installation, implementation, and

modification. This report focuses on use of the hardtare and the

problems encountered. It is Worth e.' to note that the magnitude

of the electronic gadgetry_ that is frequently used to eliminate

difficUlties can be intimidating. In this koject, budgetary limita-

tions prevented this luxury;` instead, simple coit effective cures

'Were-impleinented for basic Problems.

Viewfinder Cameras
,-

Each NCC was equipped with two GBC CTC-5000 view,finder cameras.

as used as a floor camera while the _second served eithey as a

"title camera" or backup shooting unit. Although the usable light

sensitivit4 for'this camera was claimed to be 1 foot candle, good

picture contrast, depth of field, 'and evenness of lighting, required

supplemental:lighting. A combination of "soft" and quartz lights

'reflected and -diffused from the ceilings provided
. sufficient light

levels- to opetate lenses at f 2.5. As much as 4 kw -of .auxiliaty lamps

were used .tofill a room as large as Etdman Hall at Horizon Center. /

Also, at times,the light levels were excessive, causing the automatic /

light control (ALC) inAhe cameras to work very and tp keep the_ 41

camera output within one volt. All this underscored the importance /

of aide range ALC 4.0 the camera. It should be noted that video.

signals were not "ridden" at any point in thembdulation-demodulation

process but clamped at one volt in the camera before modulation and

maintained at this level by the ALC circuit of the cameras.



This efficiency is offset by the inherent disadvantages of sync

stretch" or "compression" when extreme light levels are encountered.

"Sync stretch," caused by video level being too Jow, results in poor

11
signal-to-noise ratio. (4e picture is noisy because luminence infor-

iaiion is reduced while sync information is excessive relative to the

1-volt comiSosite signal.) At theother extreme, excessive video

causes proportional reduction in synchronizing signal amplitude

providing jitter on the monitor. Careful attention should be paid

to this point by establishing "benchmarks" or parameters of light

leVels and.lens settings at each center.

In an attempt =to resolVe these difficulties, series of

experiments was conducted with solid state pick-up tubes to investi-

gate feasibility of, incorporation within the project. The results

of the experiments were insufficiently conclusive; and light levels

adequate for using vidicons 'were obtained with supplementary lighting.

For.exaMOF was hoped that greater depth-of-field might be

aChieved by. use of a Tivicon tube; .hglever,: a neutral7density filter

was required in order to.maintain equal gray scale performance. This

negated any light gain and dictated the same iris setting as for the

vidicons. (Most solikstate,pick-up tubes tend to be disproportion-

ately sensitive,away from visible light.) No attempt was made during

the experiments to alter the Iulima' correction

cameras to compensate for this stigma.

Theportable cameras-Used in conjunction with the 1/2" Sony

Rover VTR's would be enhanced considerably by using solid-state tubes

circuits within the



/ since available outdoor tight levels far exceed studio (NCC) environ-
.

ments even\with'ihe inclusion of a neutral-density filter. This
\

change would be recommended since, additionally, solid state (diode)

tubes have no "stiction" or lag (also referred to as "comet tail"

.
'caused by fast picture motion of. brighthighlig Generally, the_.

4."

NCCs mere too bright and intimidating for the seniors when light_

levels above 35 foot candles were used.

Viewfinder Specifications: There'Were two GBC CTC-5000 cameras

with companion viewfinder-module in each NCC location. The cameras

were chosen because they met the following requirements:

a) Resolution: 650 lines at 8.5 MHz bandwidth.
Low toiser 50db signal-to-noise ratio with FET video input.

b) Sensitivity: Usable picture at lfootcafidle with 10 steps
ofgray scale (and, as apractical matter, about 5 foot
candles)

c) Automatic light control 5000:1

d) 2:1 industrial.

".:The prIncipal reasons for choosini the CTC-5000,cameras were

simplicity of operation, cost, and ability toArive extern y in a

"systems configuration." Electrically, these cameras are patible

with the SoniliSEG-1 series Special EfNcts/Synt Generato

the interconnectinesable must be modified for pin comp

madeNo attempt was wage to use, intercom or tally lights on

since the Sony SEG-1 does not have'these features-

*ever,

lity.

Maras

.;Perhapsthe;most:anhoying,Troblem encountered wit he'cameras

was a recurring and intermittent hum caused by an incgrectly. wiredr
4kfilrf



vieWfinder.

early manufacture; as a resat, it

Regrettably, the units purchased for the project were of

was impossible to correct this

be eliminated IT using Inxits ofproblem easily. The problem would

later manufacture which Atwired differently. This potential problem,

can be easily spotted by checking to see if the first and last pins of

the viewfinder interconnection card are'Hlooper) toge0Ar in the view-
.

4inder. The
.

severity of this intermittent problem tends.to t461pro-
4

portional to target voltige; therefore it is most pronounced: when the

camera is operating with a well-used vidicon. The only complaints

regarding the cameras involves the manufacturer's choice of inter-
.

. .

connecting cables. The interconnectinfrplugs arevery fragile and
I .

,,e
,,

no'strain Telief is provided; also, the cable itself is inadequately.
,

, '4a.

shielded and therefore subject toiRF interference.

Lens Complement: Each center normally had'a viewfinder camera
.

, operating in studio fashion while *the second camera was used for

titlini" purposes. The,studiO'Camera was equipped with a rather fist

f 1.8.zoom' lens having a /0:1 zoom.feature. The only criticism that
lk

might be raised is in ward to its size, being rather large and

perils* intimidating in comparison to the size of the vitiffindet

camera. When considering future systems, a more modest lensomighi

be in order if the shooting environment were the same. A 4:1

(2.5 - 10010) lens is probably adequate foripost NCC shooting situa-

tions

f

since the layout of the audience is quite regular. The para-
,s''. .

/mount consideration in any choice of.lens is simplicity of operation.

A pushturn zoom -focus control rod would be:preferable to the bell
.

1.12



clank rear control assembly which,is more difficult for an untrained
.

- * , .

operator tdPuse.
.

.

Cameral4ounting Assembly: Each studio viewfinder camera was

mounted on a medllilweight tripod and dolly assembly. The dolly

assembly wag seldom used for shooting; but in twoof the three centers,

where tne equipment had tobe rolled -away, after each day's use, the

dollies provided the necessary mobility. The zoom lenses.that were

r
affixed to the viewfinder dameras caused the camera lens assembly

, %. 411`

to be heavy and not optimally balanced -tr a spring-loaded panhead.

If sucks large lens were again used, a floating rather than, spring-

.

loaded head wound be a wiser choice.

Audio

e audOk-signal fed upstream to the head end was derived from

a nt er of microphones and/or a VTR.. This signal, in the form of

an FIN bq ier, was conveyed via a television molulator operating on

chandel. 8, So. or 6 (60-88MHz). Between 2 and microphones were

used -in a.typIcal interaction. and the specific crophone differed

P
with the kind of activity. Usually, guest lecturers and the like used

lapel-wricrophones-EA-34L-Shurel-whi-le;-:tur-assortment-of--RE-H or

EV635 hand-held microphones were passed among the speakers in Croup

intgra tion.:

,f . . 0.
'tit

V °Us experiments Were conducted with different kinds of .

. .

microphones to achieve maximum perforjance of each center. Sound

pressure, measurements revealed the volume differential between the

"talker and listener" to be only about 12db above= ambient noise.
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When room noise is high, this limitation provides Iessithan adequate

volume, especially for senior tizen\ whose hearing may be impaired.

Atteipts to achievelreater "talker-to-listener" ratios were

yade with ihe.followingrestilts. Equalization at each center was

.

.

,provided. All frequencies of interest were "flattened" to minimize

loss of intelligence. Due to the dual modulation-demodulAion

40system, frequency(below 100 cycles and above 8 KHz Were unimportant.
. i

No other imprOvemenis in volume could be gotten by treating all

frequencies equally. However, some increase in volume (actually a

decrease in feedback) was achieved (+3db) by tailoring the frequency

response to the acoustical environment. This unequalized response

was an addition of two factors: .(a) room balance and (b) higb and

low frequency emphasis (actually mid-frequency de-emphasis).

Room "bbunce" or "deadness" was offseteto improve intelligibility

by manipulation of a multip0 oct*Vefilteriiooster. This procedure

was a trial and error method using a ShurelPiedback,Stabilizer which

has, notch or boost provision for frequencies, from 63 Hz to 12 KHz. rt,%
.4.60

64b in 12 octaves). This unequalizi400144.0 increased usable

volume without apparent loss of intelligibflitAo seniors.

-----=.-----(1t--bas-been-vbserved-Wmany-te-sts-017genior citizens' 'hearing

41

tkat extreme low and high frequencies are attenuated due to hardening
,

of the eardrds, causing loss of sound "brilliance" or "presence" and4

thereby-reducing.intelligibility. The p ect's subjective experi-
-

mints .on'optimizing.sOund for elderly people were .made in .tba absence

of a clinical environment.)

.

a



In a static microphone situation tith no-alce handling,

acceptable volume levels are achievable.when acoustical response

is nulled by the feedback stabilizer. Unfortunately, most inter-

actions are rather dynamic in nature-causing the carefully prepared'

static conditions to change. Each microphone, when understood as an

acoustical receptor whose pickup area is a function of directivity and

sensitivity, is a potential source of both intelligence and feedback.

Assumincequal input gain at the mixer, every microphone added to the.
%Iv

srniallikll contribute noise and greater potential for feedback.

Reducing the potential for feedback is accomplished acoustidally by

increasing the distance between microphone(s) and speaker(s) through

directivity. TheolMEll microphones have excellent front-to-back ratios

for,fine directivity and sensitivity, thus increasing overall system

performanceiby several decibels when used properly. They'became the

-
instrument of choice in dealing with this quite difficult problem

4.0
of adequate volume level.syN

Operation of the mixer at thg head end involved a great deal

more magic than might be required at any center since the head end was
ti

receiving as many as thirty different microphone signals which.. were

ff

subject to at least as much variation as the levels at each center.

These received signals were mixed and re-transmitted back down the

cablejdownstream) to all centers and viewers. When the peak volume

from any one center exceeded the marginal threshold of feedback safety,

,complite collapse of the.audio.delivery often occurred because each

'member of the technical staff would instinctively turn down the NCC's
. .
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mixer volumb levels to quiet the "howl." This naturally caused a

momentary loss of audio, but worse,'an irreconcilable difference in

)
levels between centers was created when each NCC made adjustments

that threw off the adjustments just made by to otheri, much like

a cat chasing its own tail.

A straightforward solution to...this:problem was to design and

install a peak detectOrcircuit to each.inputpxeamplifier,on the

head-end mixer with a visual indicator flagging the offending center.

This allowed the. head -end switcher to take corrective action and

allowed operation of each center without having io ride levels

locally; but this overall audio control was centrally perfmrmed at

the head end only after knitial set up.-.

Still greater improvements it volume and intelligibility were

obtilthed by use of a Dugan mixing amplifier loaned to th6 project

by Bell Laboratories. This eight-channel mixer (nowsold exclusively by

Altee:as,model 1028A) operates rather uniquely by a principle referred

to as "gated gain reduction" on each input channel. Essentially,

the maximum output from the mixer can4lever exceed 100% because
.* .

each input preamplifier's volume is monitored by a peak comparator
c-

whod*fob-ts?-to-feed-an-attenuntion-volatge-proportional ie-exceis-

output Neltage(back to the output amplifier stage regulating overall

gain of the mixer. This prOcess is done for each input preamp,

',..thdthe attenuation voltagei are fed into a summing amplifier with a

prerseCthreshold. This is not simplyaiGC (automatic gain control) ba

rather a promess wheihy if two inputs are active on the mixer, each

13
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representingpentially 100% output? both signals are attenuated so

that the sum of their output will never exceed 100t. What this means

is that excessive audio output from the mixing amplifier,the_principal

cause of feedback, is eliminated. Since each channel has a threshold

to cross bathe it becomes active to the mixer, large numbers Of

mitiophOnes (up to 40 inputs by cascading mixers) can be utilized

without additive noise. Full spontaneity is achieved with automatic-
1.

_

iieak-gain eliminating the necessity to "ride'levels." In the NCC

environment, the mean sound level was doubled (+6db) to the point

just before feedback and automatically controlled to maximize system

performance.

The speaker amplifier and speaker placement in each center became

critical in order to achieve good sound balance and fill each room

aluelry. thus avoiding any "hot spots" or excessively loud areas that

could cause feedback. Best results were obtained tibT general purpose

high-fidelity speakers (woofer, tweeter, and midrange units) placed

fq front to face participants. This arrangemeai maintained even

sound aspersion.

The ultimate solution to regcerative feedback may be in Circuitry

"electrically' configured as acoustical feedasLfTh.ib_s_grsKe.is__Xould,
.

entail a power amplifier and phase-splitting network with- two outputs.

The input to this network is deiodUlated as received audio at the

remote location. The "in-phase" output is they' fed to the power amp-

lifierfor normal speaker amplification. The "out -of- phase" output

is fed to a spate input of the microphoneeixing amplifier. The

131.
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W
various microphones (whose in-phase ouputs are feeding the head end

from this signal at each location) have part of the'received audio

signal introduced into each remote location's microphone mixer but

at -.a phase 180 degrees away from acoustical feedback, i.e., sound

energy is radiated from the local speakers, received by local micro-

phones, an presented to the microphame mixer, The interestingI

aspect of this configuration is that,rather

increase in the threshold of feedback, the t

ally moves with volume. This system would present difficulties due

to audio derays, if large distances were encountered, between loct-

t1013.5
I 2'

an providing a fixed

eshold margin dynamic-

Switching and SyIronizing Equipment ,

. Each locatioe participating in the video interaction was given

the-capacity to mix at least three cameras.. This composite mix from

each participating location was fed upstream to the head end for

selection and/or iixing.with' a similar-but expanded mixer/failei

effegts "generator... Jo order for the remotely- generated signals to

be received ae
ithe head end with a phase such that no loss in sAkhro-

nization_xouldoccur_between_switches-Avert4cal-interval-switch

and to provide 'split sCreeis, each S4G.:1A and the expanded head -en"
A 4

SEG-0 were modified with a circuit to provide a range of several

horizontal lines of genlockingability.. A 9"receiver/monitor tuned

to channel 8 from Philadelphia provided a composite and elairically-
.

.

identical synchronizing signal for each SEG-1A. Differences in signal

velocity wi;hin the cable and roundtrip distances thrpufh the-cable
..,,

.,.. ;

.. .. if ..

k.
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were compiniited for bithesa extended range genlocking circuits,*
- .

This facility provided the means to operate each location as a

studio but with a vide° phase of ideqicil characier fed upstream to

the,head end for smooth switches, sprits, and inserts. The'nominal

timing differences between centers were from 1/3 to more than 2

horizontal lines (20 to 1SS microseconds).

The head-end snitcher was additionally modified to accept fiv4;:".f77,,,

rather than four video inputs (one being a genlock sourcef,-since "
.- 1

_,-*

in addition to the' three participas4pucenters, various local govern -

ment and agency offices participated*In the programming as remote
.s.

.... .

feeds to the head end. The:Sony SEG4A chosen 'for'these tasks was
..._._

AL.,-

designed amd'built by Shintron for Sony Corporation. It was of

very poor design and the manufacturers would offer no help or tech-

nical .cnunsertO thelfroject regarding such-difficulties as over-
. , .

-%, .-- ,.

-, ...

heating,-!)uis_troAstal.):; And signal level 6ifilng. At the beginning
,' *.'; ..--- .. 4

of the-PrOjecinto-orthe.f.switcher/fader effects unit was available

lorchder $2500.',Thie.ano longer true, and otheimyroducts can be
'o7

revieV104,

m

Monitor-and-I %9keeeiving-Equitmeent---

S.

'The signals received at the head end from participating centers
,

.

or remote locations were previewed on an 11" Sony television and
.

then fed to an input on the held -end SEG-1A. Preview output of the
.

.SEG-LA was 'fan'toqpin additional 11" monitor /receiver as ftsthe line

ou VeteoutputtttI., to the system downstream modulator. At each NCC,

4. .
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or remote location, the downstream received signals are displayed

on 23" Setchell-Carlson monitor/receivers. The audio output from
.

each receiver-is_fed to a power amplifier: driving two high. fidelity
.

speakers plIcedliv`4S degree angles to the center of the room in

from oi the participating audience. These slieaker/amOlgier

and auxiliary speakers provide the necessary fullness.of sound an

eyennetfistrituti:nto Optimlie up-transmitted downstream audio.
s

then 40ceOPtionvlblearge audiences are encountered,ithe Sptchell-

elpison built-in audio amplifier speaker arrangements can also be

used.

Three 5":monitors at each ICC prdvideci fulf representation of

both;cimeras" (floor and ti is well as the compoiite output
.tf

feeding (the television modulator). Ari.atiatliary 9" receiver.

monitor is used for the lochi +ideo iape.recorder and portapak

-playbacks
f-,

All aily.prograas were orded at the head end on 3/4"

cassette(Sony VO 1800) for futlsre study, Obbse programs were

later edi cataloged and dup'icated foi ribution. All

field rec p were made Ton lqi2" jack .VI'Rs and played

SG-deeks; they were later

format. No serious difficulties ibre
.

.

!filth any phase of recording di editing this material, and

iment was managed wolf)); the staff.
. ,

.

, t

- Ritceeivp Transmitting Equipment

-,.00,
. ..4Are 4*-

'....,. i 1p. .

The tribution of Nr..0 intthe upstream mode

(from each er) is delivered

v '4
34

V
1 .1-,

Is is the VHF low band

.4

**4

e

. 4
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c4.' 0

vBlonder-Tongue mbdel VT 1490 teliviiion modulators. Since, a,
.

sigliafi-from partiCipating NCCs travel some distance before

; reaching the first upstream supertrunk feeders, the modulators
. 111

are adjusted' for 50-56db'visual carrier signal- level. This high

'

level distribiltion is somewhat advantageous when cable lengths such .
. ...!44

A '';.7....:-.::. , .

as at thetNensler complex are encountered (1 1/2 miles before
tie,

0 first upstrea4mplifier) . The reaaer.i0o414 'typical CATI

distribution requires-anplification-each. 1;500 feet-with signal
-,

.

levels generally not.exceeding 30 to 35db.

.44Early in the:Project, the RF distribution of dowhaiream.#

;signals represented a rather pique situation compared to other

broadband CAN- systemi. TheNIC-Berks CAN sytteS has, .at

*
-,,,

least 25 Channels of programming available for Aownstream distri-
* '. . *

.

butionat,any time but only 1,2 downstream channels capable of .

,.;

being transmitted tfifough'the Kaiser single-ended trunk-amplifiers.:

This contrasts with moat:cake systemi in this country down-
4%4..

Stream capacity using push-Till trunk amplifiers arehtcapIltle of at
* .

4%

least 20 channels and therifOre create a situation which may be

representative of future cablecasting.where, indeed, the number of

plkagrams_exceed_technicaL-capabili-v".--Also-p-projebtrep-Ii-cablli-ty

s.
is more credibly represented since the systep was both technically

4 ;

'e

and logistically compromised to accommodate the project's experimentation.

At thiss time the ATC-Rerks syitem is being retrofitted with state-

'of-the-4rt push -pull amplifieii apd an associated increase in band-
:,

width i* anticipated. Most significant is the understanding

4
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that the project; operated under constraints unique to today's

typical CV systems but anticipated to be commonplace in the

198D's.(

Audio Visual Game Experiment

During the course of mplementation, two variations.of home-

like TVgames were connected to the system for demonstratioh

purposes. Player participants were located at either the head'end

and a centeror,at two ,enters, with a graphic display of the game

board on the TV. Control of the game's bat position was facilitated

by aplayer tontr ox with .a position knob. A narrowband

frequency shift keyi g (FSK) signal was generated at one player-parti-
At

.*cipant's location and mixed with the program audio and fed to the

head end or other remote location. TEIg'CiAtrol signal Was demodu-

lated from the televiiion FM sound cafrier and fed to a'.filter, and
..>4

limiter amplifier stage tunedto''*th'e-thesignal. .The output of 4

the liMiter was fed to a wide range PLL, detector whose output was,

amplified and presented as an analogue voltage waveform to the

vfgame circuit's paddle input. (This provided remote control of bat

or paddle position anywhere on the screen.)

Technically, this game system was fairly succegsful in that it

provided reasonable noise, immunity and'excellent response fb the

players,' contiois. The experiment was interesting in,. that it enable's

% .

one to consider .these kinds of
digital-analoiue tontrel*4 for other

things such as cameras and visual effects, as well ag ,graphi c data

for computer-assisted instruction (CAI) andretr$eval.



Remote Head-End Switching Experiment.

During the course of experimentation, remote, switching

-:system, was designed and installed to allow demonstration of the

feasibility of controlling the head-end switcher from any of the

.NCC centers. No attempt was.made to finalize this design since its
. °

use was not extended beyond dunstration and no programming was

structured for its implementation; however, a simple .description

!Of the design, components, and modifications may be useful.

Since each`,center is connected by private telephone inWcomr.:,;,1,,

to the head end, transmission: of ToulchtonSR)/in signals provided -k,

an extension of A, B, and Preview mixing buSses on the head-end
,

switcher/fader Special-effects (SEG-1A). /The Sony SEG-1A is 'not

supplied from the factory with-cOnnectionS to be remotely controlled.

All switched functions within the SEG-1A /are internal TTL Voltage

levels which were bridged and brought to a- connector at the rear 0

of the SEC.-1A. 'And' interconnecting cable was prepared to Mate with

1-
the nevr,remqte contro contacts and a Touchtond

(R).
logic decoding

circuit. Upon re ipt of the proper dual-tonepatir., the grounding

signal duplicated, the button functions of the SEG-lAt In the

situation where split-screens or corner .inserts were required

these effecte present in advance and were "taken". by remote.

execution, of the7"effects" buiton.

A natural extension of this iniplementation would ba. to-
.

incorporatiltis signaling technique at all locations to provide

.,:the' means for on-demand videO. Further, these,signals could be

'easily encoded sub-audibly and inserted in the normal program audio'



channels to eliminate connection through private telephone intercom

and facilitate automatic monitoring for datalcollection and -usage.

Summary and Conclusions

Technical hindsight is a gift of wisdom provoked by compromise

of objectives and a galaxypf new alternatives. In the Reading

project this is only partially true due to the rapid growth of

video te-Chnology_aud-RF-distfibUtibiland more largely true by

changes in programming. The concept of signal flow, in the experi,

mental system may be pictured as a "studio-tp-studio" information

exchange; either between center and head end or center throtigh

head end to associate centers. This concepfiftundamental to the

Reading-interactive system and preients a departure from conventional

one may TV or "narrowcasting." The essential technical ingredients to
. .

this end are a modified. switcfier-fader and a special effects generator

installed at each NCC to synchronize timing of all video signals'::

Spontaneous audio interaction is achieved by mixing all centers at

the head end and feeding the mixed audio downstream as an "alV.hear-
..

all" dimensibn. These audio and video'downstream signals are'deliVered

to three kinds of viewers: to.associate NCC locatibns; priVate

channelonverter-equippd, home viewers; and all cable subscribers.

The RF distribution used in the ATC Berks CATV system is somewhat.

antiqUated...by-today!S standards and used a_"dual'Cableu for delivery

OfsignalS 'biLdireCtion411y, as opposed to two -way single cable'

int6Aualbands-fot.up.and downstream. signals.



. '
Objectives of the Technical Design

The fundamental criteria used in the technical design were

replicability, simplicity, and modesty: all without forcing the re-

search to fit technical limitations.

Each NCC was equipped with two viewfinder cameras requiring three

simple adjustments for day-to-day setup. The cameras had built in

automatic light control (ALC) and preset gain and set-up levels

eliminatinunecessity for "green-line monitoring."' Early, in the -sys-

tem's set up, it was learned that seniors could notoperate these units

with 'the required dexterity despite the simplAtic technical approach.

Therefore, first on this author's list of wishes might be an auto-camera

to the eye, requiring no adjustment:.'

Between these two extremes there are new camera-devices

requiring only basic optics with extraordinary iensitivity and wide

dynamic range of opetatiiin under varying light conditions. Picture-
.

phcifie"')ThlMod 2 and more recently Picturephone Meeting Service(R)cameras

represent .a greater degree of simplicity with their fixed lenses and

silicon diode pickup tubes. Additionally, charge-coupled device

pickup tubes offer extraordinary resolution with super-linear output

quite suitable for digital implementation. Although these devices

are.at this time more epensive than Vidicon cameras such as used in

the Re'ading projeci, the performance advantages and simplicity of

,operation would make them .natural candidates' for consideration itt:

future interactive sysfelqs.
,

As:diSdusselinf-theinterid.report on this projecti the double

modUlatiOn-demodulation.iproceSs used 0 transport 'Ole interactive



video signals caused picture degradation in excess of one way pro-
.

gramming. There is; to date, no eviderice to indicate that this

signal degradation compromised performance or participatiOn in

.programming. On the contrary,, a suspicion may surface that the

experimental channel creited its own identity due to AoduttioAv

simplicity with its stark reproduction quality, One may ffirtter

hypothesize that conSideration fpr such elements as color, "production

snap," stereo sound, or prOfessional "talent" May detract from its

impact-Am. hopeless attempts to compete with: network television.

Each NCC was originally envisioned to be a two-camera setup.

staged in the typicaiCrOSSfiit.Viewin ankleS. HThiS.COncepi
7 - -

.

abandoned. early in the -t-up project,: The Set .camera

using 4 '- 04. s s.

a fixed,fOcatlen h lens.w4sModifie&and installikd as a

vertical titling camera for-inserts and visual graphics. This

obviated the need for a second viewfinder which was. used as a backup

component.

With *me certainty it may be said that an interactive system

f this kind using current Color camera technology would be prohibi-

tively expensive based on the absolute need for a trained technician at

each center to maintainbalance and faithful color imagery.

The most difficulit'aspect 'of the'technical system was also one

of the least anticipated. Inadequate audio levels in the system.

were caused by 'two factors: high potential for;' feedback and

tearing impairments of some seniors. Audio difficulties

required the largest concentration of technical attention



0,..

throughout the project to optimize performance. Due to varying

acoustics, audience sizes, and non-professional system operators

good audio delivtry was seldom achieved:. To circumvent these

,Kfficulties, a larger portion of capital hardware monies should

have been directed toward special audio mixers (such as the now

available Dugan amp), public address feedb"ack stabilizers using

frequency shift and delay line techniques, and greater attention to

acoustic details.
ir

Since the Reading experiment was a test of programming concepts
. 4

using existing "off-the-shelf" technology no budget foundation or

'thesis for technical demonstration was required or implemented.

Beyond the scope of the project, micro-experiments specifically

suited to optimiie audio performance within the dynamics of ntet-

,

active televisian, could be made. Likewise, automatic camera

tracking systems referred to as ocular driven devices would ideally

suit teleconferencing and interactive television. Voice-switched

and remote-switched pictures discussed earlier may provide an

additional-magnitude of program spontaneity to interactive television,

eliranating the head-end siiitcher and optics would also be desirable

for,. increasing the naturalness of interactions as well as allowing for

'greater eye ccetact and user-control.

Alternate forms of communications not implemented in the project

suchAs data from a central repository, computer-assisted instruction,

or digital graphics, may be transmitted through the same broadband

RF system in which television pictures are delivered. These data

141
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may be catalytic to interactive television or supplement information

flow. The primitive experiment mentioned earlier (telegames)

offered elpcouragement to this pursuit of non-verbal/visual interaction.

Although.the man-to-man...man-to-machine model of communication is

separable, more effective interactive communication may be achieved

through a. mixture gof these media. Unfortunately, to date research

into these'kinds of systems has overcompartmentalized evaluation perhaps

beyond the limits of effectiveness.

- `,,,Z.1:
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INTERACTIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND LOCAL COMMUNITY PROCESSES

Introduction
:4Nk

Cable television has been characterized as a technology in search

of a mission
.1

A framework through which consumers and producers of public

services can be brought togefher to use interactive cable television to sbrve

their needs is discussed an this report. The participation of senior...

Te'

citizens and service delivery organizations was the keystone of the

Reading cable television experiment. Their direct participation in the

experiment has had pervasive and powerful effects on the nature of the

overall project. It has required modifications in the technical configura-

tion of the system and in the design of research methods during the course

If the experiment. Further, the involvement of user groups has provided"

the basis for ,developingAocal support so that the experimental two-4y

system could be converted into a community-based cable television system.

This report analyzes the effects of community participation on:. (a) the

development of the two-war,preirams, (b) the role or service delivery
. -

organizations, and (c) the'continuation of the experimental two-way cable

system.

c
. The Development of Two-lay Programs

4

The development of programming did not depend on elaborate tech,-

nolofy;_it depended on the capacity of local!eitizens to formulate public

i,lialter S. Baer, Cable Television in the United States - Revolution
or Evolution? The Rand Corporation, P-5153,Santa Monica, obruary 1974.

, r r

6..gfj .0 6.'1,
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a

uses of interactive cablektelevision. Government agencies did not assume

responsibility for the production of programs; rather, senioz citizens

acting as both consum ers of public services and as the clientele of

specific agerlies, were responsible for organizing public service pro-

gramming.

This contrasts dramatically with the conventional approach to the

development of broadband commupications which implicitly assumes that

public agencies can, or should, be the mechanism for generating public

'uses of.cable television.
2

Yet, public sector agencies have little

knowledge or understanding of how cable television can serve their goals.

Even where a cable channel is designated for the use of government agencies,

there Is relatively little use of the ch4nnel for its intended purpose.

Public bureaucracies, faced with theoblems of meeting federal require-

cents,malts, managing bUdget cutback, and putting out. their own day -totaY brush

fires, simply do not perceive cable television as a potential vehicle for

fulfilling their needs. Consequently, thete islittle willingness to invest

scarce organizational resources in a new ticbnolpgy which seems far_lemoved

from the daily rigors of administrative rife.
0

Further, state and local governments often lack the _necessary

tion and incentives for.the adoption of new technological innovations.

Unlike the private sector, where the marketPlace rewards improvements in

productivity whldh are achieved through Vie application of new technologies,

the public sector 1s usually notable for the absence of such direct in-

centives. The lack of incentives As .further compounded by the existeide

2 Peg Kay, Social Services and Cable TV,-Washington U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1976. Also see, Robert K. Yin, Cable Television:
ApplicationS for Municipal Services, The Rand Corptration4 R-1140-NSF,
Santa Monica, May 1973.
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of distinctive barriers to the adoption of technological innovations in

4

publici.lureaucracies; the political environment of public agencies ir

bhapcterized by accountability, to a variety of external groups which

limiathe use of new technologies. 3

In the Reading project, the,ob$tacles to technological innovation were

overcome thr ugh a rear-;raiment of the itraditional pattern of respdnsi-

bility for t t 'Through thei; iffrogement in the plannincand
- ,.,

operation f the tird-way cable system, senior citizens wefe able to articu-

late their preferences for specific types bitatle pfbgramming directly to
es blo 7-vo4$2144,

. .
local-government agencies. Public sector organizations, which might have

had no incentive to use the Cable system independently, were clearly in a

differentsposition when they were responding to a-request by an organized

clientelei

The results of this process have been impressive. A diversity of

't public and quasi-public organizations have used the interactive system to

communicate with senior citizens. More than seventy agencies participated-

in the programming. Twenty organizations were regular users of the two-way

cable TV system and fifty appeared on an occasional basis. Educational 4

institutions accounted for 15% of such programming,°and the social-service

deliver; encies were responiftre for 49% o(,the programs.
,s.

In 4 Reading projeci, the consumers of public services were both the
4

#Ar

subjects the experimen and particitants in defining tholOntent of the

prIgrams. The active rol of the elderly part9pants in the re--

quired trade-offs 'between the values of quasi-experimental research and the

3 Robert . Yin, Karen A. Heald, Mary E. Boge)4,11inkerirtg with the
System: - Tedmidlogtical

Lexington, Mass.
Iniannate'in ,Public -and

tions in State and yiota.1 1Government; Lexington
slid David J. Roessner, ."Incentives

'vete Organizations," - t n and Societ
1973
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inteCests of senior citizens. 'Consequently,j'it was necessary to adopt an

.open -ended evaluative framework which would anion* modifications in both the

configuration of the two-way cable systei and the content of the programs

during the course of the project. The initial research propoSal called for .

a rigorous evaluation of the impact of the' interactive programs on the use

of specific social services, such as Medicaid and Food Stamps. However,

not.all senigecitizens agreed on thalralue of such social welfiire services.
4

Manymeiddie-Class;seniiir citizens were'reluciant:th hiive what came to be

,regarded-soi."theiercable syitem used on behalf Of-sUch7programs for the
.1"

Pock..

Like most population groups, senior citizens display considerable hetero-

.geneity with regard tp social claWeducation, income, and for

public goods and services. In order to respond to the diversity of senior ,

citizens' preferences, the interactive cabiAlsjistem could not be oriented
,,, -, ,, ;

so144-, towards social welfare programs but rather had to encompass abioed
. .

...
,

, .

arrarocrserviceS for the elderly. 141merous social services were.provided /
. . ,fr -

iit ,

over thriwo-way cable system and the programming covered a far broadecr range

of servicesfrom exercise sessions and opinion polls on current events-to

discussions of sex, aging, and other personal matters--than had been pro-

posed for experimental purposes. What researchers had assumed to be the

- needs of the elderly did not fully correspond to what the participants actu-

ally wanted in terms of cable programs that corresponded to' their- awn- prefer-
P .

ences. To assure that the system would answer those needs and
.

.

a flexible framework for programming was adopted, in which senior citizens.'
. - .

For a detailed discussion of the socio-econolic Characteristies'of'
the senior citiiens, see Volume II, "Impact of a Neighborhood Communication; ;
Center System on the Elderly in Reading,

17 4 7;1.



could, develop -their own cable telqvision programs to serve ,their interests .

rather44an efillj, fulfill the requirements of research design.

A fundamental change in the number of senior citizen participants

occurred when a decision *as made, to carry the interactive programs civet a

regular cable dermal so that all 35,000 local cable subscribers could viw'

therprograms.and participate by teleakre. This -decision was based on

findings from a survey which indicated tliatAaore than -40% of the home viewers
. . .00* * ..

. .
watched the experimental.prdwriaming regUlarly and hence that there was a

., .,

large.initeiktiaincrket:fer the interactive programai. This' was a*consideraihle
. i . .,

departure frng the original interactive cable, system which was comprised of

-three neighboihAd communication centers tii-Cdsj, a 'remote origination site,

. and 117 holme viewers who''received the programs in their homes over a special

Cable channel via hose converter.

The value .of .altering- the overall nature 'of the experiment became an

issue of debate among the implementation and research teams. There. was a
1

concern that the interactive character of the system _would be- lost ant that

the programs would become less. specifically oriented toward the elderly.

Neither of these changes occurred. In fact, the expansion of.the system

made the two-way programis accessible to afar larger fiber -of senior par-

ticipants who could participate bY telephone and who oftin. V6i*ted the )4Cs.

Further, it provided 'tie basis for, building widespread ccemanu1-'-tY knbwledge.- . .
of and surpZrt for the intiractive.lsystem in l4ope that the project would be

: N. .e .
.; i,4' -. -- .. O.

fully taken over by- the locar.comdli4by at #10- end of the experimental-plisse.
-

This major alteiittion in the-design of the system Ants..madee:based ,on..
tt . ...,-. +I

,
thel interest exhibited. by tide' group -ef senior citizens who viewilid they

,.. _ .
t%dit t
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programs frovheir homes. And this alteration, which enabled a far

,4i4L

greater number di senior citizen; to become involved 4n the project, laid

the grounchiorkfni more widespread commtipdty support of the system... Hence,

the effects. Of the experimentallsystem-as initiltlydeSigned led to a

change which, 44,:itself,had substantial.effects on the experimental

fro

'The Role of Service Deliver OrLapizations

system.

During thelplanninophase of the experiient, Newlrork University was

.responsible for soliciting the'participation of both tepier citizens and
'T*

service delivery:organizations. :At the outset, le city government-and
. .

four public agencretagreed to participate in the project..

provided space for theoneighborhoodloinunication-centers.

'Two agencies

The only re=

quirement for participation was the willingness of an.organiNdfon involved

4 in servingsenia r citiiens teprovide the timeof its representatives for
,...1.

:Derthe two-styprogramaing;
1

By relying'on senior citizens. to produce cable programs, public agencies
.

wire-a ble to use the cable system on an incremental basis, without% investing

substantial amounts of staff trine and resources-in-planning and development

ictivities. Programs were initiaton a tria; basii and ifithe senior
J1

citizens and participating agency were satisfied,ohen a regular series of

programs was conducted. The typical pattern of organizatioziation in

.0' .

which
.an entire agency is required adopt a new process or prod 44 in toto

. ,. .-
q .

,:'
was not characteristic of the Reading Cablesproject. The; open -ended nature --')

.Y..!.

I 4
. e 0

of ;the Reading cable system rand the fact tat it depended not uporione agency *

bait-- ufonAan aggiegition bf pOlic agencies created in effect a one-sol
- -k

iiikcvocenter."



Numerous "local organizations uge'd the two-way cableoffstemgover'the

course of .the project, and became familiar witih both cable television and..

the needd'of the- elderly.. Public and guas.i-publiagencies no rimarily

",-,concerned.wihthe aged partiipSted in the proitafas en an dta. hOb,.basis
-.4

'hen seniors 'g4t specific information and
I ,

rvices from them. -13ecau4e*-

there was no single governmental'unit 'designated to develo
. 'AP

many public and quasi-public agencies developed 'different uses of.,the two-

0
cable'progr-ams,

way cable s'y'stem to achieve their goals. Altholig11,na orie,,aggfiCy-re ired an
.

extensive amount of prograth time, the combination of argaritzatienal:partici-.

Rants generated. substantial use of the interactive cab SYstet. Thils, it
kowas not.necessary' for any one -entity to commit a` large poiti6n of its ac-

-.tivities to the cable §ystem. As a. result, the traditional barriers to

, .

technological innovatiOn at the local.,,level diditot- arise in Reading.

The impact of the interactive cable4rogramming yaried among the
, . .

different types, of public organizations.; A structured questionnaire' was

administered to alf of the organizations that used the system, or?-a regular

bails. Substantial differences were fOund in, the goals ,that, the programming

served for elected versus appointed officials. Five out otVillt (6205%)

of, the elected officials reported that the major effect of the system'.wAs
44"receiving inpui" and "al lowiag interaction," whereas_only_three_out_,of4--

e .

fourteet (21.4%) of the non-elected official,s considered tkreceiviig input'

or. interacti?n" as a product of the cable systhem. The rejriningappointed

official s; .split ab6ut equally inidentifying the 'pr` mary effects 'as an

`5 The Reading.cable television, experiment posseSsed .some of the
characteristics considered necessary for a successfuL,demonstration of

,-new technology. See ,tiialter ,S oBaer Wland,t. Johni4604end Edward It.
'Merrow, "Government-Sponsored DeAnstrations of New Technologies Air
Science, Vol: 196, 22 May 1977." .44
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4'
Additional: MediuM," "proViding publicity," "realizing the potential of

liteteptive cable television," and "don"t know."

differences tetlieen'elected and non-elected officials" were also kound

inot responge to a question concerning whether or not the organization's

goalt were achieved by two -way cable programming. More than 7S% of the
4,,At

electedirkficialt stated thataheir goals for th%interactivebable programs
1.

. .

were ;encb,dd, wh.le only 43% of the non-elected officials clearly felt that
... _ .

.

.

their goals were achieVed. The latter-WT.1p wasnot explicitiy dissatisged
,4 t

but rather found it "hard tbsay" whether or lot their goals had been reached.

Such diff7rsnces in the pemceived functions that the experimental cable. :

system served/reflect the different Toles of elected representatives and

appointed bureaucrats, For ilWelected politicians,,,communication with

, constituents is a/basic'element of the job; the process of speaking through

two-way televEsion to Citizens is, in itself, ,,the product,. It provides a

means of staying in touch" with voters and of demonstrating respOnsiveness

to the constituency.'

rthe 'appointed official, the two-way cable programming was designed

4,

provide inf811M6 and ake referrals to4clientsabout"specific social
0

services. The interactive Cable system funstiosted as a means of achieving

04,
4 increasediservice utilization by disseminating information and responding to__

sppcikip inquiries about protram requirelents and regulat4ons. The plocess,

communication between client andilokkidiaLwa*momenarrowly conceived nd

instrUmental than the open -ended citizen-gOvernment'interaction where the

, process of. Tmmunicating was regarded aS a,valuable product in and of.itseIf.

Further, state lnd federal social services for tdbe elderly are charac-
.;

prizeu by a pubstantie body of administrative rules which limit the



administrative discretion of public bureaucrats. The caPacity of appointed

officials to respond to individual problems of such programs is largely

confined to explaining agency procedures and policiepe Thus, there is

relatively little flexibiiity in bureaucratid responses to citizen concerns.

Uhlilse elected officials, whose authority stems from the individual citizen's

vote and for whom the receipt df citizen input is a recognized and accepted

aspect of the job, the authorityof the social service official, is base$

upon their presumed professional expertise, a knowledge Which is acquired

independent of their clientele: Professionals are sci af zed to perceivelkf

their training and skills as the source of their knowledge and power and

are accountable to felloW.bureaucratS, rather than to consuters.

4
The difference in the perceived value of the two-way cable' system

between the elected and appointed officials Suggests that direct account-

ability to the electorate as well as power to effect change; play important

roles in the impact of two-way cable programming: Thus, if interactive

cable television is to be used-in the provigion of social services, it is

clear'that attention must be given to the character of the relationship

between the participating citizens and public officials, asyell as to the

naturepf the service function itself.

.-jindings_from_thesurvey_of_organizationaLusers.-indicated-that-public---------$
.

'agencies used interactive telecommuniCations for a variety of reasons and

to obtain a variety of benefits. Surprisingly, production efficiency in the

provision of goods and services was only a part of the basis for organizational

partj:P/Patien ,p the cable' system: While certain agencies regarded the inter-__

activecable system-as an innovative means of providing outreach services
i.

vhichere otherwiscvonducted through staff visits to individuals and community



r

centerS within the urban area, the municipal and county governments viewed

the cable as.a mechdnism for obtaining citizen feedback on public policies

and programs. Other service agencies utilized the two-way programming to

diiseminat, information to clientele who, are traditionally hard to reach;

but for some organizations, the systeM served as a tool for gaining. exposure

and enhancing theirstatus in the community.
1

Willingness to respond to the specific demands of citizens rather than

concern for achieving administrative economy and efficiency was clearly

the critical factor in the Reading project. Two-thirds of the public

offiCials surveyed"stated that they participated in the cable programming

because it served as a means either fo4r "giving infOrmation" or "receiving
'ks

inpeae." Although. there were certainlyreductions in the administrative time

and travel costs for officials who might otherwise have had to travel to

dispersed locations in the community, no- mention was made of such savings.

Therefore, representatives of publicaorganizations perceived the interactive

cable. :TV system as.a means of achieving goals more directly related to
. .

client invol4ment than to servicp'delivery per se. This
*

highlights the

importance of the interactive capacity of cable television and suggests that

emphasis be 50Iaced on the role of consumers rather than on the specific

serviceAelivery_fUnctionuto_fadititate the-development-of-future-applSba----

tions of two-way cable television.

, *;The Continuation' of the Experimental System

... . .:

$ Iii .

,..

The continuation of the two-way cable TV sylitpm at the-end of the ex-

perimental phase reflects, most vividly, the importance of allowing system'

users to play a major role in shaping and defining public service applications
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of cable television. Support for the system was generated largely.by th

fund-raising efforts of local citizens, grants from federal and state

agencies, and the enthusiastic copperatiOn of the local cable television

company. Clearly, the Reading systeCkas perceived as a useful and worth-

while mechanism by a.- sufficient numl3er of community members to ensure its

continuation. Furthermore, sufficient5skill had been developed on the

local level to enable community members to expand the system and develop

further uses of it.

The active involvement of citizens andrsrganizations created the basis

for local support so that the interactive 'system could be turned over to

..the community at the end oribe experimental phase. Although this was not

a requirement of .the sponsoring agency, the development of a cOMmunity-

supported two-way. cable.system had been a project objective from the outset.

The director of implementation worked, closely with senior citizens and rep-

,resentatives.of puhlic and private groups to create a.comtrtunity organization

for continuing the two -way system. In 1976 alOcai non- profit corporation,

Berks CommunityTelevision (BCTV), was established to plan for and operate

the two-way.system at the termination of -the experimental phase.

BCTV is governed by a board of directors consisting of representatives

froathe city_and_county_governments--senior-atizens_organizations, educa-
;).4.

tional institutions, private firms, and the local cable television .company.

Its initial planning activities focused on the formulation of a fund-raising

strategy and the solicitation of funds from local businesses and foundations

to maintain the system's operation. Although BCTV had been granted approval

by the commonwealth of Pennsylvania for partial tax-credit for corporate

donors, the process of raising funds proved far more diffitult than had been

anticipated.



Potential contributors rarely considered iWir-may cable television as

.a.community.endeavor which was comparable with traditional local charities,

such. as the Milted Way or a building fund. Many of the business people

were not familiar with BCTV since they worked during the daytime hours

when:the interactive'. rograma were conducted. Other groups associated

teleifisionIvith the commercial medium of broadcast television and.4

fiad tole convinced that:BCTV was both needy and deserving.

By Febrddry'1977,Which was the last month of exierimentally-sponsored

programMing, s&VicieriOun4f hiadbeen: YIfsed locally to cover only one

.additional month -of programming. COnseo ently, an intensive fund-raising

;drive was initiated in which senior citizens became more directly involved

in the fund-lasing proCess: A campaign entitled "Save Our SysteM" was

launched on thecable channel; seniors were asked to contact their friends

and relatives and to write letters to public officials urging 5hem to sup-,

port BCTV. 4enior citizens sponsored cake gales and ,luncheons, donated'

their own money, ancrencouraged other's to contribute to BCTV.

On March 14 1977, NYU's fUnding for the experimental phase ended and

BCTV assumed responsibility for operating the two-way cable system. Shortly
4

thereafter, a=grant from the Public Committee for the Humanities in Penn-

sylvania was received which provided critical support for programming

activities. By June 30..1977 BCTV had, received more than $60,000 in local

donations. More than 230 Apdividuals and 20 businesses asAwell as senior 0

citizens organizations, community groups, and local foundations donated funds

to kw, Private business contributed a total of $26,000, individuals. gave

p
a total of $4,800, and local foundations contributed $11,000. BCTV applied

to the Administration on Aging of the U.S. Department of Health, Education
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..r.,,;

.

and Welfare foi ',social service programs for the elderly'
.1:r

but their grant, ipivirat rejected. A grant from the NatiOnal

Science FouadAtio ;York.0niversity to disseminate research activities

lit! ;support BCTV operations for four months.did, however-1:4'6v'

A major.- # a thr. 'BCTV's financing arrangements occurred when

the Berks iiit . on Agint sponiored a series of interactive

cable prop' --ripiii:rement counseling in which BCTV was paid 'a fee
.s

:-: ,"`.: , .-

of $500.04.',g .. figt vie use of the two'way system The establishment
' .

use rge4;:prOiiisaesi .a.n.;.inPorvant mechal)isie for**".financ eiwo-wa

cable lirti#0,1s -*itch Subsequenel.Y. used 41F:41tbas44- f9r charging 'other
2

.the.:inte.radtiv47.: .:"4. grant from theb

*;.6ik. the .Arts for a rmie'teries in folk. arts
.

was ::,td,BCFV.whieh relied upon. e'':isYsicm. The

. City' :op ed $10, 000' ..:the },weekly

active:!4.01e;';:01014Acin pkograms between .niuni4pal
:.

P'
."

Offi; 431* ;aft t .,!pkiliduat public hearings ity'

. %rneat;:: '..:'0Via.1#.riteSystem. The Berks'COU.atk;:gely.,...,...k
-.

. , . , .

:, staff.:0*0:cms under the Comprehensive Employment:Andlr :11

/

.0P-

-': : 43hitse:- ended in March ..197.7.;... . ----
, .

by, IC? community and continued the organiai

elp411g table-programs in which senior, citizens..arel. larityy:

p using` te...interactive programs. It hac .also
. .

,

D.'

.. ,:of the, two-way prograning and adopts d e4V1
, , .

( Iic.iiSes'of the interactive syStem.. Interactite progra

yloes vs!

. ,

.idurinuthe evening in addition to its.daytime hours. In .order.,
.

be,

WI
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wider audience, the mayor and the city council members have moved their'

teleconferences from daysie to the early: evening. Evening programs have

also been used to allow citizens to participate in city budget hearings

and for'replays of siaected daytime programs.- Citizens f0"11;mburg and:
f

Kutitoidn Moth located approximately 2S miles from Readineregularlrpar---

ticipate in the interactive programs through a microwave interconnect

with the Reading Oysteck local branch of Penn State University uses the

interacti.ve system to conduct adult education courses for credit. The

content of the programs has been broadened to deal with such community-wide

issues as energy, the womens" movement, and ethnic group identity.

A larger number of origination sites for,programming have also been

developed by gCTV.'4-By'rdtatinuthe mobile unit among several locations,

such-as a branch library and City 'recreation center& the two-warcable

system has been able to reach new groups in the community: These new;

origination sites in combination with the expanded scope and hours of pro-

Iran:ling. have allowed BCTV to serve, the non-elderly as well as the elderly'

" .

in Reading. New organizations have also 'soughttOparticipate in the two-way

cable system. The:sponsor of a new senior citizen:apartment building has

allocated funds to establish a meighborhood.communication center for residents

)/

to participate in the interactive system. 11(state mental hospital located

16 miles from Reading has applied for and been awarded a federal grant to

purchase equipment to link the hospital with BCTV to reduce the isolation o'P

patients.

An important element in the success of BCTV has been the cooperative

relationship which it has established with the local cable television company,

the ATC-Berks TV Cable Co. They have provided free channel space for BCTV.
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programming and the regional manager of the cable company considers BCTV

to be an important source orthe total program .per*ices offered by the

cable company. -Further, he believes that BCTV 'his helped maintain .a ?table

numberJof eablip4ubscribing households. It should be noted that the ATC-
,

fi
e= Co r acka_lont-rsadition_ial support pr- public .access

programming; however, BCTV is a distinct and autonomous entity, separate

):`from the cable company's atctisprograpming.

A telephone survey ofLthe, 4;0 60Seholds subscribing to the ATC-
-

..

Berk: TV Cable Co. iidiated.thai.%.ft !representatives of households had

74t watched BCTV at least 'once Twenty perCent of those respondents-witched

BCTV regularly once a week r spre. ;TWo fAFtors..make-this.a highly con-

servative estimate of regular viewers._jirSeveral..sen or citizen /miming.

projects, including Kennedy Towers and 'Hen*WHOMes, were

the sample and more than'bo0,04Aehold member often watches a television

-,,set, at one time.ecorid,.0e*Opgraphic characteristics of those who had
..

ever watchedBCTV were substantially.different than the target audience

. sought by most commercial television programs. BCTV viewers were generally

not included in

older, more likely to be widowed or retired, and. had lower incomes than non-

viewers. Seienty percent of those who watch BCTV regular4y more than once
0

a week,are SS'years or older.

With regard to home viewer participation by telephone call-in, only 7.6%

of the sample said that they had actually cal ed to-the programs. How-

ever, 62.S% of the respondents who had.ever called in were people over SS

years old. In terms of both viewership and telephone call -in, BCTV has

clearly been able to reach senior citizens, the clientele it was designed

to serve.
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Conclusion
1

This paper has focused'oe the role of local citizens and public
4011

'sector organizations in the development of an interactive cable television

system. However; it is important to note that the role played by New York,

University extended beyond setting up the technological system and A

measuring its effectf From the outset, the two-way cable experiment was

designed to be open-ended, that is, to haVelhe flexibility to adapt to..

serve specific needs as they arose on the local level.. Consequently,

deciiions made by the NYU team to alter both the interactive system and

the evaluative framework affected the outcome of the experiment.

in addition, since emphasis was placed on both testing the delivery

of specific services and allowing tip participants to develop uses which

,they pirceived.to be important, the effort to "maintain a balance" between

these two goals undoubtedly influenced the nature of the programming which

emerged. Finally, because thee continuation of the two-way system had been

an important project goal, NYU provided technical assistance and administra-
.

tive support in organizing BCTV and in BCTV's initial fund-raisirig activities;

the role of NYU in the establishment of BCTV was a natural outgrowth of the

entire experimental framework.

ti

Although there has been extensive discussion of the uses that two-way

cable television could serve in urban communities, relatively few public

applications have been developed. Cable operators, unlike their counterparts

lee telephone company or computer industry, rarel promote the application

of broadband communications to the public sector, and public sector bureaucya-

cies can also impose substantial barriers to the use of new telecommunications

systems in their on-going service delivery functions.

411
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Thus, it is essential to consider new fo ganizational arrange-

;ft fk

ments for die development of public uses.oftwo-wa/pEable television. The

4
experience in Reading highlights the impOrtana of pc

.

as well as producers- of public services in community

vision. It also provides an Organizational model for ,

ing'opori consumers

es of cable tefe-
{*.v

the operation of a

community two-way system. Berkt ommunity Television flail non-

profit corporation, brings both senior citizens and service delivery

organizations together into'a single organizational context for the develop-

ment of public service-uses of cable television.

The emergence of Berkt Community Television d's a major source of

Y.

two -way cable programming, represents the most visible and significant impact

. Of the Reading cable television experiment on the local community. BCTV.

proves that it is possible to produce public uses of two -way cable tele-

vision without relying on sophisticated technological equipment or a highly

paid staff of professionals. It demonstrats that there are human, organi-

zational,.and fiscal resources which can be effectively utilized in the

operation of a community -based two-way cable television system. The success

of BCTV is attributable to the fact that it has identified and brought these
4

resources together in, a new technological and organizational framework.

Responsibility for public applications of cable television has tradition-

ally not been considered as an explicit function of either citizens' groups

or public officials. The Reading cable experiment points to the need for

considering organizational as well as technologiCal and economic issues in

the development of community uses, ot cable television. :If urban cable tele-

vision systems are to be used for public purposes, it will be necessary to

systematically donsider organizational strategies for the operation of

community service programming. Community uses of two-way Gable television
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,
are most'likely to succeed where they reflect the needs and interests of

local citizens and public sector agencies. A participatory framework is

ncessary for the development of innovative and imaginative uses. Such ..

a framework sters a self-generating process in which the full potential

of interactive telecommu1nications can be realized in urban communities.

4
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COSTSLOP.THE.READING INTERACTIVE CABLE,SYSTEM

D. XLTERNXTIVES FOR REPLICATION
t

.

Int r 04? cz
6

J

This-report has two main purposes:0 fifsii-,-to gi4p a detailed*
. , :,_-

,-
account of the actual costs of setting up and running.the-inteastive

,
.

.

.

cable systemviajleading, Fer.41Vania; second; to- analyze- the
. , $ IP. . : .'

differelit cost.comporienteo othersintelested in setting up similar t
;
...,

,p. & .s *6, .systems tan estiMate wild it Might
.

cost them.. The actual costs,of-
.

carrying out th 4er n Reading are.sot strictlytappropriate-.
,...

, ' . "'f', if
.

for replication'purposes,,9n the ond'hand, others' would -not have

to bear the research costs .nnd. would-also Save from our experience
, .. - 4
of setting up a workionLcommunity interactive- system for the first

time On the other hand, the scale of .the Reading.systetOwaklimited

4+0' ft

46
.1 . .

. 1 ,

's et

. iq many important respects by:t exigencies o`f.fulfilling the re-
. 1

. or-.
quirements kor the National Science Foundationexperiment. Not only

4 .

were there importantAidae constraints% but alsorliTits to the amount

9khich could be spent on.hakwite and heAvy,demands on all participants

to concern, themselves with the e:earchaneeds 0 design, implementation
:'.., , 1/4 4

and'operaion throughout thilexpefimental period. The research for
#

4 )
. -..

this report therefore; is"designed to locus on the cost elements which =
.

-.,
. , .

_.

-are fundhmedtal.to the,operation-oPthe system without these constraints
.4. t. 4, . !)- .. t t4,,'and.t.o'present them in away that enables decision. makersfaci,1g .,

. K.

different situations to make reasonabLefesvimatesof'the costs of the
. ,

s' 6 fir at.
various alternatives.

:46

A

1
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While the ph'Ysicai sc4e of the :Reading system was determined

It the existing cable capability and ihe limitedlOardWare budgeti' the

act 'al configurations of the' system, and4be allocatipn of tasks were

stropipr4influence4by the goals set for the system: Thefyst&Ois

designed to meet 5 main goals:

1. toiprovi,de .atwO.-4ay interactive4inkbetween

those'whoPX04140 sekvices.F

2e to train and involve4he citizens in,all phaseglof the,.
OperatensO that they caneveptuaily4un 'Iti.themselveS4'
4yith t e MiniMum-ofreli4nCe on.profesSionS1 staff;

a group of

..to involve government officialS' d servic enciesl!.,..

directly in'th4prOgramming; ,-.1e-

.

ft-

x..

- .. V' ' .
to.hire and ti.ain a'staff from local

rA
community to

opeite the system; 4,

. to providqspohtantous interactive which is.

responsive to the needs and interests of the group for--
whom it is intendeh:.. '. 4- A.

e.

To-tesithe le syStem; wasa two-'-waY

decided to focus on one group of citizens- The elde ly were chosen

because they are relatively heavy users of existingseririces, and are-
. -

knoWn'to 'needmanY.. ;.:'theY. often...appear pnawareior unable to

obtain them. The.choice'of the,elderlY,.while rich with implications

for the''effectivness of 9h c ah i t arac tiV e ca ble:Ostem to reach

leSs OdUcated;4eS*obte!;citizenspreset.ted problemsjOrimplementa-

tionwhichAberAgrOupS Might notbave..:Vhany.case, ()fide a sisiem.is,

insialIed,AtCan ohyiouslYbe extendedtiy*Adaiohalgroups for other

useS. the-aCtlial experience inlieading was both geared to

and perifivedas a system ,for the elderly, it dqes have general applica7

bility for a wide range of -citizen ;groups, service deliverers, and
.

1391.641
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govern t agenci interested in providing interactive programmiing in

-. tho,r. com

"There,, ire two obvious -problems which arise in applying the

Readiog experience to pther situations, First, tte requirement o

the4yesearch ,took some .staff time, but this Proved difficult to
a: 4

estimate withOut burdening, the stag with unrealistic paper irlork!

This Ptoblem was compoupded by the fact that It was difficult td,

have 'pilrior knOwledge of what would be the importairt andLielevant

adltivities to distinguish. Second, because this_ was the .first time_
, .

interaCtili4NCC systenx had ever bee'? sOt bp,. an enormous vaunt

6-' Oaf time Was invtsied in trial, a.nd err& -learning which should enable

°there save time* and to organize, their actiy30-0 illoreeffectively.

The study, tlapre4re,_tonOentrates off' the ways in which savings can

ii anc mekes spticific recommendatidns for futlire systemgri'-

4 alt important, to treSs that, while there are options

fOr Othertlsystems, technology of the siisteM determines certain

staffing regn ements ond tte goals outlined above imply 4hers.,...,

The..impprtant.tetactoltral feat ies determn ng costs are as follows.;

:the'esYste^M: three centers. tit;,
.4i,

of. proiritn ming: oilltWOho'urs fiV6 days, .a. wee*; c) e go. Sting

cable system: operating -cable, system wit partial triolway capabzjity. 'x

The effect of the goalS on st.affing reqUirements will beiii,ioascusses. i

greater dell in :the 'fialowing chapters.

The report, is divided into two chapters: o o ghsta4ation
.,and implementation' and tfie other on operating costs. Chapter 0

is divided into four parts. ;The first desciibes in detail the*

*



actual costs of installing the. Redding system, both in the physical

sense and in the implementing sense of training staff and participants
, k.,

to the point where daily interactive programming could begin in

Januar)", 1976. The secbnd part provides a closer look at the staffing--

patterns during implementation in Reading and makes recommendations

for othey interred in replicating the Reading system. The third

part deals, with possible design variations for other systems. In the

last part, a cost function for installation and implementation is

presented as, a way' to 'summarize these findings. In. Chapter Two, the

monthly costs-kit:operating the Reading System are analyzed and a

generalized .cast RIncton is preSented, from which monthly operating
'

ts
'cost estimates, -for this And other systeis withld erent design

configuratioa_and changing prices and salaries can be calculated.

Throughout the' report , costs are looked at from fiVi main Perspectives:

1,,,,Tquipment

2. Cable costs
3. 5pace 'costs

.4. Labor costs

5: Miscellaneous costs.
a

The report concludes with *a summaryf the main findings and
.

major recommendations, for repliCation.,



b.
CHAPTER 1

INSTALLATION AND IMPLEMENTATION COSTS OF .

READING INTERACTIVE SYSTEM

This chapter outlines the costs of establishing a two-way

interactive system with three neighborhood communication centers

(NCCs). It describes both the costs of equipment, cable, and space

and the costs of the staff hired to install the system, to find and -

train the community people, and to produceopteractive programming

bn.a daily basis. The entire operation took eight months, starting

in May 1975 and culminating in the formal opening on January 9, 1976.

A calendar of implementation from May to December 1975 is given in.

Appendix A to this report.

In the firstsection, the actual costs incurred in Reading durtpg

this period are outlined. In the second section, estimates of what it

would cost to replicate such a:system are discussed in detail, drawing

from the Reading experience. Lastly, a cost function is described.._

which can be used to figui"out what such systems cost, given different

prices for the important cost items and differentVhiices about the

scale and quality of the system.

Actual Costs of InstallIpii
4

The actual,costs incurred in Alading during the eight month set-up

4

and Implementation

period-are shown in yable 1.1, Fukl details' on, the composition of

eachof,the five categories ate discussed in the following sections.

The initial investment cost of installing and staffing the system to



L

*-

the point where regular interactive programming began was close

to $160,000. Equipment was-the largest item, more than forty percent

of the total budget; staff costs were the other large expense at

about,one third.' The only other significant itemmas the cable costs
'

which covered the labor costs of installing the system and return

lines. _

Equipment Costs

A breakdown of eqdipment costs into major categories can b

' 'found in Table 1.2'. An itemized list of equipient purchased can be
0

found in Appendix C. The costs include the purchase price for all

'equipment bought during the experiment. Thus, converters are included

although they were actually installed after the interactive program-*
ming started. ,Insurance and maintenance charges are added at a rate

of ten percent per annum. Homelier, the estimated costs of labor

for installation are excluded from the total equipment costs since

they formed part of the seirices rendered by'ATC's Berks Cable TV. .

C . and are discussed tore furly in the next section". The total

costa of equiptint thine to $63;000.

Two major factors determining equipment costs were: (1) the

-"existing two-wax interactive capability o.f the ATC-Berks cable
J.

systet;.

For fuller .d.q.ails-On:the most effective deployment Of:thiS..,

. _
.

_ ..equipment see:- and jmplementation. of the. Reading Int4raotiVe,

Cable Television SyStet" 4ndr"TechniCal ..anfignration of the InteraCtive
System "` :in this :vOlume.

, X



Total, Costs .of ReEiding i'nter'active 1Sy,sem, put I

Implementation ': P.041ad Major Categ4ii ..1 .

'4
. , .

..

1. Equipment Costs

(excludes labor dots for4;.. ,
2. Cable Costs.

(inclbdes estimate's of labor costs
and of the value oeproduc0.on offi to sp e)

.

AIX
.

431%,
3. ;# '` .%,/* `

.44

ac.



Tab

Cost of .7gtiOpment... Installed for Reading

A. System Equipment
1. Production .Equipment

3

'.Equipment:f
,

urcha.sed, 0. Istswiance .* 'Mailmen
Head-End Equipment

.Equipment. purchaed
InsUianO: * tafiAenanc
" " TOTAkpit

oftible Equip "'for Mokiri Unit
3 3: Equipment ptirohaed,

, InAtirance Maitrcenaric,e4, .

3. IT

.1 k
t

10,2`06 %
Months).. ,..2S5 ..*-

C. ronvefters A .

;209 ;converters',O. pee- box., d,e us estimate
ilation castsO $18.00 p i onverter) .we\ Vy.

$63,18S..



(2) the National Science FoundatiOmrequirehent which limited
4i

expenditure on hardware to no more than 10 percent of a total budget

of roughly $1 million, in other words, $100,000.- Essentially, this

meant that experiments could only be conducted in areas that had an

operative two-way interactive capability. The ATC-Berks Cabte TV

Co. system is a 70-mile, bi-directional, dual-trunk delivery
Al

system serving 35,000 subscribers with five low-band, 40 FM, seven

highrband, and two mid-bandchannels with a downstream bandwidth of

SO-220 MHz. Upstream transmission via a second trunk cable is a low-

hand return from 5O-108 MHz.
2

In addition to the-basic equipment for the system and for each

NCC, it was decided to'pUrchase portable equipment for a mobile unit:
4r

add additional equipment for Horizon Center that one of the NCCs-

cOuld accommodate largeI,groups of participants and have the capacity

to transmit graphics for the entire NCC system. This equipment

enriched the programming possibilities of the system and enabled:us

to take full advantage of both the interactive capability of the

ATC-Berks cable system and the facilities and services'available at

the Berks Couniy Senior Citizens Council which was headquaftered

if-Horizon Center. Although, in one sense, these are optional choices

14

The technical details of thesiesign for building the NCC system
can be found in: 'Experi'ment in Urban" Telecommunications. Phase II,
Solicitation 74-8y -,The NYU-Reading Consortium, 1974.

146
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for other systems, the Reading dkperience fully justified the use of

this equlpment for the experiment. In particular, the mobile unit added

flexibility to the system by making it possible to have interactive

gramming from many different locations. Because a number of sites.

including City Hall, some government'agency offices, and schools,
st.

were already hooked into or nearby the return signaidkirstream)

cable trunk which comprises Reading's two-way cable system, they

could all be connected into the Ncp.system without incurring any

added costs for installing upstream cable.

In addition to the three interactivecenters, it was also

decided for research purposes to connect. 117 private hones so that

they could' receive the interactive programming one way. Altbough

any of the.conVerters. were actually installed after the set-up

4s,period, it seems appropriate-to include- their costs as part of4the

sysieni'$ equipment. It was expected that useful comparksons could

be made between center participants and home viewers. Also, on many

programs, thehome viewers were invited to call in, and their comments

4
could be heard over.the whole system, thus providing another kind,of

interactive responie. Indeed, when it was found through audience

surveys how enthUsiastic the hole viewers were about the programming,

the decision wasitadeto transmit the interactive programming'to all

cable subscribers over Channel 3 starting in October 1976. Thus,

although at first available only to homes for which the experiment

provided the converter and cable service, a cityiwith a one -ray

cable'system and limited two-waycapability could provide their

subscribers with interactive prograirng in this way,'at little or

147
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no additional cost to the programming providers.

1N !, '.;&,

The final item listed under equipment is the cost installation.
% ..4

The labor costs are estimated as part of the ,package proVided by
A a :

1)44.1114AnATO's Berks Cable TV Cp.,duiing the entire
-

course'of the expe ent,

details of which appear in theinext section.

Cable Costs

ATC):s Berks Cable TV Co.'was a member of :the NYV-Reading

.ConsorOpm and hip beeliA active participant in the experiment from

the-earliest proposal-wrping stage to the present day. The station

has always been unusually active and community-minded under its
.

Regional Manager and, in a real sense,' made the entire experience

possible. A4 such, it is virtually itpossible to allocate an

appropriate'dollar value to the services which were rendered.

No direeli%arge was made for ;he use of the cable, but a fee of

$37,000 was negotiated to cover.part of the costs which the company

incurred. Table 1,3 provides a breakdkni of the, specific services

which-were.contracted for the experimental period from May 1975

,February 1977 inclusive. The services included free office and

storage space for the production office, 'labor costs for equipment

installation and maintenance, and tie cafile subscriptions of converter

users which were paid from the NSF grant.

la order to arrive at a reasonable estimate of the cable costs

during the installation and implementation period, the value of

Priceable'limis his

,allocated between tile:
4:-

.dedUctedfrom the total Ape and the remainder

licit labor costsisfor installation and for

148



operating maintenanCe2 The cable company manager estimates that the

installation period took the' equivalent of one full-time worker,

',while maintenance of the return *lines now takes less than a quarter ,

N4Ltof that effort. Estimated labor costs were therefore allocated on

Irrough ratio of 4:1 between installation and maintenance costs.

The total value of the cable company services is then the sum of

the values of estimated office spicf and installation costs from

May 1975 to Decetber 1975 and comes to $17,750. Finally, the cost
4

the cable for the return lines is added to yield a total cable cost

of $25,000. i

.

The costs of the return' lines are the actual costs of installing

.dedicated cable segments to cakrytan upstream signal betweerikeach

NCC and the head end. Some segments of upstream cable already

existed between two of. the NCC sites and the head, end. These

segments were, section* of old trunk cable on which .amplifier had

beentreversed. All.that was mecessary was to fill
Er
in some added

; 1

return cable for these sites and to tlay the full length of return

.wire from the remaining NCC to the cable office.
.

.

In addition to the specific items listed in Table1.3, the

ATC-Aerks Cabl Co. provided.alleuse of one adienstreamichannel.

.for one hour p five days per week from Janyar4, 1976 dntilf
Ociober. 1,06, 'Osten wasAewm'aded aid-interactive program-.

ming began to go out er Channel 3. a regular downstream chknnel:

-Part of the total lee paid to the cable company implicitly represents
.

4a.fee for leased tine,although,no explicit Charge was contained
-

in. the agreement with then. Thefdawnstream channel allocated to
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Cost of Cable for Reading. interactive System
'Oft

Services Rendered by Berks Cable TV 94.: May 1, 1976 - Feb. 28; 1977

CrLabor Costs. for Equipment rnitelation:.;
14riCtional Capacity .between Centers
;Return Lines frost' Centers

.Converters

* 2. Space: .

Office Space for Productin Office at Berks Cable TV Co.

3. Labor, Rots for Maingenance: '
.'.. RetVie Lines r

4. Subscriptions for Converter Users
TOTALPAYMENT

_ .

Estimated Value of Priceab le Items:

R
, *

1. Space: Estimate 525 sq. ft. r $5.00 p.a; incl.. util.

May 1975 - February 1.977 inclusive (22 months)
Estimated Value

.3.
2. Cable Subscriptions for Converter Users

117 Subscriptions 8 $6.50 per month.for

. $ 4,800

14'iOnths
Estimated Value '$10 647

TOTAL. ESTIMATED VALUE OF PRICEABLE ITEMS .$15.4 7

Estimated Value *of Labor Costs: °

'Total F'aiymOnt minus Priceabfe Items

Estimatea' Allocation:*
1. Installation and' Implementation

May 1975 Decaliter 1975

tins Maintenance
'../inuary 1976 -rFebruary. 1977

TOTAL ESTIMATED BOR COSTS.

Est ted Value of Services for rnstlatitin And
I lamentation:

Estimated Office Space for 8 months.
May "1975,x- December 1975

2. Estimated Labor Costs..
May .1975 - December 1975

TOTAE VALUESOF TABLE CO. SERVICES

Cost oflable.tor Return Lines:
limumtrS-;000*--4--;t7Cable . .......
Hensler: 7,400' .5 Cable

$37,000

a
3

.4;-
-

X161000,

'es 5453
$211,753

*

11
1,750

16,006;

.. 1,9003
4,780

Horigen: 2,000' .75 760

TOTAL COST OF RETURN LINES
A

TOTAL CABLE COSTS

.40

0

*

117.750.

$7,44

525,190'
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10. .

the NCC system origirnally'was a mgh-band channel, Channel G., It was

-not use and not potentially usable as a regular downstream channel .

going out to,the cable company's subscribers. This channel., had

always been reserved for closed-circuit, public service uses. However,

Channel ,3 had been :used to carry..a commercial 4tF signal width was*

.duplieated on another channel. No added charge was made by ATE's

Berks Cable TV Co. for the use of thiS4iennel for. the five remaining'

months of the experiment, because of the cooperative relationship that

had been established between the cattle company and the other cOnsortiulp,,,

members. It is reasonable to assuielhat,the revenue opportunities

of theAable operatpr for.time ovelboth of thes channelsolosed
amitoku .

circuit G and dowfistream 3) were relatively low.

Space Carts
ri

The onlyonly direCt Vpaid ih Reading during the experfsentalft

period was $400 per month to Berks County, Senior Citizens Council
APi. -.

for NCC space in the Horizon Center. The Reading Housing Authority,

also a member of the consortium, provided, space for the twooiher

NCCs in Kennedy Towers' and Hensler Homes at no 'colt. The estigmted
I!,

value of the free office spice also made available at the cable ,c.
. . %

company for the4pro,Ouction.otfice has been included under cabAs Costs.

Table 1.4 itemizesile costs of rentinespace during the-set-up period

41ong with the'coA of telephones and expenses incurred in providing
t. #

office and other furniture.

4i

0'

.40
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a

, _TO le 1.4 ;
-

Cott of 'Space tor. Reading. IftteractiveCable'Systel-
to

0

-

1 .

4, 1. Itemt-'fer Hori4on.Center
4444 per month thc1. utilities (4 'months).

.

Office Equiment0V-Preduction Office; 0
'-::P.Ormiture

efilykowriser Rental @ $39' pe, month (8 ,months)

.

$

.e.
..o .

-3; Furnfture-ft ItiCCs' :'. .,-,,.. 'usfr. ;Total- for 3 Centers
i' 1:,1

.4: Telephone
16._ Production Offiee

2 Regular 'Phones

1' Private ,Line @

@ SSO month 4.
(8-months)

/110 per month
(3 months)

NCC
9 .

3.12egtilar Phones @ $40 per month
(3,months)

, # .
TOTAL of SPACE,

1,600

,768
280,

97$:

400'

330'

360

$5S '913

p .

a
a

o.

; AWi V 1.
.4111.

--4

,

fir
. . .

.;-.,ft..

,

0

,.010 -

rW
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e*. salary bases and the time empioyepr All staff hired to.-
set up the Reading, interactive: sys'tem are lissted by potitiv)11
Table .1,5. The total staff costs are caiCulated from this iilfermation

and come to a total of $56,474 including fringe benefits flit the 4.
eight-month period.

. -In May 1975, the system coordinator antl dritoctorof implelientafron
4t

opened up the productisgi office and began*.the process Alluring local

implementation personnel and arranging space for the NCCs.

preceded by a lengthy. planning periO it seems. appropriate to date
.. '61.?;.:the implementation pezkoshiroM the when the project moved from

the planning, to execution stage:,Thetwo crucial matters decided

during!..ibe Planning stage ',were the-'capability of .the cable system

relationships within 41 10 NY11-.Reading Consortium: n othettwords,

49 adapt to two -way interactive progimmlrfg and S'basiof thea.
these estimates of installation and 0.mPiement4ion *c61 tide the time

and effort inVo lved these. necessary prerequisites_ of a Workable.
.kcommunity ,intorac 0 system.

11;;0
-DUring Mfly.and Jude, the NCC COordinatotslere':hired and.: on

June 16th they reported: to work::: : .Fronithert, tint 'mid-September
,

47-T12 weeks); he majgr activity carried eut by thetinThplementation team
rwas the tiaiding of NCC R.,Tsonnel (MCC cord.inators.and technical

. .

. . -

aides). Th'is trainint included instruction and practice with the
video equipmort primarily, as well as developing t4t4tniques

recruiting antl.ntraining eliderly participants and planning strategies
involve the'teeliferly at each,site in ',the- ptoducti and presentatiOn

;



Table 1.5

Cost of Staff in Reading Interactive Gable System During Implementation

0

. 'Salary Percent
Base Time

Time,

Employed
Total
Labor
CostNumber Position Employed Months .

8

8

7

7

4

8

40. days-

,

Dir. of Itplementation 26,500 :50

System Coordinatoi . 15,660 100

fkicc Coordinatoi 7,200'.

Switpcher/Libraribm 6,480 100

Technical Aides -6,500 100

,Secretary 6,340 . 100

Technical. Director $125 per diem n.a.

1

Frin benefits @

8,833
10,400
12,600
3,780
6,500
4,227
-5;040

51,340
5,134

56,474

efi

17 9
154



of programming.; In August,
410-

joined the. training program.

the technical aides were

A breakdown of the training curriculum
;.

'is included Air Appendik B.. During the latter part of August and
1'

v.". '
b 1,early Se mber, a simulation of the interactive.' system took place

' utilizi4V,four sites already wired for cable as the final phase of.

the training program,. In mid-September, the first. NCC (Hensler)'

was crCcupi.ed by its staff. The two other centers, first Kennedy and
"'Ithen Horizon, were opened in late October. During the remaining

(

two months, the activities involyeetting-Up the NCCs physically

and technically, recruitingian inveolying the elderly
a

and preparing:for the )forma r:ope

of. January.

at each center'

e system in the beginning

celiatieot e C°S 0
s

inally, on:-Table 126 the remaining miseellaneous costs incurred

durin ie installation and implementation period are lasted.

Staffing Allocation in.Readihg with. Recommendations for Replication

Throughout the experiment, records were' kept of the tip which

the staff and others devoted to various categories of activity so that

costs_ of...time. _inputs-couldbe-measured-for- avariety '-of- -research

ipurposes. In this section, the results .during' the implementation

period are discussed in considerable detail as a way to describe staff
. .

allocations and (activities and in oilier. to make recommendatiOns for

the set up-of ,future NCC interactive systems.. .1

;'



Video. Tape

100 hrs. 3/4" tape @ $34 per hot&
.48 hrs. 1/2" tape @ $25 per hour.

. Office Sui5plies and Postage,
8 months @ $2,400: OIL

a
. Publicity

Printing, *aphics,-adfertising etok *
4

L000 40

Staff. Travel Expenies
8 months @ $100 pef month

;re



In the introdudtion, t was pointed :'out

.

Reading system had important implications f!oir?staffing Hiatt

the

1,

The froject was committed to four iir-inCiples 'wkich' require, tlia

iiate recruiting and

nciples weTe:

ufiny.tok4

peat deal of attention be deVoted to-ap.; 4 1 1

technlues for realiiing the 'goals.
.

To hire and 'train a staff firOM th
operate the systei;

the

2. To train and involve senior citizens in
the dperation;

3. ,To involve government officials and sery
in the programmihg;

4. To provide 'spontaneous

wovild be responsive to
1.citizens .

es o

4;.

4

in to*aOti ire rograMming"
the ieeds4and inieregts-Cf.seniot

7kes

.4 R!j'

The research reported in this Actje0_ was designed to,
t

following westions:

1.\POW long should the implemen,

, 2. How.many 'and what
^

of t-tafte. ire '-t. ctio.r64:1?
. ' fr.,

en al flotilla Inr-Iteading.) to nth i eve

.4. How should ,others' allocate time to ach limi lr goal%? 4.
. In order to answer these queStions, datii were collected on the adstvities..

'',.

,..a all the implementatiOn staff. Activity logs tere kept byoali.te- 4'_..-_ .. - ..,.
,Y,

3. How shoold time
the gOai.s, of the.

staff, and laterby senior'atien participants and service genie.
. .

.1...'',! '

..1.- 100personnel.. The allocation of inahpower is measured by estimating the*:
laborcosts' of the different staff in a range of activities which ale
described in detail below. 'Labor costs Nere,estimated using the

salau information already given in Table 1.S. This technique yiel

4



$.. .j

. ,
an. estimatetwhich IS. weighted by numtiersetofktaff;: their ,relativ

:Salaries,, and the way: tasks: and:revio

. . : ',_ ,

-
'Activities were -divided intn "siix 'ilegortet''A-;foilowi:'-

... . ,...

lo Systaf.. Planning ad Ailminietriti,om, , - .,,.
2 Teeimical tuiplementation for 4he 'Systpais, . ..''',-:.

i.Centef ,ImpIementatiow . ty. . 1.:..........-..- ....,....... 41. , . 1,;.,
.:4.::T;4ining . ,. , --lw . e ' 4.,._... Ai:.

sA ,Relations,with. dommtinitygaind ms's em. Userir'''' '. '''''
'4.., .Pogram Planning; - - - t 4 '- ''' 4 * rus c

. " . . - 4 f 'F,,

rther details: of 'the activities' cove in h of .thes

ciketterfi:;w,111, .be: given; n 'th'e :dis'cuss' o1j to
. .

e(17 that, this data is fairly :crude Irth'becattse

e ti1e event what the:. apprOpriate tatesioriza
-.

e,w1t,OIimit to the amount of It

'lement4tort,COUldhhe expected. to compleg of

: I I15p04..,14:ii... ,e...

was :not" C1003-: t; 41*, . -. 44.i- ..,P.:''' '" ..,': * ''-'

°4**4% i:ld -.. 4 andt"0,#:-..-(-t

1,., -,h''..,/...,
- -4, paper ,rk busy.

4.0
_coding- 'system was devised, as. peang of 4igg ingv. time

aff members into Croon actxvityiteasoe A certai

- atnouiit of bias and distortion, j's inevitable.%here ea; th
. ,

'

-used for each activity area is mportant foxl wide tanding
I

the results. Further, there are a number -OfXackl iviipei whic fall
, t s

'On.the borderline between two areas.. ,.F.Or exanipie,' w en* techiliCal
. . '''..

directOr, is repairing a piece of equipment orwoiki opti techn
- ,

; problem and is concurrently explaining, what' he doing' ip an .NS
3

coordinater he ilequally engaged in "training" and '"tec.hni
4,

implementation." When -.pie director of:implementation sp'11Bs tilmee .witty

the administrator of a.senior citizens' club arranging for spirc'e for

an 41CC site,'" she is engaged in "cutter imlementation" but she is

also and perhaps equally engaged in "relations with.ciornity."
* w



this sense, staff were Instructed to-record their time as much as-
, .

t. 44;).possfble,in terms of .:the PtimirioSo behind each activity even

when secondary, goals were. clpse 'behind.

The allocation, of tiine to, different activities by the different

staff positions is :presented in-104e 1.7. The estimated labor

osts are obtainedby multiplying each time input by the total labor

cost for the relevant position. For example, the input of the
:

.

system coordinator to "training" is .27 x $10,400 and of NCC4

coordinatOrs is .40 x $12,6001 The labor cost for each activity is

thenthetum-of:all the inputs 'to' that activity. The results .

indicate that system planning and administration; technical impIementa-'

ticm,.and.training each took roughly a qdarter of the manpower effort

as measured by the. labor costs of the activity. Relations with the

'Community and system users was. next at 12 percent, then prOgram

planning at 7 percent; center implementation was lowest at less than

4 percent.
I

System Planning and Administration

The fcrst.:activity, more than any of the others, is an, amalgam

of differentAinds of work. For the director of implementation, the

system caordinater,_an4 thf technical directoxthe_work_included_

ik
two main kinds of tasksdk The first are the traditional administrative
V

tasks, such as coordiniiing personnel, scheduling staff activities,OW

arranging, directing, and clearing tie way for all the other activity

areas to take place.' The second kind -are Sue to the special charact

of the system and the commitment to a high leVelef jer involvement

Agt

18 41.59



Table. 1.7

Time Allocations by Activity.During -Implementation
of Reading Interactive System

Position.

System
Plan-

ning &
Adman,-

Dir of
4P

.Implem. 37%

System
Coordin. 24%

NCC
Coordin.,

Switches(.

Librarian

11%

20%

Technical 5%
Aides

Secretary .100%

Technical '25%
Director

Est mated
Libor
Costs

Activity: Percent of Time Allocated

Technical
Implemen-
tation

20%

40%

- -

60%

4

Center
Implemen-.

tation

3%

7%

/5%

4

Training.

27%

40%

.40%

45%

IS%

Relations
with
Community
& System.
Users

30%

15%

15%

Program
Planning

10%

$13,712 $12,977 $1,888 $6,101 $3,634

rt
514TAL :LABOR COSTS .= $S1,340

Percent
of Total .

Labor .26% -25%. 14 4% 25% 1. 7%
Costs 4.*:

4

.,

"4-



and direction, There was a continual effort, eipeciallY on-the part

of the administrative staff ,*to Stay one jump tO'Keparer.

in advance alternative strategies to coverth most likely developments
74-

'ilieach area. Thus, the entire staff was dellberatedy invoked in

system planning, although in varying Ogrees.I.Their ideas and feed-

back were se n1 as an important element in thiSOtocess.' In addition,

the staff would code all meetings or discussions under this activity

where several problem areas were dealt with in a manner which .was

;.difficult to disaggregate into other distinct areas. Therefore,

proportions of total staff time and the cost for this activity

.karehigher than would be expend for setting up a similar system.

0
TechniCal Implementation

This activity often overlapped with "training." It includes

all activities related to designing, ordering, inventorying;

installing, experimenting. with, debugging, maintaining, and repair-

if

* ing the hardwarp for the CC system. The persqt primarilyinvolved
Iv

'.with this; as the technical director, .although significant time of
t

4
her staff members was involved*as well., Overlap between this arei-

*/,-1;And "training" poccurredbecause a large part Oahe set-up petiod

_Ms devoted-tcutraining_MCC-coordinatoss-and-te*hnical-aides-so-Ethai

-
Vey could understand, operate, andopaintain the equipment. It was

*
not always easy f9 code a given activity because "training" often

4, * -,/

occurred ien NCC *Off- ssisted in various technical activities and.

*
4

vice versa. The tech#14ca
4

l director, the switcher-librarian,
4
and the

-M,' . . 4
4

technical aides had the_.primiry responsibility under this headini.
-r.;,

:*;:11 . . ' 111,

56,#
41,

4t 8 6
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a

TheLcohsensus of the implementation team is that sufficient
e N.

time and labor were spent*on implementing the technical side of the

system during the-set up and
.

that by.the opening in January 1976,

1,
most of the major tetnical problems been worked out. Folk

others, this activity would not nee
t

as much effort during the

7' .

set-up period. One reason is that this project has produced
A.

technical configurations, protocols, and procedures which proved

a* 4 .

successful, and.some may be transferable to similar systems. 3
Much

40. .

of the time spent by the teltnical director on*the Reading project

could be saved in the setting up'ef::future systems if th@se technical
4MW,. .

configgrations "and recommendations can be adopted.'

Another saving would occur if the .NCB coOrdinators_were not

given as much responsibility for the technical operation of the.

..J0 .1 .

.

ystem as on ttop Redding project. 'More of this task could
.

4
appropriately be assigned' to the technical aides. 'This'would suagest

that the technical aides shouldsbe Nixed with strover technical

backgrounds and experience than those in Reading. 1k conscious

deliberate aspoctof the Reading project was to hire a sta f with inter-
.

personal skills Tither than with - technical experience. Thd ptaff could

then be trained in technical skills.

o
o ')

4

a'

4

POr full details see: "Design and Implementation of the Reading
Interactive Cable Television System" in this volume.

.7

*
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Center Implementation

This activity covered the wait of negotiating for t40.!ites

in,which the centers were established, furniShing and organizing the
*-

centers, and dealing with otter center-related ptoblemsWhich were
9

neither technicainor related.to the community. It took tte smallest

proportion of time input during the implementation period and this

appeared to be perfectly adequate. Therefore, Ahere', is little to

discuss. It should be noted, however,,that the amountof effort

liec$ssgry for this activity in other4cases would be related to the
3 ,

nuniberOf NCC sites choten. Thus the director of ,implement ion and

system coordinator' would have to double their time inputlkif

number ofxnters were doubled.

ti

, TrainAing
1

Training includes all
*
timelwhichTthe systenicoordinator and

te nical director spent training the entire NCC staff and the

This turned out to take a.great deal of time06 4choftl4brar puli;

-ecause the NCC coordinators and technical aides were. hired without
i .,

any special skills* experiene, with either the equipment or
* =,

0
programming./ HoWever, it is not clear that any substantial savings

in-training-cots can-tre-mxdr--Orrthrone-Fin-C-Wrs-Obvfoils that

people who are skilled in ocogrhimming or audience recruitment: for-

two-way cable TV will only becodravailable after considerably wider

use of interactive systems. In the meantime, its possible to find.

people with more technically sophisticated back ounds than were

chosen in Reading. The salaries, howorrer* e to be that much

tit

it

mi 88
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.

higher to-offsetelany savings in training time. On the other hand,

ifs has been suggested, NCC coordinators are not given all

the technical responsibilities which the,had inReading, their

traininitimecoild be reduced. The time allocated to training was,

if anything,-liberal.,Whe staff was well-trained by the start of

operations and there was no deficiency in their technical competince.
41

It was assumed that once the NCC coordinators were trained to

operate the equipment, they woukfthen train the elderly to operate

at leas some of the equipment. The elderly who did become an active

part of thg production team were interested more in venerating.progTams,

presentation, and general running of the centers than they were in

the tSchnical side of the operations If a systemffis planned which' g

actually anticiPateera large number d f user-participints who will want

to be trained technically, it would b neOssary for tome of the

8.

te,inicalliresponsibility of thettechnical aidesito be shared by NCC

o have a'fair level'of
Of 4

r .

coordinators and for NCC ordinattili
.

technical competence.

k ., 4,4° *
Some training O

A
of Nqg coordinators

.1,

will allay be.necessary;
i ! 4

..

. .6 0
P ,

Othey'vaedo understand whatris going on withtthe system hardwae..
41. . i.

In additim)itilimOrtantOakt of ihojtrikningjproceSS_Ior,theACC
7J

staff in Wading, particularly for the NCC coordinagots, invalved,
i

.

mi 1,1

f--.
training on:,-. (a)40basic orientation to this

fv
syStem an d.bow it worked,

,,,,, , .

4

I

.

4

,,cpcludfng.a simulation of the system* (b) programming; and (c) :

, IS

recruitment `of elderly system users.,
.
P

' here belguse the Reading project inte
A X i* I

coordinators, pebplew ith strong baCk
14. .44

.a

chnlicaltraining"it mes'sed

Qnally hired; as NCC

O.
s in teaching, co,mity

- .

t,

or
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t*

. and social work, or other work with old people and/or with al*arent,

talents in this -area.

A
Relationships wit Community and System Users

. * .

Originally this activitywas..coded as two separate activities.
4.

One. was called "estapliihing reratkonships with local government,
.

Tfc

'-organizations ,Agencies and other groups in the,,Community." 'The other.
lilt,

- .
.mal calleduestablishing AqationSw4h*eldOtly individuals at each.

NCC site." Under this,activity, the time of,the director,A implemcn-

tation was primarily, although not exclusively, deyoted to the former.
1r

The tune of the NCC soordinatA was mainly* devoted to the latter,
W

*1

-

while the system coordinator dealt,with boll.
A

The work clastkfied under this codeintludes all activities'aime '
,1 .

theiruat findinind,.contacting.potential System,OserS, ascertaining eir
s * ,

.*

.= -
.,-

communication asittervicedelliover needs; eliciting their interest and
t ,

. ,*
cooperatign, and informing them about4he system and

Jr4
This

tik

code also includes
*

all the work connected with
la

_

1 ..,.'-'

participants at each NCC site.

It is likely

116-actual time spent

its capabilities.

ecruiting jibtentiAl

Ilk
.

that thetime inputs recorded undetatimate tpe
'%-.7ca. ,

, . f; eon these activities. Thisfls partly a result.of the
.. .,

1.4

f

r

: _. .
_............

cedlarlstem paArairaily,for ailtiiftfinnvolved in establishing
'of

relations with agencies Or groups. Most 2f,thil work his carried out as _iip,

ilk 4,

a secondary or implicit goal of inother activity.- For- example,,contact*
.1., e .. .p 1

woun1c be made rihAHwith the Housing utotyvor with a senior citizensih i *
"24'

club in' orderlio discuss t arrangements for space for an NCC

A

,rt
166

site.

r

7

4? '
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P

17 1,,-,;(174,10..

leilw

4

,
-' f ..

-- ..in' their buildimg.. the- primary .activity 'is viewed as "center
. . ..-. - .

bop 1 eater t at i ort, " bin the implicit 'goal, which often tool* up more time ,.'
... .- . t ,.-and ,enerity; is to establish/relations-with the community. In fact,

A..,

Inearly 'every activity carried out by 5th f during the implementation
-

-.peraci,.except perhaps close staff meetings, yas :part of the broad ,r

effcrit to establish relitions in the community. _This is especially 4
e. '. true.'of 'efforts tp' recruit .elderly participants.' From the, 'Nay each'

"ks'-NCE:s.ite *as Occupied by ,its staff, ari indirect' but- quite conscious
*.

- i-
t .

. 1

..,.
11 .e. :W' .effort -was made tp attract the attention and inter&st ofAbe'olde.121y

. - I A r ., i .. . ...-
...,,,

-P in -the surrounding area while? setting up the site physi*ally and.
. or .

4techndically,. It was assumed that an indirect approach to ,involving
. e participant would work .beSt ,which, as 'et turfied out , may

..
-4 ;

f
. .lk el* . , -not. have been tfue.. Lister, more direct conahpni.ty- itivoliement.and..

JAPC 4 4.. ' 4 .o
.

, 24'II: .' publicity effoiits were undedilltep.' i . ,*I . . , ..
., ,.... ,Slionr relattlanships. Witlit community, group's and -organization's-

were lestabrished during.the Set-Upperipd in linadkng....'the..goittl- of
* , ,,t-

., , * i i s*
"i-eio vuing individual- eld(rly participirts, .ET contrast * 4iad not been

....

. ., . .:
,

ateired by the start of opIt,erations. 'Attendance ,at two of the sites -.

. .

&. ;
. -. was, lower than expected and fever elderly-ii+diVidua* bad cdmet.

a

P.. ot---01,15gr'aaft74--

t-' ming .or. the, oferatip#!;,of h e*- y Item; ;44 ..*.. - . . . .-...
'jibe reasons/for/this( are complex During' tbe-i,first sj:x ionths-, IP.,. - , k *-1the research team insistitd.that the implementation:41am keep as low a. . ..,

4e. iv '
,

..... piofile -Us, possible., to atio;i4 contamination. ,,R, the 'crpoiii, pre-test. ......'
.

, - -.- , . 3, v. , . .

.survek;-of the elderly The t Vey was not completed Until Novembr,
. .

. .
elderly _

. .
.

. . . .. . ,*
wqich left itlmoit 'Jo time for', active. recruiting .:of.ffilder/y".participantS.6

. 0 - aL, -,.. , . ., ' - 1, t P- '''''',..' %... , :, ... ,,.:1- . .
. .., --.4.

4114. -.,..
i64.-1.9

.0

+.
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Another difficulty arose from the location of the \ti" CC sites 'and the

'characteristics of the elderly populatiori at eac11 site. Two of they

centers. in Reading were located in public housing._ for the elderly.)

At one of these, the residents had. a fa,irrly

'd

incomes' were .low 'at both sites.. 4'Wffi1e they

hi gh -median age, but 'tedium,-

were...obvious Locations

to connect with the elderly and natural locations for fostering
. .

communications, the residents, at both of these -NCC sites contained

a high- proportion of people whose age, mcibi,lity,- and eduational

."

level did not predispose them to:produce programming'.

groups may well become active particjipantsibilt it. takes. longer

than three months and much effort from the'.coOrdinators'. This sort

of problOm is likely to-exist whenever NCCs are situated 'in, of

draw their participants.from, populations who need social services.

Those most in need of better information and communication with

service agenaies are often those with the fewest skills or aptitudes_.

for the vigorous and enthwiastit involvement w4ich an interactive system

requires tg get off,the ground fast,.

There are important implications for manpower_allocation during

the implementation period Thee locatiltof the NCCs and the 'characteT-
. Ali

istics of the target_population_have_critical.:effects_on-manpower

.Given the original service 'delivery goals and the NCC

selected for the Reading project, more effort :was 'heeded to develop
.

relations with potential elderly participants. Most of the work was '

FOr full details of the characteristics7of the' elderly at the
differentsites See:-, "Impact 'of a Neighborhood Communication Center
System on' the EldirlY in Rea,ding, Pennsylvania" in Volume 2.
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i - ._

only carried, out during the last threeoonths, with hardly .any-

during the first five months. If the NCG coordinators were,rolieved
--m.

-_,,
. .

.

---of the technical reslo' blaibilities as discussed above,. they would

have, more time earlier on. In addition, it would' help if more

personne.were available to recruit and work with senior citfzens

in th4 set-up pegiod. . , / 4/

,

/7.

An alternative "Arould be to,have fewer NtC sites-in areas which
,/-

require such intensive community orghni,zation and inVolvement efforts:,

.

It is importhnt that athe start",of operations, 'theie. are a

reasonable. number .of *Active participants ,at 'eachNCC site It ,Jnig

be pcissible fora systeM,wifli, three. NCG siteS,to aim fit tr& si

where participation; would fjej-easonablylieayy(iitinimum of 15- 6
, .

persons per 'site per sessiOn) and 'liaVe only.7.One- site

' *, \-

Participation was lest certain. The.'diSadvantage is th fewer of

those more likely.to:need se icet .rehched. ln tially hnd this .7;

could liaGL to' an unfortnn blis,:aviay/ from the. se ice°- delivery goal*.

Short there, it 4 4,40ff :between the :effo

,to:recrUit pariicip Andl.the' sucCest-in ching.those Most in
,

.

need of- services. increase' in labor c to achieve both goals:
,

will, depend on e p oportion of Sites p _aimed to service :the_podx,

elderlY, uned cated immobile .or othe ise potentially difficult. to
j/

and costs required

recruit:

*

e set-up activities. classified as "programming" include both

ctualAplanning and preparafion, Qf ,test programming which happened



in the.last two nths and the earlier, more general, program

planning-whichr;t ok place in discussions and meetin6after the
,

NCCs were openo i
.,

m3. programmig for'the experental system in Reading is by design

. / .

i

.
1

..
.

; ''.y . IY
, if %

quitddffer If both in styldiamd.content from conventional one4way

4. ,-
4. 'One ofi.the primary goals of the project was tovideoitTogr

have, A ub

rath4f.th

Proggi

or form

select

tantial amount of Tutaneous Interaction among participants,

aria orderly flo101of information from presenter to audience.

reparation therefore involved creating .a series of structures

s within which spowelaneousinterktionS could occur and

ng topics or thOgs around which'the progr

other'important 'goal related to programming style was to have

loc community needslop the foundation for this community

ould center:

\
.

inf. ation.system. -.These goals\for program style and user partici-
0!(1 ,..z . .

o4 in the ge'lection of areas for programming had an impact on

.whole
'" 1

process% which programming was'prepaled or produced.,

ogram preparatio n, especially at.,.tir.st, was primarily a process of
4

evelOping -relationships with the community in order .to repruit

people and agencies as systehiusers and participants-. It involved

gathering a group of people together who were interested. and ablefo,

interact and eliciting the partidipation,of the

selection of topics for programs.

community in the

The special nature of ihe;"program\planning" procesi.on the

Reading project has two kmplicationS for 'this analysis. Pirst, since

program planning was-gb interrelated withdeveloping community

relationships, it was often difficult to differentiate timespent on one

a.



. .

activity from the other. Therefore, the proportion of
-. ,-

...

. . . .

spent on programming undelbstimates the actual input.

total time

Secondthe

program planning and preparation process did_ndefollbwthe originarl.

expectations of the planners of the. Reading Syitem. ,I .particular,

elderly individuals from the community inftially participated-Much

:less an anticipated: While agencies and organiz ions were in-
.

vol d from.the start, elderly individuali a NCC sites proved

more. difficult to recruit as active:program anners and producers.

Thisncreased:the effort necessary from the project staff to pr4.-

pare programming for the beginning of the operating; period and led,

to7the allocation of additional staff to its development. One

alternative is to hire a specific person to act as program developsf.

for the entire implementation period

.fiuring the operating petiod, a large number of elderly individuals.

did become actively involved-in the pro/ ..planning, developing,

preparing, and presenting programming, some as paid staff, others as'

vdlunteers." Their role.will be analyzed,in the last section of this/
:-/

chapter. However, it does:take some time, longer than wa.44allowed
/

. .

in Reading, fbr participants to become familiar and comfortable with
.

/.
a.

. .

the NCC system andits capabilities. Until they dog 'it may bet/necessary

foi the'system staff toAm much of the program planning. The

experience 4n developing, technical fOrmats for programming/should
7:-#T

,

giake.thiS.Part o6he-work less demanding for future NCCisyStems.s

At.

/S ..

i
See: "Design and Implementation of the Reading Interactive Cable

Television System" in this volume.

170' .
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Thin the NCC'staff will be able to provide a fuller range of test

A

programming and simulations wring the final monihs of the set*,

and so hastmitheprocesses of familiarizing and involving potential

users with the operation of the system.

The Reading experiment has shown that alrdkramming staff is

needed to per apm three areas of programminq-actlyities during set up:-

develop "generalized formats within-iihich variou4 specific,
programs,tan take place (many)of these woke developed in /

Reading, and should be trapsferable); 4

2. to pr are and present specific test p
fine phase of set up and most, rAgu
ini kl phase 'of the operating, peri

9 J 1

grafting during the
rogramming 'for the

r
, ;.

3. t4 assess specific programming heeds of local service''- id
overnmeht agencies and service heeds of the targets,-7';", 7
articipanrkudiena. IC

1,

e results of the Reading experience provide three jacations
,

for the allocatiofi of time between these three activities.' First, the

4 t ans#Ory nature of the' project and the un,itiliarity of inter-

active television does not encourage, eager paititipation in program-

ming.activities. This is compounded when the target system users
0

are elderly, poor, disabled, poorly educateok or immobile. If the

users dd not become quidkly involved in programming for these or any
'

litSer-reasonsr-the-kG-staff-wil-l-have-to-spend-more-time-orr-the
U.

second two activities. Second, if there is a substantial commitment

to social service delivery, a larger time input from staff will

-.be required to develep and prepare'the initial programming for the

I
r

f

system. This involves an initial survey of local agencies and
.

organizations to find the potential system ulkrs and to assess their
,

0
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needs and interests so that the-areas of4rograOming'to whtCh they .

.are likely to-be responsive 'at.the outset can be deteriined« There,..

then followsi, process of motivating the tisers, Selectiservices,:4

and activities'which'are *enable to prograOing for ,an interactiove

sister, and developing that programming with both Service deliverers

r
and clients.

None ofthe above is tended to imply that serviee.progrimming

.

its?reparation or

g areas have been

these specifif service -1

is more expensive or moietime consuming

presentation whenr4ecific seivice progr

chosen. The point is that the selection.

program areas take:: skilled staff time

service delivery problems.can be-adapted to an:NCC'System. It

delivery'and of the

ng,set up. Not all

requires a.knoWledgeboth of social service

two-way cable cepa
, .

4

programming ,activi

*

order t9t make this ehoice. Finally,

set up wirl,increase as the number

of hours of originati ,per day at the 'start of the operations

increases. It would be advisable to sAartwi0 no more than two

houri Per day and to expand gradually only in relptinse to the system

anduser participation. . Simmary and Recommendations

rn response to. the foir research questions litOsed'at'ihe beginning*.

of this section, the findhngs inditate:
..')(

Length of Set-up During Implementation Period

Bight montgc.ws found to be sufficient, assuming Oat arrangements

with the ATC-Berks Cable TV Co. have been made, That time might be

.



reduced somewhat by hiring MCC personnel who were a'ready trained tech-
, .

.

, i!dcilly, but this was, not the approach taken in the Rpading Project.

--certainly, this period.could reasonably not be `shorter than six months.
i

Ft was felt that eight months was sufficient in Reading, but-it is

-difficult to assess what other situations might need. At leattin the

411i

.

.

near future, an interactive NCC:syitem will be' novel and unfamiliar
Y

. . .

In whatever cpmmunity or aresiqt is being set up. The potential

system useXand the implementation staff need to gothrough a fairly

'9

'
,lengthy period of learning and experimenting before the begin

1

to-understand how such.a system works and what it can be used for.
-

patory, nature of this syttem requiresIn addit,i,n, the user- partici

a learnin and training period before the start of operations.

Thus, dui nrthe petrup.period, thesystem planners and builders

should be ssessing local'needs and' ftefimphces,' building relationships

i the user-community, and ar

11 as working with local gove

which of the service delivery
.

adapted to a two-way NCC system'and which sPecific Program foriats can

interest and enthusiasm, as

and service agencies to idetermine

and other communication needs can be

Iibest be used.

,Staffing

5,

Based on the Reading experience we-wogid recommend additional

.exPendlltures of staff for setting up a tri-eenter interactive system.

Although the Reading staff did succeed in preparing the system in

Blight months, thee wai.a serious lackof elderly participants at the

.beginning. Our staffinitecommeAdations, which can be found summarized
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.

1
.

. .

S-

in Table 1.8, -call the following aaditions.during the impleMentatibn
. ,.: .

.

period to deal with this problem:

- .

1. One directotor coordinator of programming,:- full-time, for 6months
2: One publicist, full-time, for 4 months r,

,

40.3. Three senior aides, part-tike, for 3 month's.

*-;

In addition; we l'aggest atfull-time technical, director. 'Using'sitary.

abases close to Reading's, these additions increasetthe total labor

costs from roughly $S0,000 to $70,00 for the eight-month implementa-

isr

tion

Allocation .of Staff

In iteadiAg we found that three-quarters.of the staff effort 'went

into three activities: "system planning and.administration,* "tech-
-

Oicatimplementaiione" and "training.' We also found, that insufficient

time was available both for developintrelaponships with the elderly

.
.. toTw-_ -

.
.

. ,

.

W *Yitem users and for program planning during the implementation

phase Apart frathe obvious difficulty of involving people before

thesystem is actually working, extra burden 'were imposed by:

v
(a) the fact thit this was the first time such a system had ieen set

' Jb

;4(bthe intiinsit difficulty of involving elderly citizens in

innovative and technical systems; and (c) the requirements of $ research

experimint. Future users will gain from our experience, particularly
4

- inteh use of technical formats and methods'Ior recruiting and training

the eldorly;. presumably, there would not dae the same research require-
\40.

'`dents.. ./n addition, we recommend shifting some of the technical

responsibility from NCC coordinators to technical aides. This Would

,release the coordinators tespend more time on community relations and

"program planIning
1174

-
7p.
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Art Table 1,8

*64,11mend;c1 Staffing ,for NCC Interactive41 ,

System with Three.Centers During Implementation

Num-
tar.

4"

1 .

11
,

,1

.1

1

1

3

.3
3

.

e

1

-

Position

. .

Salary Percent Time
Base Employed

.

Time
lo ed

'Total

Cost

System Staff
ITT.

15,000
12,000
'12,000

7,200
. 6,000
' 7,800

.7,200

,

ticoir

,2041

7.,200r.
.

% . mont s

100
ft

100 8!

100 6
.

100 6
100 8

100 4

4

100 7'

um , f.

:1 10 7

$0 % 3

50 7

.

@ 10%

STAFF COSTS

.`
'''

10.000
8,Q00
6,000

. 3,600
,4,000

'2,600

'4;200

k

14,700.
12!t00
.2,700

s

2)100

. .

System Coordinator
Technical Director
Dir. of Programming
Switcher/Litrarikn
Secretary
Publicist

*or Mobile Unit

TechnieglAtde

Center Staff

NCgCoom4inators
Technical Aides
Senior Aide..

For Additional Equipment
at .1 Center

74.200

Fritnefits
TOTAL RECOMMENDED

'Technical Aide'

70,500

7,050

$77,550

.1W

.

-

175. .

200
a
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.
In addition, we found that aficritical variable in terms of both

4

/

staff requirements and allocation of effort was the-charperistics of
, t.,

.

the target'population forthe NCC system. If a system is taileteon

P'
potential eligibles for social services,' the task of Setting up and

develqpg initial programming falls heavily on paid staff. Planneri

foi such a sysOmecannot expect eliph contributio the target group,

before the beginning of opehicions unless they spend more effort on'

recruiting: -N

Finally, it should be:noted that the whole Reading project benefit-

ted from the relation6h4ps previously developed by iYU's Alternate Media

Center in its ptilic access work IttReading. This has been assumed to be

.

part of the.planning phase preceding the implethentation period. Others will

face different situations *which cannot be predicted. The impoAant point

is that these estimates of time, staff, and allocation presuppose a phor

planning period during which the basic relationships have been established
0

And the technical capability ascertained.

System Design in Reading at Alternatives for Replication

* this section, the implication of the syiiiipm designfor cdSts is

discussed and possiblIvariationi are analyzed in light of the Reading

expertnce. It is assumed that others wishinkto replicate the NCC

system would have simittr goals to train local comiunity people, to in-
2-40

volve participants and service deliverers, and to provide spontaneous

interactive mgramming. Yurthere it is assumed thit there is fn'oper\

ative cable system. :Therefore,4the costs of adapting a one-way systmin

176
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- . ... ...

,.
It are analyzed whine the coif's of installing an entire cable- . ,

.
system are not discussed.

- .

i-

System design variations ale discussed under fivemain headings:
I

.

. .

Scale of the System'
2. Use of a Mobile '[)nit

3. Quantity. and Style of
Ar. Cable. Costs,

,'; S. Space for NCts.

Scale of System,
.1 .

The mainfator which will determine the cost pf installing an NCC

Programming

'j' ('

:
I

V

system is its planned scales(that is the ramber of permanent originaIing

..S-interactiore,sites, NCCs, in t e,bp/network).. ThReading system three. -

1 , 1

permanent interactive sites from which programming was produc drand
, , /*

originated and was designed to'inalude interaction from, other "remote"

sites using a mobile unit. This unit.c)ould be connected into the
. ,A

interactive system from any of various wired lqcations throughout

Lthe city and thus provided additional places' for-oiigiiiitien: This tv--
.

tion is concbrned only with, the question of increasing thenumber'of NCCs,'

or permanent fixed sites. The next section will deal.withthe altern

tives introduced by the use of the mobile unit.

TIllere are limits to the variationg-in scale that are possible for .

an interactive M system. one hand, any interactive system must

have'aeleas two,origination sites. Onrille other he0d, systell.with more
A

than seven interactive sites are likely to be quite.different-from the

'leading system, Furthermore, the Reading experiikce suggests that ihero

ii'little justification for starting'with more than two or threeperman-
.

ent.NCC"sites, and that more than,four such sites mikes initial implemen-

tation 4
very complicated. Therefore, the cost function deSeribed in the 0 '1.
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4

. next section has been specifipd to allow for:virlaiiarfrod two to seven-
.- .

i
RCM This is the range which theimplementAtion-superVisdiy staff rec-

.

vs .1 . ,
,

.

=mended in the last section could reasonably handle; any eidOr-sites would
.

1 '

. need a rither different staff structure.
,

.

.There are serious problems to startIng:With. d large number of

perianent.iiteractive sites. First, there is d' substantial investdent
. .

1r- ih equipment. foi each NCC, which' is.even highek vi n 'areas wbere the
-

.--
. .- . ..

.cost of ;laying wire fOi each site -is bigh. .-A cond.Issue 4s that
. .

.

since eachTerianent site is, in effect.
.
a prod

,....

and 'originator of ,

programming, haiihg very many suChssources,of programming can cOmpb4e
,

the interacgon'between th6m. It may also duplicate productjve

raburces immd.present queueini problems with the sites competing for:46

Chanceto.be seen and heard by the othersand to contribute' programming'.

within limited holfrs
.

of programOing. Such'Acreases in 'the-scale of the
(. A:

system could overtax staff resources.

F ermine, giyen the use Of mobile units which can link other
S.

locations interaCtively4with NCC %, there Seems little need for in- '

:74

.
.

'Purring the costs and riikt Of starting out with a large number of .

. ...

_ -

tpermanent.sites. There are also difgiculties in successfully
.1 .

attracting a reaspnable.numbei of attendees to permapent sites'On a
. .. r, , 7 0 .4Ip .

resider basis. This: procesS,proved fariAme-lengthy-and=unceosatn.
,,

.

Li Reading:.than'Priginally anticipated.. The amount of manpoWer. rer
4. ..

quired to iieruit.particfAnts, to produce programming, or simply to
.

interta. at a 'session can be considerable, .and even then success is far. , .

' :from predictable.

,,It.must be remembered that the initia; selection of NCC sites
t

always, be made before the system. comes into existence, when

t

178
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,relatively little is known about the demnds for partlicipation in -inter

actiie prograiming by the target population. It seems unlikely that

many sites are necessary for the initial success-or quality, of the

system, indeed, for reasons mentioned above, they may reduce the quality.

It will always be posfible to add further sites if there is sufficient
demand. Ia any case, it will take some time before sUch needs are

evident. Thus, programming can be developed and technical problems

-.worked.out Aile the audience is building for the cable programming,

from:which the participants for :tlieexpanding number of sites can

be drawn.

Finally, 4 d that the choice. .of site will

ham effeCts- on other matters of

interaction and programming which.

onCern. For instance, the. kind,of

possible will be 1.nfLuented by
is

the characteristics of. the people using .the centers, as well as the
.extent to shich these characteristics differ. Although the. Reading

centers all involved the elderly, and had a similar ethnic composition,

.

the income, education, and age :levels`were significantly--different.

The particular institutional arrangements.may also make a difference

to how the participants feel .about the system;.if the centers "belong"
to tke users, the are likely to, respond differently than if the space
is situatect for exampl,e,'.in a serpce akendy or cable televisiori studio.

Mobile Wits

The Ineibileaunit greatly, enriched the Reading system but is only



capability. 'Th use of mobile units, ifpossible,,exi6andS the scale
- , .

. and versatility. of an'NCC system only "a small increment to the ..

.
. ... .

.

. ) .. .. -..,":: .

..invettment'costs.''ThiS iS'because.oneloPerator with the equipment
. . . . . .

. ..; '..
. . .

can connect. from any place whiCh is linked to the two-way part. of

6' 4 .

the system

In deSigeng an NCC system, there is some trade-off between

NCCs and other sites which can be sbnnected into the system with

mobile units. :However, there are limits: the system should have at

least two ,perman*.regulAr interactive sites (NCC); any site which

will be attended daily by a large number of participants should

probahly:be NCC; any site with4ew regular particiRants or with a
,

large group of participants who attend only at intervals, such as a

. :club. that meets :once a:week, would' make ary r e site. The

most important factor is whether a two-way cable capability already,

exists, for if it does not, the.cost of installing two-way capability

between these sites and the head And will increase the initial in-

vestment costs dramatically.

If the NCC system is mounted within a cable system with extensive
. . .

two-way capability, the main consideration isWhether

,

pation at egivOn site'will be sufficient to justify the investment

partici-

cos of eltablisbing apermanent:NCC site rather than occasional

onnections with thomobile unit. Oncelhe Mobile unit and staff

:
o operate it have been.acquired, adding sites to the.system

%,does not increase these costs: 'The steM im:Roading, with three

6
The mobile ,unit can be linked by microwave to the cable system.

g1



NCCs, was able to draw on the fairly large area of the city which had

two-way capability and used a total of nine non-NCC sites; three were

used regularly and six irregularly. -

If the *NCC system, is mounted in a cable system with limited or no

two-way capabklity, each additional site adds`: the cost of installing

two-way capability to total installation; costs. (It is assumed that no
. .

site would be considered for7use as an NCC 'or as a remote which is out-/ .

side the area Axed with downstream table.)'ArSinte.laying cable is

quite expensive in Manf' areas, if will not make sense to wire a site

and then use it only on an infrequent bastS unless there are very sub--

stantial benefits attached to'its inclusion in the interactive system

on an infrequent basis. There was one such site in the Reading system,

the local"Social Security office, which was wired for two-way capabil-
.

and participated once a week. This peplitted elderly system

tu.sers to receive information, ask questions, and otherwise communicate

with what was, for most system users, the major service-providing

In general,. the additional non-NCC.sites in the Reading system

were drawn from areas already provided with two-way capability. How

ever, even in a systel that has full or partial bi-directional capacity,

the. individual NCC installation costs are substantial and there is

.always uncertainty about how heavily:; a. site will be :attended by the

' target audience. Therefore, the best system deSign may be two regular

interactive sites (two NCC.$)-pfus as many non-permanent sites as

des;.;ed the more extra 'sites, the lower the initial installation and

.

equipment costs. There will also be -substantial savings in operating



.coses. F

to4Veit such. sites 4 permanent NCCs if the

evident.

aily, it will always be possible

Quantity' and Style of Programming

at some later date to

demand for them b

The. Reading NCC system was geared to prqduce one to hours

of programming per day,' five days. per. Week'. major factor deter

mining the number et hours per day of origination to be chosen
.

be the availability and the anticip'atedoperating costs of down.:

stream, cable-zhannel time. If channel -time can be provided free

through publio access channels or other arrangements,, the most

cost_ variable affected by hours of programming will be
%Th

labor costs, bottufthe supervisory production office staff and:the

.

numbers of staff:attachedi:fp each NCC.
The number of NCC -staff is the variable =got sensitive to planned

hours of daily origination. Two NCCs in. Reading had two full-time staff
''.144Ar ,

and th&-larger had three; with the addition of a senior aide at each,

it is estimated that the maximum hours of origination per day which

cbuld'be'hindled is three hours. For a system with more than three.

hours, it would be necessary to hire at lea:sit one more teChnicTil

aide and 9ne more senior aide, per NCC. In addition, a relief 'head-

end witcher would be necessary. This added personnel could handie

up.to three 'more hours of origination a May.

.,,;ghe original plan in Reading called, for a farj larger

.. ..

input of

.:'-volunteor labor in program. planning and preparation by potential

Le

. r

paiticipants than in fact were found in Reading before the

el

207.
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. systen was opened up. Furthermore, because the Reading projeFt was a
. . .

research project, partof the process of selecting and developing

social service areas, for p agramming was carrieduput. by the research

. staff. In the previous section, it was recommended th, at''a full-fime

director of programming be hired early in the implgtnentatiori period to

-handle program planning. ,Far a system to produce more-than two hours

per day of origination4 fres the beginning, withou't .duplication of

.11 programming, would meg' that an additional. program platuler-thdiUld be

hired, upless there _good reason to s suppose there' will beta 1 age
4t,

-....

"numbipr of volunteeks fromsystem .pant idipakts,. *re;

schools., Nevertheless; we cipaid,recomtnend that even, if it is *Epected'

toy en up with mor hours, it is. better. to plan one tp..iwatcigrs :

first and' expand. 'only as the,t system devekops.

Be[ re the system actually begilis operation,' the directp of
*

1

programming is unlikely' toshave as'high. a level of ceoperation and par--
.

ticipatioa as necessary far .the programming to reflect the needs awl
. .

interests of? system users . 'The major task of the director of prOgram-

*ming during this period mill be to stimulate local- isput and to :develop

a limited amouzit of prorramming which will attract target participants. ,

....
.

.

The major proportion of er input during. this period 'will "*come from

service providing agenc.1. ..'i atci.arganizations. -iince it1 expansion of .

prograinning. can easily -te2 accekaplished by the ;#ameitite staff once the

iinitial shakidowti has, passed, \t
would seem unnecessary to prepare a

...greatidegof prograapaing Whea there-may becomparatively little feed-

back=fikom sy.stem users.
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,
Finally, itWas believed that

al programming staff in Leading

hence the pos tfility, for el,e ly system participants to enter in

settint up with a large, profession-f

uld preclude both the necessity; and

,

the 'program.'pla ning and p ction.procesS' as genuine partners; p By

starting out wi only a ted amount of programmfeg, it is possible

to present formats which are Sufficiently, attractive to arouse the

:interest -of viewett's, d participants, while still allowing consider-,
.

ablO latitudditfor expansion of the system as more ,active user partici-
,

pation in-the program oLanning process is forthcoming. ' 4 .

The.type or style of programming may also have an impact on costs.

It is clear that somelcinds ot programming cost more to produce than

others, and the Reading-system, as it evolved', did prOduce a wide
1

variety of .programming. f During the operating period, the inputs for

each type were logged and these are analyzed in the.next 'chapter. Only
4

situlations, not live programming; were produceddyring the implementa-
. -4t

period, and these only towards the'end. It 'is possible to experi-
.

A
sent .withdiffereht types of interactive programming only whey, the

.

7systosis attracted a sufficient number of participants,at each site

Space tor
4

The spatezAor two of the 1CCs in Reading was donated without 'cost

by focal pubric'il

Center.was -regied

les., The space for the third site in Horizon
,-,

' Belts County Senior Citizens Council, a -mem-

. ,r-
ber of the NYU-Reading consortium. The,siting-of the NOCs,ils of great

ce determining their. effectiveness; in particular, it_ is im-
..

041-c- .; .

that tote space at each Site be. ava-liable for use .as an NCC for

w

4
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lost of the 'daytime hours, The fact that Kennedy splice was only avail-
:

abiehjorlimited hours during the day poted.severe problems during the

*
t operating phase when the number of of.daily origination was.ex-

.. .

panded. However, :there is a trade-offle e avallaBility of

space indiits proximity to users, espeol ifr4it is to be paid.
el

ReniS are likely. to be higher in more densely populated areas, which

are precisely the most desirable places for NCCs, where large numbers

of people wit' easily comeinto contact with the systelp. It%Woul-d,

probably be better to have fewerpermanent sites than to use si;es

width were available" only part tiime or at high. cost.

Costs of Cable e

Ylb

There are two major aspects to take into account when considering

alysynative cable costs; one is the charge imposes by the,cable com-

pany for use of the cable;.the other is the cost of converting a one-
6."

way system into a-syS4em which has two-way interactive capability, at

taasebetween permanent Sites Kilin the NCC system.

Cable company charges. There arc two kinds of charges whiCh.Might
: (

arise-for those contemplating interactive systems: one is the installa-

tion charge and subscription payment for obtaining one-way viewing of

interactive programming; the other is a charge for the leased time on

a downstream cable. The first' is usually -tied by the individual
_ .

-

consumer who is paying for the reception of an television channels,

not' just the interactive programming. Until pay cable television is

o.

0

widely available and carries interactive programming, there is no way

to discover the specific demand for such programming and certainly no

appropriate-pirice estimate.

-.1.41A11,
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\ .

Howeveri. it is worth con*idering Ike provision of one-day viewing

: .

. :of interactive prograiming, tO special categories of fonsumers who cannot'

'iiafforkIthe cable company charges foi installation and/or monthly recr-

tion. In Reading, the project for the subscriptions of 117 conver-

ter laws and the giblet Company absorbed the charge of,installing the

converters, in its overall fee as discussed earlier in the section on .

c
, cable costs in this Chapter. Of the 117, only 26 were:not a eady cable

subscribers while 91 were; when the experiment ended, 17 of 26 con-

tinued their subscriptions: Since a cable subscription govides many'
. ...

extra channels, it is not clear that the .i.'nteractive programming alone

.

had' made subscribing worthwhile for these additional . It is
,

$

'4

striking, though, that three-fourths of the families includ in the
.

study, Who bad not received cable prior to the experiment, were.willilk

to,pay for their subscriptions at the end of the experimental period. '

Another argument for providing one-way viewing is to inAael it fora.

'A those who cannot afford 4netallation, for example, the poor and the bed-

ridden., For instance, one nursing lone was connected in .Reading land

other Institutions would provide obvious candidatei for free provisi

of the necessarypcmbie connections.
.

The resits of both the'audience surveys during the e:cperi-

4- -*or 1.,,

sent and the *search survey indicate that home viewdrs with con-

verters witchibd the interactive programming far more than resident? near
Nri. . ,

centers 'came te partitipate. Furthermore, there is some. evidence

that-itom; victiers did learn more from theOpregraming ands .had their

tttitudel about themselves and government improved mote than other
--zir t
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. .

experimental groups. Obviously, watching at home is a very differ-

ent kind of activity from participating In centers; however, since

. .

access to-one-way viewing of.interactive programming is the most

realistic expansion of the two-way systems., given the lack_Of many

operative two-way-cable systems, it should.be a serious consideration.

Since so many viewers already subscribe, isis often.a costless ex- )

pansion. The'oRtly possible Ancern might be tat home reception re-.

duces center participation. Our findings were inconclusive on thii

question, but it certainly did not stiew that home viewers reduced

their outside activities in general; in fact,,there was some evidende

that they participated more in senior citizenlclubs. There were also

some indications that the experimental groui's with access to the

interactive programming were encouraged to go to Horizon Center more-

than the groups without access.

The second charge which may arise is payment fii leased time on

the downstream channel. Foi.any NCC system!, this possible 91,t depends

on the value of time over cable channels 'reserved for local,origins-

tion, public access, or for locirgoveinwent use (Class 2 cable

channels) Thus for any tmteractive system entitled to use public

access channels, it is unlikely that there,will be
)
a cost for channel'

use, since they arelnot customarily leased ,to users but are supplied

by the cable operator 1m accordance with governmentepegulatory require-

*.
Bents. However, there is an economic resource cost which is interesting

7
See: -"Inject ofNa HeighborhoodsCommunication Center System\

109k Elderly in Reading, Oedhsylvanian in Volume 2.
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4 K .S t , . .
to consider. TNe.usual way the value of Such .a public good is estimated

A * -

is based on its opportunity cost, that is, what could have been earned

fiom the chanel ime if it were not used for this programming.' In any
. ...

.

cable systemthe ec *Ccos,t,tior, estimated, value for the use of such

pa channel would 'depend on:,

1. The number of channels in the cable system and
the amount of unused time available, if any;

2. The availability of antkVerceeved deignd for other
non= commercial programming sources;

3. The nature of local franchising agreements and the
relationship between tte cable o rator and focal,
government;.

4. .The federal and-ofher-requirements for public access,
local origination, and municipal channel use that bind
the Cable operator.

ti

Cost of upstream-cable.--For-a system without two-way-(or with

only partial two-way) capability, the 'gents of connecting NCCs depends
A

upon the costs for installing the upstream cable. These costs have to

be computed on the hmals_of the,unwired distance of the 'sites frmmh-e

head end and the cost per mile of laying cable or the cost of conver-
. _

0. a
;

sion from one -way to two-way capabilL Since both two-w arcapability

and the cost of. laying return4Cable.vary considerably across cable sys-

.

tens, these costs would have to be Calculated independently for future NCC

sysAemsin other places: The magi re.nitude of this cost component wilhav

a strong impact on the sellection of sit4s.gOr_NCCs.
.

t

Since at present onty i_-:t1tw cable systems have bi-directional

caiability,.the cost of an NCC system in an)Nisting cable plant will

include the cost of installing segments of return (upstream) cable to
ttE,

cariia signal from each NCC site up to tbs.-Sind ent ASinminii that

-



such places, the costs of installiritreturn 'cable will%he:approx-

imately 90 percent,of what it. would cost tO,inttall original (down-

stream) trunk cable in the same area.(the 10 percent difference is.
due to the absence of added pole rental fee4; then the costs of

. laying this upstream cable will vary anywhere from $3,500 to $75,000

per mile. In general, cable installationncosts vary inversely with

the optimal distance of ICs f1m the,head end. In rural or geographic-

al) y dispersed Aeas, the lower instillation cost per mile will more

than compensate for the greater distances to be covered. In urban

areas, there will probably be less need for widely dispelled NCC

sites but the costs of laying cable will be considerably higher.

In order to show the impact of this component on installation

cost$ the following ex4mple4fof this cost component forOCC systems

with varying levels of. cable installation costs and different NCC

dispersions axe illustrative:
2

1. For an NCC system, mounted in a cable system with one-
way capability only, located in an urbanized area with each
NCC approximately 2 1/2 miles from the head end and cable
installation costs of50:000 per mile; the installation
costs will be $125,000 per NCC.

2. For an NCCasystem, mounted in46 cable system with one -r way capacity only, located in a less densely populated
area with each NCC. approximately 7 miles fro!" the hgad.
end and cable installation costs of $5,000 pei
the installation costs will be $35,000 per NCC.

ir

As the'size of this capital investment grows, it becomes more important

.that the NCCs be used more intensively, both in terms of the numbers -of
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people who use then and the number of hours per day in which origination
4

takes place.

Summary of Ma,ii System Design Recommendations

Sale ofsyStem. We zlommend starting with no morethan two or

three permanent NCC sites. These can be expanded when the system is

established and more is known about demand and, willingness to participate.

Location of sites. We recommend that NCCs be located in places

to which a substantial,nuaber of the target population have access. It,

is important to have a core group of active participants in the begin-

ning, so that the programming reflects citizens' needs and interests.

Furthermore, the more people inv*lved, the more experimentation with

programming ideas can .tske place and the'faster the most effective

ways of reaching out can be found. 4

Mobile unit. For systems with a pr4-existing stwo-way capability,,

we strongly recommend purahame of a mobile unit. legddsrmanykmore

possible points of origination and adds greatly to the flexibility of
.

programming aid system expansion. Mobile units can be used to discover

whether there is if demand for participation without the large fixed in-.

vestment costs in NCC equipment. Tilly provide unique opportunities for

sarigintting frau a varieii of service delivery locitions. For systems
*

without the two-way capability already installed; the cost' of connect-

ing.* variety of places say well be prohibitive.

Hers of origination per day. Vp recemmend starting with no more

than one or two hours per day. It would probably put a heavy burden on

programming staff during implementation to provide more and could always. 'N%



Connecting individual subscribers one-way. We recommend connecting

subscribers, one-way. ge.did not .find any adverse effects on participa=

tion in the interactive system from the availability of home viewing
4

Where most viewers are subscribing to cable already, it cafeost virtually'

nothing. We
.
also recommend the provision of one-way reception for

low-inCome home-bound citizensana'people who *e confined in institutions.

46' Cost Function for Installavion and Implementation of an

4 Interactive gCC Systemt

The purpose of this section is to present

.
and implementing an interactive NCC system in a generalized form so that

the costs Of installing

others can estimate the consequences, based on these costs, of different

thoicesand c7ircastances which they may face. On the one hand, the pricesr4

of various items will undoubtedly differ; ialarieS in particuiai. will vary

considerably from place to place, ind some items may not cost anything;
* 0

such as table and'space. On the other hand, there are a 'number of desigq

variations which have implications, not only for equipment costs, but
e

also for staffing requirements.

.others considering NCC.systems

tions
4
on their investment costs

The cost function presented below enibles

to trace out the effects of these varilp-

AO
. A similar function is presented for

operating costs at the end of the next section.

t

Since there are overhead' costs which are shared by she whole system,

the 'first 'step iniconstructing the cost function from the various

according to

to the Ver.s,

cosi?, as well

tomponentsdisdussed in this chapter is to allocate items:
e

whether they swept& of this shared cost °ride speCific
A

which can :wart in nuiber. This -division applies to staff

cost

4.

r

.o
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as equipment costs, where the ftinciple'is more obvious. The second

step.is to set the appropriate relatiollship of the various optional.

41.

choices to total costs.

. .-
* Table 1.9 shows all the cost components used in the cost function

- .

by majorcategory as dis sed earlier. 'Table 1.10 ,shows the allocation

of indlifidual cost components to () shared system costs, (2)-NCC cOSts, J1.
4

and (3) optional variations. Total costg willbe the sum of the costs
Nf'fr

undereaCh category and can be described as folloWs be;e. Mt

4

It should be noted that the cost of expanding themumber of Kip,

if
as reflected in C

6'
represents only the additional shared costs of extra

monitoring and switching-equipment at the headend-The cost of the
.

.

extra NCCs themselves is included in the basic system equation, or the

multiple (a) to represent the number of sites.. The technical consultant

at Reading estimated that the extra equipment would
* 't

for.a 3-NCC. system to expOrd to 4 -7 centers.

The complete cost function is then represented

equations (1), (2) and (3) vs follows:

Installation and Implementation
(4)Costi bf Interactive Systeili, C1 + aC2 + C3 + bC4 + cC5 + dC6 + eC7

cost roughly,$1,400

by the addition of

.

Using equation (4), the remanded staffing patterns and sitlatie.s
A).

Outlined in Table 1.8 and costs 'of all other components as experienced
Alt%.



Table-1.9-
-

..
Cost Components Of_,NCC Interactive System for
Installation'-a$ Implementation by Major Category

Equipment Components: to include labor costs for installaiion

El. = Production Equipment
,E2 .= Head-End Equipment

E3 = Portable Equipment' for Mobile Uni
Erb = NCC Equipment
E5 = Additional Center Equipment
E6 = Converter Costs

E7'= Additional Monitoring and Switching Equipment

Cable.Components:

Al = Fee to'Cable Operator for Downstream Cable Channel Uark...
A2 = Installation of'dable for Return Lines WNW
A3 ='Fee to Cable OpeTatoVfor Maintenance of Return Lines
'A4 = Cable Subscriptions

Space. Components:

S1 = Rent for Production Office
S2 = Rent for Net Space.
S3 = Telephone for Production Office,.
S4 = Telephone for NCC , 0
S5 = Office Equipment at NCC
S6 = Furniture at NCC

Labor 'or'Siaff hiponentS:

Ll = System Coordinator
L2 = Technical' Director
L3 = biior of Progr

'..L4 Switcher/Librarian
Ls = Secretary,
L6 =
Li = NCC 'Cdordinatoi
L8 = Technical Aide

'L9 Nienior Aide

Miscellaneous' Costs:

= Video Tape,
M2= Office Supplies, Postage,.PUblicity
M3 = travel E3egenses



Table 1.10-

Allocation of Cost Components into

Cost Variation Categories*

BASIC,SYSTEM COSTS

A. Shared System Costs =

Equipment = El E2

Cable = A1

Space = Sl + S3 + Ss

Labor = L1 + L2 + .L3 ,.+ L4

Miscellaneous 4- M2,+

B.. NCC Cost =

Equipment = E4

Cable = + A3

Space = S2 + S4 4- S6

Labor = L7 + L8 + L9

II. OPTIONAL VARIATIONS

A Additional NCC Equipment = C3

Equipment = E5

Labor = L8

10'

Mobile Unit = C4

Equipment ::=

Labor = L8

Converters = C5

M3 .

Equipment = E6

III. EXPANSION COSTS

. Increase NCC,from 3 to

Equipment = E7

B. Increase Houis of Origination from 1-3 to 4-6 =

Shared Labor = L3 +

NCC Labor = L8 + L9

C7 = L5 + L4 +r (L8 + L9).

whereX= Number of 'extra NCCs

.!

For description of cost components, see Table 1.9.

194-



Comparison of Actual, and Estimated Costs for
Reading InteractiVe System During Implementation

. -Cost Category Actual Costs.

63,185.Equipment

Cable .25,190

Space 5,913
Staff r 56,474

Miscellaneous 8,000

158,762



Basic System Costs

Interactive system cost = C1 + aC2

where: Cl = Shared system cost
2 = NCC Cost .,.

a = Number of NCCs

Optional Variations Costs

1. A.Equipment variations

tional equipment costs. = C3.+ bC4`+ cC5,

where: C3 = Additional center eqUipment cost
C4 = obile unit cost
CS. = Converter'cost
b umber of "mobile units
c Number of, converters

(1 )

(2)

. Expansion variations:

Costs- of expansion = dC6 + eC7 (3)

where: C addition to shared-cost where d = 1
- .addition to.costs .where 'e = 1

d = 0 when 1 I- a Ls 3

= 1 when 4 a 67
e = 0 if system is to originate 1 to 3 hours per day

= 1 if system is to originate '4`to 6 hours per day

fi

fTi

$

9

'196



Reading yields the following cost
% *c 8

information:

Shared system cost $76,483
Cost per NCC 28,310
Agditional NCC equipment cost 3,680
Mobile'unit cbit 7,517
Converter cost 11,200

With three,NCCs, tile total estimated installation and implementation
,

\ -

costs foi",m4Fading kind of system, atAleading prices, and-with reCom-
.

. , ,

mended staffing fi&-kuck a systemwas $186,810. The additional staff

accounts for the increase' of $20;000 over the 'Reading costs presented

in Tarbje 1.1. .Table 1.11 compares actual and estimated costs for the

Peadilig-sYstem by major'category. Othei than labor costs, the only

important difference is that the estimated values for the labor costs

of iftstallation and for. office space were ass;gned to cable
2

costs in the actual. Reading costsjapcause,these were paid to the cable
mx

-

company. In the .estimated cost fuktion, these items were assigned to

equipmeniEcoits and spacescosti timpectively.

8
It was necessary to allocate the estimated value of ATC's Berks.

Cable. TV Co,. services .to various different dost components (see Table.
1.3). Of the total of $21,753, $5,753 for 14 months was allocated to
cost co4onent, A3, Maintenance of Rettrn Lines; this came to $1.37 per
month pet NCC. The $16,000 estimated labor costs for installaVion
were"allocated as follows:

Equipment)$hared:systemoost:.compotent El (Production, -46,000

Costl)er.NCC:. A2. (Cable Installation) -$2,000
.. . )

Converter:cost: % (COnverter " 4, )4 44.,000
.1-

....r...
1.



OPERATING COSTS, OF -IHE 'READING INTERACTIVE SYSTEM
.

.

In this chapter, the costs of operating the interactive system

are:analyzed from. two perspectives

'of 'repliciting' the Reading 'system:

the actual costs and the costs

In the first section, the curient

cotslpf running Beaks Community Television (BCTV) are-outlined in

detail.' In the second, section, the operating costs of replicatipg

de Reading system with the recommended staffing patterns are de-
.1.

scribed. .._The costs :.l cable and space. are also liscuised. Finally,

a cost function ofthe different components is presented to complement'

the implementation'cost function inthe last chapter. Estimates of

the recommended operating -;cests are then compkTed to current Reading

4
costs..

Daily interactive programming began on January 9-, 1976 and marks'

the opening of the'operating majorcost difference between

the install and operatingperiods is that there are no longer

expenditures f equipment A cable once the system.is in place:

. , .

-.247Ag

The salaries!for-thoistaffJorun the system become the most important
. .

. .

cost consideration. The JanuaV date is fait!), arbitrary. That was

When the work of installing bac equipment, working out technical

problems, and training"operatorts was completed: Although the con-,
1

venters were put in during February and March 1976, the cost of doing

.tbis4ts conpUied as part of diliinstallation.,cOsts.-MOre critical

WS,
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for the proper assignment-of costs was that both progr g andre-
.

.

4crating elderly participants had only. just gotten off to ground,

In general, it is obvious that any system such as this, particulatly

. , silgce this was the first, will have a period of settling down

before anything, like normal operations. are the rule.

For these reasons, whieb were:compounded with the research and

government project requirement?, the costs of operating the, project

ate.. not appropriate measures of what it would.costhethers to run the

kind of system let :have recoimended..HThe project ran until February

1977,*but befOre.that date,,en0Ogh local suPport.gid been generated

to organize Berks CoamunitY Television and raise enough funds to

-:.keep the interactive system riming: -It is still very much in

business as this report is being written. Since'tfie costsof this

operatice.pre nuch4loser to what others without National Science

F44Undation backipilight expect telface, they will be described first.

A 4

When it comes to estimating what it would cost others to operate,

is important to take into account thelltigter operating coststA
. .J .

.
weAlli*iithe settling-inleriod. Consequently, two estimates are side
.,..., ,:.... ....4.;. .

:atmomenly operating costs; one for thd initial operations, whichN L t, . k

.,------taok-a4rear-4A-Roadimgr-I-and-one-for-operatj ether

.
, way of looking at this distinction would be to es mate the higher

. .

opeintint costs as part of the-initial investment costs. .Informationy. 104-4, .

4411 be presented to include the necessary adjustment.

/

Actual NOnthlyOperatiOns_Costs of BCTV

The.monthly costs of-running the three-NCC interactive system

are presented in 'ibles 2.1 and 2.2, which outline staff costs and



J

non-staff costs respectively. 'The informa tion kn these tables has.

been taken from the Berks Community Televition (BCTV)1/40peratingBud-
v

Alt, November 1977 - October 1978, which together with BCTV's finan-

cial statements, projected income for the coming yaar, rate schedule,'

and job descriptions, are reproduced.kniAppendixes D, E, and F. The

monthly salary costs are $6,460 including 7% for fringe benefits and

$1,826 for other costs, making a total of $8,286 per month or just

under $100,000 for the year.

BCTV Staff

The full-tim e staff consists of an executive director, who has
A

the responsibilities described for the system coordinator, a production,

and pftramming director with a production assistant, one secretary

and technician grade III, which is the lowest of three skill -grades4
.

devised. The production and programming director was hired and trained

as an NCC coordinator in the initial training; the executive,direciorrt
was, hired as technician and program researcher. The centers,are all

staffed by part-time workers. The three part-time technicians, one of

whom is a senior citee, were all part of the original community team

hired as technical aides in 1975. The senior producers and aides were

trained during the course Of the experiment. They are now primarily

responsible for ill the program pl °minim and presenting at the NCCs..
.

The technical staff operate the cameras' during programming/and provide

7. the. technical expertise:

There were two assumptions about the nature of senior citizens'

mticipition ihich prdVed to be incorrect during the course of the."

200
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. experimeit. Initially, it was expected fiat the'elderly would volun-

teer for training on the technical. side and eventually take over the-

technical operations. However, it turned out that most othe elderly'I %

4

preferred_tobe involved in programbing and.11!esentation activities

rat /lez than in the operation of video equipment.

The second incorrect assumption was that the elderly would want

to volugteer, or at least pot'earn more than themaximdm before
4

earnings are deducted from Socialietutity Payments. In fact, the

omiginal NSF budget called for three part-time technicians ior fifteen

hours s week and nine senior'aides at twenty-one hours a week, all to

be paid $I.20 an hour. Three senior a4des are currently paid $2.50

for ten hoursaweek. But the three senior' producers and one senior

aide felt that they should be paid the appropriate irdeessiontl rate.

So their salary bases are comparable to the technicians scale.. The

rest of thetime contributed by seniors was Volunteered and is dis-

cussed in the next section.

It is important to note that the salaries of six of tko staff

members are supported by two separate goyernment programs. Three f411-
04

time positions (the pfoduction4assistant, full-time technician III,

AndLthe_secretaxyl-arA4upported-hylthe-pomprehensive-Employment-un4

Training Act (CETA) and two senior producers and a senior. aide are

'supported 0 the American AOroctation.of Retired Persons (AARP).

These supported salaries 'amount to $30,000 for the year, or almost---A

half of the staff costs. Fuller details are available in Appendix D.

idy to the operation of the'NCCThis repfesents a:substantial su

System.

201
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Table 2.1

.MonthlY Operating Cost a- saft at BCTV

1

1

0- Production Assistant

1 Secretary

2- Technicians-Grade I

1 Technician-Grade III
,1 TechniciinZrade III
1 Senior Producer .

2 e-NSehior ProduCers

1 tenior Aidb

3 Senior Aides

Publicist

Potition-

Executive Director

...Production/Program Director

4

Salary,
Base
TIFT

Percent
Time

Total
Monthly

loved Cost

$

i;,ock) :* ioo

1

4

.

Fringe

TOTAL MONTH

10,656 100

'7,800 -100

6,825 100'

9,09¢ 50

100

5,460 50

7,800 SO

5,200 50

5,200 . SO

2,800 50

6,24 25.

.
*At '

7%

STAFF COSTS

ANNUAL-STAPVICOrS

1,000

888

650

. 568.75

758

487.50

227.50

325,

433
**

217

350

130

6,034.75

422.43'

6;457.18

77-416716



4 Table 2.2

Monthly'-Operating Costs Other Than Staff at BCTV

II
c

Cost itemf by Category
4

.

4

1. Equipment

Naintgriance

.Sundry Items

2. Cable

L: Space

V.

41

Total
Monthly
Cost

.7--f--7

529 ,

Telephone
.) 379

Typewriter Rental 40

,rte t

4. -MiscelLeAlows

3S0Videotape :

Office Supplies and Pbstage 163

Pregrim Simplies 3S

'Tint and Advertising 80

Staff Trivel. Expenses 100

Pitiy-Cesh 10

S. Professional Fees 200

..1'" TOTAL MONTHLY NONSTAFF COSTS . ;1,826

ANNUAL NON -stw COSTS < ;21,912
*la

.
z ,

. :;



The exciting development for financing such systems is that BCTV

has already started to receive .income for its services. In the first

year, this largely took the form of grans and dpOtionS. A total of

$29,000 was raised in Reading-4 most of it :from organizations, bu,

some from individual donors. In July1977, a contractawas arranged

with the Berks County Area Agency on Aging to present eleven programs

on pre-retirement at *win hour for a total budget of $8,600. The

V
Executive Dilet:tor of lidTV is currentlyinegotiating contracts. with

.
.

other agencies to cover the costs of operating the.interactive cable

-system. Fuller details are givefi in the appended materials from BerksA .t

ComimUslity TV and in the final report to the National Science Founda-

4 - -%. , .1 _.: -
tion on c emommunity involvent andi tkpact.

e* 4,,

'Oh-Staff Costs

0

- As can be seen from Table 2.2, the non-staff operating expenses

for'ile.TV are very modest (under $2,000 per month), and roughly one-fifths

of the total annual budget...0. Apart from the telephone at ropighly $300,

and equipment maintenaxce at $530,4the other items fall under the
4k

miscellOrious category as described earlier. In addition, $200 a month

is reserved for professional fees (mainly technical assistance), since

to.

the technical director is no ,longer emybried by the system. Equipment

naliitenance is the largest single item; it includes the cost of insur-

ance and_an estimate for depreciation of the eqftnent. For the plro.

*do

4 4,

t

poses of dramtni up budgets these two Items are estimated at 10 perN,4 It

9 4, It

. See "The Interactive Cable Televisioi System.and Community4114 .

Processes" in this volume.
4

.204229
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. .
= t .

`maw. In practice, the insurance bills are paid and the remainder
14

is keljt in acontingency fund which is used to payffor equipment;re-
,...

placement ate; repairs.

".-

.The"main.-#reason for the low" level} of operating expenses is that

therovireinO'Ciarei-fer space or,foi cable use. The:NCC space in
#0-

Kennedy Toweii and Hensler Hoses continues to be donatell.free, and
:;* rs

sincethe..N$Pproject withdrew, the'Derlai County Senior' Citizens

CounciliSigO'longer charging rent for HOriutCenten The cable
-

company continues to provide office space, although stiewhat reduced,

for the.:ProdUCtion office elUiProt.fides free' maintenance of the return

.

lines, free channel use, and all other technical supportoeCessary.
.

.',Since the programming now goes out over Channel 3, thervisno.need

for Special converters to receive tee interactive programming one-way

so All these costs are covered by the customers' subscriptions for
,4

cable. The cable company- haseihance4 its reputation,as a community-_

station and has the benefiis of contributing to a...1n4clue two -

'Ina service. Although the company has gained some

.

nal cable subscriptions as 'am .

ull of providing the two-way pro-

grooming,
10

it is'clear that the major value for the cable company-

is the investment, in an innovative and exciting, development of cable
r,

1;
potential,.In both technology and interactive service delivery:. This--

may also help te.eive the company a competitive edge when they apply'

P. 1

for new franchises, since they can provide concrete evidence of'their

coetrhoution to the community..

10
One hundred seventeen homes wiiilAnnected with converters; 91

Already had cable subscriptions, and of the remaining 26 homes, 17 .

to cOntinuitto pay on their own when the experiment ended.

:

,
.*"' '

- 'Do
. .

0.
.
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Replication of the Reading Operations

he main fICtor determining operations costs is the basic design

of the system; in particular, the number of NCCs, the hours of origi-

nation,-add the amount of additional uipment-to be used. Mos,
: t

wjI

once the scale of the system islOdided, there istnii ihni muc00:
. ... .P --,

,. t-
1

fiexibility.in the number,of:itiff needed to keep it,rdhning, The
, .4. .6.

major sourtIrof:isriation In operating costs ts'ihe rent which
I'

the important cost items can be kept .down: :Instaff costs, t e use4.

of volunteers is critical if also monthly operating cost is o be

sainthood. *welter, it alsw.turne4 ouc that tliere are government
. e

programs willing to subsidlaellsalaries for'such a service...

important non - staff cost items are the-cost of cable,and.of space.

In Wandinig, both these itemsare providedykrtually free. In this

sections the implications of.the Reading experience in these three

areas will Aiussed in detail before presenting the estimato* d -
bed

cost ftnctionvi.nlhe'last'seedion
14-

rt

Recommended Staffing and Voluoteers

out nes our recos!en.e. sta g or P ase and II
. .

.

of the operations-of as interactive system with"three NCCs similar
.

,.
,

*

to the one in Reading: The staffing patternis based on the recom-
*

t

mendations outlined,in the previous chapter, ir recommendation
411.

assumes that the implementation staff would continue #or the first-
. lY '

phase of operations. Phase Errepreseots our estimkte of how the

laff,caul&be'reduced to maintain normal Operations along the-lines

4 S



Table42.3'
.

,

ReCommended Staffing For NCC Interactive System
With Thre.e Centers''During Operations

Num-
ber Position.

A. System Staff

1 System Coordinator
1 Technical Director ;
1' Iltr. of Programming .
1 Switcher /Librarian

Secretary
1 Publicist

For Mobile Unit

TechniCal Aide

c
sp- I... 4 B. Center .Staff fi

5P. NCC Coordinators
3' Technical Aides

-3- Senior Aides 4

For Additional'Equipment
- at Center

e;
, se

W. Phase I 'Phase II

Technical Aide

... 4

Salary
Base

$p:a:

12,000
12 000

-7;200
6,000.

7,800

7,200

8;400
1;20.0
7,200

200

Percept
Time

Employed

100
100
100.
100. \
100
100

100:4:

. 100
100

SO

Total:
Monthly

Cosh:

1,250
1;000
1,000

600..

SOO

650

600.

2,100
1,800

900

300

TQTAL 10,700
. FRINGE 'BENEFITS @..10% 1,070

o

-TOTAL MONTHLY STAFF COSTS 11,770
i.

.

Percent
Time

:Employed

100

100

Total'
Monthly

Cost

1,250

1;000
600
600

0 :300

100* ,800
SO .900

SO 300'

'TED STAFF COSTS FOR REGULAR OPERATIONS .$87;780

Lit

1,N

We redomend 6 persons at 50% rather than 3 t 100% 3 as TechnicalAides, 3 as Senior Producers; all with similar salary base!,

.

se,

, ,



1 /
experienced in. Reading. The reductions are of two 'Olds: first, two

full-time members of the system staff, the technical director and

publicist, would be phased out; secondly, the NCC coordinatori would.

go.and all center s,taff would be part- ime. If sufficient personnel

resources exist in .a community, as th y did-in Reading, it is possible

to: and train local citizens to sun the system, with technical

assistance initially provided by a professional staff. Senior aides

from the implementation and the first .phase.,;. -of operations can be

promoted to senior pvoducers and work with the part-time technical

aides at similar)ksalaries. There is then room tolohire additional

senior aides during operations. .

So far, the implications of using volunteers have not been ex-,

plored in any detali. The successful ,Neration of a communitybased

interactive system depends upon the level of cooperation and involve-

ment by local volunteers. °In Reading, senior citizens were recmuited
. .

both es paid staff members and as voltuiteers during the first phase..

of operations. Table 2.'4 summarizes the Participaimi of he elderly

in runnilig the system. Elderly volunieers helped to prepare and

produce 47% of all segments during the first phase of operations;

elderly staff were involved in only 'a few less. .The economic value
4

of the elderly contribution to interactive programming is included-

in the next chapter when thecosts of 'Producing an interactive see:

ment are estimated. .The taiks they performed covered the following:

-1. ,..,Preparationi.of:prograimiling: the elderly. planned specific
. prograips;Aathered -inforination, recruiteal.resOurce !experts,

other.,preleifters, anit.'obtained materials- and:propi..

,1"-c.,,,;
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Table 2.4 0

Numbers and Part' of Elderly in Reading
Interactive System During First Phase of Operations

January 1976 December. 1976

Number of. Persons
As NCC Staff,

Total, number of elderly hired as NCC staff 9

Total nu*her of different elderly staff members
who presented a segment )

As VolunteerS
.

... i Total number7of elderly volunteer participants
in Segment preparation .... ... . .. . . ....

,

211*

Tot41:number of diff*rent elderly volunteeri who
presented a segment: 47

)'
Segments in.Which^Elderly.Participdted,

Number, of Segments

Total number of segments which elderly staff ,
helPed prepare .. . ..... . .. 274

Total number of ssilafgts WhiCh elderly volunteers
helped prepare. .. 159

Total number Of segments for Which elderly'''.
volunteKs acted as support -staff for
present .. . ... 248

tOtal,nuiber, of segments which had one or more
elderly presenters__ ...z...... . ... .. ... . :.-.248

-Total number of segments which elderlytolunteers
helped to prepare or present ......... ..... . . . 279

r Total segments preserite#, . 595
.

Percent of.total segments which 'elderly volunteers
helped to Prepare or lirodude . . . . . . ..... 47%

is is the total number of times an elderly person worked to
are a segment.

209



Program presentation% the elderly appeared on camera as
hosts, guest experts, teachers, group activity leaders,
panelists, and discussants.

Support staff for presentation: theAlderly acted as on=
.

site hosts, set up lights and equipmdW,4operated camera or
sound equipment, and helped to dismantle after the'session
ended.

Direction'Of.thesystem: the elderly participated' as mem-

bers of two committees: the Program Committee and the
Policy Board, in which they helped to direct and oversee
the operation of the experimental system.11

Other activities: the elderly assisted in numtrous cthei-
'activities; for example, *tem publicity.

Thecrucial costdmplication of this high level of participation

in the operations of the interactive system is that the staff costs of

operation would be considerably higher if the volunteer labor-were

valued at its market cost and the elderly staff were.-paid at their

full market valhe. A system which is designed for the elderly can

probably count on being able to keep staff costs down in. this manner.

Indeed, since the elderly presumably benefit individually and collec-

tively from their participatilon, thelr contribution is to some degreo

ones of the= products of teractive system. However, for others

contemplating interactive systems for differentgroups, the higher
.' -- ,

realcost in terms of-Iabor resources needed to operate may bd more
.-..

relevantt in which case these iiits would hive to be valued at.their

.

_ . .44,..:-i, - ,1.

. .'

market cost.- By the same tdkdnothere may betother groups, such as

schools, 00 could-Operate-at even lower cbst by involv'g even laiger

-groups of vOi ders.

,For further,detaits, see niateradtive Cable Television and
Local CommumitY:,Processes" in this volume.



The same logic -applies to the involvement of. agency'personnel.

More 'than seventy agencies participated in the pilogramming. Twenty

are regular users of the two-way cable and fifty have -appeared on

an occasional basis.
12

The economic value of the time inputs of

service deliverers is included in the costs of interactive program-
, .

ming in the next-chipter. Since the agency personnel are already

paid a salary', this cost does not need to be calculated as part of

the operations costs in the way tgat volunteer work might need to

be. in this case, the service4eliverers presumably*make the

\wdecision that their time is as elf, or even better, 'spent partici-
,

pating in.the interactiVe system as in alternative ways of,Meeting

agency goals. If they feel ithey.can deliver services more efficiently

over, the, intevictivelYstem;.they will be willing to invest more

time Other secticIns of the final report deal , with these questions

in much greater detail. The section on commtulitrprocesses discusses

the perceptions of the agency people on the relative' merits of the

interactive system The section on theAmpact of the interactive

system on the elderly covers a wide range of service impa s and.the

. .&
economic, valuation- discusses the cost implications. is worth noting,

heweier, that the County Arei-Agency on Aging !has paid for eleven inter-,

active progranmiing sessions at $S 0, which suggests that this syitem.is

already seen as a productive way to deliver some services.

.12
Full:details of agency. participation can be ''f'ound in "Inter,ow

active Cable Television and Local Community Processes" in 'this volume.



Cable and:Space Costs

The two other important c6st items which other system users

would have to estimate are the costs of cable and space, In Reading,

therejs currently no charge for either. During the experimental

period, the system paid the cable company for the cable subscriptions

Of the homes with converters and a fee for other services which.

included the maintenance of return lines and the pioduction office

space. Rent was alsb paid for space inJlorizon Center. Since BCTV

does not have to pay these charges now, they can be seen as a donation

on the part of ATC's-Berks Cable TV Co. and Berks County Senior

Citizens Council to support the continuation of the interactive system,

Others contemplating such systems may not be so fortunate and there-

fore need to considertheir own circumstances to arrive at the

appropriate cost of operations.

As long asthere is a focus on service deliver); and the public

interest, it is unlikely that other Systems would have to be,concerned

with leasing downstreamiskarinel time If there is -a cable system,

it is required to hot a public access channel to which the inter-

active sysiel can ge connected, where technically feasible. However,

this, does imply that there is a public channel available to home

subscribers, .a substantial penetration .of the available market by

the cable company, and finalli, convenient time periods available

on the-public-channel for programming. During the initial phase of

operations, thelprogramming was only available on closed circuit

Channel G, because of research requirements. Programs could

only be received, in homes with the converter for-which the



experiment paid. It would therefore become a very expensive propo-

sition to hOok up hoie'viewers, if they could only obtain the inter-.

active,programming in this way. Individual customers are unlikely

to want to pay more than: a minor iustallatio'n fee for 1 to 2 hours

.of additional and rather specialized programming Nevertheless, it

is worth considering paying for such connections, particularly

during an early exper al period since it is one possibly

feasible way of making the interactive programming available on a

mass:basis. Frevioply, we also recommended that any publicly-funded

interactive s)Aak should.' consider. paying the cable costs for specific

hogsebound and institutionalized populations it wishes to service.
,, ii

Similarly, as long as the interactive system_ is prtmarily con-
,

cerned withproviding services, it is quite likely that space can be

;
provided free of charge by those who will gain from the service or

-fin

,
',- -,1.

,g

,-.1 ,
who are responsible 4nr prciiiid the$ lit,ParticularlY

.0.-.14:'4:4';'--,
Arue where the servicevnavi fatilities'of, r instance

'' .=_,,,Si;-..2., .t4,

tiorizon Center and the Aiideriowik*s t el

institutional service provi.,der..stioql# have IL,
4.44,4;1'

LYEinstance, schools, hospitals,.* itr
important that the space-be airailable Able

*.'

interactive system during the retevant hours. s not

so easy to arrange, as was discovered at Kennedy Towers.

it is

of-the

always be

Cost Function for Operation of an Interactive NCC System

411.

Following the methodology used for estimating the cost function

for installation and implementation costs earlier in the previous



T.

11,

chapter, the cost function for operating costs is presented in this

section. Two estimates

and on;4or the second. The first phase represents the settling-in

made; one .for the first phase of operations

period, when the staff hired for installation and Eiptementation

continued to work on the development of programming and staff skills

*
to carry on the system for regular operat4ons. The same equations,

f _
salaries qf staff and other cost estimates which were used for the

installation and implementation estimates are used for these monthly

operating t estimates.

Table 2.5 contains the estim A=.made for Phase I and II with
W> o

the variables and format used earlier. The following information can

be calculated from these estimates:
1

.

hly Costs Phase I Phase II

hared system costs j $64632 , 44,792
Cost per NCC $2,002 1,232
Additional NCC eq&4aent 341 341
Mobile unit ,,,1*, 683 353

0 . ,

,Niy.h,three MCCs, the annual estiaatpd 1E141 costs for Phise i are

63,944 and for Phase II are. $110,184. The only difference between

the two estimate-I is the number of staff and the percentage of time
30

which: somo,worked. Full details of the di;ference in staffing have

already been presented in Table 2.3. irice Phase I took one year in

of Phase operating costs'ovei'Phaie II, which is
V

353,760, can added to the total for -installation and implementation

to present a sore accurate picture of it would cost to get such
-

a system cperating.on.a regular basis. This adjusted total comes to.

approximately $235,000 with a regular operating bbdg4t of around

. . .i: ,..:':*---'.. - ,-. ..., .4..

',,., , 4110,006,.per_ annuq. I ----. ..., -4
.4'..- '...-.. ,. -;v.,- ...

,.: t -,-- -*--...- .

,ff,
.

- . 4 . .

44
1,-. .., ,. .- .

.i .1 : :. .4k 417 1*.', t A .c ,. ...-.."i :.
X';',:':...-4,:..t ----'1-: . ,a,,t...i. -: a-, f,......, . 410.4*, ...

44{..i-' t., : ,. , ,.
. 23g4.: 4.`'.....,..A.-. . ,A, ; 1 .:-...

' .`. ... .. - -;,-

': '&4:.*Ili'417iOtilk ..

a

!1` 7--
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Table 2.5

ii

Estima4NMonthly Costs f Phase I and Phase II
of Operations for Reading Interactive System

I. BASIC SYSTEM

A. Shared S

k

Equipient Maintenance
Cable
Space
Staff (includi
Miscellaneous

.Phase

$ per month

Phase. II

$ per month

162 162

195 -195
0%fringe)- 5,500' 3,685

775 .750

TOTAC SHARED BASIC 6,632 4,792a
B. MCC Cost = C2

. 111.

Eq t maintenance
Cable Maintenance
Stiace

Staff (including lAifringe)

f.

-65 65
137 137
40 40

1,760 990

..TOTAL PER. 2,002. 14232

OPTIONAL VARIATIONS

1. Additional NCC Equipment = C3

Equipment Maintenance . 11
Staff (includingp10% fringe) 330

4, 4-

TOTAL ADD*IONAL EQUIPMENT 341

.1"

2. Mobile Uhlt,= C4

t ,

Equipment Maintenance.
Staff (includim 10% fringe)

TOTAL`' (JUT
.

23
660

' 11

330

341



Making a similar adjusfient to the actual Reading costs yields

an installation and implementation cost of about $200,000,with cur-
.

rent operating costs at $lop.,poo per annum.

Table 2.6 presents comparisons of monthly operating costs

between the estimates for Phase I and the current BCTV budget.

The major difference lies in an additional expenditure of $1,000 per

month on staff. Equipment.m41ntenance and miscellaneous costs are

slightly higher for BCTV, but the estimates include a cost for

cable maintenance which the ATC-Berks Cable TV Co. provides at no
*

cost.
fr

All these estimates are significantly lower than the true eco-

nomic cost for the following reasons:

1. A significant portion of the manpower effort is provided
by volunteer and low-cost senior participants'.

it

2. CO costs for dmstreaa channelluse are included.

3. No rentals for space' usage are included. During Phase
rentals were paid for Horizon Center and ha estimated
value of $220 per month can be placed on the production
office space at the table company's office. This would
increase monthly 9periting costs by $620'and annual costs
by $7,440. 'Similar rentals for the space at the other
two centers would raise costs by another $800 a month; or
$9,600 per annum. .



.1
Table 2.6

'C,_

a

omparison of Monthly Estimated Costs for
Phase I and Phase II Operitiohs With BCTV

by,Major Category

A

5.

Equiplat Maintenance

Cable Maintenance

tiff

Miscellaneous

TOTAL MONTHLY COSTS_

ANNUAL COSTS

ESTIMATED bOSTS

Phase I

$ per, Month

391

c7411

ti

315-).a.:7;±

11,770

775

113,662

_____"_$163944.

..Phase II BCTV

$ per month $ per month

391 -.569

411 a.-

315 319

7,315 6,457

1
,750 938

'9,182 8,283

$110,184 -$99,396.......

.

1:%

'
.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND MAJOR FINDINGS

A brief recapitulation of the major recommendations will serve

as a summary of the major findings of relevance to those wishing to

replicate the Reading system.:. Since the design of the system is

fundamental' to the staffing requirements and the costs, the design

recommelidations will be, outlined first. Further details on. staffing.
.

patterns.'particularly: the involvement of the,'elderyin-progrmi

production andthe increased efficiency of. participants, and on the:-
.

. .

costs per hour and per participant hour by the different social service
.

categories can be found in the section "Economic Evalua;ion of the tilt-.

put,of the Reading Interactive System."

,4V*these recompendations are made, assuming that replicators are

commit;ed to the user controlled system of service delixery

elderly as priority target pattici ts. The system design ideas afe

developed from our collective judgm t of the Reading experience. Thea.

staffing patterns and costs which ale discussed are not those actually

found in Rpading but are based on the.,model described in.thecost functions.

The scale and prices incurred in Reading were used to generate the results

presented here.

Recommendations for System Design

ft's

As a general;pripiciple; we woptcri-ecOmiend starting with fewer ..-

- r

centers and etpamdinvms experie4cejg iganed and demands becomeapperen .
- - .. . .

It is,crucial-toaveep active grail OtartetpirticilPants.it the out-

set
f----. ,. ' VA;.-

4..;:.OEATIOiaLlOfii: plichasis:shbufd,bi placed on recrating and training`
, f

or

;:



them rather than con setting up more centers. These active'participants

0.
are the basis ler,developing a self-generating system which provides

programming designed by the users and responsive to the needs and

,interests of the targeegroup..

Scale of the System

1114$'
,

NCCsites; this can. bedone ifith.two permtnent sites plus one mobile unit
*

or with thrde permanent, sites. These:sites-should be .located. in places

to which a substantial number-ef-the target population have access. The t

t

a) Numbei of sites: We recommend startling with no more-than three
V.

mg:1Mo* number of permanetit sites is 4 before more stitching equipment

becomes necessary.

. b) Mobile unit: We strongly recommend investment and use ore. mobile

*
.

.. ,

unit where 'there is sufficient existing two -way cipability,ot:i.where it can
. .

#. .

be easily and economically created. A mobile unit provides unique oppof4
,

.

tunitieslor originating-from'a variety. of service delivery locatiOns and-

can also be-Used to,test the suitability ofdifferent sites'andkprogr
- 4

ideas *t low cost.

e) One -way -subscribers: We recommendcdnnecting subscribers one-mak.

The,sorve _showed no adverse effects participttion in the centers.11-rakilts'*

. .
4

e I rk ' . i
%

. . se
Crbe.effect,of extending the system on 'average cats 40 discussed in detail

.

. A -

in Chapter 3 of the economfe etatuation section.9

thisCome or-two hourS day.:.

bk pianning and prodgption: We recommend concentrating on

invol,g Only paitioliants iniFograa planning and production and

e

. .

' . ^

. 5>

We recommend ilartintwith no more
. 41



1
. . ,

involving ,thea from -the start in such a way that, before too lo , they

0
can take over these functions ent irely. We found tbat the elderiy

ipreferree this kind of involtement to the technical a ecis and'it be y---.

an effective' way of recruiting candidates' for staff ,m s, end volunteers.
0

."°'
0*

. # .
,

.--
j.

_.
Timing

a) Implemeliation We recommend an eight-month installation and

_110

impleientation period before the staid of regular operations. -IITlemnta-

. tion includes spatasks,as possible debuggitg, simulation, recruitment*-
. , 4 r , SY (

training and initial program development prior to the opening ert regular
, .,

-

operations. (rhis recommendapon presupposes a planning period. during
.

,

.

whicb thetechnical capacity is ascertained and the relationshinzith

-

the cable company and community'organitatiqns are established.)

. /V
I MI, Operation: We recommend keeping the implementation staff for

.
. .,4..f

-. . .

at eleast one year Virtore .removing the outside professionals and reducing
.

., .

the ,local staff to regular operating strength.

*
Recommendations for. Staffing

Staftfigg for "Implemeltation and the First Year of Operations'

)-zpolessional staff: lie recommend hirtni the following:

-Implemelitstion f-time)
;Sordinator.(fullitime0

3. TeChniCgi Director (full-time).-
4. Program' 'Ogle loper (full-timm)

4g S. Publicist: (part-time).

.0

1011111b

Or ;_ 4 . .

114, firgt three should have technical Skills, The program developer :

400

does -not require such skills and can-be recruited locally. However,
. 4.it is t that this RosIticon be filled by'sloimeone'famiiiar with



the local commut4.1k.and profesiOnal ,expeilepcdt. with the servite,
f. . ,

needs *and interests of the starget'population: T1 rprogrzedpeyelopit
"o z

would be responsible foVirecrtt5.ting both-pad
-r ;dike.

and voliateereparticipaiii;si for tleveol°ping r el at s with he servtt ce
_

agencies, attud forA the ini:Oli Prograninplaniting. ;the publifist can al.sb
4 7.be..hired lbtally is ieeileei,So.prbmote the SYSt during the '."last,.,

few months 'of implementation and early months. of.- operation . '
-". .--:, . '1' . ..,

bri" Local staff;;- -We Accnimend recruiting and training the
,,' :%. ,, 1.. t. ,-.

following from th% local ctmmunity;

1 rlig Coortclinatois (one for each center)

7p 41

. Seniar, Aides (at least one for each center)

. '_Feehnical Aides (at least one for each center, one as.
switcher/librarian, and ope extra for the mobil unit).

)Ve recommend hiring technical aide,s with some technical aptttude and r

provi'ding a more intense technical training for thes.'4In Our. exper=

ience, the' elderly were ;not ,especially. tested. in the technical

I,. operations, but considerable planning was necessary to recruit..anitl. '
4 ,;1

train both paid aides and' Viihniteers. , This is 'the 'primary ,responsi-

.bility of the NCC coordinatoYs.

L' c) Agency personnel: *We recommend that thla system coordinatol.
d

andkprogram developer be responsible for the initial contacts 'with

officials and staff of the televant service agencies. While it is

A.

,*critical to involve gthe lib cial service deliverers from the beginning,
ot

it is important that they do na tzi)ce over programl)lanning since
their perceptions are not always accurate on tbe service needs Q.nd

interests of the target. groop..:



Staffing for Regular Operations
. .

a) Professional staff: We have found it. is possible to, withdraw

all the Foriginal. professional staff after the first year of operation.

recommend making arrangements for occasional technical assistance.

-tin Reading, the cable company provides the necessary maintenance and

continuing aipport.

b) :LoOa*/ staff: The staff trained locally has been able to take

over the operation. We recommend: promoting the trained staff to ,take

Over Vie system.orieration and the senior aides to take over the operation

0
.of the centers as well the program 'production, 'planning and presenta-

..

tion. Wp recommend using the technical aides part-time....;'

Costs Of the Recommended System

Installation and" Implementation' Costs

The total sort of thee eight-month implementation period and the

.extra- ciAtt of operating the system during its first year 'f:uistitute the

initial investment in the sxstem. For a three-NCC system originating

hours of programming a day ;Atli the staffing:recommended, this

total cost carnet to $235,000 using the salaries. and other costs incurred

Reading.' The °Major items, expense. are

Cott Equipment aV
$

c-A.

.The tetal.for all production office, NCC; mobile unit and
extra equipment is $73,,40. This figvre Would vary if more or 4

fewer centers were esta fished and if the technical configura-
tpns required" more oft less switching equipment. The.0equipment

cosi pet. center is $10,000. .

. Cost. of Cable

There are no fees for downstream cable included iii these-
estimates, but the costs of iratalling the cable fore return lines,

ct°
40* f.4



maintaining these cables and installimg converters are included;.
they total $15,000.

Staff

. The estimated manpower costs for the 'bight-month
are 47_' II

1. On, for the first year of operations cost $53,000 above the
regular operating costs.

II.... 1!

These estimates_ may. be lower than others would.incur for the following

reasons: j
4

No downstream cable fee is included;

ltentals for space are included.

Therb is a substantial ,input-Of -voluntIer wwic in the operation
of centers and progm.production.

Any systems which had-to pay for these items Would costmore.

Operating Costs.

The cost of operating the recommended system on a regular basis is

estimated at $110,000 per annum. This estimate includes no charge, for

dowristream cable or.for space. It doe's include an estimate, fori equipment

and cable maintenance. The major item for staff at $87,000; this is

more than three quarters of 'the total budget. It represents a considerable

reduction' froM the implementation staff'cogis. The ,recommended staff

consists.,of:

1.." System Coordinator (full- time):

2: Director of Programminag(full-time)
3. Switcher/Librarian (full-time)
4. Secretary (full-time)
5 5 Technical Aides (part-time)
6. 3 Senior Producers (part-time)
7: 3 Senior Aides (part-time) .



The.reduction in staff is possible both because training is completed
it

4 and because all partiiipants, NCC staff, ageniy staff, and the elderly,

increased their efficiency of operation. More .details and an analysis

of the increased efficiency are presented in the section "Economic

Evaluation of the Output of the Reading Interactive System."



APPENDIX A

Calendar of Implementation

May 1975

June 19 75

July 1975

Production office set up (director of implemen-
tation, system coordinator;,and technical
director)

Equipment and tape ordered :

Supplies ordered
.

Accounting procedures organized
Seminars on implementation for research staff -;

Presentations about experiment to:
Social service agencies

. Mnnicipal'agencies
Educational institutions
Senior citlEens clubs and organizations

MCC space prepared (e.g.,-painting, lighting,
telephone, furniture, etc.).

Local'staff hired (NCC coordinators, switcher/
librarian, secretary)

Training of NCC coordinators started (for
curriculum see Appendix B)

Head-end,and NCC equipment installation started.

Training of NCC coordinators continued.
Installation of equipment continued
Informed meetings with senior citizen groups.

August 1975 NCC Coordinators start recruiting seniors to
participate with View to identifying and

.r-,training aides and volunteers
Equipment installed at Horizon Center
Technical tests of the systems.. .

September 1975 Participant demonstration between 3 centers and
. head end

Technical aides hired and trained
Technical tests and refinements continued.

October 1975 Program testing begun
Technical-tests and refinements continued.

4.:".i,

225

250



APPENDIX A

(cont'd)

1"

November 1975 Agency personnel recruited and trained at NCCs
Program experimentation
Technical cOREigurations tested.

December 1975 Agency personnel recruitment and training
continued ,

Program experimentation.

226

,251



APPENDIX-II

CurircuIum fof-Trainiht-NCC'Coordinators: -June 1 to July 31, 1975.

(S days a week -- 8 hours a day)

WEEK 1

WEEK II

Conceptual overview: includes approach sections
of Access Workbook, Vol I*; implementation design
and research ggalsi discussions on relationships
to seniors,'agencies, etc. .

Hinds-on training, portapak: Access. Workbook.
Vol. II;* shooting, viewing of tapes, basic
maintenance.

IIIg rnsiapiation of the studio: coordinatowirik
withs_the installers in, order to understand
the technical configuration of eachliCC''was
setoup.

'wr

How to teach the portapak: the. connection between
people and technology; the environment of the
44CC; the role of the coordinator in creating and
mai

.

ntaining that environment.

,

. .graphits, slides, visual aids, produc-
,:-.. , .

'',. , .________,__.,:::,-.:.!:!-11.:, ,,;,.:,,',;.:, e.:, ,:?:.1;1",v...14::.4 '; .
. .,:. ::-1;."4e-.i;::;"4.\.1:7...f.'

ftEr;i01:t ,` S 71.. verarsystem requirements; sound,
E.

..

tx $.:41- lching, inner-connected multiple
%..., .t. .'t. i-n8-

:-...f. !i ''....,i;
wi!. .4-

t
'WEEK V

\ i.. .
7.v._.

:;*

k r-M,
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Number
of

Units

1

1

1

3

3.

'2

1

APPENDIX C

Breakdown of Equipment"cchts

-

Name of Item Cost

A. Production Equipment

This includes editing equipment, portable production
equipment, and back-p0 equipment for the NCCs. It is
stgred at the.production office. Costs for all equiV2',
meet are the prices.actually paid, not list:price.
The number of shared portapaks would be sensitive to
the amount of anticipated programming which is to be
produced in this manner. For a large NCC system with
'many system users shooting tapes, the nuMberlmight_be.
greater than.thieeConversely a system could get by
with two shared portapaks..

3/4" . video cassette recorder :1,147.25
3600 editing Machine 896.00.
3650 editing machine 1,150.00
9" Sony monitor! 11 $212.00 . ,:636.00

Portapaks with cameras I $1,570.00 4,710:0
Back up studio VF cameras I $620.00 1,24000
Hitachi audio cassette machine 45.00

TOTAL $ 9,824.25

B. Head-End Equipment 7

This equipment is vattable depending on the facilities
and equipment whichthe-tabTesistemhiS'and will provide. .

If more than four sites are to interact at the same time,
the cost for the SEGIwould increase as the one in Reading
had only four inputs.

2 ° Shure mixers I $119.60 $ 239.20
1 Special Effects Generator I $722.25 722.25
6, Sony 11" monitor receivers @ $265.00 1,590.00
1 Character generator @ $1,500.00 1,500.00
1, Videocassette recorder w/tuner @ $1;360.00 1,360.00
1 Cartridge tape machine @ $50.00 50.00

228
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1
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APPENDIX C

Icont'd1

'Nt

Name of Item

a

Cost

Spectrum analyser @ $2,390.0b
) 2,390.00-

Modulator to feed Ch. 3 @ $1,361.00 1,361.00
Jackfield panel @ $75.00

:77.5.00
'Turntable @ $75.00

. 75.00
Uni-directional microphone @ $15.00 '7 15.00

.,,

TOTAL ':$ 9,377.45

Portable Equipment

This is the equipment for a mobile unit.

RF adapter
76.50

Battery
110.00

'Tripod
72.00

Special Effects Generator 722.25
Lavalier microphones @$52:80 105.60
Monitors @ $212.00 424.00
Miodulator (MUT for ch. 6) 450.00
Mike mixer

119.60
Lowell light stands @ $134.40 403,20.
CMA II

100.00
Poytapak camera (from portapak-shared
1production equipment)

Uni-directional microphone 80.00
Omni-directional microphone 41.50
Toolbox

100.00

TOTAL $ 2,804.65

D. NCC Equipment

This is the equipment for transmitting and receiving
interactive programming and include* cameras, monitors,
and TV receiving equipment, Midi° transmitting and
receiving, RF transmitting equipment,, playback and
production equipment. The equipmeiii fisted is for one
center; the Reading system purchased three sets of NCC
equipment.

229
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APPENDIX t

(cont'd)

Number.

of.

A

$165.00

s--

1

1

1

1

2

1

GBC Studio VF camera
Tamron Fl. 8, 101 zoom lens
ORA II camera adaptor
50' camera cable
GBC tripods. (studj.o & dollies) @
Genlock IA Speiial Effects Generator

620.00
$ 1,000.00

/00.00
43.00

330.00
722.25

3.. 9" Sony monitor 212:00
l' R...ck.mount with'three 5" monitors -4129.00
2 Setchell Carlson monitors (23") @ $289.00 578.00 '

1 9" Monitor for tape playback 212.00
1 9" Monitor for line: 212.00
1 Oak converter 60.00
1 - Shure audio mixer 119.60
1 Feedback stabilizer . 83.60 .

1 Sanyo amplifier ..'- 40.00' 1

1 Jensen speaker 26,00
2 Microphone desk stands @ $3.00 6.00'
2 'Microphone floor stands @ $8.75' 17.50
4 RE II-microphones @ $80.00 320.00
1 Shure Lavalier microphones 52.80

.1

.
Modulator

,

450.00
2 Lowell light kits @ $134.40 268.80
2 Smith victor 'scoops @ $65.00 ' 130.00'
1 Modular control, console 365.00
1 RF adaptor 75.50
1 1/2" playback deck (3650) 1,150.00,
2 eretford carts @ $65.00 13Q.00
1 Portapik with cameras- '1,570.00
2 Batteries @ $110.06 220.00
1 32' camera cable 65.50
1 Tripod 72.00
1' Tool kit 150.00
Z--- _Weaver strips @ 315:00 '30.00'
1 Audio cassette machine 45.00

3
TOTAL $10,205.55

E. Additional NCC Equipment

One of the three NCC sites in,,,Reading was arger and
more extensively equipped than the other two. The extra
equipment permitted this NCC-site to accommodate larger
groups of participants an also the transmission pf
graphics for the NCC system. The Horizon Center had the
extra equipment.

230
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APPENDIX C
(cont'd)

of y
Units

41'

Name of Item 1 Cost

...

1 GripOrics camera with lens $ 670.00
1 Extra Shure audio mixer 119.602 Eitri microphone desk stands @ $3.00 6.00
2 Extra RE II microphones @ $80.00 160.00
1

.

Extra Smith victor scoop 65.00
1 Extra Jensen speaker 26.00
1 ,Extra Setchell Carlson (23") monitor 289.00

TOTAL $ 1,335.60
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A Balf financial Statements, Bud et andfrojected Income-

NON -PROFIT TON

APPENDIX p

Mitchell.L. Moss, Principal Investigator
NYU/Reading Consortium .

87 West Third Street
New York, New York 10012

Dear Mitchell,

41111.

OctOber 17, 1977

a . .
Enclosed are copies of BCTIessfinancial itatementibudget.,.and

projected income for the next twelve months.whieh'you requested in
your October. 4 letter. I assume that the transfer will 'include office
as well as technical equipment..

'

If you peed any additional informstion,.please'ler me.knov.

Sincerely,

GJR:ch

cc: Red Burns

Enclosure

*.*e"

Jerry ter..

Exec ive Director

.c/o Horizon center, 40 N. 9th St., Reading, Pa. 19601, (215) 3744065
232:
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18115 COMMIT! Amplstov - OPERATING BUDGET - NOVEMBER, X911 1978..
,

it

PERSONS 'STAFFING WARY .

PERCENTAGE

Orris

1

1 *Production Assistant
a

1 *Technidian III

*Secretary/Bookkeeper.

2 Technician I

1 Technician III

1, Senior , Producer

2 '*Senior Producers

141

1.4 3 Senior Aides

1 *Senior Aide

Executive Director

Production/Program DiActpr.

1 Publicist

$1,000.00 (11/77)

1,100.00 (12/77-10/78)

888.00 (407)

988.00 (12f17-10/78) q100:

GT/ .

650.00 100:

'487.50

568.75

758.00

227.50

11.00

433.00

350.00'

217.00

6

F

1001 $13,100.00

C..

100:

100:,

54

,50:'

50% :

501)

50:

50

25Z.

4.

.

4

TOTAL STAFFING
.

0

ANNUAL ,

SALARY
41

111.,715M0

71100.00

1,850.00
4

6,825.00

9,096.00'

,2,7?0.00

3,900.001.

0

5,20010

', a: 5
4,2,51,00

2,600,00

11566;00 '

11

STAFF BENEFITS
PERCENTAGE

(on $511,20940) S250.00
,

Health Insurance b21.751 3) .65.25

Unemp. Tax ! ( 2i of lat.$4,200)82:66

r):%larkatin's C00. 31 ;

Total Staff Benefits I !. 11;

Total 'Staff and Benefit!'

* - Indicates rted Nile )

5.852

Aria

$i,996.00

.

17840

992.00 ' !v

3/3:00

'$$ 5444.00

s790,761.oi

4

.4

' , 4.4ri
.0' r
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:BERO,COMMUNITY TELEVISION OPERATING' BUDGET NOVEMBEN'197;,'. OCTOMER 1418 "
. .

,

.OPERATING thENSES ,1 y PERCENTAGE ANNUAL

11.
Printing and 'Adveitis

Postage, ant( .

A ,

,S4tioairy'a Office Suglies

, 4
Program Supplies' 35.00,

$ 80600
Ili

88.00.

.#
75..00 :::

1 Telephone. (fit idue t'.' ''.
,,,,,

,Mead End 0.

4, Office Phones.:.

LoggDistte). , 279,00 ,

NI
,

Staf l Travel 100.00

' f' ' . 0,

Sundry Equ&t Items , .40.00
.

t '1 v t ,

qUipment Maintenance 52 .00

Profiasional Pee
.,.

. 200.00

N f.. '' 'A,i! I t .e

A , Petty gash, 10.00
.

4

, Typewriter 'tat '. 40 ,

,.:..4-
. ?

4:180 i 00

.: '.'
. de

.../:.
400.'00Videotap .350:00

,, ,

; I Total. OPeiljti*,...! e $ 21,912.004

:;
, if .'. toTo al .0peving Naget sts ;$l01,173.00

,,:, ., . ,./(,:,"; .' iii.,
4 ,

o 0,

$ 96e.00

t 1,05640

900.400

420.00

3,348.00

1,200.110.0

480.00

6,348.00
V

4400.0

0.00 0,

re



PROJECTED INCOME - 11/77 10/78

.Committed

1. NSF /NYU COntinuation
; .4:1face.ol.the Aging

".

4. NationaIlndowment.for the Arts
:5.° Supported Salaries and Benefits

JCETA/AARPY
Receivable from:. Federal:

(S /5 overpayment)

.

Total Committed Income

$15,965.68
5,988.90
1,548,86
18,254.00

.10,478.00

1,400,.00

3,635.44.

Pro edted ncpie.

1., Pcup Public' Policy Series'
2. PCHIP --Specia14 Project Series.:

Cityof Reading
4. NAA Tax Credit Available

TotaLIncome.Eipected
To.tal. Income. Committed"

ands Expected 11/77 'lpj7s
,

40
$147,504.44



BERES COMMUNITY:TELEVIEION

READING; PENNSYLVANIA



LaMANNA ASSOCIATES
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

1733 PENN AVENUE. WYOMISSING HILLS, PA.

2154378-4126

,Thf Board of Directors.
'Berks CommUnity Television.

'4
.

. We have examined the. Balance Sheet of BERKS COMMUNITY'.
TELEVISION as of JUly 31, 1977 and the related Statement of Receipts
andoExpenditures for the periOd:AugUat 6,:1976. thru.July 31, 1977.
Ouiexamination vas made in accordance with generally accepted'audit7'

2..ing Standards, and Accordingly included such tests of the accounting .

records and such other auditing procedures as we vonsidered necessary
in'thecircumstances:

In our opinion, such financial statements preient fairly'''--
the financial position of BERKS COMMUNITY TELEVISION at July 41,
1977 and the results of its operations for the period August 60976
hru July 31, 1977, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles. .
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BERICA COVUNITY TELEVISION
. .READING, PENNSYLVANIA

STA.t12111* OP:REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
a. "TOR THE HEJLIOD AUGUST- 6, .1976 THRU JULY 31, 1977

3 .

4

fi Ph°, dr' ;

ht.iitg..anctAdvetising

Tape
. k

..

:Office Siiiipires

Travel"- .
Postage.;.

Ectuipileat'i,Y :;

PrOg `Supplies
t svalmnvitEs

$ 45,306
10,068

289

55x663

310.71
1,.103

435
'1,477

.1;05.2
856
481

460 -

420
410

. 406

237
149
101

4

16,990

integral '.pait 'of these finanCial

Maas. i;lemsorrivame.



BASIS OF ACCOUNTING

BERES COMMUNITY TELEVISION
READING, PENNSYLVANIA

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUIY 31, 1977

A modified accrual basis of accounting is followed; DonatiOns

and-grants are recorded when received.

ORGANIZATION

larks Community Television was incorporated In August 6, 1976.
It is a nom-profit organization and is exempt from federal income tax under.
Section .501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The organization!s first
receipts were in November 1976 and-.its initial expenditures-in March 1977.

CAStt RESTRICTED

ihe organization was awarded a grant by the'Public'Committeelfar
the No unities in-Pennsylvania (PCHIP).in the'alouht of $15,488; elwhich
410,068 bad been receivt4As.of July. 31tI377: Under the grant agreemnt,
pint fdids,mUst be used.eWly.for authorized purposes and any unexpended
stint funds must be returned to PCRIP at the conclusion of the project.

RECEIVABLE FROM .FEDERAL dovERNmorr

The orwizatite is not liable for seCial-security enlkfederal

unemployment taxes. The receivable represeats an estimate of a refund to
berequested fvXi the:Federal' Government for prior. .payments of such taxes.



S. ICTV Rate Schedule.

ANOWPRORTOAGAWATION

HIMORAIIDUM

TO: Boar& Mem" bers
low

PION: Jerry Richter C _

APPENDIX E

November 21, 1977

RE: Rate Schedule
144.

The following suggested rate schedule reflects thoseKervices which the ECTVstaff is most often called upon to perform for individualS add organizations.
ly woUld recommend that, if approved, these rates be imposed with discretion.
Rove-iei, I feel these*are low enough to be paid by almost all those who request
suCh services rather than by the few who could aford to pay mere.

"1. Program Time-Interactive System--includift 2 .below
$300.00 half hour,

$500.00' one hour

2. Taping (porta-pac).,,acCept when program tile paid.
$25.00 per hour,' eiipersort. Includes planning time
$15.00 addieronal person per hour. -

.15 per idle traeel
Cost of tape and 502 overhead

3. Dub (video or audio)
$4.00. per hour
Coot of tape and 502. overhead

4. Edit Preparation
$25.00 per hour

. Edit .

$45.00
Cost of tape and 592 -oferhead

-6. Tape Screening
$25.00 per hour

.15,per sift travel

7. , Taprreplay
$50:00 per 30"lainlete

(meetings, etc.)
mk

.:
All timecharges, are computed on a portal to portal basis from the ECTV productionOffice as is mileage.

*4.4. CJR:ch

gig ktOrizoifibinter.-40 t t Si., Reading. Pa 19601. (215) 374-3065-
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'Kw/
Personnel Pciicy

1.° .AdministratiVe.

Executive Director.-

APPENDIX F.

Job Descriptions

f

Is responsible to an answers to the board of directors of BCTV. The
primary responsIbility of..the executive director is to implement policy*
as determined by the board. Other duties include:

k

-.Initiating programming Aideas for consideration of board.
- Coordirksting programs at board's request.

Acting as liaison with Birks Cable TV.
- Responsible for staff and operations.
-, Responsible for public relations.
r-Responsible for developing fundingconfigurations,

and preparing grant proposals..

43rdgra m DeVeleOment Director

including writing

4

.re under the supervision.of the executive director. Responsibilities-

.

- Coordinating Program ideas from the programming committee and community
groups.

.

- Contacting resource people or agencies. and setting date and time otprogram.
- Assigning hoSts at originating.center,:and other NCC's.
7. Preparing monthly pro*ramschedule.
Preparing session outlines.

- Assigning'snd briefingithe:sysiem hosts,
- Developing program format.

- Supervising and scheduling.of pre- production planning.
Responsible for overall dOnstream;picture. Troubleshoots with
technicians co. locate and clarify technical problems.

include:- .

S.

a

Secretary /Bookkeeper
s

Is under the supervision of the executive director and is responsible for
- .

.
.

-.Cash disbursements and payroll,..

haintOiningt11 accounting records for all grants.
7:Overseeing management/general Officefunetionrs.
.7:Assists executive director in.administrative.functions as required.°

242 .1):1;9.



BCTV/
'Personnel Policy

APPENDIX F
4F

(Cont'd.)

Job Descriptions

Publicist

Is under the supervision of the executive4director and is responsible for:

. I
- Setting up logs and guidelines for information to be gathered for

..subsequent disseminatidn.
.

- Supervising all -printing and publication of material.
- Weekly writing and printing:of program schedule.
- Acting as a liaison with local media.

.

- Responsible for writing articles to appear in pertinent publications.

. Technical

Technician III

Responsible to the technician II in charge of the NCC.
_

. .
..

!!'.' - Camera operation.
.-rh

- Ability to4hysically Set up an liCC
.

for anAnteractive program.
- Knowledge ofolilAting set-Up. Ik

-7 ibilityto switch internally under the direction of the Technician II.
.-, Ability to use portable tape equipment.

. T
s

ia

Requirements include:

TechniCian II 7

Responsible to the Program Development Director.
.those of Technician III plus:

-- Ability to orginate from dhy NCC (:)*
1 Ability to'perfors sdiar'.equipment:.

necessary cables, clean ta04:decks
- Ability to Switchloternelly between

mech4g#4413, but:alsoltonciptually,

Re4uirements include.
AK

tion.

4c0 (sake and repair.* all
.

aphic and tape of only

-e
Ability to eplaceptualiwand arrage.productiOn of tapes.,,,:

Technician I -16

Responsible to'the prograi Developmeht Director.
tbose olitechnician' I/ and III 'plus:

- Ability to switch at the head end.'(

. Ptoductiod

Senior PrOducer

liorks4 under the

t

Requirements imqilude

supervision of Prom, Development Director and is responsible for:

7 MI

?4?
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,Personnel Policy

-45

Production

Senior Producers

APPENDIX F

(Cont'd.)

Jobs Descriptions

r.

Works undbr the supervision.of Program Development,Director and is
responsible fort

,a
- System hosting..

4.- Resekrthing programming posSibilit4es.
- Proditing presenters for specific programs.apd onrcamera hosting of
. these programs.. .

Planning format in conjunction with Program Development Director.
- Keep Program Development Direttor:informed

about planning status of
all {programming.

4.

Senior Aide

Workiunder supervision of technicianA.n
`..:reaponsible for (where applicable):

. .

'-.Greetinivpeop1e at. doo r.

Seatinfrparticipants.
., Assisting wirh'miking.

Calling people for.particular

-*Ansnering-teltithonee,atliCC's
- Sysiem and vengrawhosting.

"IP 4
A

charge of location and is

irograns. '110k
or heed end duriag4program0
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INTERVTI14 TELEVISION:

A FRAME ANALYSIS
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INTERACTIVE TELEVIASION; A HOKE ANAL1SIS:

s

Introduction

,
, t ,

TVs paper .examines the fram% ,characteristics of an inter-
. S . .ii ;active 'table, television system for: senior citizert in Reading, .

.

Pennsylvania. Frame analysis treats r lecommunicatiori system as
i unit of social activity *and'attempts to uncover dime structural

.

,._ ..'haracter#,sti4cS which dist inguish it from other social activities.
. 41r.,.

A central issue 'in 'communicatiOn.researchi kg whether to regard inter-.
4 I , w

..
.

.active telisivision as a lotsr- Of.'face-tot-fliee iiiteraction; a 'Modified
1 - 4,.. ,I .version .of 'one -tray commercial. teltyislotr; or as a distinct cotanuni- _

'titian frami'e'' . To study' this, I attemite.:1 tiolap`some of the ways in ..
. A .

which thel'interactive televitglon:system .in'Reading,conveys.information,
.4. .., ,,,, -.. , .. , , .,.. 1 ..,., regaatet,i behavior; and. constrliCi;bdundaries' AT:9%40N frame activity, .- --

Thtse '014terrs Mr- eallt against in '6e:way. ittitateriial ',tele--
,.

1
. ..... i : ' : _

- ,vision: every f life situationt.. falsb Ought. to:determine:if -, .

v.

I,

'...tie iliteractive"telekrision.system in /Wading it kiakis isttnt frame of . . -.:
lativiti. for 'jars, amdfiOr they learn . to use iht-- system.

."t ,,..AA , w : i,
? .op, t .

4-
11111 .k irateful to 'Rat Birdwhi stel cBen Pa for -their critical comments. ,

240 r/
"Nt -
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g The interactive television system in. Reading, Pennsylvani'a

consists of"thry neighborhood communication centers located in
1different parts of the city. Kennedy and Hensler are. located in

housing coinfaexes for senior citizens and Horizon, is in a, community
.-41V't

center for seirteris. *01}dCifistion, . ea number remote locations may

4-1

-linked 'into theNsfysteirq(e?Ig.,. City Ball, high schools, and
,

the local oilikice of -the Soc;a1"Securi.i5r.Administration),...4, All

these units are lied to a 'Thead-tkdri..switching center in a-separate

location. The programming: is cable.Oast alle.cable ,SubscPibers. in

Reading, as .well ,as the centers, for two houis each weekdai.l.. 4f;.

The systet is interactive in the sense that participants in each

of the tkree centers (and any remote center which is-linked into the
. ,

`systsfr). communicate and interact with partipipants in, other centers

via a elevision link. Also,' home viewers may imet,eriact (audio only)

with an of the centers by 'calliing on: the telephone, while e the

Switcher at the head end links them into the System. 4-The headend

switCher May also speak -on the system to'-regulate the interaction,

ma* a technical commebt,', or participate in. a social exchange.

How

,home

eri he cannot be eere, by anyontii. in the centers or the private

Programs on the Reading sygtein .vary in length from fixie minutes

to'one hour. There are also a.number of IcOnunercials;", one Minute iT1

During part of. the expdrimental period, there was only one hour
p,r0g ming per iday.. Also, .prior to September 1976, only.a selected

*group so 4-117 households in Reading received the *signal.

a4
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length or shorter,which convey information about social services,.

provide health tips, etc. Nearly all programming is live. Most,spot

announcements, however, are pre-recorded and played during programsk

or at a break between programs.

Program hosts and participapts in the centers are seniors afiost

exclusively. (Here; seniors may be defined fUnctionally as those who

live in housIng for senior citizens or attend, a.communitycenter for

"seniors." 'Nearly all are oVer. 60, and most are 65 or over.) Guests

on the programs consist of many non-seniors; as well.as seniors. It is

difficult to 'determine the age of home-viewer cAllers, but their

voice quality and the content of questions suggept that most are seniors.

.

:The-technicians who operate the syStem.(e.g.one catheraperator.

ineach.penteri, the bead-endswitcher, etc.) a .e predominantly.non,seniors.

Methodology

4'

Data for this _report' was drawn'fromliothree sources:

if

On-site observations at the three neighborhood conununida#on
centers. in Reading, and the head-end switching cetter.

Unstructured "observation of'approximately 100 hour$.6 .44
-tapes of prOgradming, covering the period from June**- 75 to
December 1976.*

Detailed, systematit notationof selected behaviora atterns
and visual 'structure in a sample of tapes_fxom_Jahu
to December 1976. The sample consisted of one -pro-
gramming per week: The days of the week were rand& ordered,
then sampled week by.week, i.e., Tuesday from the first week,
Thursday from the next week, and so on, over.the4pourA of

.7a. year.



AP .

The-notation-methods and analytic

Birdwhistell
2

and Goffman.
3

However,

the, afOrementipned are not responsible

analysis.

The Frame

categories are adapted fram

offer the usual' caveat that

for any errors in the design and

Theterm "frame," as used here, is taken from Goffman
4

and

Bateson. It is a unit of social activity. Thus, a picnic, a baseball

game,sand activity in a grocery market may all be treated as frames.

The analyst who examines frames is typically concerned with: how one

,.frame differs from another; what are the patterns of organization fdt

frame activity; and what are the rules which govern interaction within

'van frame. Am

In this paRer, . I will be concerned with describing 'some of the ways

in: which intetaCtive television differs from one-way commercial tele-

a'

; A
vision' nd face-to-face interaction. Also, organizational frame issucts

such as how programs open and close will be considered as well as inter-
.,

,action issues sUch.as how, a participant gets to speak in the system.

2

See: Ray Birdwhistell__Kinesics and Context. University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1970, pp. 65-98.

3 .

Erving Goffman. Frame Analysis. Harper and Row, 1,974, pp. 1-39.
4

Gregory Rateson. "A Theory of Plav and Fantasy:11 in Psychiatric

Research Reports 2, American Psychiatric Association, December 1955,
pp. 39 ,51. ' ti 0
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9

order for a frame to Mcist, an information state for partici-

pants engaged in that social activity (or frame) must be built and

,

maintained.ftinforatipstateisthe knowledge and assumptions .a
/

- 1

person hasain relation to a sitiation. Our information stateteilaS us
,,

to qpply, aipatticular frame to the activity' we are eithel6engaged in
is * . '"4 o'

- .
...

or o rillese_ ng. Therefore, it would lead us to think that children en-
tl'

r t3 +1gaggd in vigorous activityeare'"playing" or "fighting," or `'that. two

* apeople .,engaged
igaged

in talk are "having a conversation" or "particiring

Pin aksat.es encounter."

fromy4ttivity, and

Based on our information state, we apply a

a
behave in relation to frame rules, as we under-

stand ;hem. Ai the examples just cited illustrate, frames are mot

s ,
always clear for an observer or participants. When,a man and yoman

are talking, one of them may view the activity as a conversation

While the other may view it as courting.
a -
different frames to the same'situation.

the Readipg television system: Ages it

frame of activity for participants? qc

.Thus, people may apply

This is a entral issue in

comprise a gle, consistent'

differences is the Pro

about gangsters is a

? Cipsely linked to the issue Of frame em

of communicatiolOpode differences4 -A movie

different frame than the real actiVity. Of gangsters.* But ar the'

v--. spqech-betavt*-----the-gesture---syst ed-iand-other-commanicati on

):
.

of an actor-playi the of a gangster pystematically different

.froa.the speech bdia lot, liestUre syptem, etc., of s real gangster?
r:t

Similarly, one might assOme thi4 activity in a bar operates within
.

Z1: ,-
a different n act"- in a beauty. parldr. ,Yet the cgde which,

,

ehaviors

. c
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2 ; effeCtS, pre-retorded'smaterial:.
0'00 .:(45 5. A -4:

. ,C o m m. *i n c + i d 1 te4..eviOden, .nvironment t re' will 2be '5 One: "o,
J

roi41.9i# in this studio the periormer audienVe are
, .

..theseS:shOi.1.-On the
.

Pi being -corded:: ior.itiroadcas4.-.r utther., the stn4o...
eltt N

!i.e...), the...

monitors. are- Oriera l ly off te' the; They it tn. the c4irv6t

vie 1ferfoliileis e, but egeen by the attel'ence.

. In the !Ailing. iyslIeM, the

hosts gi guests, and,par ipants.4

s clear vier. of. .eveheppe
V

serVekit. yery% different
.

tors. Like the Inc",-functionthanthefooniteial televisionym
I"'" I .5; t

merckal television IronitoV the headilhg studio monitors convey what
AV

is officially "on" througiout thft diai That 1s, they 'tell par-

ticipants in a giVen4ienter f th6y . .are toeing seen ty the other centers
.

so.the channel ttrough which a participantand homb viewers. But t

40:
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. - are' ilieratting, wii .. ffhtz*..t.he: Othii,:ipetAtkiVi '

: -.. p ci' ,../ .i i7,......- ..--
. felisk., .!;,,2. ''' AO( ' } .. '...... . ,*, " .

f 11. transmitted: Otoug?iouf..'th. zekll "these reasons,

ests, aVd°

4the time. The info gia

in the Reading

4eate.f.monitor newel. * * -

those witfo: use *the sys teal,
1 :.of '`-hie $14 f.041,i2. hey ' re ,

.
a,. 4.. i , i'
i .:. _/, is, ma tained btfia variett qt,!addiotionial Tnstruments..0

4W 40 .. t P :,' . . i . .: ?. . I. .,
.'. ;at , i6k First,,,a" c er-generatOr

. afietperated by the switcher
17

Aft' at
ist

In a Asaiipled tapes-,. the character, geleietor was ki4ed at a. mean rate

ograPb1C. informati.0.;, on . the.. iereen.

a

ckf 4, 0 ?times' hour. It lir° dcd infdrmation bout phone numbers

the a dress ;of a social service agency, etc.

tAW'aisetst-ch Wirinighwhqfr:-.the' switcher'at thlbhe ad en-d- can

oalounrcae tilt %aters anT partiCipants. Por example, when a

partIcipintfextended allfreib4(*. greeting to the switcher, he answered

the charicter:geneerator. The character generator may impose

'251



. ..-.. TO graphic
. .

4-
0

information on a black screen .wit no picture, or over

a picture (typically, at the bottomiof the picture.) A graphics camera
. .

operated at Horizon Center, can display pictures, posters, charts, etc.

In the sampled tapes, the graphics camera was employed 6.7 tithes per

hour, mostly to display a card which told the name of a program, or

to show photos that were talked aboOlt in the programming.

In addition,, a number of hosts regulate the information state

of those who use the system. A program host, center host, or system

host can provide verbal information. Generally, each 'program has a ,

hOst. The host may interview a guest or someone who is presenting in-

formation. The host may also be the presenter. I. addition, eact

center has a host, and at the beginningrof the day, there is a sys-
ir

tom host who opens the day's programmlu. Mott-often, the host is a

clearly designated person. However, sometimes it is .a rdle which

one of the participants will fill: In any of these configurations,

the host provides information about the name of a person-who is abut
4

to speak, the phone number where viewers may call' &n order to speak,

the name of the program, etc.

r "t.
The host performs a number of adaTtional functions vis-a-vis the

di.IP
information state of participant4 for exahple:r

.

1. Conveying information from back channels, elg., the host

conveys information from a4echnician who 's off-camera and
off-mike. The host also Anyeys information from Other
points in time, e.g., "Bef9re the show, there a conversa-

am going on here about...."

2. Relaying information and comments said.off-mike by a par-
ticipant. If a' icipant says something for the group,
lot it is not picked up by a micrbphone, ,the host in that

10.06,04

4P-
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I

center will relay, it to the group by repeating the comment.
into.a microphone.,

.

,.. ..
.3. Filling in background informa- 40T something which has

. utto fo
been said For example, in orle',progtam, "Singalong," a
woman mentioned "winning the prize" the previous clay. ,-

The host-presenter followed this comment with infOrmatibn
,

that the prize was won on "Sense and Nonsense,"ea quiz
program.

,

:

,
) 0 '

eplaying events and cement's. For example; while someone
in One center has he 'floor, a remark may be uttered ip
another center, off-mike, for the local groUp./Later, the,

host may replay the remark by repeating it on-mike for the
entire system. % 40,, e

S. Announcing topics under discussion and changes in topic during
a program. Since people are free to walk into a center during
programs and home viewers can tune in anytime, there is a need
for someone to maintain the information state about things
which are obvious to people who have been participating or

o SignalingiprogEamming transitions. The host opens and closes

watch from the beginning. 46

***-
4P . -.

programs and cues people just before and after a pre-taped
-spot.innouncement is shown. A conventionalized set of verbal

cues has developed for these transitions. After a pre-taped
spot, for example, the program host will typivlly say, ___

deirCood morning again," "O.K." (withs rising intonation) orw'1Tg ou." I might add that a set of visual conventions
supp ts this*Wormation about program transitions. A

4 rd
*

the graphielikcamera states, "And now a message" * \fore spots, an the conclusion of a spot is faded out (i.e.,
he pictureagoes to black) by the switcher at the head end.

il. , 4
4 AL,

It is not clear/46ther ordinary/people in the centers and
-,-,

privee homes make a distinction between the "host" and'the.o
a-zt'''

1 -

4

41
"participants." The p xogrAm be-.as-as-some6

with a special status, but ;he.-System host and center hosts are probably

perceived asiordinary participants (which they are, most of the time).
A

. e', .
iv .. .... il

.

Nevertheless, in the absence of a host to but* and maintain the in-s. -,.

st .
.,

.
.s: formation' staite of participants, or a person in one of the centers

. 1

.e. .

-.

':

.
,-,

ilk it Ilk
* 4 A'
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who assUme4.t40 role,*there.is likely to be confusion about 'what is

happenini", and' wNat will happen next. The host's function is,vital

to 4e operation of the system.
, .

Regulating Interaction
dir

Tegulating interaction among participants, hostsiond

14,

guests, "''

the moiwit3ar °nee again serves a crucial role. The presentation of

behavior on the monitor is a reality to which everyone relates. Thud,

,the.monitor's presentation of a persori or action often appears to be
e:

a More powerful determinantof social outcomes than the face-to-face
ry

presentation. That is, how someone appears on She Monitor is more

liMbly to determine whether their perfairmance is: judged as "good," or.=.

whether someone wearing a new. dress will receive a complimentini.the

air, than hoW they appear to someone who can see face-to-face.

Thig is.rather obvious in center-tozcenterAteractions. In

these instan ces,'the way a monitor presents a person is the:only 41terna-

tive mailable. Abwever, as I noted earlier, the monitor orientation

. 4
is so strong that people ip the same center also.usoit to communicate

N,

with each other: Two people seated side-by -side often intact by

. speaking to the monilot and answering to the monitor. At some point,

they may lodk.at each other, but thAr primary Orientation wii.lrbedike

C)
toward the monitor. '

The pattern of heating in each of the centers helps to foster a

monitor orientation hit participnts,,posts, and guests. dough seat:

img patterns vary fromecenter to center, in eadlicase.all seals face

(....
. #

. toward the monitor, Further, the camera (there is onluone camera
.

..*
tt

40 A
lk
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to

in each Center -swith a few, rare.eiceptiolf) is located next tcthe

monitor. So,, the ay people present, themseiVes to the monitor is
#

.
.

very close to the way the camera records them. The seating arranA-t. .,

. ..

mints and camera-monitor placement thereby orient . participants

toward the-other ?enters. Interactions within aecenter have adapter

.Ato, or utilized, this center -tip- center orieOtation. ;Thus, participants,
0

'guests, and hosts look at and talk to the monitor most of tte time -

k whether they awg interacting with someone in'another center or their

10.

own center.

40AIn addition the camera operators boften use the Alevision monitor

on'the studio floor Mk focusing mild'fraMing shots. They use,Ae floor
14,

.416 tw,-

monitor in place of, or as a supplemtnt°to their cameraimonitor (i.e.*
F 4

a small monitgr built directly on.top of the camera.) Turtber, pre-
,

yi, .44 2 -
senters and guests often use t1 TV monitor a404bAitute for direct

4, 0
'4

,

. 1/'. i

. 4
visual observation in the same room. For exam e, one woman who was

demonstrating floral arrangements looked at t ie monitor to see
*
if the

a
flowers were sfiaight rather than look direct* atlthe flowers in

front of her. . l'

Ir. f

Similarly, if guests or participadts dare a k d a'question by

someone-saved-be-Mid them,-thby-do-riblc-lypi y, -turn arflund.
4 44

0
I

Rather, they watch the monitor to seethe ',el-son Om is askims the
T#

question, then answer to the monitor. Ibe questioner, in return, sees

4k

the answer by viewing the monitor.: This is somewhat analogous to

bar shop.: which is usediy barber and cusiomer to commuAcate

.")

284
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.

mechanisms by which hosts encourase More .tall by A participant or
. 4

visually, without looking' -at each other face-to-face.
6

41 '

Ina functional sense, the monitor is sometimes a surroga7e

for in'teractants in the
i
other caters. That is, people behAve in

relation to the monitor the way they, would to a person with whem

-A

they are speaking. For example, in everyday life shyvssimay be-.

AL
exhibited by !VA oiding *direct visual contact with the eyes of other

peopl . Shrparticiionnts in the Reading system (most notblr, a few
. .

,Ii *
tegers from the localhigh-i school who part4ipated irt°"Is There A*

Generation Capri) avoid the'direct gaze of the monitor, and either.

look downiar sweepiAbeir eyes-past the monitor without ever holding

0-

a.fixed gaze di-it. , :, -
A., . 3

* The host regulates interactlim.in a number of important ways.

*
'

First, hosts regulate the length o time in which home callers or

participantS may speak. Unlike radio call-in shows or commercial TV

showswith audience participailon;lwhere the host. works undir extra-

ordinary time constraints all* Oust often cut agidience confine is short'!"
. ,

.

a'hoht in the Reling system is just 4AS likely :to encinirage:a pax,

4 : ,, . : , 0 im, ,

ticOpant to .speak ltger as to cut"theircomments short.

guest include:-

*1
1.* A)follow

. 2. A request

6
This analog;

r,

r

up question on a r'elatedissue.
..

for clarification of soiohing the parti ipant said.
.

,titasquggested:by Ewing Coffman!

t, 28E

I
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. The absence of a termination signal:# For e
.

linmple, when

host says. "uh-huh*' .at the end of a participftt'scomment ....

this indicates that the host is stilkilta listener role
vis-a-vis the participantqcThis may entourage more talk,.`'
If the, host says, "Thank xou ter that-comment," the partici- &4,

pant'will likely interpret it as a teroination ignal.
...11

Mechanisms for terminating a participant'or Ire caller in e:
ta.4 : t ',1" ' , :.-2,-.

A. A ,statement- of gratittat such as the :one cited above, 'The &
446 you for that comment." .

--.

,

2. sA lengthy follow-up statement by the host dirthe.subject,'
un0er ditkussion(a short foilow-up statement tore readily .

allows the callertar participarIrto jump back into the. .

. ..... . E"conversation).
I..

A.

4

-.
.1

3. A reference to time constrOpts. For example, 1Neorily have\."
a fewminutes-left, ,to I'm going to take ,pother cal ttutr.
please call again." ..

. I% ..
.

-'A reference to'anotheripart ictpant who,d,s Waiting to speik;
e.g. "We have'i comfientrover at the Kennedy cpter." Mae:
it appears easier tar the- host to- break in ifllinnext.ipen!wr

* is-someplaceAtherthanahe location of 'the ofirrent speaMeAt
e.g., when-the host and the cuPtent speaker areat Horizon

(.$Center, end the new speakerjt Hensler Center.
. .... .-- /

-

I

Next, hosts may .aso be observed "priiiing the plinxn" parlikarlyii
.. . 11 ,6-

when there is a lull in-the interaction. Theiliost may ash-for
4 . * +..: ' .

tiont and comments fron partictpants generally, a specific cente
.-.

strategy _,,A..
# ..,

or home vieivs. The 1hf e,prung for questaons and comments

fronanothercenter-We.,other the 'Ithere the program host is: located)`:
6

,
, . , . .6

Mg. . r-- -,t

appears to be the most successful! It seems that the, hosts in the .9'

t . ,

6
, .

ether .centers bake on the burden of coming-"up with something
t

t'o fill.

p

4 .

t,fmk

the %wad. In_ this sense, progtam hastind center hosts.are..operati4g

as a team.' They try not to arOp i.e., avoid dead spnce
,

-

or tilence on the system.

:4
4

wii4P
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As

Amy make

fo that.

'doing

an alternate to merely asking f or commentS, the'. program .host
1

a nets &went and then-ask for reaCtions, _e.g., "Related
. . .

I remember..:., did anyone have-a similar experience?"
i ,-

'At a. ,
this. arid appealing _to other 'centers for comments, the 'host

reeetyfs Suppor'E from the 's)/itgher it the head end. That is when
. . I 4
`the prOgfam host asks 'for - "comments at Horizon," tbe switcher will.. 4. ,

, ..
i' ite*Faltl.y punch' up Hdrizon Cenilpf oq the monitor. In this way, the

.. . 6 .
-. system is asking "for _and- "looking.

penter. the oe'casion's

: , 47)

for'r a comment or;questitin, from that

when,Cthere is a '!dead space," a
.

..Silence wit); milcorm:64ns forthcoming, hive been greatly reduced. This

c

. .

may be attributed; in tart,' to:the ttsesof "priming-the-gump".techanisms.
140 I ' ; 410. .

. .
.

,.,Ihird,. the host.provAdes a number:of system' igstructions,which. v''.- : A . -' .. .'r .
serve to regu4are, interaction. ..For example,.theprOgram host may in--

. . .
. . . . . ,

struct the caaaer4 operator. to direet, the camera toward a perion,. or
.

. ,.
-(1 ask the .switcher-at the head end to show a given ,center-on the monitor.,... . .

.
.This bringsatten i_pn

.

to cettain people, objects, ,br issues an therapy

. .directs interaction.
,or

. .

In addition- the host o, ften asstmes roiponsibi-litylfbr
-4

ff'troubt(e.," Of sal` socia:1 or mechanical Varietyt.%

cfr°
6

partiCfpant steaks too long or",repeats the-, $ame

., 1., - the-host-may- termilate the interaction through ore of iliemochatisms. . , . , v . ,, , - . .s , . . .
... described earlier. 1 f a Oricipant off'' caliet.cannpi i;:e understood: - .,

... rperhapS betalilisp*of a stroke-ltelated speeth4reblWorra strong accent,
6 *,

. ;the host zoilrepe ,as: the, question for the4rest of the, group, If the host4... . _ . .,..... .

. ..cein't understand the comment, he. or she will ,b
.. .. I

dealing

If a. home cane;

point over and over,

_

'4

4

Oa

01. .11.,)?

4 4: '.1114'"
..r; .

II ,

Y

likely.to ask the group
,?

.11 *.40
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41.11 6, ,

40

if anyone can help make the comment clear. Generally, this is

accompanied by a supportive statement directed towards the speaker

with the problem. There are incidents which reveal a,stiong value

in the group for encouraging anyone with a communication handicap or

problem. Even in those instances where a participant could not be

understood at all, the host treated the comment as if it was both
.

appropriate and understood, then moved on.

t

Similarly, the host often jumps in to mitigate embarrassing

moments. In one instance, during n "oral History" show with a lodal

high school, a student asked, ?In he old days, before TV, what did

_couples do for entertainment ?" 'The question brought laughtei in the

high school group and among the seniors. As the girl froze in em-.

barrassment, the hotst jumped in - "Ilat's a good question" - and

quickly moved thecOnversation to a discussion of.locaf dance halls, .

where couples could go for entertainment. .

Some Instances of "trouble" relate to a mechanical feature of the

system or a physical problem of a senior. Here, both hosts and p'ar-
,

ticipants take responsibility for the problem. For example, in one

linstance a woman with poor eyesight ranted to read a poem. She

--needed-one-hand-to-hold-the-book-with'the-plcein, and .other hand to
/ l

hold a magnifier. She attempted to hold a microphone as well, but

this proved difficult. Seeing this, 0 participant took the. microphone

and held it fo, her.

Similarly, when a hest has difficulty or makes an error, par-7

ticipants will typically provide support or treat the error as unim-

portant.,'
,

This i$ especially the. case when, a host is performing this
;

i I v

el'- .
,

OP'
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/I
role for the firs tim e.: If the host is zsibly nervous or performs

)

up eithei" won't agkn e the problem, or treats. it .poorly.
4

the.g
'1 . - /

as 4l ikno mishap "that happens oveverydne."

akar. The interact e televisi6n-frame in Reading is ,subject

/

f

.That is, -,a conversa on'iat the edge of the a whispered side

.?,.
taking place in the same physical space.

'/50mment by.one o the participants, or sound from another part of a
4,-..

y cenier/may k into the frame-Li be heard bY-everyone This is/
especiall possible since most of the microOonts are live most of

-- .

the t' In the sampled tapes, some out-ofJframe activity leaked

.int the framean averageof 3.9 times per hour. In -less than five

rcent 6f these 'instances was there any apparent disruption of the-:

frame. Indeed, in some prograthis such as "Singalong," tut-of-frame

leakage may be encouraged.: I noted many out of frame comments during

2

"Sin6lOng.'" A number of"these were "picked up" by the host, relayed,

and integrated into the program. Perhaps this suggests Aess formality

to the program, or utilizes !'surprise " .and "the unexpected" as a r ,V

feature of the interaction. .6
, /

In general, out of:frame leakage was. less of a problem for the
il

.:- ,fcenters-wh e-it-,did-not originate. /-recorded-no'instinces-or g
,

complaints rom other'centers about leakage .originating in a give

, .. ,

. center. Howe r, leakage does sometimes bother the participin../i
0

.

the center where it occurs: I observed a "quiet" linger snap, anld

an index finger put to the lips as an indication for somedne,in the

sale center to make'less noise.
R.
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In'additiontechnical colments by thee-switcher at, the head end
...

.,i

:-,.

or another techniciaUmay Wspoken over;the system and heard by.1 --- ____.
. . , .'i .

everyone. In the sampled tapes, some technical comment:was made .9.
o

I

times per hour. A decrease in these comments occdrred over time.
.,.

Thededrease may be duet() leiss need for such CommiOt. However, the
.

switcher or-the head end may also communicate to ,theicamera oftrators
(

,

:
via a separatr audio line that is

4
not heard over thesystem, and some

..is a .e

tedhnical'commentS may have been Switched to this 'lack Channel" over
, 0

time.

In any event, it may be argued Oa) this system incorporates

certain techupal comments (e.g., "Can you sharpen yur,focus?") as

pari of the frame. WheAer we treat it as a separa e frame or part
10 r

of the interactive television frame, these comments had no observable

negative effects on the interaction. Indeed, there y be Vpositive

side effect, inthat part]. pants'who hear these tech ical counts

may learn more about how the system works and/or beco4e less fearful

of the technology.

Leakage from out of frame activity does bring it ntion to

2

co-extant frames in the same space or spaces borderin the inter-

\ r-
,

A1.
active television activity. In this sense, the inter tive television.

. !..

.

frame is quite unlike a commercial television frame,. ere we rarely

sie beknd the boundaries of a sel% and where.a isassi fire engine

brings most video recording to a halt.

Disruption. Disruption o f programming (i.e., where-activity as
.

de9G
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halted)-tecause of.a technicpr

once every five houfs. .No progr

active or content- related pr'abiei
"

a serious video problem was oft

but not loss of aound.

)

was rare in the sampled tapes:-

was halted beciuse of an inter-
.

y be, important Io note that

erated without stopping -a program,

With loss of video, the host simply provided

more information,much like a radio commentator. en sound was loSt,

?the programmin stopped.
-7 In a similar anway, few articipts commented

about a poofvideo images khen'they.did, it was more often a joke

rather than a complaint, "Oh, I look like.a Martian now."

However, participants did interrupt on many occasioas when they
.40

couldn't hear well.. Indeed, this became an unwritten rule.- that

":-
anyone may interriTt at any point if he Cannot hear. -Additionally,

participants are.far more likely to seek confirmation that the audio

channel is clear, often saying, "Can you hear me?" than the; are

to seek videoconfirmAtion, such as, "Can you s= me?" In general,

the Reading system is 'more likely toexperi

than most commercial television system but the technical problems

are.less likely to disrupt the pio ing than in commercial tele-

vision.

ce a technical problem -
.

Zetting_the_FloorLC

television may be Oar cterized aSa threeSiage'prodess - though

tiiig_the floor to speak op interactive .

7

An analo may be drawn with the FOrd-Carter presidedtial debates
in whi9h 'kJ° s of sound halted the program for 20 minutes (this
observation like many others in this paper which are not acknowiledged
was made "Ben Park).

.4"
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one can successfully getIthe floor before the third stage ha* been

1.

achieved.- Let me.c9lain: Ip order.to speak, a participant must

.,,

first obtain azmicrophone. This is the initial stage of an attempt

to get the flvir. Mictophones are situated among the seats. They

are hand-held,or on stands.from which they can bedetached MA4 ,passed

'around. The partietpants themselves control the microphones, and
-

physically hold them while speaking. Thus, unlike audience par-
,

ticipation in -commercial television- (where the host holds the-micro-
.

., 4 ,

'

pfione), or a reporter - interviewee Situation (where the reporter

holds the microphone), the Reading system has no regulating mechanism

4 '

between a speaker and(The microphone.

After obtaining a microphone, a participant may attempt-, to speak

immediatelY, orshaid.the microphone near his-houtti as a signal to

the camera. operator that he wants the floor. -The second. stage or

access involves thefocusing of the camera on the person 'who wants to

'speak. Having achieved this., a.participant may seek-the floor imme-

diately, or, wait for a third stage in whith the switcher ate the

head end punches the camera. into the.system. /

/
. .

The person then sees himself or-herself on .the monitor. If the

.
u /

person-seeking-the-flocTl-s-ln-the-same-centerli=thejetitin who has
,

/

the floor, *then .the camera operator at that tefiter.m0, decide to widen
,...

f

the shot)toinclude both of them, or pan across to.the.perfoon seek-
,

ing the floor. This is the functional equivilent of being punched .
Ak. _

upon the monitor from another cedter.
I

-
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When m persoksoliSsesthrOugh tee threet.,,stages%Idtscribed above ;

1*. - . ?. - A
- r. . A 'I. -

he or! silt is high*, likely to 'attain V. floor. At' stag e4 .anii ``
.

' two, their c4nces of getting the floor are .less certfint' .; .

-
- ... ,

to .6e: one may seekvthe filter 14t21. dicrophonedlpnp), tut
: .4, t - % .appea

if the dicer* dnd monitot,do'.not: sqnctiomplyOUi:ittemiti tb?;foptiAiiig: - '

t . . s
on you and Showing yo to the, whOle systeml. yOu- are mat like to .vip . -

. .
, s .

the floor:,
O '% *.);

A nuitber of variables appear twaffect the lakeii.st;c4sS a

attempts tio gain the floor,at stages one and two ,the status of

person; the type of program; the location of the person who wishes

,
0,

; '-

to .spec; and the strategy employed by the person seeking the floor:

Forexaaple, ,presenters and hosts always have their own microphones

so they pan readily attempt to:speak at any time. In addition,- their
.

status ai a regulator of interaction or as a guest on the system

who is presenting important information, givei them easy access to the
.% %

f101: Alea7-hosts,from other shows (who are simply participdnts in

this i gstance) siqd people who resulariparticipate have a high status

and ca easily gain the floor. However, equally high status appears
,

to be lacid upon "newcomers." %Thus :While a newcomer isnot as

6

skill

order

as a regular partioipant in taking the necessary steps in

ak, be or she is likely to teceive help and positive

suppo sone is there is any indication. of a wish to speak.

More

programs are .more "interactive" than others. They involve

-and-forth talk oblong participants in differkt centers, or

sentee end participants in the, same center. It is easier

-N
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to gain the floor in highly interactive

cooking demonstration, where they doff't
.10

centers for casements (except perhaps at

cult to interrupt.

shows. In shows such as a

regularly switch to other

the end), it is more diffi-

The successful strategies for winning the floor, which I observ@d

in the Reading system, are similar to pattern; observed.in conversa-

tional analyiis. 8 These include:

1. Specifying the name of the person who is,currently speaking,
accompanied by a reqUest, for fhle floor, "Blaine, can I say
solething?",

2. Simple additions, e.g., "You.have to remembertoo..

3. knon-spqifiClarreeme*itith the current Speaker, accom-
Pillied-by'a suggestion that what is to follow will build on
the comment lust uttered,Yeah, that'i like.the-time.."

1 ' ,I.
. .

4. Investing syllablei. ere, the person, seeking the floor
lpeati,the first-iy ble of the first word they want to say,
at momentary pauses i the current speaker's stream of speech,

il6

or example, theY'mAy say, "Bu...Bu...," whilesomeone else
s speaking.' As that perSon'finishes a sentence;,the new

#erson who wishes to spiak can then jump in with "But don't,
yqu think,.." The investment of those."Ou...Bu" sounds
earlier appears to give them a right to the floor beforeother

.

. claimants. .*,

Apology. This strategy'is often employed in shows which '

-do not regularly switch to other centers for comments. For
example, in a cooking show, a woman 'in another center wanted
to interrupt. -6he-said, frtfelen,7traited for'a moment fhiii.'
Irepeated, gHelen.",At this point, she was punched up on the
;monitor. She then said, °Pardon me," Oaited.a second, ,and £

begpn Rer comment, "Helen, aren't you going 'to add some liquid?"
a

8 ,: 1 i

1. tntIGroq 3 Report; (Carey, Draud, Messina, and Sag), Dept of
,Linguistics; Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1973. .. i

:

c
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The host may also play a role in sanctioning attempts to gain

the floor. The hOit can-name a person sandtherebytive them the

lifloor "Sarah, I see'you have something to say." *Also, thehost-
.

may dire t a camera operator to show someone, which helps them to

get the floor. The host's role isparticularhy important when a

number'of people are attempting to gain the. floor at the saMetime.ft.

Thls is part of the host's function as a regulator of interaction.

4shald be emphasized-here that ncine'ortheself.rules" were ever

formalized. They are patterns which evolved during use of thesystem.

#
More recently, after September 1976, some visual Aids hive beC*e

part of the process of gaining the floor. Hare, the first stage of

obtaining a microphone follows as before. In the second stage,.the.

camera is pointed at theperson, but riot nece ssarily pun on

the monitor. The switcher at the.head epd sees that.sameonewants.

to speak. He then tells the Camera operator in the.center which'

is currently "on," via a'private audio line, that someone is ready

to speak. The camera operator then holds up a sign, e.g., "Quistion
I

at'Horizon." The host now knows someone is rea4yito speak, andimay

call for him as soon as the c urrent speaker finishes. A host learns

that a home caller is on the linecandtready to speak throughia similai.

process: the twitcher relays the information to the camera operator

: .

in the program host's center, who holds up a sign, "Home Viewer." With
.

. ........

the monitor orientation *strong, a host" Imes learns of a new
.

, .

,
.

. speaker in his or her own center, via a sign from the camera operator -
'so

GI.
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"Somebne here at .H ensler."

I

-. Relinquishing _the floor may be

"Thailk you," or "That's a/1" at the

4

signaled verbally, by saying,

end, of a comment 'Lever, there
$441.fr.

bay! be no "reljinquishing phrase" as such. Here, a person simply ends

his list'sentence with a falling intonation. These vocal signalsare-.

generally accompanied by a kine4c patterd, The person relinquishing

the -floor biings the microphone away from their icAlth and (often)

shifts theirfaciil gaze downward oi to the side: L
,

ThO process of,gaining the floor which emerged in ite Reading

system had -onu_intetesting problemWhen 'a perion picked up a micro-
.

phone and held.it'aole to their mouth, it signaled, "I want'to'speak:"

But tbis signal did.not distingui0a "I want to speak immediately,"

from "I want to ;peak when the current speaker is finished,' from

"I want tp speak when the current topic is exhausted, and it would be

appropriate to change topics." (

Thus,:there were occasions when speakers got the floor too soon.l
That is, they wanted to introdUce a new topic but didn'tswant the.

ir
flooi Until the current discussion was finished. To deal wth this,

a subtle change in the first stage.signal to get the floor emerged.

/

A speaker who wishes.to talk, but not immediately, now picks up.a

microphone and holds it away. from his mouth. When he is ready to

1 speak, he brings the microphone up to his mouth. As an alternative,.

some participants in the firstrows of a center speak to the camera

operator and tell them when they want the floor.'



. ,

1
-

%pave already noted that it-is more. difficult to gain the floor

t

during progrii which do npt incorporate regular center-to-center

interaction as part of their format. This relates to a more general

issue of how centers may'becategorized vis-a-vis igteraction, at any

40'2
given moment or during specific programs.9 Centers may be classified

4

as: a presenting-center; an interacting center; or a viewing center.

A presenting center is one in which the program host, guests,..ancr

)(-
presenters are'located: Generally, the program host and guests,are

a

in the same center, However, there are

"Inside City Halt" in which the program

and the guest is-at .City Hall (a remote

notable exceptions, e.g.,

) ost at Hentler Center

cente)), The presenting,

center or centers initiate a program and regulate much of theAnter-

'

action (via thdtprogram host).

-

An interacting'center is one'whickplays ah active participatory

role in the program, thtugh the program host and guests are located

in another cedter: Participants-rn.an intbiracting center can readily

ask questions, make comments, and focus a)tention on topics of.

interest to them.

. A third type Of center may called a viewing center. Par-

0

ticipants in a viewing
0

This mi4, be due to the

en. courafillituestions 'ter

center are passive obsvrvere of the programming.
4

structure of the4program.(r.e., it does not

comments); or to the mode of presentation

0

9
.

For a more in-depth treatment of differences among the centers,
see "Design and Implepentation of the Reading tntersctive Cable Television.
System" in. this volume.

4
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(e.g., if a program is pre-recorded on video tape,live participants
.

in.a center cannot ask questions of the people on the tape);. or'to a

characteristic of the center on a given day (e.g., there are few
.2' 4

people present and they don't choose.to ask questions). The three.

permanent centers in Reading (Horiion, Hensler, and )Zennedy) have

functioned in each of these roles, under various circumstances. Remote

centers such as City Hall or the Social Security Office in Reading
4m

are nearly always in a presenting role when they are hooked into the

system. .

~The role of viewers' who participate via telephone 6om their
.

homes has shifted over time from a relatively passive ';viewing"

,role to participation much like that in an interacting center, A home

viewer may speak on the system by-calling a special number. They4are

instruct& to wait on "hold," and are eventually punched into the

system'through the process described eailier. Home viewers are

a
encourage 'to call by the host or a message on the character generator

much like when the host asks if there sit.e questions or comments at

.
other' centers.

In the sampled tapes`; they4ere 3.5 "appeals" for home-viewer

calls per hour. This number shifted significantly over time, from

.5 appeals for home-vwer calls eer hour in the January to April

-period, to 7.8 appeals p4Aour ir# the September t6 December period.

s 4

During this same period, the nUmbersof he viewers who called and

spoke.oft the system increased proportionately. In the. January to April
./

Period, 3 home callers spoke on the systei .pei.hour. By December,

a

. .
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ap average of S.3 home cal rs spoke on the system per hour.
.IJ%

As more'home Afeyers'ca led in, and as hosts and participants

in"the centers referred terhome viewers more frequently,the home

audience became a distinct group much like each of the centers. And

they shifted from a predominantly pasSive "viewing" role tooan inter-
.

acting role. Home viewers began to inittate'new topics_for discussion.

They referred .to what previous home viewers said, and- ..they identified .

'themselves with their group, e.g., "I'm one of the home viewers."

f *
Volume of'interaction-

-.I

interactive television frame is charalterized by a large.

volume of-interactions among hosts, guests? and participants, relative

to one-way commercial television.

Table 1

Gross Interaction Measurps*

.4"Per Hour

Center-to-Center Interactions . 134.5 (1576)

Within Center Interactions 21.2 (971)

*Based on a sample? of 45.7 how, of programming. '

Y
' Table 1 represents the numberof times the monitor switched -from one*

center to another to record some input by a host, guest, or participant
o

(center-to-center interketions); and the number of times the camera

. panned frOm'one person kb alther is the same iener (within center

04 '

011

.

r
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interactions). These-numbers do not include reaction shots, where the

camera shows a person who is tjstening to a conversation,, but they
.

do include multiple switching or camera movements within a single

exchange or. conversation. Table 2 below, is a measure of how many

participants spoke per hour..

-Table 2

Participant Interactions*

s.

Per Hour sla
,

*Center
.Participants 19.tV (870) t.

- ,

1k
Aome-Viewer'Participant 4 1.9 (871

77-
Total Participants 20.9 (957)

-
-

*Based on a sample of 45.7 hours of programming.'
41.44

Table 2 excludes any comments or questions by a host ox.guest.

Further, multiple comments'by one person in an 4Xchange were recorded" 40 "ri.`

as one unit. Thus, Table 2 represents the number of participants who

engaged in some verbal interaction during the course of an hour,

throughout the sampled tapes." ,

.As noted earlier, there were some significant changes over time

The number of home callers increased steadily: This may be accounted

-10 J

If a person discussed one topic early in a program, then
participated in another discussion about a new topic later in the
same hour, this'old be notated as two units.



for, in part: by the increased number of appeals-within programs for

viewers to call In addition, the potential home audience in

creased dramatically after September 27, 1977 when the experimental

system was-extended to include all cable subscribers in Reading. There

,were shifts in the volume of renter- participant interaciions'as well.

All of this may be seen in Table 3 below.

Table 3

Changes in Participant Interactions. Over Time*

Jan. - Apr,;.

Pr Hr NJ

May-Aug.

Pr Hr (N)

Sept.-Det,

Pr Hr (N)

Center Participants 15.8 (2111 .24.7 (420) 15.6 (237)

Home-Viewer Participants .3 (4) 1.9 (32) 3.4 (41)

Home-Viewer 'Appeals'
During Programming " * (7) 2.( (35) .7.8 (118)

*Based on :a .sample of 13.5,hours, Jan.-Apr.; 17 hours, May-Aug.; and
15.2 hours; Sept.-Dec.

Shifts.= te number of center participants over time are not

so-readily accounted for, as are shifts in number of respOimei (or calls)

from home viewers. These possibilities exist:- first, the number of

center participants gillew from January-to Aukust,, then dropped as the

number of hOme callers increased, since home callers used up some of

the time that was prdviously available for center participants; second,

the-expinsion of the-system in September, in which the programming

,



.4

was carried to.all'cable subscribers in Reading, inhibited some par -

ticipants;
-

and finally, this is a reasonable fluctuation to expect .1

over time. Further measurement of pdrticipant interaction, aftel-

December 1976 would he required to sort out these possibilities.

Behavioral Styles

Interaction on the Reading system is, characterized by a rhge

ofspeechstyles, from casual to'formal. I believe this mime in
r. .

- a

,,:
1styles may be related to a number of- social

.

elements inAhe situation,4

. -

e.g.,-the status pf the interactants and certain features of program
$ t-

forthat. Generally, participants employed a more formal speech style

(i.e., more final consonants, less syllable and word deletion, greater.,

use of surnames, etc.) when speaking.to invited guests than when

speaking to other participants of equal status. Thus a4octor,or the

mayor are more likely to be addressedby their' surnames than a 1

regular participant. However, there are some interesting variations

4from this pattern:

----,

1. 'A frequent high status guest may, over time, be addressed by
their'first name. For example, a few people addressed the
Mayor of Reading by his first name "Joe" after he had appeared
several times on the program "Inside. City Hall."

, 411
. A guest who is addressed by a surname often refer* to the

li

seniors, particularly t e host, by a stwname. For example,
May F., the host'on "In de City Hall," is generally called
"Mts. F." by the politi an guests on.the show, who are them-
selves generally addressed'zVy a surname. Onother programs,
athere May F. is a iarticipat and where little formal address-
is, employed towafds guests, she is calAed. "May."

, r -

Similarly, a host who consistently referred to her guest,



an educator, as "Dr. concluded a participant's questioh,
by saying; "Thank you, Mr. M." .In-earlier and subs6quent
shows, she referred to the same pdrticipant bYhii first
name. A pattern of formal addiess directed toward a guest .

appears to affect the way participants are addressed.

0 3. Some participants with high social status are more likely
to be addressed by their surnames, e.g., Mrs. O., a former.
teacher. In addition, surnames of participants are employed
at more formal moments. For example, in the.program.
"Singalong," the host dedicated a song to "Mr. and/Mrs. P."
Later, the host exchanged'an informal greeting with the same
couple, calling then "Mary and Tony." § a new-
comer may be introduced by his turname:

Overill, the use of 'surnames occurred relatively infrequently.

In the sampled tapes, a surname was mentioned 3.0 times per'hour.

Speech style also appears to be related to the number of back-
J no

and-forth enthan)ges. A.-person speaking withOut interruption for a

lenith of time longer thaR one minute employed a more formal style

than when he or she engaged in a back and4orth exchange. Moreover;

I ofiserved a number of shifts from formsl.to casual speech style as

a person been speaking for som length was questioned, and

a-back-4nd-forth exchange developed. In'the back-and-forth exchanges,

there was more use ofvocal segregates (uh-huh; um-hum, etc.)., more
,

relaxed articulation control.(i.e./, final "t" or "d" is not emphasized),

and more contraction (can't, won7t;Letc.) and deletion (i.e., he

dropping og syllables and words/in a context mhere listeners can

fill them in) . 4Back-and-forth exchanges also contained more casual

iiterjectidas (e.g., "You'd be. amazed")' and more colloquial forms,

le.1.40"I hated it worse thin sin."

From a sociolinguistic point of view, the byk-and-forth exchange

7^,

sal.
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11

.

appears teshifethe speech act from "formal questioning" to "a'een-

.k

versation. I noted fu4ther that the hack-and-forth pattern' occurred

more often at the ends of shows, when the program format may al'ow

longer exchanges.
a .

The end and the beginning of a day's.se;sion were -occasions,

when interpersonal greitings were,most often exchanged.' In genes 1,. -

there, was an' interpersonal greeting 2.9 times per hour is the sampled

tapes. interpersonal eleCting, I mean a greeting directed towards
.

a specific person'or group, e.g., "4 Helen, how areyou:todayt" This

measure does not include the general greeting's that often AccOlpalk

the.Opening or closinglhf a show, e.

9 -
Sense and Nonsense."

Interpersonal greetings frequently occurred during the. "sweep"

at the beginning or eneof a show.. The sweep is a convention that
.

developed in the Reading system, wherebi, at the beginning or end o

a show they systesideally punch up each center on the imenitor.

"sweep the centers.". During the sweep, everyone participating wil

Vr
be seen by everyoneelse. Commonly, when someone sees a friend a

another centerIvia the monitor) they will speak to them, e.g.,

George,when are you going to come, and visit me?"

/

nerving., and welcome to/

r

In addition to interpersonal greetings, there was a small.

amount (1.0timms per hour) of what might be "private ccm-

nunication." These inc/uded: a saying in Pennsylvania Dutch

Ca significant portion of the people at the centers speak PennsylvInla

t

?!,



p". Dutch); 'a joke based on4Melevent a general viewer ,might not know;' or

a private message for is home There was also. a.sttong tendency

for participants and hosts. to use specific-rather than generic references.

For example, a Participant would, say, "You can-probibly get it at aescov'sh

Boscov's is a local store) rather than the generic "You can bay it at

your local store," which is commonplace on commercial television. Taken

together, these measures. indicate that in the Reading system,iticipants
tk I. . . _

assume they are talking to people like themselves, who knL the same'things

they.,tnow.

Off-Camera and On-Camera Behavior

There' are. systematic differences between .the on-camera and off-camera

.behavior of participants in the Reading system. In tfiis sense, their

public presentation on the system differs from th"eirprivate presentation

when a.camerafis not focused on them. However,othe differences are small

-in comparison to other grOups such as actors or politlaans,4
1
teachers

or doctors. 12'

.

A participant's movement from is more private to.,4i mere public

behavioral style in :the Reading system cannot be charaiteHted as a

-..;,,'

simple on- camera/off- camera ostdistinction. It is sfSlet4 dist1hguish
% .

4,

6 degrees of movement from "off" to "ofi" in thii

4,

11 For a tree ilent of politicians' behavior on-camera and.oWcame
see John Carey, *"6.4 Micro' -Frame 'Analysis of the On-Camera/Offs-Camera"
Paralinguistic Behivior of Three Presidential Candidates," UniverSity.
Microfilms 'AmetArbor, Michigan, 1976.

12'

Agee Ben An Introductidh To Telededicine, TheAlternateeMedia
Conter,,Mewlyork University, 1974.

e consequences of doctors using television in their work,
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Completely off - the system is shut down, no cameras of
mikes are live.

t ,

The system .Is operating, but it is not'focusington this
center-and it is not .1Ikely to switch here (e.g., the mayor
at City Hall and the host at Hensler Center are engaged in
a two-way conversation).

3. The system is operating..:it is focused on anothdOtcenter,
but they might switch to this center at any moment.

4. The system is operating and focused on this center, but
not on-camera or nearAtmlcrophone.

S. The system is operating sad focused on this center - I'm
within camera range and mike range.

6. The system isoperat4ng and it is, focilsed on me - my face,
is on the monitor.

2, ;
1

4I began to observe these distinctions, for participants on the system,

at KOneedy Center. A woman there had a cold.
,

Whenthe system was-
.°

p- ..

not epergting, she would cough,. bringing her hand near her mouth tow
,

# .

minimize the outbreath but not to muffle the sound. With the system

'

on, focused at another cente rshe muffled the sound of her cough

1 Jslightly. With the system oh and rarticipant at her center holding

the microyhope and waiting to be switched in, she muffled her cough

still more. 'In each of these cases, she was "off," but it was clear

that there were degiees of ooff." There are also-degrees-of "on."

People sitneted.directly on-camera are, generally, more animated in

facial expretsion or are projlFtifig visual information about them-

selves across tgreater distance. Also, it is more-likely that they%
viii have an erect posture an d have a unified orientation across body,

face, and eyes3. That their are not as likely-ter look to the side

while their body and face are oriented forward.



Since mist-pe6ple watch the ionitok most of tbe tits!, they

appear quite aware Of whert,they+4.0 "on4.-atidwhen they are:"off."
.

, -

Also, many,al\ticipate coming on-camera.. For example, one host at

Horizon Centersat erect but with her face unanimated while the camera

was tighon her guest.' As the camera betail to zoom back slowly.

(not yet incltiding her in the shot) she became more animated in
. - .

her facial expressioni. perhaps anticipating that she would momen-
. .

tarily be included inthe shot. Interviews with camera operators

4
supported this obserVation as a consistent pattern of behavior.

When seniors do "come 'into play" for the camera,' they do not

simply-pop into play instantly. Nor do they pop out of play in-

. stantly when a camera moves. off them. Face and body and voice move

on and off in Stages. For example one on--camera participant who

was notding her head in response something-being said et another

centel began to diminish thb number of nods and the sweep of her

head as soon as the monitor switched awa m her. .But three or

four seconds pasied before the nodding ceased.t
It should also be noted that some participants vary their kinesic

behavior little, if at all, from levels 1 through 6-in the ourToff

scale described previously. Changes in vocal behavior on 'and off are

more-consistent' The group sanctions, positively and megatgelf,

vocal, behaiiors more that ;kinesic behaviors.- By this Aimenn that a

participant is moreikelyirto be told, "Speak up," rather than "Sit
a

up" bylcfellow participant.

When seurs are"eaught unaware," i.e.alwhen they suddenly dis--

ha 30'7

a



cover that they_are on. the monitor, there is relati ely'little
- ._ ,

reaction. ey may smile, wavelit the camera, orhavAoo observ-able

reacxfon. Interestingly,in thefew.instances where guests were

taught unaware, the reactions were stroller and included some verbal

or

COMments such as: "Oh, I'," or "Well,.sorry.". Also, new par:

ticipants exhibit a stranger reaction.

CK 1 0

, .

The Reading System vs. Commercial Television .

The interactive television frame in Reading may also be charac7

terited by certain features which are:not present:or are present to

a limited degree, but which typically are present in other television

awes - most notably, commercial television.' It should not be in-.

e7ed that,the cable system in Readingis thereby missing"

-.-

somethileg._ To the contrary, the absence of certain commercial tele-

vision patterns appears to strengthen the frame'of this System:-

In the Reading system, there is very little apillaUse. In.the-

sampled tapes, there was some form of applause 1.4 times per hour.

The opening-and closing of :a program is not, typiCa4r, applauded.

GUests are rarely applauded. This may bp due, in part,.to the strucl

turaL organization of the programs:i.e., there are no foimal entlances
a T

or exits of guests within a program. Similarly, performance is-not

generally. pplauded.

One applause convention has emerged. In the context of some

group performance, a solo performance is almost alwais applauded.



(
I.

-91.:;15

*4

Lle,
4 .

. .
.

: .

4 1Fox ex in "Singalongo" most songs areAnjg by everqone. If
. .r .

1 one Person should volunteer to sing solo, his or her performance w14,
, . .

be applauded. Also, a first-tithe performance:by a senior (e.g.,

00'hosting a new show) may be applauded.

In addition, a long monologue.by a professional such as a
. )

doctor is. sometimes applauded. This is a revealing instance. Alie

long monologue he/Ps to construct a performer-audience relationship,

which does not exist at other times. In contexts like the theatrical

stage or commercial television, performers are applauded by the

,1
audience. This happens in the Rei whenng system as well, en the

structure of the program simulates one of these other contexts, But

where the professional doctor or politician speaks for shorter

periods, with frequent comments and questions by the participants,
4

there is rarely applause.

% #
The second featurewhich distinguishes the system in Reading from,

0 3',

commercial television is one I've just touched on: the relative

absence of an audience, in the sense of listeners or viewers who

merely respon4 and Ofiftet initiate communication. Participants in

the centers do become an audience for programs or faction as a

viewing center in the terms deicribed earn* where there is a long.

monologue; *ere there is a clear presentation format that is followdd

by questions and answers; and where the is'on video tape.

Since Much of'the programming is not structured this way, one may

observe tke same center moving iu and out of an audience role from

.



.

program to` program, andemit programs.
$

In addition, relatively little information is re

I
by presents, ,

hosts, ot.partccipants in this system. In the sampl tapes, there A

S.

. was some form of reading only 1.6 times per hatir.13 This is in sharp

contrast to the,commeriiatelevisron frame where most information-is'

scrIpted and read. It should be noted that seniors generally are

poor-readvs. Manyithave problems with vision and no one I observed

could simulate tree flowing speech while reading.- as some actors

do. The relative absence of reading may be quite significant in that

reading can bring a powerful set

the,frame: The reading of written material can alter the grammatical

behavioral modifications into

structure of spech, tempo intonation patterns, facial gaze diretion

(e.g:,,, the face and ayes are cast deo*nward),.and the use of the

hand; (which may become occupied with holding papers).
.

. ..When seniors talk,, they make relatively few "mistakes.': Minor

slips are generally integrated into the ongoing speech stream-, or

simply-not attended. But in reading, they do frequently err.(i.e.,

do not correctly articulate the 'kitten form) and, more importantly,

-,they frequently respond to these errors through repetition and verbal

,apology, e.g., "I'm sorry, let Ise try that again." Similarly,

questions which are read fray notes often sound prepared. Equally

important, they tend to evoke formal answers which also sound pre-

pared. In commercial television, sdme reporters and actors can

13
Two programa wmike not includid in this measurement.

C.
.



sound spontaneous and genuine when reading a, question.from a tele-

prompter- -the answer to which theY4alre ady know.' ?ew laymen an manage

this kind -of performance.
114

* . .

As mentioned earlier, nearly all of the programming in thew.

. Reading system is live. Thus, there is an fence of temporal dis-
.

continuity betw96 when a program is recorded and when .it is seen;

and an abience of teoral transitions within programs. valuable

-....=.

distinction
.

is made brIenIParkibetween real time, synchr ous time,

gib

IMO

and relative time in media. Real time is corrminous with an event.-

'the' event we see on TV or film ms the same lengthf4with no internal

cuts) as the actuaevent it presents. Synchrohous time, a sub-
,.

*
division of real time, is the common experience of "now" to those who

are present at tht event, or "live TV." That is, we see the event

on TV as it is actually happening. Relative time invO114 the manipula-

tion of time. 'Through editing, an event may he shortened or lengthened,

or ihere-mapbe transitionefrom one point in time toaa moment.

that is a'few seconds or years later.

In the Reading systmem, most programming is in synchronous 'thee
kip

the viewer sees it as it is happening. In'commercial television,

post programming is in relative Ape. This has'sP6e important

implications. First, yesterday, today, and tomorroxsin a partici-

pant*silifeare the same as lesterday, today and tomorrow in the
go

protramming itilthe Reading system. If a program host mentions that

an event will occur tomorrow, the viewer can know that the event will

41.



Occur tomorrow in hit or hex life.. V they hear that ''George is

sick today," they can go to (he center the next dal* anti atk if

George is feeling better, knowing that he was sick .the previous day.,
No such assumptions can be made regarding programs that ite video 11

taped and played at a latei point in time. 4

Within programs themselves, participants often refer to issues

raised "two days ago" bn another4rogram. Ailey assume a program-day

4

to program-day continuity that a tches the day-to-day continuity in *

, real life. Most programming on emaaercial television is"recorded
.. '.,'

-,

well in ad Vance of thh date (or dates) when it i$ played. As a
,-...t, . .

,fonsequence refer s to specific 'time frames are either avoided,

of pldned very c refully.
=

.
Further, sine most of the Reading programs are 1n synchronous

time, there are 'no retakes or edits. They are required to manage

whatever occurs in a situation, and to do it in synchrenous time.

Curiously, this may help to stabiliie the frame'andfmake it less

vulnerable, to disruption The comm ercial television frame on the

other hand, may collapse for ifiailior mishap. This is due in part
4.

to the ease with which a scene may be reshot.. In the Reading system;

minor mishaps font be integrated into the program (there are no
:110

retakes in live programming), and this strengthens the framm4-1,-
. 4

The use of pre-recoriied video tape programming -on the Reading

system consists of three types: a) short'spot announcements with
4

messages about social services or upcoming programs. These are

is
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played at breaks dUring -a live prograi, or between programs. Many

areilCordeareal time, i.e%, they have no.internal edits;'

j4s4,.five-minute yeia.exercise.:pxogram which is played once a.diy

between live programs;'..and c) video tape segments whiCh are used di-
-

part-of a.live progrim. For example, during.a live "ScrapbOok"

11/- :program about railroads,' a pre-recorded video tape of a railroad-t ilt
--i auseum.in'Reading was shown. This type of'segmeni is most often4 * .

-

in relative time, with.4nternal edits to shorten a sequence, as
JP.

.4 well as some transitions in tiie. However, it is typically preceded.
. , - 4

.

and succeeded`by -live programming, And the host or participants

may speak-while the video tape is 54ling:

Though pre-recorded pregramminehas been employed only minimally

in the Reading system, the use of signifflant amounts would make

.some differe
a

nces. First, it would break the temporal . continuity

bett'reen programming and real life that is assumed by ioarticipiits,

as evidenced in their discussions' g programs. Second, it would

confuse a visual convention that is very important to the maintenance.

Of a participant's information state vis-avis what xPiey are seeing.

That is, iThnormal live'programming, a
4

.,
cut, dissolve or wipe nearly
,. *. .

,

always meant a transition from one centim to another. So when par-,
r

ticipants seeNone of these visual changes on themonitor, they
. .

know they are seeing a new center. *It signifies a. spatial transition.

On video tape,these same visual conventions most often mark 2 transi-

ey are used to edit a long tape into a shert

I.



tape). Aheavy.mix of video tape with' live programs would confuse
1

the meaning of these visual conventions. Third., there is evidence that'`'

Rt.

some seniors cannot.always distinguish pre-recorded programming from

live' programs. They respond to video tape, at times, as if it were

e.g., a person in one center attempted to ask a question of

someone appearing, on the mbnitor during a pre-recorded program:

In the Reading system, a viewer is frequently made aware that

the space in which a.program occuitis part of a larger space, or

adjoining other spaces.41 At times, there are references to another

part of the building where the center is located, e.g., "the cafeteria

downstairs." Also, unsepn spaces to the-side or front of a center

are mentioned. More frequently, there are sounds'which leak in

from these bordering spivs. For example, everyone will hear a fire

enginelpassing outside the building. As a consequence, viewers are

aware that thespace they, see is part of a larger context. On most

commercial television programs, no space exists for,viewers outside

thspace they see on the TV .screen.

The Reading system is also characterized by the absence of

shifts in visual space viAza-vis the_person or....otoject_Sten_on_th

monitor.

viewer in

tion an

commercial

That-is, since there is only one camera per-center, the

anothertenter,iSor at home, cannot shifttposition in rela-

object or person, unlvs that.persbn or object moves. In

41
teleVision, wheie three or four cameras per studidlare common,

aehome viewer may gee a person head-on, followed immediately by a shot



of-the person froi.the side. In this sense, the Reading system

MTV closely approximates the visual rspective.we see in 'real life.

There is ecdnsistent visual orientat

In addition, there were relatively few reaction shots in the

sampled tapes (i.e.; where the system. cuts away from the personA

talking_an4 shows a viewer's reaction). I recorded 6.7 reaction

shots per hour. In contrast to commercial television, which often

constructs a, visual scene around an action, by switching camera angles,

zooming in and out, and cutting away to reaction shots, the inter

acilibsystem generally follows the action, showing the speaker or

performerfrom a single angle, with few cutaways.

in Reading, the general rule appears to be the person speaking

is shown on the monitor. If there is much back and forth interaction,
A

4

the monitor may-show one interactant for longer-periods, i.e., they-

may continue showing the first speaker while the second Speaker is

responding. Also, a well-known person, someone who is a regular par
,

ticipant and,whose voice is fecognizable,'may make a brief comment

without ever being shown on the monitor. Where reaction shots do

occur on the'Reading system, it is likely that a spenker has bogged

down in a long monologue. The switcher.at the head end reports

that he.most often uses reaction shoq. to encOurage .someone to break

in with a question.

The.charactefization of roles on fiction program , and even:.

the presentation of "real people" such as reporters on news shows,

"tends to be ,static on ipmmercial television. Neither Kojak nor

Walter Cronkite change. much from show to sholeor over .a period of



years. Participants on the Reading system show daily fluctuations in

,-mood and in personal' behavior over time. One may observe friend-
/

ships growing and waning; marked changes in dress and health; and other.

variation's that accO mpany,everAday life.

Code Issues

4

return now to one of the question; I asked at the outset:

can the behavioral patterns.and-visual conentions employed gp i'

r.
1

R dingtsinteractive cable television system be treated as a new
/ .

Communication code? Is this frame, and the behavior 'of people oper-

.dating within the frame, systematically different from everyday

/ face-to-face interaction and/or one-way commercial television?
)

In general, where the pattern of interaction present in a tele-

mediated situation 1> Ages a pattern Am everyday life, it seems

to .be the case that participants employ a set of behaviors based

on the/ ir evergay life e4eriences. Conversely,, where the struc-

tural organization closely resembles 79ifcial television or another

telecommunication frame such as the telephone, one may observe be-

haviors which are imitative of code behaviors for those frames. In

the early months of the Reading system, it is clear that people using

interactive television borrowed patterns of behavior from everyday

life frames and 'commercial television.

3orroWing..

4 early programming, some people treated the microphone like

a telephone. They would first say, "Hell& and, on terminating,



tr

"Good-bye." Further, two participants I observed, put the microphone

to their ear after making a comment, presumably to hear the response

from the microphone. Another waved good-bye to the microphone.

;

Early programs were characterized by:

1. Some use of two-way radio terminology, e.g., "Eben, Kennedy,
calling," and "Come in Central," (i.e., Central High School).

v40,

2. Some home-movie behavior such as covering the mouth when
the camera was directed on them.

3. Use of the monitor like a mirror, to groom. When some people
saw themselves on the monitor, they would straighten theif
flair, adjust a scarf, etc.

4. The use of many-speech conventions' borrowed from othe social
situations. These included the overlong introductio and
prescribed "openilig Joke" as in many after dinner speeches;
"teacher talk" (i.e., overly precise, too slow); a verbal
acknowledgement such as."Thank you" each time they were given
the floor, and a prolonged-taking leave such as "I want to
thank you for this opportunity to speak" which is common in

. meetings; the giying of a home address during an introduction,
e.g., "I'm Lawrence K, 1139 Church St."; and the use of various
"privatelanguages," i.e., some professionals such as doctors
or lawyers used-many technical words of their trade (this
language barrier often served to keep participants at a distance
and diScouraged questions). Also, some participants spoke
overlysioUd. They may have thought this was necessary, since
other, centers were "far away." Or, this may have reflected
some.: early problems in the audio. At times,At was difficult
to hear the other centers. Speaking overly loud mai ve
been an attempt to compensate.

In most of -the instances cited above, the immediate co t on

interactive television simulated, in part, the context fromtiy ~h people

borrowed pattern's of behavior.

In addition, some early programming borrowed formats4d con-

f.;
ventions directly from one-way commercial television. ;ly

cablecast of a religious service employed a format akin 4, ur
le A

. of Power" and other religious programs on commercial telettaion.
4 '

288
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The stand-up lecture, common to any educational TV shows, was

employed." So, too, there -were instances' of the coffee table dis-

cussion format'of some commercial TV talk shows - with little audience

participation' or center-to-center interaction.- The use of these

patterns created non-interactive patterns like one-way commercial tel'e-

vision. They separatedperformers and audience, with the 10e7formers

speaking while the audience listeeed.

Specific visual conventions borrdwed from commercial TV also

tended to evoke,patterns of behavior like commercial teleuision.

One early program, "Anna's Alley," used an opening like."The Johnny

Carson Show," including a character-generated visual.- Pfle-re's

.,
Anna." In response to this the audience applauded.

s t. .

After the'system had been in rweration for a year and a half,

use of these patterns had diminished, and patterns specific to inter-
,

aetive television emerged. However, one may *till obArve,the early

patterns,,particularly in the behavior of newcomers to a center.

The development,of conventions and a code of behaviors Wtlich are

specific to this system is crucial to the semergence of a stable inter-
Ai

active TV frame.

Conventions and Code Behavior on the Reading System

Some of the conventions and code behavior specific to the Reading

system have already been discussed. These included ways of getting the

floor; a center-to-center information flow; and mechanisms for communi-

'cating transitions from one center to another. These patterns relate



.4. .

to characteristics of the Reading system. For example, seating arrange-
4 .

. -
Q

Rents
t

help Roster an orientation to the 1oonitor and a center7to-center

informatidn flow. The use of one camera\per center provides a structure

for communicating spitial transitions. As I discussed earlier, since

there is only one camera in each center, any cut, dissolve, or wipe

communicates A spatial transition from one center to another. And, the

code'rules foi. obtaining the floor.7erged, in part, because of a

'decision by the designers of the system to keep the audio lines open.14
P

This means that most df the miCroPhones in all th, centers are live,

lost of the time. As etonsequence, participants do not have to pass,

through a iechanical stage such as pressing a button, in order to speak.

Thus the code rules for getting the floor (described earlier) are largely

social..

A number of additional system conventions have emerged such as the 46

split screen. Here, one half of the screen shows a person at one center

and the other half of the screen shows another kefsoli at a different center..

The split screen is commonly used when there is a bick-and-forth exchange

among people at different.centers. Rather than switch back and forth

between two centers, the split screen allows both centers to appear on
Ak

the_screen_simultaneously. In-the-sampled-tapes7-a-split-screen-was-used

3.5 times per hour. However, use of the split screen grew markedly over

time,.from 2.5 per hour during January-April% to 6.2 per hour in the

September-December period. The split screen is now used conventionally.

I

14 : ,,.

For a more detailed treatment of this issue, see "Design and
Implementation of the'Reading Interactive Cable Television System" in
this volume.

JP
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d

whenever two or more people at,differen centers engage in an extended
\

back-and-forth exchange.

The, fade out," where the weep gradually becomes black is used to

.
terminate a Segiient. Most often, it is used to signal the end of a

spot announcement. Less frequently, it is used to terminate a

program. Consistent open and closing conventions have emerged as well.

Typically, a show opens with a1graphics card stating the name of the

show, with music played underneath. The "sweepl, (discussed parlier),

in which the camera pans-across each center systematically, is d by

many hosts conventionally to opellor close a show. Specific

have their own conventions for opening and closing, e.g., "Sin along"

which always ends.with the song, 1n the Garden." 'A specific 'code of

words has emerged. It includes "head end," "centers'," "sweep," and

others. Conventionalize0 phrases are employed te signal progr

transitions and provide.instruct4Ons to participants as wall.

In addition, a system of kinesic conventions is regularly em-

ployed. Most of these are used off-canetts'i- where someone wishes to

communicate witheUt being heard over the srifeiZT1For example, an

pg

index finger pointing at someone means "You're'Aext." A "T" formed

by placing one hand-in a horizontalifil5*-diTectiy over the other

hand in a vertical position, means "Hoit much time iSleft7" An open

hand moving from asyertical to horizontal poiipion means "Cut" or

"Stop," as when a host wan's to stop a videci-tape segmentthat is

being shown during a live program. Finger displays are used to

communicate numbers, in various contexts. Also, people off-camera will
10.
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-sometimes "lip" words (i.e., form the words very precisely with
4.:

their lips, without vocalizing), or mime an action (e:g., make

believe they are holding a microphOne, then bring it close to their

mouth - to indicate to someone that she should bring the microphone

closer to her mouth).

. The use of these conventiaps and patterns over time suggests
71.

that a distinct communication code is emerging in relation to the

interactiake TV frame in Reading. Over time, the range of patterns
Qt

And Okhaviors employed to communicate spatial traIsitions, locations in

space, and the opening and closing of shows, has narrowed. For

example, there is less reliance on wipes, dissolves, and cuts, and

abre use of split screens.

Conventions are used more consistently. This Olds

system conventions and individual program conventions.

for both

A home viewer

or participant in a center can thereby infer meaning more reliably

4wir from a conwtion. Conventihs are becoming more efficient, in the

sense of communicating the same meaning in less time. For example,

the closing of an interaction or raising the information state of,

Cam audience about a feature of programming was communicated in less

time during September-December than January-April of the sampled tapes.

Finally, the coding of some information has becomemore symbolic,

e.g., a graphics card or music now. communicate program information

which formerly was conveyed through verbal'statements.
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LearnIng To Use The System
4

There are some measures which indicate that the conventions and

patterns. employed In the system have been learnei by the participants

in the. centers. The number of occasions in which someone requested

information about the frame (i.e., theydid not understand some aspelt

of what was going on) diminished from .9 per hour to .S IT hour in

the last third of the sampled tapes. And the number of occasions in

which the switcher at the head end interceded to provide missing

frame information diminished from 1.6 per hour to .3 in the same

length of time.

Observation of participant behavior over time reveals that Other.

forms of learning have taken place. Participants learned certain

hnical features of the system. This was required of them ito

communicate successfullyFor-example, participants learned.that in

order to be heard one must obtain a microphone and speak into it.

Generally, guests and hosts each have a lavalier, desk, or stand

microphone, In addition; microphone; are always present where the

Participants are seated. In the eitiy dais of the system, many people

--eithef-aid not know the function-of tmicrophone or assumed they would

be picked up fromtanywhere (the microphones used are directional to

avoid feedback problems and therefore do not readily pick up sounds

outside the directional path.of the mike).

Thus, many People spoke without piCking up a microphone alheere
4

not heard by participants in the other centers. Also, some users held

at"
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the microphone improperly, which resulted in a weak or distorted

signal. As a result, many interactions in the first few months of

system operation were interrupted, as system technicians instructed

people to get to a microphone or adjust the way they held a microphone.
-

These problems were greatly reduced after three or four months. Not

only, have participants learned thii aspect of the technology, but .

newcomers to the system are now taught appropriate behavior for the

microphone by fellow participants.

Learning proper orientation toward the iiiserit was less of a prob-
.

lem since the camera is physically proximate to the monitor, and the
. 4

seating arrangements help foster an orientation toward the monitor. If

a person looks at the monitor, they will be seen full face by par-

%
ticiiiants in other centers and home viewers. In addition, participants

quickly learned when they were "on" or- "off" (the monfib tells them).

Nonetheless, newcomers to the system reveal a lack of knowledge about

the camera and monitor. Some wave at the camera even though the monitor

clearly reveals that they arellot "on." And-some walk between a par-
.

ticipant who is "on" and the camera, thus cutting off the view of

4
participants in the other centers. Also, in the early,programming.

before a strong monitor orientation developed, some participants

'oriented their facial gaze and bodily posture towards the microphcyne.

They huddled over the microphode, looking at it as they spoke. In

this position, eyes were often cast downward, toWard,an empty spac@
10

in front of them, or toward another person in the room. Gradually,

1



this facial orientation. toward the microphone gave way two a monitor

orientation.

A significant number of participants have also learned to give

"system instructions." They have gained sufficient kiow'ledge of

Lt the technology and feel free to tell a camera operator to move a camera,
k

or instruct the switcher-at the head endsto punch up a particular

center on the monitor. In the sampled tapes, system instructions

were given by seniors 1,S times per hour. These system instructions

may be quite explicit, e.g., "Can you move the camera and show the.

poster?" "Can you make this bigger?" (i.e.,-zOom in)% "Can I see

Mt,
Viola?" (i.e., punch up-the camerae at the center where iola is

situated). Or, they may involve a subtle cue to a came operator.

1/-.
In one instance, Sarah W. gave a system instruction by saying, "Celeste"

(the name of a camera operator) as she cast hereyesidownwerd. This

was an indication to Celeste that Sarah wanted the camera to be.

tilted down in order to show a dish on the table iu front of Sayah.

And indebd, Celeste tilted the camera. First-time ;guests, as well as

hosts and participants, may provide system instructions. In such v.
II 0.

-cases, the host .typically provides the initialsystem_iutructi

e.g., naming the camera operator and requesting some camera movement.

The guest learns mvthis and subsequently initiates thesystem

instruction. It may be mentionedshere that all camera operators and

system operators are referred to by name, and thus are part of the

frame.

. Ibese lidited measures of participant learniqgsvis,a7vis the

ct.aracteristIcs of the system and "ruled" of interaction on the system

324
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suggest that the interactive television frame does now exist as an
-

internalized model for many users of, theusystem. This is not to say

thaeother models, notably commercial television, do not still exist'

for some participants. Simi/aky, it should not be concluded that the

interactive television frame as outlined here will continue as the
/6.

1 °Cr., .

dominant one for all future users. Even at the end of the petiod , 0.

under study, a few participants clearly4modeled their behavior after

41

a commercial TV personality. And, tho atability of the interactive

P1 frame over time remains to be tested.

Conclusion

.
Major Characteristics of the Reading System

Thefe.arefour:cOeum:nication characteristiCa.of the Reading system.

I would emphasize:

.;

1. It is'ai.intaractive system. Most of the programming flows
from an intetactife exchange among participants in the centers
and the home-viewers. Further, the conventions, and patterns
of code behavior which emerged are related to she need to
common sate in a highly interactive setting..1N

2. From a communication point of view, the monitor is the center.
of the-Reading-system .Lt-designates-what-ia-of.ficially-Lon'_.
im the syitem; provides a link through which center-to-center
(and within center) interactions take place; and receives the
constant attention,of everyone using the 'system. In this
sense, the monitor in Reading's interactive system has an
importance that is often attributed to the camera In com-
mercialrxelevision environments. ,.

0

3. ,Tbe interactive television frame in Reading is very fluid.
It inn 'readily accommodate leakage from spaces bordering the
;antlers, minor technical difficulties, the exchange of
technical and private communicationolver the system,

296 IP
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4.

participants with communiettion bandiiaps, etc. Interestingly,
this fluidity is a source of-strength: A static frame such as
commercial television is far more easily disrupted than the
Reading system.

4. It-is'a highly complex communication system. At times,
there are eight separate sources,of.commuliicatithrleeding into
the system: the three main centers; a remote'cenfer; the
head-end switching center; a home viewer; a Yideo-tape '4

playback machine; and,an.audio tape playback"machine.

Implicat1 For Othiforers of Interactive Television :

It is very telling that the users of this highly complex corn-
*.

munication system are a group of senior citizens. This speaks loudly'

about how. this group's capabi'litiqi have:been underestimated and
. ,

aboulLthe way we haveoverestipated the expertise required to coo-
.

municate successfully via complex telecommunication systems.

Not only have seniors le ed to use d complex telecommunication
4

system, bu in the process, n appear to have improved their

'

general co skills.1 icationmin

4.

s may prove to be a valuable side
Ak,

effect of such a system. It makes demandsorieers to learn about

the system der to communicate successf

users emerge h communication s lls

or did n941016 s to the samedegr e.

can mlex

. %

Having done this,

ey di not possess before

age of the.project is thai'groups like,sTlior citizens

technology to engage in Successful communication, a

it doesn't happen "naturally," just because

installed. The finding

ors had to go thro4gh a
44t. . 4

interactive frOpeltself had to be b

t message is:

clearly that

s in this report show quite

learning process, and the

hrough conscious decisions

it+

V. !

p.

(

2 .
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ti

-about tlf die ign of centers, the placement.of microphone's-and

./

Cameras, the formiCof programs, etc. These deciiions, and subsequent

adjustdents to decislons, bore the dual-burden oftteting the rieeds Of

interactants wirklp-sccomaing for the characteristics of the system.

Related to the above, what emerges from the projeet is not a

.

.
.

. -
;

i

.

package of rules about how to design. an interactive. TV system, but

... rek
some.guidelined for'approash$ng 'such a problem.as Clearly, the number., !.

of Centers involved, the size ofthe.%groups, and decisibpi.;pr'
.

.. .....

restrict4ons) about tfyi number of :'cameras per _center, the type and
0

,.:.%.

number of microphdnes used, etc., will have cru?ial implications for
,

) .

.,

the patterns of _interaction that4akeplace. I'

Js interactive Television a Distinit'System?
.

Based on the 'findings reported here; I, would suggest that inter--
A .

active television is-dot a'narrae channel modification of face-to-face
0

.interaction, nor is it a broadiOannel form of ome-way commercial.
.

television. Though it Shares some characteristic of botkinteractive

television is a distinct communication system; with an emerging

code of behaviors and conventions.

This is not simply an acldemic issue. If we treat interactive
I

%

television as apform of face-to-face interaction; users are likely

t4 tb place demands on-the system to do what people can'do in face -toL

- face interaction., No telecommtinicatiOn system, can duplicate an

. 15
.

For4 more detailed treatment of this issue see"Design and
Implementation of the. Reading Intdractive CabXe.Televlsion System"
in this,volume:

.

4
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exchange which is mediated only by the sensory apparatus. Interactive

, tilevis.ion will, under these circumstances, forever fall short of the

standard we match it against. Conversely, if we adopt one way tele-

vision as a model for interactive TV, users will likely imitate program.

formats and styles'of behavior present in commercial television..

This ,presentiat least two major obstacles. First, few (if any)

interactive TV systems could match the production budgets of com-

mercial television. !Programa that attempt to copy commercial TV for-.

mats will therefore look like cheap imitations. Segcond,the likely

. users ofinteractive television are not actors, and will not be able.

le to matclethe performance of commercial TV actors.

- In'general, if interactive TV mimics commercial TV, viewers
4

.

.

.TV ".1.
iwill inevitably compare.it to commerciakV;!usng the standards o

commercial television-(e.g., elaborate'setsi 5ostumingi etc:). Inter-
...4.1. .... ..,

. ,.

'active TV can stand up against-commerciarTV as an alternative, but
-

not as an imitation..

. .

A more reasonable and, I believe, more valid approach is to

research the characteritics of interactive television systems, and

explore the kinds of communication for which it is best suited. With

this knowledge, we can apply interactive television tomeet those needs

which it can help fulfill.

Communication Conventions

This study offers some clues to a general understanding of how

conventions in a. communication system emerge. First, the specific

characteristics of the technology used in.a $ystem provide some of.



the bricks from which conventioris may be constructed (e.g., special-
.

' effects generators in the Reading system provided a split screen

mechanism' that was subsequently incorporated into a system conven-

tion). Hi a similar way, the decisions of those who designed the

system pre-established some of the conventions that were, likely to

emerge.' These kinds of decisiOns Iho foster certain patterns of

communication, such as a.center-to-center information flow, which

then require a set Of conventions to manage the flow.

Second, the needs of a system to build and maintain an informa-

tion state among users and to regulate the. patterns: of interaction

,Which take place,'Will determine some conventions. Third, people.

Wfio'must use a new: system to communicate, or 'who use an established

system for'the first-time, tend to 'borrow conventions from other

communication systems'they know. Over time, they learn the eonven-
.

tions, of the npw system.

Finally,'patterris of conventions appear to change over time,

;in several Ways. The range of elements*within a convention narrows.

itends to become more efficient, in the sense of communicating

the same meaning' in less time.. The form of a convention may become

4" 4
more symbolic, e. when visual symbols replace verbal itatements.

These elements could tend to stabilize conventions. It is likely

-

that forces of novelty, the need to communicate something new or,

simply to communicate the same idea in a fresh, new way will cause



conventions to change in:other ways. In language, for example,.

forces of stability. arid. novelty are workingsimultaneously. However,.

this study covers a period during which conventions in the system

were just becoming established and when the need.to stabilize a

system was strong. ft,would require ar follow-up study to examine

forces of'novelty.
N

Future Research.

This study highlights the need Tor further research in*several

areas. It appears that a sta1le frame has been established in the

Reading system. However, the long term stability of the frame,'

including the process of change within the sy§temoeds tobe

..studied.' In particular, it would be valuable to assess the effect

of widening the home audience to include all cable subscribers in
. .

Reading which occurred in September 1976.

Thisibtudy examines one interactive television system. It would

be valuable to 'compare the Reading system with other interactive TV

.systems in order to understand the general characteristics of inter=

'actiVe television in all its possible applicatioiii. The!approach taken
j-

here to examine the communicatidA-patterns and conventions in tht

Reading system may have applirtion.to a general examination of the

relition between telecommunication systems and-the behavior of those

who use such systems. The interaction between telecomMtinication

systems and the behavior of those Who use them is still not ade-

330
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APPENDIX A

Glossary

Applause: Any clapping by one or more persons.

Center-to-Center Interaction: A switch on the monitor from one center
to another to record some input.

Formal Address: The Use of a' surname.

Give Frame Information: A host, guest, participant, or vistal display
provides information about the name of a show, who speaking.
which center Ins visible on the monitor,, etc.

Greetings: An interpersonal exchange between two or more people
'which is not part' of a program or guest introduciion.

Home-Viewer Appeal: A request or encouragement for home viewers to
calla phone number and speak on the system.

Home - Viewer. Question or)Comment: Any comment or question by a home
viewer, spoken on the system.

Out-of-Frame

Leakage: Any conversation heard on the system from a
space= which we cannot-see, e.g., tilt-bac of a center.

Participant Question or. Comment: Any commment or question by persons
other than the host, guest, presenter, or home viewer.

Private Communication: Any comment that is likely to be understood
'onlx by a limited- part of the audience, e.g.; a comment in a foreign
language, or a referente to a piivate meeting, without any explanatory
'comment.

:0' Reaction Shot:-. ,The display on the monitor of a person who is not
"speaking or -aboUt to

-
y listening to another person.

Reading: Any reading frogs notes or a card.
-_,. .1 .-,

Request Frame InforMa' tion: A request by a participant, .guest, or host
.

for informatiOn about the name of a program, who 1.is spooking, which
center is on the monitOr, or what is happening ata given moment. 41'

4 fir..

Sweep: The systematic display on the monitor bf each center, one
after another.: - °

Within Center Interaction: A camera pan from one person to's-another
within the s center.
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APPENDIX 8

Changes in the System Over 'Time

Jan.-Apr.

Pr, Hr (N)

Within Center
`.Interaction 21.0 (284)

Center-To-
Center Inter. 31.1 (420)'

.6weep ^1.0 (14)

Reactioni:Shots

Home-Viewer
Appeal

Home-Viewer
Ques. or Com.

Participant
Ques. or- Com.

Greetings

-4, Applause

Private
Commtmication

2'.6 (35)

(7)

May-Aug.

Pr Hr (N)

Sept.-Dec.

Pr Hr (N)
oi

27.3 (464) 14.7:1223).

7

40.9 (696) 30.3 (460)

1.1 (18) (11)

2.9 (49) 1 .5 (220)

2.1., (35)

(4 1.9 a. ($2)

15.8 (2r3)

3.6 (48)

.7 (10)

1.9 (25)

Formal Addr. 3.3 (45)

Reading 1.9 (25)

Request Frame
Information , .7 (9).

Give Frame
Information 8.1 (109)

but-of-Frame
Leakage

N Hrs.in
. Sample

6.1
A

(82)

(13.5

24.7 (420) 15.6.(237)

2.7 (46) 2.6 (39)

1.8 (30) 1.6# (24)

1.9 (33) .9 (14)

1.6 (27) 4.1 (63)

1.3 (22) 1.8 (28)

1
1.1 (19) .5 1(8)

-
12.5 (213) 6.0 (243)

2.4 (41)4,\15155)

TOTAL
.

Pr Kr. .c/t1)

21.2 (971)

34.5:, (15/6)

.9 (4'3)

6.7 (304).','

.

3.5. (160)
..

1.9 (87)

(17.0) (15.2)

19..0 (870)

2.9 (133)

1.4 (64),

1.6 (72)

3.0 (135)_

1.6 (75)

.8 (36)

12.4 (565)

3.9 (178)

(45.7)



APPENDIX C

When measures of interaction volume and style are applied to,

specific shows, there are)ome clear differences. Further, there

appears to be some relation between the volume of interaction in

program and its general 'success,' as measured by the limited barometers

available, i.e., audience attendance, word-of-mouth reports, etc. Thus,

progral4.like "Singalong" .and "SiMse and Nonsense," which appear to be

well-liked and well-attended, are among the highest in volume of

inteiaction. 'However, the interaction measures applied here should in

no way besonsidered a way to predict the success of a program. A number

of additional variables such as content, interest,.and the skills of a

program.host are always at work. With this qualification clearly stated,

it can be argued that volume of interaction appears to be one important

element which contributes to the success of programming.

A few programs which were included in the sample are not presented.

in these tables. The viewing time was too short to draw any inference§

from the data.

I
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APPENDIX C

(Cont'd.)

Differences Among Programs

Singalong Scrapbook Adventures Your Money
in Maturity And You

Pr Hr (N) Pr Hr IN) Pr Hr IN) Pr Hr (N)

Within. Center
Interaction . 29.7

Center-to. . .

Sweep

Reaction Shots

Home-Viewer

APPeil.

7

(171)

(351)

(4)

20.0 (83)

433:41139)
4

... .7 (3)

16.9

.17.5

.I.5

.3 lb 24-J11) 4.9

(5) 2.6 (11) 0.0

155) . 7.9 (29)

(57). 24.9 (91)

(5) .8 , (3)

(16) 17.5 (64)

(0) 4.4 (16)

Home-Viewer ,t
Nes. < or Com. 44.. .(4) 1..9 (8) .9 (3) 3.3 (12)

Partictpant' A

Ques. or Com. 4) 46.6 (194) 13.5

Greetings,...0, .91 428) 2.6 (11) 2.S

0:0 (0) 0.0

Pri'
Commun

Addres

2.6 -(11) 1.2

,0.0 (0) 4.3

.2 (1) 1.5

(46) 7.1

3.4

(44) 8.7 (32)

(8) 22

(0)' .3
.

(4) 0:0 (0)

(14) 6.3 (23)

(5) 1.6 (6)

(2) .3 (1)

(23) 11.5 (42)

(11) 1.9 (7)

(3.25)

ne to the way it was

<

(3.66)



g.

Council Inside Around Eben and
Digest City Hall Berks $p my Herb Show

Pr Hr (N) Pr Hr (N) Pr Hr (N) ISr Hr .(N)

Within Center
Interaction

Center-to
Center-Inter.

Sweep

Reaction Shots

Home-Viewer
Appeal

litase-Viewer
Ques.2or Com.'t

Participantt
Ques. or C.
Greetings

Applause

Private
CommicatioN
Formal Address

Reading

laquest F211310
Informatiot

Give Frame
Information

Out-of7Frame
Leakage

10.8 (9)

26.5 (22)

3.6 (3)

26.5 (22)

4.8 (4)

1.2 (1)

2.4 (2)

4.8 (4)

0.0 (0)

1.2 (1)

4.8 (4)

4.8 (4)

1.2 (1)

T8.0 (15) -'

7.2 a (6)

4-

5.8

.42.8

1.2

14.5

11.0

.4.9

14.5

1.5

.3

.3

15.7

.3

1.5

19.7

3.

(19) 12.0 (15) 50.0 (38)
.

a

(139) 21.6 (27) 57.3 (43)

(4) 1.6 (2) 0.0 (0)1,1-*-1' .

(47) .0.0 (0) 5.3 (4) -1

(36) 1.6, (2) 0.0 (0)

(161 .8 (1) 1.3 (1)

Itto

(47) 23.2. (29) 44.0 .(33)

(S) 4.8 (6) 0.0 (0J
Al

(1) 0.0 (0) 2.7 (21

-(1) 0.0 (0) 1.3 6 (1)

(Si) 1.6' (2) 2.7 (2)

(1) < .8 (1) 0.0 (0)

(5) 0.0 (0) 2.7 (2)

(64) 23.2 (29) 111 8.0' (6).

(10) 3.2 (4) 8.0 (6)

(.83) (3.25) (1.25) .75)



Sense and
Nonsense

Pr_ Hr (N)

Within Center
Interaction 405.5 (53)

Center-to.
Center-Inter. 114.5 (229)

Sweep 1.5 .(3)

Reaction Shots - 2.5 (5)

Home-Viewer
Appeal 9.5 (19)

Home-Viewer
hQues. or boa. 3.0 (6)

.

Participant
QUes. or Com. 26.5 (53)

Greetings 4.0 s (8)

Applause 6.5 (13)

Private

Communication 2.0 (4)

Formal
Address 0.0 (0)

Reading * *

Request Frame
Information 0.0 (0)

Give Frame Ilk

itfOrMStiall 22.0 (44)

Out-of-Frame
Leakage 10.0 (20)

/I Hrs in

%potpie (2.00)

was
.""..:.':

*'..P1,7.
. , r . ...

k.
".'''' Ilit-- t -
.-!'it .. :14,4 - . *".

L. !il'ir
yq

BeMy
Guest a

Pr Hr (N)

19.4e (291

I15.7 (25)

..7 (1)

7. (11)

(6)

4.0 (6)

9.0 (18)

0.0 (0)

6.0 (9)

2.,0(3)

4.0 (6)

.7 (1)

-

.7- (1)

*
11.4 (17)

1.3 (2)

(1.50)

Glad
You Asked

.

Pr Hr .(N)

3.6 (3). 21.8 (31)

0

Sound*O4f

ft

Pr Hr (N)

22.9 (19) 8.5 (12)

0.0 (0) 0.0 (0),

9.6 (8) 14.0 (20)

t.

71.2 (6) 9.2 (13)

1.2 (1) 5.6 (8)

15.6 (13) 19.7 (28)

1.2 (1) .7 (1)

0.0 (Q) 1.4 (2)

0.0 (0) 0.0 (0)

2.4 l' (2) 3.5 (5)

3.6 (3) 1.4 (2)

44

2.4 (2) 0.0 (0)

13.2 ,(11) 16.2 (23),

2.4 (2) 2.1 (3)

(- 83) (1.40)

treated special due the itas a category to way was
ted in the program.

a



Party
Lippe

Oral Hist./
Generation
Gap

Dancing with
Blaine

Pr Hr iN) Pr Hr (N)Pr Hr (N)

Within Center
Interaction 18.4 (23) 21.2 (69) 14.1 (13)

Center-to
Center Intbr. 19.2 (24) 44.0 (143) 41:3 (38)

Sweep lAW (2) .3 (1) 1.1 (1)

Reaction Shots 8.0 (10) 12.3 (40) 0.0 (0)

Home-Viewer
ApOeal 8.0 (10) 2:5 (8) 0.0 (0)

Home-Viewei P.

Ques. or Col. 6.4 (8) .9 (3) 4 0.0 (0)

Participant
Ques. or Com. 30.4 (38) 46.2 (15e) 8.7 (8)

Greetings 8.8 (11) 1.5 (5) 8.7 (8)

Applause 0.0 (0) .6 (2) 0.0 (0)

Priv4e
Communication 8.8 (11) 0.0 CO 2.2 .-(2)

411 Formal Address .8 (1) 2.2 (7) 10.0 (0)

heading 0:0 (0) 2.8 (9)

lb

0.0 IO)

Request Frame
Information 0.0 (0) . .6 (2) 2.2 (2)

Give Frame
Iniormation 17.6 (22) 7;7 (25) 9.8 (9)

Out-of-Frame
Leak e 0.0 (0) 1.5 5) 6.5

N Hrs in
Sample (1.25) (3.25)' (.92)
.4.
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CITIZEN PARTICIPATION THROUGH TMO.WAY 5ABLE TELEVISION

CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Local governments are responsible for thelprovision of public

Services which most directly influencekthequality of urban
', ..es

Sucif-serVices:as'police iprotection, planning, and educatien'are among.
. --`14- %

.
.

, tne Turtctions perforbed hY.local geVernments which- affect- day-to-day
,

-

life of city residents. Vottng, letter-writing, attendance at pu6lic

meetings, and membership in civic groups are just a few of the ways

.

in which citizenslparticipaie in decisions concerning .the delivery of
'1 . - Ak,

urban services. Attempts to incremse citizen involvement in decision
4, 40 z
f .

making processes have proliferated as the si*,:sjid specialization of

public, organizations haveincreised.and as traditional mechtmliNt
s .

4 ....

, such as th.dippoliti$al machine have.declined. These efforts have primirily.. . ,
....,

st
et

involveedie creation of new institutional structures such as "little
. ..

city halls" or citizen advisory boards which are designed to'inerease

community participation in urban government.'
4

In recent years, electronic media have been used to encourage

zens to participate in decision-making processes. The radio, tele-
.

prione, and television have been used alone, or in combination, to facili-

tate .

citizen involvement at local, regional, and federal levels of govern-

mmnt. Elected officials have used the radio With telephone call-ins to
.

obtain citizen feedback on public policies and programs... Public television
.

1 See, for ihstance,'Robert K. Yin and-Douglas Yates;-Street=Level 1,'PP *Governmint, Lexington, Raksachusetts: Lexington looks, 1475: 4 .1
4 1. .- -. . .

.. _ .. ...
. - -.1.i

5, .
"... . . ..

44
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*

-

has been used to televise "town hall meetings" to residents of an entire
.

metropolitan.region. And,oelectronic polling has been tested as a mechaii=

.

ism for citizens to vote on local education policies directly from their

. \ *homes.
2

1 e

This report describes and analyzes the use of interactive cable

television as'i means for citizens to communicate directly with local

government officials. It is based on analysis_of the two-way cable

jtelevision programs which were, conducted as Ort'of the ixpeiiment in

44.

Roadin ocPennsylvania.-,Senior citizens and local officials were ableo
.

4.

see and hear each other as theY discussed local issues v4-6able television.

The experimental system and the factorsAiCh distinguish it as a
.

..
,%

methanism for citittp government interaction are described in Chapter 1.
AO, '.

. .4

An analysis of how the two-way cable system was used'and the' changes which
... .

1.

occurred in the behavior of the participants is presented in Chapter 2.

. The discussion is based on a content analysis of the videotapes of the

"Inside, City Hall" programs. Chapter 3 summaiize the findings of the

content analysis and discusses implications of the ReadinetwaLiay cable

television system for citizen participation in other urban communities.

s.

'The Reading Two -Nay Cable System

The Reading cable,system represents an attempt touse communications

-

technology tp;facilitate the iniroiveminof an age-specific subgtoup in

-?;
ST ,

"14 ..-

2 For further discussion of citiftkpaiticipation and cominicraon
-:technologies, see-Amitai gtzioni,"NinerVIWAM ElectraniOost Haig,; tier
_A-Services 3 0972), 457-474; Ithiel -de 401.a pool, "Citfzembaelirifila4
Win. Talking Baal' titizew Feedback and Cable TechnO,:# ithiel de'
SoW 1, editor, CamViage, Massachusetts, MITPress, 1973; End Edwin B. ,

"On-Line Polling and Voting," Planning Community InformatiOn Utili-
Backman and B. Boehm, editors, American Federation of Information 4

,Processing Soctetiep Press, 1972.

--.
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. 1
local decision-1140ns. processes. The expeiimental .system was comprised of

). "14-.1.
. .

three neighborhoodtcemuninktion centers (NCCs) which wee linked together.. ....7

via cable televisfOn. Interactive programming originating from the NC as
. well as from local goverment offices such as city hall. and the county court
house.' Programs transmitted two hours h day'five days a week. The

to ,
t-

.
programs were concibived .and progiCed by senior 'citizens and representatives

of public sector organizaxigni in collaboration with locallA:hired 'staff.
l 0,

The two -icy cable Sy4telli

. political processeiliNther.t to impose a sophistiCated but artificial

'designed to complement the existing

*

technology on both citizens and eleeted officials. At the very outset 'of
the project, ,the mayoi tgreed to participate in a monthly program titled

* -1 .1 *
"Meet the. Mayor," in which he discusseci.municipml.affairs with senior

.4 citizens. Thesuccess of this prpOis led to the development of a weekly.
-0

Ptoitrall, "Inside city Hall," in 'Which each member of, the city,cotmcil
^r

11 a trptatint basis to meet and talk with senior cititsi,

a

.4

'these informal teletonferences allowed senior citizens to articulate
- ,

'eir interests ciikectly to elected officials on a regula; basis witheut.
.encountering the time or travel Cats of visiting ci ty hall or the institu-

I
. . eC

Ittionalo and Psychological constz4Uti of parti,tipating in formal public -

a

meetsinis. The content of the programs was-open-endet4.-it.was a product or
'senior cifizens' concerns and the expertise of the paiticipatint Offielals.

, 'citizens used, e programs to request.informa tion, make specific denials,

and eyaluilte municipal policy. 0

i . e
.

The two-way. cable programs provided-an ogart1;nity to modify the
r

iiaditiOnalfpatternHot citizen paticipetion-in local.govenmeilt. 1Tie.

.extentiewhich citizens and elected officials used the opportUnity created
* .

I r 341'311



by the interactive cable system was influenced by three fa4..ers: 1) .thq

size_pf Readingand-the strut a_r_ecuar.,4.41gov_e

upperties of the interactive medium.

AP

The Size Structure os-the "Reading. Municipal 5overnmene'

proitizens in coordinating the cable programs; and. A) the aUdio-ylluar*

AT

Ai,

Reading is an industrial city of 87,643 within"Unusually high propor-
.

tion of people 65 years °rapider, (15.8$) and a relatively low fprt!7

of people ages 0-19 (30.7%),' The city of Reading'has a longhistdry!:ot

being regpoilsiire to the needs of senior citizens;,- the nattonks 4rst

,publiE housing project exclusive0' for'senior citizens was built in. Reading

,.

during the 1930's, .The 'median age in Reading is 36.0, somewhat older than

the population in comparable Pennsylvania cities and seven yeais older than

the state median agle.. Hence, senior citizens in Reading constitute an

important political "group and the public "sector has an established tradition

of seAing their special needs. 'the non-white popuation in Readifig is only

6:8 %: of the total popuratidn. The non-white population is almost entirely

black and is concentrated in one 'section of the city.. Unlike many :central

cities in the United States, wheremon-wtites make up a much larger prbpor-
,

tion ofthe popuAtio4, racialeconlict a'not a major public problewin

Reading. The scale, of the 'interactive' cablesystem was designed to encompass -4

the jurisdictional boundaries o e municipality and to serve the needs.of
,11,

one population group, the elderly, ° I

Another factor which influenc4 the.ftteractivt cable programs was ihe4

structure of the. Reading cif), government. The city of Reading is governed

by a modified commission form of govetilkent in which legtlative and;*



.aiiiministrative duties-are combined. There are gour city councilpersons

an*, aomayor, each of whom-has authority over one or more municipal depart-
,

ments.4 The mayor is elected for a' four-year term and two counCilpersons

areae ed . to fdtir-year terms in odd, numbered years.__.-Aithough the .entire

4

comical must,approve most personnel and-a, budgetary matters, the individual

councilpirsons have ccinsiderable control over theapperations of their

departle

sizeThe size of the Reading municipal government discs affected the
.
inter-. . ,

active programs. The city' s' annual budget, is 1pproximately $25 'million
t. ..

and it has approx9nately 850 employees. Repding is a city in which the.

elected officials' have knowledge of municipal p4ograms and personnel and

can exercise direct authority over departmental activities. Because eachow.
..Reading councilperson has administrative responsibility for a set of
municipal departments, the subject of each interactive cab,le television

program was .often focused on the specific service functiOns under their

control. Citizens cot interact with h-informed and authoritative officialS

who hail the.; power to act in specific functional areas.4i.e., streets; water
lo

supply, parks). 1Tiarthe conunission fort of.government alioweecitizens°'
. a

to press for and receive, pecific commitments Ircim their elected representa-.

'tives who were also in the position of having direct administrative .authoritY

over thet municipal bureaucracy.

'Tire Role of Cithens in Coordinating the Cable Programs
.

The nat. e of the citizen-government programs was influenced by the

fact that the interadtive prognams were embedded in anoexperimental cable
. .

4.7

system which was orient0 towards senior citizens and the public organizations



that serVed them. In fact, citizen-govOrtment interaction'occurred in "the

context of a cable system which gener4ly was regarded as "belonging" to

senior citizens, rather than to the city government or a commercial tele
7

ir
vision 'company.- Although conventional radioand television stations often

-broadcast disc4ssion programs dealing with public issues and current events,

the two-way cable system in Reading differs fromsuch one-way programs in

three importantimportant respects. First, citizens, rather thanprofessional expe9t

or public officials, determined the agenda and content 'of 'the sessions:

Sectmd, the discussions with elected officials were to0Oucted on wregular

and recurring basis so that, ideas could be pursued and developed over time

and citizens had an opportunity to follow up on the actions taken by

elected officials. tt

A third aspect:which distinguished the Reading system was the fact

that citizen participation,occurred in a group context. In recent years,
I

many politicians pave used telephone call-in:prograls to answer citizen's

questions.. he Reading system, individuals werelinvolved in a collec-

tive discus and one persons comments would ofttn be elaborated,.sup-

ported, and, n some cases-, refuted by fellow citizens. This is quite

xlifferengifr other modes .of .',electronic cotmunication in which participa-

tion occursjm n individual basis. As Kenneth Laudon has noted,

opinions are framed in the context of community groups....and formal volun-

tary associations." He points out that political participation through

electronic devices based ,in isolated homes can have serious implications

for thebverali political system:

If the'locus of political attitude formation shifts from
, 'subgroup settings to the isolation booths of millions of
homes, theiprotective functions of subgroup will be lost.
Bereft of tie advice, political savvy, and information .



provided by_peersin_group settings, the citizen becomes
more "mobilizable," more accessible, than at present.
Weakening Gthese .subgroups by 'providing functional political

alternatiVes to their existence removes an important
structural check on the power of societal elites.3

. .

Several two-way cable programs were'produced g.n.which citfzens spoke

with public officials in addition to "Meet the Mayor" and "Inside City

Hall." One program series,, "What is County,Government All About?" involved

discussions between senior citizens and the three Berks County Commissioners.

.Also,.during the'1976 Pennsylvania presidential primary campaign, debates

among the representatives of the major candidates were carried over the

interactive cable system. A locally elected state senator often used the

two-way system to talk with senior citizens about policies and programs for

the tged. Finally, one group of senior citizens- produced a weekly program

in which they reported on city council meetings and state legislation con-

Gerning the. elderly.

a

The Nature of the Medium

. *
The visuil properties of this medium also influenced the interaction

betWeen the, senior citizens and public officials. First,. two persons

appearing on 'a split screen are visually equal no matter what.their differ-
A.

ence4n2status-gff-the-scr4em---They-are-literally- the-same -size7--Thus, .'

I

the interactive TV system has an equalizing effect, at leastn visual,term .

. 'A
Moreover, two persons of potentially unequal status musshare common

j
i

space in the interactive
.medium- The manipulatiOn of physictl space and

. .

3 Kenneth C;-Laudon, Communications Technology and Democratic Participa-
tion, Praeger Publishers, 1977, p. 37-38.



objects to symbolize the status of pubric officials is not possible. There

was no podium or desk separating elected officials from citizens and the

physical gap between a stage and an audiencelias also not present. .

Third, there. is a measure of "derived" 'power by virtue of the prestige

of television. People who appear on televisionara generally perceived as

important. The,status and visibility associated with television has also

affected senior. citizens, Certain senior participants are often stopped

on the streets or in the shops of Reading -with an "I know you, you're 'Jane

Smith' from BCTV." This experience may be commonplace for public figures,

but it is a new experience lor senior citizens. In our discussions with

senior citizens they recount it with great pride. Participants seemed

to derive a sense of worth and importance from bei--"recognized" members

of the community.

Research Issues

The interactive cable system clearly differed from the traditional
.

ways in which citizens participate in local government affaiis. But how

were the opportunities presented by the two-way cable system used to eh:-

hance communication between citizens and elected officials? What actually.

took place between the senior citizens and the city councilpersons in their

half-hour weekly meetings? More importantly, how did the existence of this

new medium'affect the seniors and the councilpersOns? Did the nature of

their interactions change over time? Did citizens assert themselves more,_

and did the councilpersons become more responsive to their demands? Three

major research questions were addressed to deal with these issues:



1. What was the content of the interactions beween senior citizens
and public.officials on the two-way cable system?

2. What trip of verbal behaviors did the senior citizens and public
officials "engage in during the course of the experiment?

3. What were the effects of4the interactive cable system on senior\
Acitizens' reported sense of political efficacy?

The follpwigg chapter contains a detailed statement of the research

objectives and metpods'enOloyed to answer these questions.
r,A

(

f,P
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Citizen/Governmen nteraptiom. An Observational Analysis

.

Objectives of the'06$09.atiOnil.;Analysis

The objectives: of'thli4r#search were three-fold. The first was to

establish the'toptal:2640tit...:of the prOgram. What did the seniors and

.

counci 1pers40. 401c. ; r weekly .discussion over the course of
J

'a year?. pt0.;t1W, t. '.change oirer. time?. We thopght ;?4,Enr example,

.

al.scus$iom ieriices.might. taper poli:cy -issues were ,

-:

. ,

2. The:'.:See objeottltp. was a. pr'eliMimMe]K

f verbal .:i eras bons .that .:occurred

,-

ddriniA

ora court' .

"3

info
. 14Xe

change

0O

,..1

... ,

tegorize the kinds

Y. 4
41'. How

*atiOn.,

interactions
'Or

grfsodl

4.1)

ree.' Over the course, of the ;e'

The :th4rd% oblective was more, evaluative: tk.

way Coul :the:,Var,lous: categories bd construed to:: measu re

relationship between; the, senior citizens and the coUnci4erSOns8
, .

:s.entor citizens_becomeAuore_as5 Or tiye2 with gir4f

the seniors%develop any serisel.Of'.a t-

Sao gt' Iderit ifia ai ion through their involvement rithRra.n.:...

4

focused on the needs of senior` citizenc Recippccu,

Officials become more responsiie to 411' needi.
,

'40erailes A and B. for' .4 det4iiiiig of the content o4
.

: - .:cagegories-:and a:copy of the. obsellratiortia instrument.
. .

. .

3.1834 5,3



interacted with them over time? To test the hypotheses we assumed that

changes in the types, of verha/*-interactions engaged in by-both parties

would indicate shifts in the relationship between senior citizei's
V
and

councilpersons. Thus, the content and form of the discussions.lwire

observed over.thelear of weekly meetings as possible indicators of

changes in the behavior of';he seniors and the councilpersons toitard'

each other in the context a an interactive television system.

J,

Expectations for Senior Citizen Behavior

Our fist set of expectats for changes in behavior are focused

.-
on the senior withcitizens.' As e elderly interact over time public..
officials, do their attitudes toward themselves and the public officials

change as observed in their behavior? Do they become more assertive,

more demanding of their elected representatives, more willing to give

their own opinions?

Senior'Assertiveness

It was hypothesiied that initially the senior 'citizens mould behave

more as passive recipients of services. and information,. taking their

cues from the councilpersons and simply asking for information and services

rather than setting their own agenda. We predicted that they would be-

have more and more as agents or effectors as time went on, giving their

own views and opinions, makilig suggestions, and perhaps confronting the

councilpersons more directly about issues that'concerned them. One as-

sumption underlying this hypothesis is that the elderly would have the

s



opportunity to see themselves on.a par with elect

appeared spebifically to answer their questions.

parity between the officials and the seniors, wh
41

officials who had

s creates a visual

the eldelqy to a:greater sense of their own power

,ass6rt themselves more.

41ith time, lead

a readinessto

We hypothesized, therefore, thatthe number of senior interactions:

in the categories "requests inknuktioe'and "rpquesta-service" would

essentially remain stable.oVr,i.0114.WWiletheir requests for information

might be fulfilled and their requesisik;Service complied with, new.know-.

'ledge and information could lead to further,requests for information and

service. We expected interactioiti' in the categories "gives information;"

"gives opinion," "action recommended,!' ana:1404 nxative/aggressive"-to

increase over time. One might.alinexpect'sehiqr-interactions in the

content category of "pOlicy'f414.61,elderly" to 'increase over time, as they

gained more information to appikjeo:pplicy considerations.

Senior Group Identification

It was also hypothesized that the elderly's reference group would be-

come more identifiably that of "senior citizen" and that they would come to

see themselves more as part of a group rather than as isolated individuals.

This was based on an assumption that senior citizens tend to be socially

isolated and that being old and retired is, for them, a new role with few

guidelines other than usually negative stereotypes.6 We thought that, as

5 See Appendix A for a detailed, description of the categories.

6 See: B..Kahana, "Old Age Seen Negatively by Old as Well as Young"
Geriatric Focus, 1970, 9, 1113; R. Kastenbaum and N. Durkee, "Elderly People
View Old Age" in R. Kastenbaum (Ed.); New Thoughts on Old Age,.New York:
Springer, 1964; and National Council for the Aged, The Myth and Reality of
Aging in America., Washington, D.C., .1.97S.
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senior citizens discussed common problems over the' two-way system, such as

property eaxes, housing ordinances, and crime, they would' code to perceive

themsellts as belonging to a group with particular problems in common. As

Cutler notes:

"In the view of oge sociologist, age consciousness is similar
to clasS consciousness: while everybody objectively has an
age and ,a:eliss, all people AD not identify with that age' or'.
class. .Yettothe degree to which old people become aware o

-themselvet,as'old, they, may take OK:the-politically relevan
characteristics of a minority group or subculture." 7'

''To actually see (via the interactive system) oneself physically in

``the presence of others as part of a group that has unifying character-

istic of being elderly should encourage and reinforce identification with

that group. It should also reinforce one's perception of.oneself as part of

or
a whole,. and not as an isolated individual. Moreover, the status and

prestige associated with the existence of a special TV system just for the

elderly pay affect the negatives stereotypes usually associated with old age.

Therefore, it may become more attractive to identify with a reference group

b
called "senior citizen" -7 at least in Reading, PennsylvanAt.

The category identified with the expectation of senior group identificalo

tion is "senior/system power." One would expect*the number of interactions

by-senior S-in-thittategaty tli-inciease over time if -the NCC

system does indeed have an impact on reference group identification of,"on

some sense of "age consciousness." General references to and discussion

.

of e interactive NCC system itself'("System, Central") could also be

7 See: N. Cutler, "Demographic, Social, Psychological and Political
Factors in the Politics of Age: A Call for Research in Political Geron-
tology," American Political Science Review, 1977, 71, in press; M. Barron,
"Minority Group Characteristics of the Agedin American Society,': Journal
of Gerontology, 1953, 8, 477-482; and P. Ragan and J. Dowd, "The Emerging
Political Consciousness of the Aged: A Generational Interpretation
Journal. of Socialissues, 1974, 30,1378.
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interpreted as an indication of group awareness.. 'were many comments
, --

,.4 ', i ii;,
* -I..... , .- ..;, ... .. ..

about the NCC system and its importance to senior ci s during the fund-

raising drive, as the termination of National Science Reondation ANSF) funds

approached. These'"group aware" tomments did not necessarily:refer to the

power of the,NCC system, but they very,clearly exhibited an allItenessof.

the systeM as acommon resource ihat belonged to the senior citizens of

Readihg. "Sage Our System " was their slogan during the fund-raising campaign.

,
.

a

...//e
..

'.
t

Expectations for Councilperson Behavior
. e .

. .r 4
The expedtation f change in the counalpersons' behavior over time

A

can be chstaFterized in terms of their awareness of and responsiveness to
.

:,the needs and interests of Reading's senior citizens. Any changecan be

4nterpreted either as a direct result of the medium or as a response to

changes in the behavior of the senior citizens.) This expectation is

based on'two assumptions. First, the mere existence of the "Inside City
4 A

Hall" program as a medium through which the eiectedofficials and seniors

could have the opportunity to talk with one another, would allow the council-
.

persons to become (more) aware of the concerns of senior citizens. Awareness

implies the responsibility to do something about the problems over which

they_have_administrative_tuthorityThis responsibility was_made more

1,
salient by the public nature of the NCC system, which' transmitted not only

the content of what the seniors and councilpersons discussed, but also the

,nature of their interactions,. Videotapes served as a "reviewable" record

of these interactions.
8

To the extent that there are expectations that

4 I 4

8 In May 1977, video replays of "Inside City Hall" were shown at night,
thus expanding the series from a day-rime to a night -time audience. The
councilpersons received phone calls specifically mentioning the evening
replays and were impressed by the citizens' interest.
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a

elected official,' stsmkd be responsible to their constituency, one.would

expect the more public and less structured nature of "Inside City Hall"

to'remilt in a more responsive City Council.

Also,. our. analysis of the videotapes.revealed. that the local politicians

seemed quite aware of the power of the system,,both in terms of their own,

accountfbility as well as the possibility of coverage to gain votes. When

Seniors'gregistered complaints about serVices, the councilpersons often took

notes and reported back later. As Cutler notes,mot only are the propor-

-

tions and aboolute numbers of senior citizens increasing, but'the notions
0

of the elderly as necessarily disengaged from social activity and politically

conservative, are closer to myth than reality:

In terms of the'observation categories, then, one might expect increased
,

responsiveness to be indicated by an increase in the following categories:

"gips info," "action taken)" and 'policy for the elderly." It is also

.presumed that the number of "non-Nesponse" comments by city officials would

decrease over time. Given: (a) the more immediate acco9rtAbility of

elected, city officials to the. residents of R%ading and'.(b) the consistent

and long-term nature of the two -why cable television forum, pne might ex-

pect "non-responses" to become dysfunctional and even counterproductive

for the councilpersons. E!

Methodology

/- hFortyisix of the 49 "Insidejity Hall" pro rams from January 1976

, through February 1977 were analyzed by watching the videotapes of these
Pa

programs. Each program was approximately 30 minutes in length. Froiman-

uary through September 1976, the interactive programming was available to

the senior citizens attending the-three neighborhood communication centers
1
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INCCs) as well as an additional 117 homes which were equipped with special

converters that allowed them to viellkhe programs and participate by tile-
.

phode'from their holies. As of September 1976, the interactive prograiming
*

:" "is

was tarried over a regular ca ble channel and made available to the 35,000

subscriberi to ATC-Berks

The subjects of the observations are the senior citizens'and the, city

councilperagatwho participated in the "Inside City Hall" programming.. k

' le the'coupcilpersons appear on a rotating schedule, the senior particiL

4gintsleffect1vely.selecte4 themselve s, and thusoare limited to those

seniors. who attend and

The instrument was

number of field trials.

icipate verbally.

1

eveloped over a period of several months with a
.

Initial obserations were made both in the field
I

and on videotape to get a rough idea of appropriate content and interactithi

9, ,t

categories:'guided by the assumptions stated earlier. We then proceeded toil,
.

1'.

i::develop an instrument 'that woulg accomplis three things: .(1).account '''four.
' ,

-

,

-both content and type of interactions itf,thf city hall programs; (2) :note

the type of participant cdmmentinte, i.e.; in-ciVer senior; home viewer, .

. . '-' (,. ig:I
I

.

and councilperson; and (31 enable t
i

o observer to simply marleihe occurrence

of the content topic, type of interactlon, and type Of participant without

taking detailed notes. After several dikil'its we settled on the instrument
. Pi'

. . t.

. ; -.. .
- .

..-- ,

',. Or,
P ..

% ' # 'ix...S
V. / .

contained in Appendix B.1°.

9
The basic unit of analysis is an "interac on." 'Tbatls,.it id 4-

referenCe by speaker tm, a topic in particular Manner - Areq'tiOst 'for.

inforiation about taxes or a statement of opinion about rodevefdpmene. d1, 00

change in topic, speaker; or type of comment would.tigial a new,intetietion:

10.See Appendix B for ilin\exi,lanation of the coding pideess.

0 .

,
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Participation

Djta collected at the, NCCs duriniOanuary and Liecember11976 indicate -11.*
that NI e mean attendance at all three ),ICCS;Ooth.litned -during tie "Insi4 City
all",...proiraimhng was approximately 25 sen ior citizenswer program. An

* i. .
.. * ....average of five t20t) of thesii,senilers verbaVy.participaten in the distal.,

, .. . , A :
Aion. In.addftion, the mean'home-ykewer'participation was slighity more '. . .,,,, . .. .. . .,.,:rthan two strioti per piograni, 'There was no significant change in in-cent ec

partiOipafits, during the

ticipatang -home viewers

t
extgriatental Period.. *Never, the number of,:epar.' % , tik

did..increase Significantly; 'more. than doubling from. . ,
&the first. (1:2) .0,spe second (3.. 2) half of Om experimental.- year,. The

increase in participating It* viewers .1s probably .explaineci by.the fact

.'o- that .the programming, went froth 'a closed circuit status .withf only411.7 home

vieweFs to a potential cable audience o' 35,000 homes in late Septemlber .

. .

fo. . .

1976 - in the middle of t10 secolhalf of the experiiiient., 4
,-,

. 101. 1 * : 4. ..

7.t. In sun, in, average of wore than .seuw.senior citizeAs actively par;

S

'9

ticipated iiiscuilion with theimayor and city councilper.sons during each
.

"Inside City Hall" program. Precise, data on whettersthese -seven seniors
* 4,- 5..

.rtgrouri changed, and how, much, is.not avail:bins . acif*ver,' we estimate that
'

.f. 1three or particip ted lin the discussion every week; a fell
. . . ,

,participated fairly egtilir1y;.and,perhain ohe was riew each week. - ..
, . e ',) In absWet, :0 the question "Wbo talked and now much?"we foundthat

the participating senior citizens :contributed approximately f1/3 of ihe
total number of interactions. The.; totmcil rsons were i-eip- onsibi. for '

4.
. 44 ... .. ...'.

' 14*f 1/2 of the total interactions and the hclme viewers aceounted.for a
-54 .



. -Percent .6f.1 4rteractiOns by Type and, PersOn

Seniors Home Viewers*. Councilpersons' Other

Requests Info.5,s,

RequeSts Servs-

GiVeci Info* !!

Givet-Opinion

Action Taken

Action Rem.,

Che Refer

13on4eSponse

Other/Planned.
ACti on"

18

TOtals

13:1

26. 3

14. 7

.06

1.9

.6

:03

1:1

0;0'

.. 40 1

33.0

2.3

2.6
1.4 A

1.8
s

., 03

.7

.06

3. 5% 100:0 % *.

* Due to rounding, the figures do not 'total exactly 100%.

little7over 10% 61, theediscus bn.., The remaining 3.5% of the interaction

otal. interacttOnsa.ndthe ;home viewers accounted for a litt1e over 10%

--of.. the dj.susNIpti...`? The renOiriing "3:5% of the interaction was -accounted for

nOri-electeraepartmenk .heads; visitors to the system, and, occasionally,
. 1NCC system Altholigh ,contributions-from" the. home vievrs constituted.

a
.

larger pr4ortiOn of the.total-fillmber of interactions during the second
'six nionthsAthe..number of hothe viewers, participating more than doubled.
Thig i .eontrast to .the in- center seniors, and the councilpersons, whose



a.

I. . . . ..,

rs of contibitutikng oerSahs and percentage of
.
interactions remained

6..

!,14;
:;,,.fairlyiknstant. 1-

While,- relative contribution of each type of participant remained

relative/1 st, Vle over tiaie, the mean overall number oeliiteractions in

eac043rolifam 'almost ddubled from the first (42.8) to the second half (74.8)

of the experimental period ,(see Table 2) . We expeded the kind of inter
.

action to shit tlat did not expect the overall number of interactions
41)

einrease dramcicalry as

in .

cp'tenf

Table iV.d's
,z1E

..persons combined)
. r

the total %umber ofointetactions (seniors and council

n eagfi coitent .4tategorx, with the highest

average numb lanteracticths (14.6%) over all 46 Programs wAsmunicipai
.11*

"government and ics:" This category included: talk .of city'hall an
-G - e. 4

/Sts Workinv ,problets, pplitical statements by., the councialHiler..sons"

praisitor
crip.cism of the councilpersons and the city government 1y the

.Al.
-teatOr, -ckiizeas, anit -any questiOris;'coMments, or- .inforination. on the city

0. .. :..,; :F1f;,.., 04,.. t ...." i. ,
government orOits reprgseneatives.

. ,

categorSes, th:folitn.ng .siX asstmed eapproximatelyOf ;the re nag
'7%'

equal ortanee r m 7.-1% to 8 7% of the0tota/ iiptexac.ticire "'street/

d.

traffic, "parks/ietreation,"-"politisafertY," "honsiii#,"'Predeliegtoent*"

and "faxes." These catOgories encoMpasScihe essential urban se titrices,that :

the city provides .plus ,the cityis triO..ma)oi .tiolieY:IteaslhiChtifeciP the
: . f

101, 'Mesa data.: may help tO clarify some of. the 'reiulli's ffom the .socik-
logical survey''s HypothesiS' 5 concerning in.creaed "v,feract*Dn. along the
seniors (sqe, Volume 2). The --sUrvey data Show 't t, frousilig.iirojeCts with
an ,NCC present showed a ..decreate-:in,freqUeney Of ..phoningneighborsi
those, with no:.NCC1 ,showed an increase in phoning, It is COn#pi-Vabil that
the high leyelS of interaction during the progr ;_ um ing act as a replacement:
for other types of social activity such as talking on the.'pitone..

0

32.T .351.

. .

44#
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Table 2

Increase. ir4Hean Total Ntmiber of Interactions Per Program,

from the First to the Second Half of the Experiment

C* .

Sj

.1,

Requests InfolI'
SfP

Requests Serviee
irr

.Gives Into (p<'.0005),

Gives Opinion (p<;.0005)

Action Taken

Ac tifin .43.ecommended

Check/Refer

Non-Response

Argumentative/Aggressive (p < .05)

,First S' Months Second Six Months

6.6

1.3

17.3

10,6

1.5

3.6

1.4

I.s

..7.9

1.2

30.5

28.4
sp

1.3

3.5

.9

..46

4

TOTALa 42.84'

ncludes.in-center seniors, home viewers, counciIpersons, .and others.

.. .- 0
*. f

e.

1/4,

elderly: 'taxes. and urban renewal. These six catetories, added,to "govern-

ment ancf-politics," account for 61.2% of uhe interactions on "Inside .City

Halle
t

The " other" category demonstrates.that
)
subjects other than the 'listed

categoties were 4issussed. Iticluded in the other' grouping were references

to the following topics: national and estate issues, health organizations,

federal funding, - consumer problems, technology, superinarkets.,,-u ities,

athletics, and sanitation. Some interactions;. e.g. jokes, personal

lir



Table
41,

o Content.Categories: Percent each Was Discussed, from Mean
Nutber of Interactions per Program over all 46 Programs

Municipal Services:

Street/Triffic
Sewer/Wateri
Park/Recreation
Fire..

'Police/Safety
Transportation
Education
Hoiising

Redevelopment
Taxes 4(prop./munic.),

(57.9%)

- Mean Number of
Interactions % of
Per Program TOTAL

4:89
3.5
4.24
.2.46

4.76

.17

4.33
5.22

4.44

8.2%
5.9

7.1
4.1

8.0
.1.0

.3

7.2

8.7

7.4

Other Municipal: (19.6%)

Governipent and Politic's

Policy, for. Elderly

Budget and Finance,

System Comments: (5%)

System (general)

Senior/System power
References' to other programg

Other: (18.3%)

1.59 _2.7
.52 1.0
8 1.3tio (

18-3

59.82
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comments, opening and .closing statements, were not counted at all unless

they had direct relevance forope of the listed categories.

Of the total number of comments made by each group (in-center seniors,

home viewers, and councilpersons) in the weekly discussions, the propor-

Ap

tion in each content"tategory is relatively similar across groups. For

example, the percentage of each group's'total number of comments about

"government and politics" rangedfrom 13.tip to 4-6.8%,.. The. home viewers

mad 'relatively more comments about "street /traffic" and "police/safetp'

than did the other two groups, but, essentially, no one group monopolized

any particular content topic. Given the interactive nature of the NCC

system, this is not surprising. When any particular content topic is

brought up, all groups usually partiCipate in the diScussion about it.

OLS would be expected, Reading's commission 'form of government (in

which each councilperson is responsible for specific municipal services)

led to differences among councilpersons as to'the content areas discussed.

-There were more interactions about_ustreet/traffic" and "sewer/water,"

when the councilperson w1q had responsibility for those services was on,
I ,

than when any of the other councilpersons were participating.
. -

Interaction

'Y Of all the types Of, interactions rated fof all persons, the

frequently observed, by. ar; were 'gives information ": and "'gives opinion."

with

Av

24.2 and 19.91 mean number Oftinteractions perprogram, respedtively.

Together, they constituted73.1% of thetotal interactions. Tle,next

highest type of interactiom obierved was "request information" at 7.3 (12%) .

interactionS.per program (see Table 1). As might be expected, the pattern



C.)

of types of interactions 'is .soiewhat di.ffeient betwiien the :seniors/hobe

.viewers and 'the; bOth- tfle seniors- and :the
t.

home vieciers.,'"gives:opinten'Y ' was the frequOtlt, Cboc*iftg interaction
: ..! ; '..category, representing each group,'g.'Viital

. .:
"Gives intbrmat ion," waS,.set.010' :(26:1%::fot-t.g:en0 ipi*and..26.p%6foir'IrObe'view-'.

`. . . I r
ers) ; and "reque ts'informatiOrC .waS.r third (23, t fOr;scniOrs:,an d

.. 10.

home .viewefs)2. contrast "gives, irk. forMatiOn",acebOnted for, 5L.6tio,f

average counc Aperson s total. interietafpiii, ",glues Opinion",.$2,s.. only, . A . -s

28.8% of the total and "requests, inforibatiOn' a there 3.4% of their total
-4k"

0

interactions. ,
In a sense, the*. figures are, not.

counci-lpersons, the':eiper:ts on citr scilrice4
.; . . s

MD re information- than the tteniers....' However,'

contribute ..approxiMately ,soit of the tota)i,,

the councilpclystais.:.ciint7ributAiks.'65.5%'.. -. Also

senior 4nd home- eviewer, in eractions were "gi,

the councilpersons iinteridtlons-Wxe of. the

This light tee in',±esponse-,to, the to

isKal',,for nW-.4tifey have instea

d expect the.

es elp give out

s sand, home. viewers..
:4interatieni;wi.th

-`

of., both -ip-tcehte

'-whije only 29V: e

opinien" category:

nc,ilpersbn§/ to be.

they might

re, 114k.e.,effective :lents, asserting theiro
;

9:Ii4-oategorie.; :eppcte'd to shom.cha'change awl t*

h.' cat egory havhig separate ores for in-center, seniors an
nt

.1



measure of :,:inCreased senior t izen aSse,

'significant :change 'in. the predicted dire-tion

es,*, four sho4 a,
-6,

:11,4 ififornatiop

gUmentative/agqessive"

e ex d. to remain
'

T.1.011 :411.d 'services,
4 -

4 ,

different

atively.Stable.

. "gives opinipm,", "pal.icy for the 'elderly," anA,
.

.

see Table 4).

"ltequests informa*ion".. and *!requests

staM.e. That is, aS the: i Zen s r

e eXp Ated them to infOrmed qu

cra Thus', the 1-4Vel,A16( fegitests wO

- ! jor.e0mOte,...:7u 4ne' senior ciaqn said .44&i cOo

I- P.-. answers', 'y were411ot Sufficient ,"

data .ho r e la tioieL stal? le leve
v w,

.

"I. enjoyed your

qued queStioning4

. A . 4-- . -

tion oVer:tete, in these,

true kt °icategot' :es s Home - viewer r actually

Ocreaged significantl but this Ala

y l

use large: scgl h6me Viewer... .., ..

. 1- .6 "1.' .

, k V ' entry thith #1 , Sy Sep bgcured during`.. second _half . the experimental
." .

Per164. The ,sigaifict iticreaSe .Ma:jr represent both a largernumber of

'home vTerdr s as 11 as e.ir ini
.

Tile 'five catego'rie,s ,uthich we'

k.ifrns,ed into two patio. 'ar groUpin

acfiv p rticipa.t ion $n the di. scus si

ntirest in information;
;?t--

fed to increase in number of inter-

( 1 ) gross; general indicators

."'gives'::infO":4fia..-!!gives

opinion ;1' d (2) more refined, he level ..inkiators.ot top-re specific

ct'ign-syyi dicating assertiveness ended :".argumentative /
.t I

shitC" and 'policy for the elderlY 214 :MO :more. general indicators

:$h significanty sicant increasein. number,:crf intera et ions while the

' findings, from the beforeanal :-..a,ffei:SliP.eY

Ingo
iiter

'crease in sta temen 4. about 'aittarengSS 'OE
e 2) In respOnse to at .cpiestion ,abotct.:how tO

t'tsp pay atteni :to:the imexis'AfP1*0401';
pre specific. than the Wave 4.-reSpe 4 whiO
es.

, .

.-sPnicir- citizens show
litieal process (see
get, city and goVern-
the. Wave II responses
had More "don't' know"
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Table 4

Change OVer Tinie in Senior Citizen Assertiveness
As Measured by Mean Number of Interactions

In.Observation Categories

Hypothesized.

Requests Info.

srs (n.s.)
hvrs (p<.01)*

Requests Service

srs (n:s.)

. hvrs (n.s.)

Gives 'Mo.

srs (p4C.0005)-
hvrs (pAC.005)

Gives Opinion

srs (p4C.0005)
hvrs (p.c.0005)

Action Recommended

srs

hvrs (n.s.)

Argumentative /Aggressive

srs (per.05)
hvrs (n.s.)

Policy- for Elderly

srs (n.s.)*
hvrs (per..025)

Unexpected

First Sic Second Six
Months Months

4.6

. 6 1.9

. 8 .6

.3 .5

3.5

4 .7

4.7
.8

.9

.5

0.0

7.3
2.7

.3

0.0 .1

+.Goverraaent/FOlitics

< . 0005)

hvrs (p<.00-5).

.Busiget/Finance

srs (p< .025)
hvrs (ri s. )**

. 14 .33
0.G

. 9

.33

6.0
1.7

.2

0.0

'1.0

.2

* p4C.01, but in the wrodg direction
:**p approaches .05

.36)
333

U



higher level and more specific indicators show very little change over

time. However, "argumentative/aggressive" did increase for seniors (p4.05)

and "policy for the elderly" .increased for the home viewers (p4C.025).

It should be noted that the higher level indicators were among those

interaction categories with th lowest reliability toefficients. This is

relatedlo ihe.relatively small nuMberofinteractions occurring in these

categories. "Action rec nded".had an alpha coefficient of ,77 for the
oliK

in-center seniors an -;25 for the home viewers. "Argumentative/aggressive"

had alpha coefficients of .63 and .58, and "policy for the elderly". had
A

/ t

alpha coefficients of .19 and .69 respectively. Therefore, the apparent

task of proper definition of the categories may have adversely affected

the possibility of measuring real change In these-thiee categories. Also,

the very few ocurrentes ofAnteractions in these categories mayave affected

the reliability coefficients adversely. In contrast, both the Moire- genera],.

categories,. "gives info" and "gives opinion," had relatively high reliability.

coefficients: .93/.9640 .93/.81 for the in- center seniors and home viewers,
4

respectively.

There were s.cm unexpected changes in the elderly's behavior that

could be interpreted as suOport7for the general hypothesis that the seniors

would become more lipsertive over time There was a highly significant in-

.crease in the number of interactions by senior citizens in the category. of

"government and politics."14 This suggests a greater interest in the

IN
processes of municipal. governance_ than in specifac service delivery problems.

. A 44

Rather than simply focusing on particular Issues, they became more.aware of

and concerned with the overall of locil government.

14
Alpha coefficient is .92 for in-center senies'and .17 fOr hone

viewers:
V

-

-3 364
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The 1.1,-m content of statements by the senior citizens indicates that they
.

. .

.
.

held .the city councilpersons responsible for their actions: For example,
.; :

one senior criticized 'the councilperson responsible for intenance
,

for not having made sure that:the crosswalks were clear of ice4pring a

wilrer storm. As a result, an eTtlikly woman slipped and was hit by A

truck. In'the exchange,over this incident, the senior pointed out tha,

counci4person's responsibility.in the natter and'noted that a politician
kr..

ION`

should be able 01 admit xo error. The councilperson responded that he

wasn't a politician. The senior then said that a politician was someone

who had a. political job -- and it was no sin to be.a politician: Koone_
. .

was immune from, making mistakes. The point here is that the senior ,was

holding this councilperson accountable as his representative in the govern-

ment. Another senior Laid, "We.admire councilperson 'X' for her straight

answers."

The otherarea that shows an unexpected trend toward significantly
411"'

increased interactions by the seniors is "budget and finance." Thisomay

have been due to an increase in the elderly's awareness of the importanCe

of the city's financial problems. The faktthat'municipal finances were an

important itai on the "public agenda" of the community duringithe experiment'1

4

may also have accounted for the increased interactions. At one point the
111

seniQrs, fearing their property taxes yould rise, were very concerned abOut

the e-prospect of a reassessment of city property taxes. The councilpirsans'

explained that the City Councoll was in favor of prverty reassessment be-

cause they felt that there were unfair differences between city and county.

Property taxes. Consequently, the purpose of the reassessment was to4 4 ,
1

,Af

--

determine WIlktheAthe city row houses were shouldering a disprOportionate
y.,-...v*

share of the property tax butden.



Later in the same pitogram,- one senior congratulated, the effort of

the city council to.correct mistakef fibm the past - especially'on

financial issues. As the seniors Ipecame more informed about issues that

concerned them, they became more aware of the importance of understanding

4
budget and finance. The reliability coefficient for "budget/finance" is

.81 for the in-center seniors and -.25 for the.home viewers.
IS

It is not

clear whether more reliable data would have resulted in a more significant

trend for this particular category.

Group Identification

The second general expectation about,the impact of the NCC system on

the senior citizens .that' they wou01.become more "age consers" or

aware of themselves at part of a group -- was not supported by One of the 4

4

categories used to tap this dimension. Comments about,"senior/system power"

40

show no"increase over time (see Table

Table 5 ,

4

Change Over Time in Senior Citizen Group Identification f.

As Measured by Mean ?lmber of interactions in Observation Categories

0

Senior/S stem

Senior4h(n-s

Home Viewers (n.s.

System (general)
4

Seniors (p` <.. d5)

Home ,Vieweri (n.s

0
First Six Months Second Six Months

.o4

0.0

1.5

.2

15 The negative coefficient for the: home viel;ers is the result Of a
number of zero variance items across the eight programs the observers
iia4ched'. -1` ,of 0

Ar=



"System (general)" comments by seniors did, however, increase sig-.-,

nificantly from the first to the segondipalf of the expgribettale,period.

This As influenced by a number of.aiecussions.in the last few Months of

the experimemtal period about "saving our system." The seniors talked

about the end of federal funding. and asked for viewer support. gontribu-
.

tions were.solieited and seat. .People living on rimited, fixed incomes
. 4

contribute&Money, sometilies more than once. The amounts received from

the seniors%usually ranged from $.1-$25. One NCC organized a fund- raising.

luncheon and raised over $500. Sentors sent in letters and testimonials

talking of the importance of the NCC system in their lives. To, the extent

that the interactive system was identified as '"our" system, the .senior
4

citizens of Reading who knew that the two-way cable was explicitlyor

senior citizens must have seen themselves as part of thaigropp.

Again,the higher level category "senior/systeth.power" required.ex-
,0 . 6 e

plicit mention of the power of senior citizens.oriof theNCCii.ystem and is
. A

therefore ss likely to appdbr than amore geteralcatego-rylike"systeni
0

11 ' .
. 4

(general). *This does not mean that comments of
e

thit Art did notapPthil,

To the contrary, it was pointed dut to one councilpersdn that there were
y

.

150
'
fags on the systeM who were paying" attention to what didlit didpet

OP w
.happen.

17

go

that the

4'
With reference to taxes and the school- board,' on, senior noted.

&

senior citizens were on_their toes. Another seniOrrefered to.citizens
p

44

the "graylantheilt" being, ready to pounge. Although such
i

commentsoccurred1,4 . a'K..*

year. qtheydidnIt-Ancrease. over the expefimental

40 -11- . - We2
16 Thealpha'coefficient for "senior/system power" was only .62 for

seniors and for home viewers; while the alpha coefficient for "system
general" comments was .98 for seniors. There was none for home
because of 40- variance items. *

.11 This occared before the. -opening of 18CTV' to all of th$
Subscribers. 1-

viewers

BerksCible

es,

*

a
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Expectations of Councilperson Behavior

Of the three categories expected to show a aange,in'co6ncilperson

responsiveness, only "gives information" showed.a'significamt increpe

over time (see Table .6). "Action taken" and "policy for the eldbrly" show

no significant change at all, and the "n00'14espons e" category did not

exhibit 'a decrease in number'Of interactions.

The obvious difficulty here in tflkinfabLut "responsiveness" is tift
these data consist of overall sums of behavior and not linked action-

responseAmits. Also, the counciliersons may have aetuallybeen more
,p,,p,..,i, 4.-

18 41P

responsive, but the ,categories-telec ed did not pick up this dimension.

For example, the may ;that

tlkw-V
gatrol duty ai a d *ante

,

1.

peril for pedeitriansIn fron

mo Rolicemen were reassigned to foot-

):

a4suest from senior citizens. The

senior citizen highrise.that 14tked a
- 0, 4

ene-way street sign was pointed out and remedied within tom weeks. This
4*

event'was documented on the system and the cbuncilperson was lauded for

the efficiency of her response. Ihe.citylplanning department incorporated
a ,

*
into its final design seniors' suggestions for asmall park next.to

senior citizen highri'se. These suggestions originated in one of the ',Inside
, .

.41 2
City Hall" programs. In general, the comnciipeisons frequentlY'reqUested

input and feedback-from the'senior citizens..

Like 'he -seniors, the councilpersons did significamt4, increase their

interactions by giving their opinions and discussing "bvernment and

. politics" and "budget and fiftances" more Jever time. One assumes that this

,r)

4r18 Findings from the survey; research show that theFsenior
experimental areat-perciive the governmetit officials as being
sive to their dem4ndsi (see Volume 2).

.4
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L . 7.4

citizens in
more respon-

I

4
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.. -.. .r tl.'. .:.
. . , ..was in response4to senior interactions, though -it it untleat who initiated

. ,
aqiierho'resporuied.. We know that whoevr did the iiriiatinglr the seniors
and couneiLpersons certainly sparked each other in%) more and more inter-', .

. .

action.
.

Table 6-
e'

c' '
Wine Overt.Timein Counoilpersons'
gespInsiveness to Senior Citizens,

" "4 sp

4110-.1 Meastired";by Number of tnteractiops. -. -

Gives,Ififormation(00S)
Action, Taken (n.s.)
Policy for Elderly (n.s.)*
Ron-Response (ns.)

Unexpected }.

4.

Second
' Six. Months or Six Month's

11:1 20.2
1.3 1;1

. .14 .29'
.3 6.

Gives (*anion (4 .000S)" 12.8,

'covernmen olitics (p<..0005) 6.9
.Budget /F aiiee -(p 005) .4 2.7 .

4

OVerall Interatilon

. -While the total n
. --

of interactions. int.

I.. 4

.

ber Ot.iqteractions almost"..dplibled,, specific types.
L41,s ';

aced selectively {see table -2).r. This lendse'support. a.
, ,

to our initial assuiaptiiin that .types of interactions could- act as a. 4.
.

4 .biireter' of change over times '4 ii, .
- JTable 7 giires those categories which show a signifitanidnerease over. 5,- . 110 - . .

. ,time fo'r all persons. People were giving,their opinions and information
\more and be-coming spre_ar. gtimentative and aggressive about that Idtich theY. 0



:14499''

":1;,.

e Serting. One could argue-;that'ha441ing orum in which to e4press

was only the initial impetus to .iiiter9.ction between 'the partici-

pants. The .ipecial :nature 'of `this 'medium 'further encour4ged contributions

from people in a way that emphasized equal and active participation by all
19parties.

Table; 7

'41011

:
Citizeff Government. Progt.amming: Changes in.
Type and Cohtent of Interacfions Over Time-.

;4.1. ".-

Type of Interaction'

Gives,: format ion (p 4..0005)
Gives Opinion (p< .0005)

0 Argumentative/Aggresiive' (. 05)

Mean tftettber
of InteractionS.

Per Progam,
S6Cond

:Six Months Six Months

Contents of Interactig
Local GoVtriiment and Polities (p.<0065)
Two-Way Cable 'System. (p,,..k :OS)
Municipal BUdget4.. and Itiiiance° (p <:.005)

Policy for Aiderl. (p aPProaches .05):
. :-10

14.5
2:8"

:..96
- 4

-People became spit e': `free' not only In-t" i it- iirgT elisTopi-nionS;150t -in:'
.... . _

offering items of informaon that they had gleaned from one of the programs.,'

or, of courge, through independent .r.sources. One senior citizen corrected.

19 It is important; if not essential, fOr anyone interesteciP'in ihe
Reading -project' to see a sample vividof the taped prOgrams to get a d sense
of the informal; and vital nature of the intwactiont that took place. With

- refitened to this .-4 eport , there. i a 'composite' tape #. selections from
."Ingi,de City HitIl" availablei from ',the Allte'rna.te Media: Center, School of the
Arts ',.:* New -York University. ,-



a' councilpewon about the nature 9f a transfer of property tota city

department. Inspired'Ut a discussion on an earlier program, she had

checked out herself wkth the department head. The important points

here are ihat the seniors felt they had information and opiniOns worth

listening to and a forum in which to offer them. The councilpersons were

equally actively engaged in the

but also in receiving

interaction, not only in giving information

While some ofi the linkages between the hypotheses offered and the data

20
on -ditizeritgoveinment interaction must remain tentative, the interactive

. -
cable programming has had two `clear' consequences: (1) it has created a

-'convenient, direct, and highly accessible setting for senior citizens to

communicate with public officials; .and (2)°the officials value and recognize

the importance of this direct means of public participation. The two-way

cable system hal provided the time, space,sand framework for thee discussions
4, '4

to occur, but the Participants involved have used that time to address their.
A

needs: and to respond to eackother. What started as an experimental' TV

proiiam haS.Aenerated and maptained its own dynatic which ,will continue
1

to evolve over .dime: 16.two-Way. cable TV sys&m, Which was taken overrby

-a -local- board -at-the-'endof 'the -experiment , s IVA./ -Called-B-eik-sC°mina ify

TV (BCTV). Qualitative observation of the "Inside City Hall" programming,-

and continued
-

useot the interactive system for'citizen government interaction

20 This has been a preliminary exploration of the effects of the-inter-As.

active:TV medium which needs more refined follbw-up4 For example, the
measures used in the observations may not be adequate to tap the dimensions.
of .power or age-consciousness.



I'.

demonstrate the effectivedess of the system

participate in municipal ail/airs.

as a means for '.citizen

The senioi citizens have been quite explicit about recognizing and

appreciattk&the novelty of direct access to;their elected representatives.

, 4' ' er 't

One home leir who .called in said, "It
.1.. .

,.,

Obviously the councilperson could not see this person but as far as the
I

viewer was concerned, she was acting as.if she were in a
.

s nice to see jrou face-to-face."

'home "face-to7face"

exchange. Another in- Venter participant once commented, "Before BCTV,

could talk to the President before I could speak to a councilperson."

discusiion about the grbility of developing a local television

Station in Reading one seniOrd en,54144"But if there is a local TV

each other?" The. counciperson

I

.-c

station, what will,happen-tu us.

responded:Ithak a_docal

'the 'ini61.actiite sessieds'between the

Their discussion would continue.

A.ace

station simply could not re-
--,

councilpersons-1, the senior,

This was not anoisokated

instance of the city council's support of BCTV. Its impbrtancd to them

has been openly ; acknowledged in very concrete Ways.-*or example, during

the fall 1977 city council election campaigns; one candidate pledged $25

a month to BCTV if he were'elected. He was elected and BCTioregularly

receives his contribution.

In November -annual-budget hearings- whichr-

t

by law, are open to the public. Prior to the haNngs the city council

%

requested from BCTV live evening,coverage of the hearings. They stressed

Va.
...

,

. .

particularly that they wanted to emphasiZe,the interactive Aature of the

, . .

hearings. .Hensler Homes (the site of an existing NCC), a local high schoo1,4'

a branch library, and city hail were used as gathering places, while the

.$
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discussions were also tab/jeca.st to all the lerks TV subscribers

Eighteen people participated verbally, in the centers,. Seventeen .home

viewers called in; and ten additional home*.viewers were backe .pt. on the

phone lines Waiting to participate during the .two -flour hearings. The

numbers are only impressive `in c parison to anotheratet of-hearing
held by the county commissioners the same week in a public meeting-place.- i

V

41The coUncilpsons were enthusiastic about the response& and lefter
P *

4 Athe hearing discussing Cie 'possibiitity of allocatictsSunds to .support
BCTV. P,artly as a result of the heayingip, and to reach a broader audience, '

ts
"Aside City Hall" /was moved tosan evening time. slot at the request of

it
the tity conned'. Olds quilitative docum dfhtation tends to support the
research tindings abaft more senior Fitiien assertiveness and councilperson

Nobody came.:
0

retponsiXeness As result of the BCTV operlitions.
e it

A0

O

";.

3177.--
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Summary and.CondluSion:

J.-

kg

so is chapter sullimrUesitthe- finidugs

the "Inside City Hall" prOgrms 4nd describes t

tent. analysis

in which:pu

officials perceived- the impact of tge two-way. ca

titular attribufteircif.the Reading cable projeC a litat6d

,the. zmpIlt#tiotit

amt°

_ '

for other urban contnunities are antityted .Finally alternative uses at. ,

4

feedback to to al :goVernment officials are.disou

as:,.1,-,
interactivecable television for c ten particimt n.the de li.Vet,Y,

of urban services are idthtifiiii.

:The "Inside City Hall" programs
14

Vide e 013p6iit6it?,ior

and local government officials to co a4egular antrecurrpgy*:
. *

basis. `Both .citizens and c afftit1424eveop skills i CommuraCati4g

over the ciwurse ,of thy

and gave inforation. more

. stating their 'positions.

an. Rarticipant'S ekkeSSed the 'fiopinions'

qtiently igs well a liecomiti ore .atsertive,Am

4
Senior citizens, in particular bedame more assertive in thel" cowmen

.,.

* 4,, :
.

*v

and showgd significahtyincreases in the nutber of times theye-sto.460 -their!'7T,
,t,_. :- . , 4.6,--

position, advocated specif4 action, and proposed policies ,for 146 elderly.
.. -di -''

..

For elected'Officials, the interactive cable psogtams helped to acc lish#1p

. .

'
1 f 3 3.

40k t

one.6f their essential functions. COmmunieation with constituents Is a

bisic element of the job; the proCeis of speaking through two -way c

television to citizens provided a convenient and 'reliable means of '

in touch" with voters and demonstrating consthenty.

I



Six categories -dealing with basic un49an *S'erviees..(strke.t/traffi.C.,

sewers/waters, pa:rksireCreat ion ,

-..counted for one third: -of the total -intera5lionsar -Ta'xei and ,recieveTapmelit,

of:iinportatica t pies, ejd'extly, acpurited for i&
, - s ,-0f,:tne:tcitAt interat bons It As ispeirfarrtcf'Pcte.hdt tir total numbers

- of :.atnipst ctoUllie4 -herPfeat first .01c1 second .:

: :nicititto of :iheeXpe riinept'. ".'ThisThis stIgga.sirS -grey r: efficient:in cOn.

.1.;',.11:4*;Opt140giaxilsancljriCTeak..4,.parii..01101 Skijs i*pstforuCtut*4
. .;,/ft .41

." r.

cOime10.:aboat-a;Oca.3A6iiernment24%&politicstand

.4.-.fi**yirte.i.eas01..1g4fidantly.:between the 'lri

experiMent prDspeckKi tohe foc Hof

from * emphasis proVemskto general;,
ti ' ".4oVarnanc-e;:.,'Althinigh it WaS'net:pciSsijie' to s3otemitrcitlAy .id nIify.

unity and'AbSe::

nigipal budiei'); "; 4",f;i4:

ctiktU t;0°,.*(- -

4
OtIbliC iSSUeS. in. the overal

41.s 4dssied, the cable rogi.ams the prograars" "iesitled t

on:the.sityLs public agenda. During the: -stfir4c14.

.. "
e f le c tC.1120(ieS.

he elcper:4-:

x reassessment was a major municipal giVen its satliepce to
..eitiertje citizens on fixed income,.tbe- I;ICt .system proved a f9ium

. . .for Anior.citiz s to communicate their-
O.

'

dricussion of municipal' taxes and.,finange-d ates
the potential of interactive cable television. to -serve.it4 a' y tsensir
tized feeslback system. Senior citatenst apprehension 'over:4n,anticipateci..:'''''

tax increase was easily converted into direct communication with 'Oacted
tofficials. Cit;zens directly voiced' their concerns to local officials

4 4,1
without relying on an external 'political orgAization or grow. The form



DO'
thiS:".e'itizen.feedback:-Vaa alSetiUaIttatively different than a series

i)Of :ad lat. Messages .fresi individual CitirenS. Further, the cable programs

revided a.iseans to' convey the response of elected officials directly to

citizens.

Theoretically Imas 'Ood*iblel;that neither citizens nor elected

fficials"would.fol Y use the "Inside City Hall" programs as a citizen

, feedback mechanism.
LP ,/

-i, councilpersons co have talked without any substance but in`" official
.

ways.. The factors which prOchiced the pattern of communication between
- ,

cititens :a

elderly could have been passive viewers and city

ected officials over the cable system are thus important

to reco nize: These factors are: 1) the size of Reading and the structure

pal government; 2) the role of citizens in coordinating the

grams; and 3) the properties of the interactive medium.

i 11
'he, modest size (pop. 87,643) and 'ts relatively high proportion

4of senior citizens made it

reach a distinct sUb-group

sion form of government in

possible to use ca le on a city-wide basis to

of the population. The city's modified commis-

which council members exercise both legislative

and administrative duties was a particularly important factor; local govern-

.ment Officials in Reading combined areci accountability to the electorate

with direct administrative authority over municipal policies and programs.

Hence, citizens could tal elected officials who were accountable to,'
,---

ila
.

!hem and had the power to respond to their concerns. Citizen feedback could 'c

f
bed easily integrated into the existing governmental structure. Citizens'

comment did not need to go throughllan external party' such as an ombudsman

or legislator, who must transmit the message.to the propr'iate administrator
0

and then follow up to Vee what action was taken. Further, it allowed
- 4p.

.%.

i Irl
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citizens to talk with officials at the "top" rather than at the bottOi of

4. the administrative hierarchy.

for the;elected officials, the cable programs provided an opportunity

to demonstiate.tesponsivenesS'and develop voter support in. the community.

When asked about such neighborhood problems as street repair or the instal-
*

lation of a stop sign, local polititians.eitherinitiated steps that
*

satisfied citizen demands or explained why the requested action could not

be taken. In matters where elected officials were not familiar with

specifiPissues, they wouldrtry to get the necessary information and convey

it during their next program. When complaints involved state or federal'

policy, loc politicians were, not unexpectedly, more than willing to

identify a er unit of avernment as the source of the 006blem.

41'
"

4F'
By having senior citizens produce and serve as moderators for "the ,.

interactive programs the citizens, rather than the public official) de-,,.

/
,

termined the content of the discussions. Public offitials were not in

i 110
control of the programs, citizens were. Thus, the.likell. of having

-..
one-way communication from politician tdicitizen wa eda ed,and the! 111

opportunity for a "give and takW" discussion was en ha
%
nced. Thetuse of

491-

community based centers as origination sites for cable programs also.

influenced the pattern of:interaction. . The exiAing neighborhood centers

provided-tJamikiar-end-nar-binstitutional-site-for-ciplzen--participation7:'------
rt

The mere fact that citNens could communicate-individually and as a groiip

from their own neighborhoods in In

A
of citizen feedback to public o

informal setting aflted the nature

ials.. In contrast to public hearings
V'

or meetings held in governMent af

Ifa supportive, roup context for"c

;
the neighborhoodocenter provides

participation. Further, the time



f

4 1*

and cost of getting people to assemble in one tent tlace on .a weekly If

basis is reduced by relying on neighborhood-based ork
4

The visual properties of the interactive medium facilitated combunica-

tiop in whith elected officialscould mot maplpulate physical space and

t -..

objects'to symbolize their status. Citizens. and officials were visually

- dr
equal onthe split-screen of the cable programs'vd sharedthe common

. space of theAiteractive medium. There was no stage or rostrum to separate
4, *

the public officials from the citizens as is usually found in large public
J. v

meetings or hearings.

Related Survey Findings

Findings from the panel survey of seni0r5 citizens which drew upon all

interactive programs, indicate that the experimental cable system affected ,

senior $itizens' awareness of local issues and sense of political effieacy.
21

.si i

Citizens in the experiMelltal groups were more able.to identify local

problems in Reading than those in the control groups: In Odition,.there

were larger increases in the perkentage of the Meerimental.population

(10catedn residential projects) 16o-considered officials to be responsive

ft their needs than in the coMpaA ble control groups. In particular, .

iis
, , Wit

,

-,5.

t8;,'"1
residents in two, sites where NCCs were located. .Gensler Homes ling Kennedy

ItsirersiShaad-rarger increirs-esin-theliereentagb-o-f-tespc;nlents-Itho---

e

believed public officials actually aoStriething" when a citizen speaks
.

up and larger deereises in those who felt oaicials "pay no atentittn,"
R.

than comparable Coritro4,groups. Thus, the interactive cable system may
4 ook S

44.-', 4
21 For a detailed Orialysi# of the

-46..

survey findings,,see Volume
*

2.

48 .A' Irr3-4/11.
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have contributed to the senior citizens' belief that public officials

4,
are -responsive to their needs and interests.

The two-way cable programs a14 provided the basis for mobilizing

the elderly as a political group. Senior citizens b0Call;e more aware of

%their group power and of the importancef collective action in political

processes. The belief that "older pLons in Reading usually stand up
*,

for their rights," rather than "g ve in too easily" increased in all

experimental groups while n e the control groups'showed an inerease.

40*
Moreover, two of the four experimental groups showed increases in the

percentage who felt collective actio0is the best way for older persov
. 41111-

for r citizens needed their own organization

"to look out for their needs and rights")hree of the 'AMY experimental

grnups showed larger increases in the percentige who felt itch organiza-

tions were needed to gin greater power than those in coqparable 0 colurol

groups.
ix

.

Implications for Other Communities
*

34' a. * 411
le

W 4 V
* The aperlenei in Reading suggests'rhat two-way cable televisOn can

.a* a .serve as 4n effective means of citizen involvement in local political if .

,

processes:--Tt-lbvid-ei-a--Chinner-for citizens to.communicmte with each
?;

other and with public officials about community problems and issues.
41

411

Although broadcast television has increased the capacity of citizens to

identify issues and acquire information on national and international
4 0 41

affairs, there are few mechanisms available through which citizens can

directly act on such information.0 Interactive cable television can-
.1(..........--Ik

1,

heighten citizenilwarencss of citimunity problems and improve
is
access tol

A.



(.

r

decision-makers at the local level,, where the opportunities for direct

participation are theoretically far gteater than at the national level.

. Findings from the Reading project indicate that iis Assible for
I ,' rN # `

-

citizens and Public officials to useinteradive cable television as a

.

- 4
regular means of communication. Whether public officials if other citiq

would be willing`to meet regularly with one or more groups Of organized

citizens over Able television is not known. Clearly, senior citizens

have particular preferences and limited mobility which enhances the

.attr1ctiveness of cable as a mechanisA for them to participate in local

govirnment. Further, tffey are a non - threatening political group; it is

unlikely teat local officials will be as willing to communite on a

regular basis with other urban''political groups over cable. Clrly,

if every ai, racial, or ethnic group in large cities sought to hold

weekly meetings with public officials over cable television, neither the

Jr
cable system nor the officials could have the capacity to effectively

/-nd to citizen demands.

The fore, the use of cable television for citizen artici ationP P

'St depend upon the size and scale ()urban political institutions and

en the basis by whijkh local grows are organized to participate in loca=l

politics. In some cities, it gy be necessary to structure interactive

programeinj74a-diding to spoilR664S rather thin ethnic or age groups.
*

Neighborhood -based cable programs can allow a community to communicate

with itself and with the appropAte public officials. An interactive

capability,at the community level would allow nuMerous political activities

to be conducted over cable television.

t
4. 8-

CitizenS,would`have direct access

to local officials, such as 'state le0AlatO

0
4
350 3130

codncilpersons, and
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p I.

local administrators Of service delivery organizationmt Low-cost poltICal

.

advertising forolocal candidates could also be conducted over cable:

In cities where the problems,of urbmi governance are qualitatively

4,

different than,in a city such as Reading, differeht formats for interactive '"

programs will, of COUTSC, be required. Administrators of municipal de-

partments could jointly participate with the appropriate citxolegislaiers

Aft",
in programs with local citizens. Programs could be orgaffIzed according

to specific municipal issues such/as finance, public safety,,or city

plannin Citizens could tben communicate wit* both elected and appointed -

officials respTible for a gihn municipal function.- In rarge cities:

high-level administrators and elected officialcouldiTarticipmre jointly

01t in interactive programs, similarly organized by specific topics such-as
.1*.,_

-.#i

*finance, public safety, or ci ty .p lam iing . The 4Televant apponted and
is 4 0, h. .

elected officials, such as the budget director; city controller, and heqd
1 , IF

of the legislative finance committee would indivfdually;and.cbllectively

]
1/. i

raepofid tocitizen questio corm s& and demands.
1110 0

j.Public hearings of c y wide agencievek,such as thb planning commission,
A 4

7

4'

.
: cc:4rd also be coaduCied older cable ttIel,ision. :citizens could participate

throughout municipaltity. Community 4Faups could.
,

the Ocbcfmedtapial of their pOsition iost as pro- or

*from dispersedloca:tions

use vi4eOttaPesttlo aid in

4,

. a

4' ' 14 ;

fessional sonstiltants use slides and charts. There are,an'enormous nImUer

411 'IF
of local Pferticipa:ory,actikties

cable television. There has been
4

;hat could -e effestively conducted oiler
. Pi

=CI attention given to the use ef,sio6-
I. .

muncatio4tochnologies to improve yiec, . and Wiciency", in the manage-,

ii'

' t

1. 1,

meat ofAlid,ic agencies. Relatively 1
.

4
Relatively

'to exploring.Ways to,fhcilitateldirect
. 14 ' 4. " °

-"cable leMilio
S

4

e consideration hasJbeep.given

n feedbac)c throggliktwe-way
. --r

A'

I'

st4



.411

The Reading cable experiment demonstrates that interactiv cable

television can provide a powerful means1-for'citizens,to articulate their
.

preferences for public goods'and services "t0 municipal officials. This

is clearly an .important use. of cable which should be systematically

considered in deigning public ep/ice uses of cable television. Further
0. . .

research is necessary.to determine the types
of...4

municipal services and -

Al- ,

administrative agencies which are most suitablsibfor interactive communica-
* . . It

tion.between citizens and consumers. tech remains'to be known aboUt the
,

1

application of cableto-large cities With different service delivery

problems.-
4

a Wildidi of communicationlvithin

*
urban communities4isiespecially impOrtant'given tit limits of broadast

television and.metropolitanpewspapers as sources of local information.
- .

*
ly orgamiied, is especially biased td4ards

it e ists both on a national level and

11
The role of cabil;televisioa as

Television,ykS it is present
* , .

the mass viewing auftence as

within a gi,on. the number of channe* is-limited' by the nuMbei. of
4Nit 4

over-the-air broadcast signali t)at can be transmitted through the electro-
: .

.
magnetic spectrum in a given region. In the ver i

,y hgh trequenc range

I #
(VHF), only 12 channels areftsvailable and adjacent channel interference ,

,

, fle'
t

0
'4

prevents the use of more than seven channels within the same area. The

es T:ultra higo f uenc range (UHF) ostensibly provid larger number of

channels but the actual use of UHF has beea'seve ely haiered by 4 variety 40'
.16 -

*
of technological and economic factors. , *

k '4
s

The commercial foundation of broadcast television leads to reliance
*

* b

oa advertisingor financlarsupport. In order to attract advertisers,
0,

television programming is dgsigned to each the largestolossiblo audience;g

bs
352 642



I B. . .
- theriesult.is mast-oriented television whiCh can offer only "token" OTO .

i .I! .

. . .
24 . gramming to :those persons and groups whose freferences diverge fr.om the. . '

.
.6

; majority. :anis eliminates the. possibli lity of tel evisibn #programming" an':.i. .
, . .

.
. f 4 . ..

;04-)eighborhood problenA and community issuer within large metropolitan areas:

*Like television, newspaPers depend ulion 'ertiserr who want to reach
.

- affluent consumers. As the middli;class has :aciied from "the central'

to ;the suburb, the hetroXlitan daily has 'had-to troaden the geographical.' , -
, scope of .its coverage, As ten BagAttian no4es.p .codpetition to get,'

-... .
' : t i '-

(4- -
/ . ..

Lilt° .asitiany affluynt Itouseholds -.as ipkossible- has pushed newspapers and
. - :, . ,

. i. ,
. , . broadeastix statibtis ipto-widarea distribution: car, m es of stale hi N. 1.

(-s&
. -' I . ./' i

0 0
.

1
. %. 9

1. mass production make it sintplei-tei cast
.9

the net wipe, and then-identify for,4,0
. . lt ,

,.".the advertiser the harvest of high-cons ption households. The' result _Is-,,.- -'./. 4., 6
. 2214. that _metropolitan broadcasters. and ,papers,. coyer enormous geographic areas."

,i. .6, a .
411: 1.2.k. The coitsequences of such a media orientation are parfictirarly severe for

If

11.! .

a

dirthe ibw-ineomitand,minoritly- groups _located in the -central _city. Neitherr
.the newspapers.norithe

or
vteleSion stations have an incentive to report on .

ib 1
.

eventtlin their areas. 'thus the ecenomically poor biikome th,e Informttion
7 * .

at welh' . .4
,-gr

, . , i
For all iricciete..groups, 'the imbalance between the scale of the media

.

ikudience and the 'size of local gtiverntent!.units ,has serioUsluplipations.

an state's : .

* - 4.4* - 41
average ,county in the United States has t26 Local .. 4.I

governments; of 'which, 22 have taxing*power.-und. five are sclao.districts. . Even i,Cthey iglored all t:tther community news- -
u iofficial orgabiiatioms, , 'ports; pttlic ,events- -this
meat thatthe typical me.tropolitan paper dniebroadcast

. L

, 22 '13-en.Bagdikian, 11Mais Scale and Commtanity-g.cauldiiies," Paper presented
to the Annual Meeting of thle American i'Asieiciation for the AdvancemenI of

Washington, .D.c..; februillr ,1978. ,
01 ,:t1/

. t . ..4 . i,,, , . .. ,,,t .-,
: .., s ..,,- ... t. 0. :,.. _4 . .

< * ' 0 it .1# J8,.., -,kik t- 353 ,9.7.
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witfi, news jurisdiction over 1300 local public policy-making
bodies; cannot report jthe deliberations and decisions of these
bocliesin,any skstemaiS ors thorough manner. If each policy-
making' body met once ek and a metropolitan television

*else, ii a typical half- hour 'hews-
grant. 5.49 seconds per week, _or at

X4.7 words per..;ieek.23

.

station.reported-,on not
cast; meetpig. wou

'.,180..words'' per minute,

Iii; contrast to broadoast television_ and lar daily newspapers,

cable television has the technical and tconthic ca lity to provide

informatiOn and service's oriented towards the divers of interest.

groupi and communities that comprise the metropolitan area In an e

when infortatd.on plays an increasingly important role in public policy-.

'making, cable technolQgy makes it possible for individuals and groups,

at the. lout' level to have their own means of electronic communication.

y strengthening citizen access to and contipl over informatio4, cable

evision .enhances the -ability of citizens to _communicate with public

officials and to pirticipate effectively.in urban political processes.

,1354



APPENDIX A
.

'Interaction Cate
e,

Requests information: from- anyp e, any topic - 0.g:, senior
.

citizen could have requeste information `about property_ .taxes

where to,get forms, or If w, the city. council. atrzyed,,at--i'pa.rtitula;
/. -

decision. In addit4; arOciuncilpersmayr-h ve requested.;more

detalled..infotnia'tion about a problem expressed by a senior, Or
. ,

even the name and address of a ,home v,iewer in order to personally

respond/t a- complaint:,

Re uests ice usually Anvolved the more physical' aspects of city

e.g., garbage collection, streetlights, water

ice, maintenance of'parks, housing safety. Included in this

tegory were clearly stated requests for serVice, ?'When are you:

a

going to fix that light on my street." :Implicit requests for
.

service were also embedded in giving information, "There a,"

light out on My street 'and Wetre afraid at night."'',This would

have'been:coded. for both 'gives information' and 'requests service.'
. e

,Gives information:- the inearse of requests information, from anyone,

on any topic - e.g., when .a senior gave the location of a pot hole

or unpainted apartment or the,liacense plate of'a police car that

parked" in bus stops.

Gives opinion: e.g., "I don't think its fair: that we haveto pay. scnOol

tax." We tried to distinguish between when acouncilperson was



giving information- and giving his/hei opinion Often there were---\
----

._L--thfiiC. ; . . " but
....-.!-

verbal clues "in my opinion....personally
.

.somekies there -were not and a; judgement Was made,

Action taken* most- often-referred to ,aations7Ir ady taken 1,7 council-

respome to a reqiietti. Sor informa ion 7teservice. It,
. was also a-response to a follow-up question n a promised action.

OCcasionally, a senior had taken iesporiiibili y

thing:that:was reported during the program, o a

suggested an action that had already, been trie

most often applied to cotincilpeAction recommended:

by
seniors' also; e.g. , "You should mite- or call

will help ybu" or "call me next week and I will

for doing some-

councilpersoil

by the senior.

ons but utilized

the meantime," or from a senior, "Why don't you t

r iiitO senior citizen housing instead of selling

'college?"

Check/refer: by councilpersOn;

refer t to Mr. X, that is his 'department."

Mr." X "and .he

eck..on it in---

rn that, building

o the community

"I will .loolc into that"

Non-res by councilpers.on; a response that does. not

"I will

sWer',a

on by missang the point and reslionding to somethi g else,

ating it or siLnpls changing the .subject.

ive/a ressi a very' subjective category in princi.le,

tried to limit interactions in this categoryito bbvio s

coif ontations, standoffs, persistent arguing, not accepting a

sta em911tv. and obvious challenging; e.g., . III'thInlrYou have

'obl gation to admit it when you e wrong" or "I- disagre with
0 ,

'you iind I won't dlictiss it anymore.'
, `1`:



Planned action: This stamtaiout as an."other"Categord was

changed midway in the obserVhtions, to "planned action. It

was oiten'used in response to a.request for service ovinforma-

tion by a senior. Action has- not. occurred on an issue is
.

planned to occur. "We are going to take that up-at council

N
, nextweek" or "We hope to get this bill pigsed/ordinance

.*

- changed."

..

Content Categories

Municipal Services

,

The municipal service categories self explanatory. Coding

decisions arose when a comment was made,, for examp about safety in

the parks. If it was evident that the ,focus was safety and not the

pplks,.the comment would be coded in "sa Howevef?ambiguous

/

0
theme

,

cages did occur and a judgment had o, be . If't4ere were two
0.

ambiguous comments, one was cod in safety and the other in parks.

Other Municipal

Government

et"

ics. Iecluded.references to the workings
z

of city haf1 se, municipal elections, praise or blame of

councilpers , the difficulties Of elected office, etc.

Polic f the eiderl . Was to inclide specific policy state-

ments about-the elderly; e.g., "Seniors should be exempt from

s ootFtax." .

Budget and finance. The city budget and-talk of funding.for

.city projects_.

3Eg
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System Comments: Because of the innovative ani unusual nature of

- . . . .

BCTV, we wanted to pick up on explicit compients about the two-way

'cable TV system itself aS posiblindiCaliOnsof how people
,

e
. 1

-.
'z ' 'lc

experienced it and their ;:general awareness of it.
. ,

System -- general. Included comments about. the, running of to

system, its very existence, technkcaI aspects, references to
.

l'"
,

the staff.
. -

Senior/system power. Any menilon-or.the-potentiai power of

-the medium or
,

power of the seniors4themselves as an exprelsion.
.2.,,."

of the power. of the medium. .

References to other programs. Comments about or references

- to any other BCTV programming.

Other. Content areas not included in the above;.e.g., national

and state issues, heafth organizations, federal funding, consuempt

problems, technology, athletics.

I I,
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APPENDIX 8 %,y

Approximately five or six of the Observation sheets were used per
4

;

program, one sheet for every five or six minutes of interaction, The
. .

:. .1
content is identified by the'rodand the type of interaction is by

The type of speaker is'identifie.by number. If, for eiimple,

a senior citizen requested information about axes, a "1" would bm4qt

in'the box ai the intergection of "taxes" and "requests informatio "

I;If the councilperton responded wi the.information, a "3" would put
.

ti

in the "taxes" box under "giveotinfo tion." Since the instruMent

) 4ras devisedicaiculates onlystotallpumb nteractions in each category,

a rouj idea or the give and' take of sequencing of the conversation was

accounted for by briej,notes at the bottom of,each page. Therefor, we

)12.

, 4

ascertained a t ee-waytdentification of each' verbal presentation -- topic

content, by type of speaker, b of interaction.

The basic unit of analysis is an interaction: An interaction is
e

reference by,a speaker to a topic. Often; more than one interaction was

represented within one,person's verbal presentation. Therefore, the' t

unit of analysis, Xhe inter;ctibn, was' essentially the category as it

--s
defined itself within a speaker's presentation; in other words, the smallest

discriminable unit, which is not necessarily time- bound:' For example,

a home viewer might call in and speak for 30 seconds, stating his or her

9 opinion on. ltlety in a housing project. After a response by the council-
.

Personiathetome viewer could spend another 30 seconds talking,during

. .

*Pot a general discussion of observational iethods,see K. Weick,
"Systellatic Observational Methods," in_lindzey, G. and Aronson, E. (Eds.),
ThaHlandbook of Social Psychology, 2nd ed., Vol. at: 'Reading, Mass.:
Addison-Wesley Publishing.Co., 1968.

g$9,9
3S9
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which she might "give someinformition':!ahout;Saf ty, "request a service"
46

about safety, and 4than the7councilperson' for the gOed job he is doing ,
.

("gives opinion" about "genceirecent ,ind po 'tics"). East type of inter -

action
.

?or. this one. person iotilt be narked separatqy:

. .

As the Program'yroceedea; the observer would indicate by number, in

the "roper intersection, who is speaking about what, and in what manner.

ge of speaker, topic, or type of interaction would signal a new

mark. Not accounted, for were suchlhings as introductory and closing

reperks (unless they contained a content opicreftd4Iforint conversation
',4

,
that did not cover a topic code; In short, very fe4-interactions were .

. ,

excluded from the observations The total number of interactions was

,

calculated for each category (content and type ()f:interaction) in every

proms. Also subiotals were calculated,in every category.for'seniors,

- :Jr

Lome viewers councilpessons, end others.'`

I

*
"Other" persons are not discussed in the analysis but remain in

most of the tables to preserve the`inf grity of the data.

A

1
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APPENDIX B

.

(continued)

Inside City Hall Tape Observations

t

DATE: COUNCILPERSO : *-9". COUNTER f\ begin

PAGE OF 1 MINUTES c end
. ....

,
, ' *

1=senior citizen 2=homeviewer -5=public official /=other

reqst reqst give give actn
.

ac check fin' argu other
MUNICIPAL SERVICES: info srvc info o in take ecm refer res

4
street /traffic

sewers /water

parks/rec

'fire

Police/sifety
,

transportation

education

housing

redevelopment

taxes(prop/munic)

OTHER MUNICIPAL:

:
, ../

. . .

.

.

,..
.

..

govt 4 politics.

policy for elderly

budget 4 finance

SYSTEM COMMENTS:

.

.....

.

1 .

. .

.
.

Ac
system 1gen.1)

sr/system power.

refs to other progs

OTHER:

_

.
. -

. .

. .

9 ..

. e

A a
ii. i

. . m



4PPENDIX.0

Reliability of the Instrument

forty-six tapes.were Viewed by one observer. As a cheCk

oi observer biis ind geheral *liability of the instru ient, two other\.

! observers were trained in the mse of the instrument. .Thethreet raters

hen'watChed eig ht (8) half-hour programs together, marking observe-

'tion sheets'indeiendently.. The reliability test used was a one-way

analysis of variance with. repeated measures. A "Separate alpha
a

coefficient was calculated for-each- of4he interaction categories And

each4f:the content categories, botlijor the totals and.sub-totals,

thro411,,all eig ht rtif,r401,mitbled.

`With-regard tothe interaction categories (Table 1), 30% of the

-totals for these categories have an alpha coefficient of .over .90;

70% pf'them have an alpha.coefficient of over .09; and the iremaining

*a
three categories all have coefficients off .68.. For type of inter-

actions, the preblem categoriei were "action taken" by seniors (-.28)

and bome--viewers4.,2S)-;-"-gtion__'recommendeti_iiy-'home_viewers_(_-_.2.5)_;_and_____

plannedl,action by leniorsA-.25). The lack of relftble agreementon

these particular categories could be due twth to individual. rater .

bias andand insufficient.clarification as to exactly what tese categories

*Seniors, home viewers, councilpersons, and othets, combined.

**See: J. Annally, Psychometric Theory. New York: McGraw Hill
Book Company, 196/. According to Nunnally, increasing the
reliability coeffidients beyond .80 for basic research is un-
necessary. He al#o notes that in the early stages of research
to hypothesized constructs, reliabilities of .60 or .S0 will

suffice. b

362 -392
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represented. However, the occurrence of comments in these categories

. is extremely infrequent, leading. tozero variance items in each

category. The zero variance items are primarily responsible for the

negative alpha coefficients.

\

,
.

-We obtain alpha coefficients for'the number of total inter-
1 --I

a\ ions in 19 of the 20 content categories ("refs to other programs"
1,46.

as dropp as a category). Table 2 shows the results. Ten (53%)
,

1-.,

of ihe.conten; totals had alpha coefficien&of.over .90761% had

coefficients over'.80; 74% were over .70; and the remaining 3 categories

(16%) were between -.04 and .29. Two of:this last group were

. 4
miscellaneous "other" catigorlesigld one had a number of itero variance

1, _.
items. The-problem categorrwts "senior/system power.", The alpha

-

coefficients op ."senior/system power".for seniors and hote viewers

were .62 and .75 respeciively, but there was digagrievement among the

three raters as to, how, often councilpersons made reference to senior/

.system power (allfia .21).

I .

vo.

1

393
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APPENDIX C

Table 1

Reliability of the Interaction by Participant Categories

in the 064ervational Instrument
.

'is presented by Alpha coefficients derived_from a one-way
analysis of variance with repeated measures.)*

dit

Requests Infd;mation

Requests Service

Givei,ThformaAon

Gives Opinion

Action. Taken.

Action,Recommended

'Chtick/Refer

Non-Response
,

Argument/Aggressive

Othei: Planned Action

t

I

Seniors
Home _

Viewers
Council-
persons TOTAL

.94 .96 .99 , .93

.93 .81 .81.

.93 .84 .93

.93 .81 .73. .85

-.28 .85 .80

.77 -.25 .78) .68

`s .75 .92 .95
40

.88 .88

.63 .58 .68

-.25 .73 '.68

*

A blank means no alpha coefficient was computed duets5 zero variance items

in a catwory. Yor.somecategorles that,effectively,means-there was
completeeitreement among. the raters that a particuiar interaction
type did not occur during the eight observed programs.

. t

Ara

d
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- APPENDIX C

(continued)

Table 2

Reliability of theContent by Participant Categories

in the Observational Instrument

(As presented by alpha coefficients derived,from a one-way
analysis of variance with repeated measures.)*

CONTENT OF.: INTERACTION

, Home ..

-

.Ceuncil-
. MUNICIPAL SERVICES: Seniors Vielrs liersons

.
.

_ .

_ Street/Traffic. -.76 .98 \,.,;91
-.Sewers/Water .99 .96 V .99
Parks/Recreation- .65 / -- .

Fire .89 .96 ' .96'

Police/Safety .99. . .97 .98
- Transportation

A Education __ -

".99

4, = -

Housing .9g" .94...

Redevelopment ,- .82 -.11' .7

Taxes (prop /manic) -.95. .94 .89

OTHER MUNICIP4

----"---u.t92 . .77 : :94Government and Politics ti

Policy for Elderly . :10 .69 .86
Budget and Finance

.

SYSTEM COMMENTS:

.81 -.25

c

.93 ,

System (general) .98 -- .98
' Senior/System Power .62 .7k. .21

. . * .,

OTHER: ....

...

Otter 1 .95 -- .91
' Other 2 . mr93 .92 .70

Other 3 * t%47 -- -.46
Other 4 i -.06 -- :44

TOTAL

. .

.92

.99 .

.71 -

.97

.496'

\-1

0.99
.77-

.98

.95

.80

.92

.98

.29.

.96

.86,

-.04u

.14

* A blank means no alpha coefficient wis computed due to zero variance
items in a category. For some categorBes that effectively means there,
was complete agreement among the raters that a content topa did not
occur during the eight ObierVed programs.

' #
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ECONOMIC .EVALUATION OF THE OUTPUT' OF

THE READING INTERACTIVE $YSTEM



...Y-ECONOMIC EVALUATION .OF THE 9UTPUT Of
THE READING iNTERACTIVE SYETEM.

.

!CHAPTERJ

INTRODUCTION,:

The output of the.Readinganteractivesystem.is.evaluated in

this report from three perspectives: the average cost of-interactive

programming by duration of segment, monthrof presentation, arid-social

Service category; the-average cost per participant hours-of specific

social servicesandie uptake of certain 'outreach programs.

()rig* y, it was hoped that more conclusive, evidence on-the relative

cost effectiveness of the interactive system compared to other service

delivery Methods could be provided; however,4the findings on the

effect of the interactive system on the services for which the

iesearch'was designed were so inconclusive thatisuch a comparison

6- 7 ,

could not be made. This does not mean that the interactive system

is not cost effective, but that the complexity of the interactive

system and other research factors prevented-generation of suitable.-

data to test its .effectivenesst

These issues are discussed in this introduction, first, irkterms

Of the difficulty of defining the output of an interactive system'and

w the with,regard to- the research'imialic4tions- of the Reading :experiment._

The folloWing,chapters are concerned with each of the three perspectives

;

ori.the ecOriomic'evaluation :of the interactive system. The last chapter



Ouiput of the Interactive. System

The difficulties of defining the output of 'an ,interactive
.,

stvste such as th Reading NCC system were discussed at length i
. ---z-- fr;i-x

the or'gin,a1 proposal, Experiment in Urban Telecommunications (see(

Rages -&9-11.0). There are .'at least ,three distinct ways in which the

output ,of the system can4e'defined: (a) interactive System a a,
. _

service- itself, .(b) interactive system as channel to deliver o her-

'social 'services, and (c) output of s'ociar services proVided in

\actively.

The interactive system as a service itself which provides

portunify for the elderly to gets together interactively and

fluence their community is Athique and therefore'could probably._

be compared:to other systems through intercommunity compari ons.
410-a4

The ......aiffects of the system on the elderly are syttematicall;v analy ed

e section of this volume:. "Impact of :a Neighborh4d CommuniCation

cente tystdm on the Elderly in Reading, Pennsylvania," and the csts

of providing the systeto, descr' ed in the section of this :report,

"Costs -of the Reading Interactive System and Alternatives for Repl ca-

tion." Data on the involvement Of the el erly as paid staff. and

'volunteers are presented in the latter report.- It can certainly he
. . . .

ed-. that one important. otinirtAti.ok the .inteiactive .systeM is ahe
. . . ,

ortunitrit-provides fointeresting and rewarding activity for

the participantS,:and: fUrther, the" effects which that activity had

on improving the sittia on of the elderly by'servide deliverers the

oramity, and the elderly themselves.

!O



..Since other sections 6f this report deal extensively witp

measuring these outputs, this .analysis cbriceritrates on the evaluation
.

of the interactive,sistem as a channel fot4irKce'deliYery and the

7 -

,outputs of those. services. Table 1.1 'provides a summary- of the .

' quantity of interactive programming and attendanCe\ at NCCs by social

service delivered. The sodialkservices are sivided into fivemain

categories:

The indiVidual topics underihe five main categories are 'either -specific

. Information and Referrabk Outteach
2. Information ,andReferra10nteractidn
-3. Direct Delivery r Form Filling
4.. Direct Delivery - Education
5 . Direct kDelivery Recreation .

. 't

with Service Supplier

services chosen for theirAlresearch potential, e.g., food. stamps and
. .

Medicare forms, or are reasonable categbries for grouping the services

delivered through a wide varietygof programming formats, Eor instanCi',

local and state government, Ille'alth education, ajfd recreation - social.'.

These Categories and the differences in the cost of providing inter:

active programming under each heading are discussed in, much greater

detail in the following chapters. It is interesting to note that of

a total of 593 program segments,, recreation-social was by far the

largest, comprising roughly 40 percent of programming time :Education

.

was next with 30 percent, followed by outreach with.17 percent, y

interaction with service supplier12 percent, and form' filling only
r 4--

2 PdCent. Of the spedifically- identified services,, interaction with

local and state gbVernment, consumer ,education, and, health educatioi

head the list with more than 35 hours of interactive progilmming during



Table, 1.1

Quantity of Interactive Programing and Attendance

Civer NCC System by Major Service Category "

January - December 1976

SERVICE CATEGORY

I. INFORMATION$ REFERRAL

A. Outreach

1. Food Stamps
2 Other Public Asst.
3. Social Sectritiy

Banking Option
4. BCSCC Activities
5. Housing, Trans-

portation, and
Legal

6. Other Services

B. Interaction with
Service Supplier

1. Social Security
2. Local/State Gov't.

II. \DIRECT DELtiVERY

A. Form Filling

1. Earned Income Forms
2. Medicare Forms
3. Rent Rebate Forms

B. Education

1. Consumer Education
- 2. Health Educliation

3. Other Education

b. Recreation

1..tecreation-sociai

.QUANTITY
PROGRAM/

OF
NG

Total
Program Total

Segments Spots

6
104

55
52

23 /4 32

67, 65

45 9
41. 118
53 -31

Total
Hours

3.0
4.8

2.1

.3.5

4.5
44.7.

6.0
.36.7

1.0
2.4
3.0

36.7-
42.4
33.3

t,

ATTE

Total
Attend-
ance*

116
417

38

169

134
3,086

373
2,698

27

91

68

.812

1,056.

1;279

A

NDANCE

Average
AttendanCe
Per Program

r

593

219 170 145.8

369.9; 18,935

* This .is the sum If reattendance figures and thefore
the numbers of different persons who attended since
attended Many different program segments.

.



er

the'year out of a total of 37046urs Average attrJance for the

.

programming segments at the centers was 32. By-far the highest
ie

average attendancewas for idteractionwwith local and state

government and recreation-social.
1.

,

Various particular serviOs were identified for detailed research

.on tAir, outputs and Ideasures for cost effediveness df.delivery (see

)

Test and iValuation of Public Service Uses of Cable Television:

Reading,: Pennsylvania, pp. 27-89). .These services were chosen for

-three basic reasons. Fitst, the services were considered to be
pFF -

. 1 .

important flr the elderlY.).secdnd, a significant Rortion of the

eligible were not,rece' ing the" services; and third ,!;they were amenable
-

to interactive delivery. The design Called for comparison in service

uptake between experimental groups.with,access to.the interactive.

A

programuing and control. groups without access. ale results of this

`research are, discusted in Chapter Four, but in'general it is fair to

r

say that there was po clear evidence that the ihteractive programiing'

, improved uptake of services. There are a number of reasons why this

'research did not provide a fair test of the effectiveness of interactive

service delivery, the most important of which are discussed in the next

section.

The lack of proper service output measures meant that the original

plans to provide measures of cost effetiveness could not be carried

out. Therefore, the economic evaluttion.presetted in this section-
- :=

uses the definition of output-which considers the interactive system

as a channel for Aervice deliflary and measures the use of the system

in terms of: a) program segments'pnd b) participants, Chapters Tito
.



and Three present and .analyze the average costs of these outputs

by the Reading-system. Chapter Two contains estimates of the. average

'cost ..of interactive programs for the 'WhoreAsyStem and by different

'service category.. Evidence is also pretented of the importance of the

learning curve inillUcing the costs of interactive programming and

precise' estimates of its effect. Chapter Three links the costs by

lerf14.category to estimates of the population which liewed the

programs either as,participants at the NCCs or as home viewers.

Estimates of average cost per participant hour are made and the

effects of expanding the system on these costs are discussed.

-Comparisons are made with the costs of alternateleans to deliver

th;se services wherever feasible. In Chapter Fdur, the exhrimental

findings on the uptake of three specific services are presented:
. .

Finally, the major results are summarized and recommendations for

the uses of the systei and further research are made.

Research Issues in the Reading Interactive System

. 9

`there were other issues which made the economic evaluation particularly

n addition to the output measurement probleasdiscussed,above,

-difficat in Reading. The critical problem for all the research onr , 3

out:calksiof the interactive system was the extremely short duration'

of the' riod of impact. One year Was simply not sufficient to test

the full impact of ntroducing an innovative communicatiiims system
.

either in the0iy.9r in practice. This is especially true of services

which, for one reason oranother, may require a change in attitudes to

increase, uptake.- For, instance, it wan known that many elderly were



. 4,

eligible for food stamps ,but were not applying for them. It seems

probable that changes in attitude by service receivers, deliverers,

or both are a prerequisite to increased service uptake. Although ,

applications at the agency did not increase significantly during

the year, it was found that more elderly with. access to the system

were considering applking. It would take more programming over a

longer period and experimentation with different,programming ideas,'
4, .1*

perhaps including provision of food stamps.at NCCs for changes in

attitude to be translated into action.

The short period of time was further complicated by the range
5%.

of services which ihe system attempted. Since there were no guidelines-
.

about what kinds wouldof Programming and services wld be most feasible

and popular, nor, indeed whether the system could becOme self-

generating, an enormous variety of programming ideas, were tried.

This meant that it was difficult to focus-on any one service unless it

was also found to be popular,. Thus, interaction.with.local and state

government proved popular and regular "Inside City Hall" programs
, .

were scheduled. As alneady noted the recreation-social programming

also drew large groups of participants to suchregulars as "Singalong."

Thus, as the programmdng developed, more time was taken with non service -

specific-programming. The refearch design called for cost effectivenesil

studies of outreach on food stamps and the. Social Security Direct

Banking Option and of form filling on earned income, Medicare and rent
# ,

rebate formS; Table 1:1 shows that only 14 segments and 86 spots were

presented on all these topics together for a total of 11.5 hours. In

short, the count of programming devoted to the specific social services

)



to be evaluated was not Ifficient to conttitdte a significant test
.

the power of interactive services, quite. apart from questions of

l
how 'well the serviCeeiere delivered.

.j.

There were' wo reasons why so little programming was done on the

se rvices tofbe evaluated. First, the experiment was committed to the'
-

idea of involving the participants in both the presentation of

programming; and the planning of what shoufd be programmed. It is

clear from Table 1.1 that, with'the exception of Medicare form filling,

which had an average attendance close to that for the whole system, most

of the programming services for public assistance and Social Security
4

L.

V

services had below average,attendance. Furthermore, the Regional

Director of Social Security,

a research interview that he

centers each %reek. I In short,

who held a regtar program, commented in

seemed to'see the same few files at the

programming on the social sefVices, which

had been chosen for the needs which the service deliVereri felt were

'unmet, was not popular-with those interested' an particiPating in

programming at the centers. Thus, therrwti a conflict between providing-
.4a

'programming whiCh interested active niticipints and programming which

met important service goals as perceived by social- service deliverers.

I Secondly, there was a conflict in the early stages of programming

.

tetwee the needs of implementation and the aims of the research. Due
4k."

ter-ears pf contamination of the pretest survey, the implementation team

Amd been strongly discouraged fromractive recruitment of elderly volum-

triers. Thus, when regular programming began there were very few elderly

participants at the centers.' 1 addition, the program planning-hid been

done by the NCC staff with: the agency personnel. A major priority at'



the beginning was to produce voirammingfwhich brought participants

into the centers. Tim, there was understandable pressure to produce

*more social'and recreational programming.

For these reasons, it does not seem as though interactive service

delivery has been gi;len a fair trial in the Readingexperiment. Now
)

that the system has settled dorm, it would be worthwhile to conduct

) lk
*

experiments with specific services.

4

.4
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CHAPTER 2

AVERAGE COSTS OF INTERACTIVE PROGRAMMING IN READING

Introduction

The average costs of interactive program segments in Reading are
0

inveetigated in this chapter. These costs are estimated from data

collected on the time inputs of the MCC staff, elderly volunteers,' and

agency personnel in preparing and presenting segments. The time inputs

are given a d011ar value based on the actual or potential wages of each

-participating grbup. Therefore, hesecbsts represent the manpower

effort directly-involved in programming; they do not include estimates

df the overhead costs of pinning, maintaining, and planning the system.

An estimate of these over ad_costs is made at the end of this`chapter.

using data presented in the ection "Costs of the Reading Interactive

-11,AvolPSystek.and.Alternativesfor RepliCation."

17mIdirect, manpower inputi for preparing and presenting inter-
.

actrve-progtans are estiiated and analyied in detail in the first
Id

_section of this chapter:.. Particular attention is paid, to showing the

shifts in-the relative contributions of MCC stafti elderly volunteers,

and agenc9 parlonnel during the year. It-Was found. that the elderly

on moth greater responsibility for programming as the year

progressed. In the second section, the average Tsts by social

service 'category are estimated and found to vary considerably. The

cattgonleefollow,those alreadiwdescribIed in Chapter One. In the

....

a
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last section, the averages costs are analyzed tei4aetermine the precise

av
,'

effect on erage program costs of the three crucial factor(a) Jura-
.

tion of segment, (b) month of presentation, and (c) social service

category. & regression analysis is perfoiled which enables the impact
+

of each'of these three factors on costs to be measured separately. $The

reduction in costs attributable to the month of presentation is evidence

of the existence`of a learning curie effect, a 't was found to be sig-
.

nificant. In fact, iiiis estimated that the average cost of producing

a half-hour program Fell from $69 to $41 over the experimental year.

Direct Manpower Costs of Interactive Programming
41

There are two stages in the production of interactive programming

which are analyzed separately: (1) the preparation, of a segment and

(2) the live pr4Sentition of the segment. fhe contributions of NCC

staff, paid elderly staff, elderly volunteers, and agency persodnel

are deicribed for each stage. Changes by quarter are then analyzed .

to shigk theeztent to which the elderly took over the system. Finally,

the average direct manpower costs of preparation and presentation are
.

estimated using actual salaries -of,all paid NCC staff and agendy

personne41,l and the potential' earnings of the elderly volunteers.

, Manpower in the Preparation of Segments

Tte preparation of program segments involved planning the segment,

contacting the agencies-oz-persons who were-to ippear-as presetters,

gathering (sometimes making) props and other special equipment which

be needed, and planning or rehearsing the teenical procedures

aw



. .

which were to be used. This pre oration process was carried out.

over a 'period of days, and sometimes weeks, before the date on

w 'ch the segaeht was finally presented. Logs of time inputs

-keptkept by al} the individuals who worked to prepare a givehh ie

segment. Since work on one segment rarely coincided with work

.r')on another, these i puts were relatively simple to track.

Table 2.1 presents the findillgs for each of -the manpower .

categories on the number
it

of programs to which preparation was

contributed, the total number of hours in preparation,,,and average

hours per ,program for all programe The average number of manhours

per program was 4.6, which is the total hours divided by the total

number of programs. Therefore, also included in Tible 2.1 are

data on the cumber oOmahhours and the percent of manhours

contributed by the NCC staffeolunteers, and" agency personnel to

the'average progrent,

r`

It is int&eiting to note'thatof the total of 593 programs,

no one group worked to prepare acre thin about.One7third. NCC

coordinators worked on more-segments than anyone else (226), followed

by twos categories of elderly persons: the senior aides (203)*, and

the elderly volunteers (159). In,shorr, no one person or position

its a-necessary input into the preparation of *11 or even of most

se*PAs; a variety of combinations or types oflabor could be
4

substituted for one another in this part of the production process.

The table also shows. that the three main categories, NC5,0taff,

elderly (taking senior aides and volunteers together), and agency

personnel, each contributed roughly one-third to the.aierage progNh.

377
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Table 2.1

Average Houis ppent.on Veparation of Segments ,\J
Over Reading Interactive System by Manpower Cdtegdry 144

MANPOWER
t CATEGORY

I. MCC Staff

Production
Manager

Production
Researcher

Secretary e

MCC Cooi.dinst-
tors

Technical
Aides

Senior Aides .

II. Volunteers

Elderly
Volunteers.

Other

FOR ALL PR0GRAMS.4

Total
Programs
Prepared

Total Hours
in Program
Preparation

Average
Hours Per
Program

FOR AVERAGE PROGRAM,

Percent
of

Mathours Manhours.
.

156.2

3.2

361.6

155.4

203 426.3

III: Agency
Personnel

BCSCC Staff .

Sociil Security

Public Assis-
tance

OtiVrPublic
Agencies

Other $rivate
Agencies

381.6

358.8

.61 r3%.

.26 ,6%

.71 16%

4

.65
. 14%

3

2.5

2.4

4:3

1.71 37%

.1

4.56 100%

.



Manpower, in the Presentation of Segments

,The presentation of segments refers to activity which took place .

in the NCCs and from any other site connected with the system for
'

that segment on the day it Wks. presented. It included setting up

equipment,Vights;alaiis, etc. before the start of the,..segment,
I.,

operating c?meras nd:sound eqltipment during the segment, appearing

on camera as presenters of the segment, and assisting, for example, in

passing out materials and seating people during the course of the

wesentation, as well as dismantling the studio afterwards.

Tracking the j.nputs to these aciivitibs was more difficult

than it was 'for. preparation. Segments were frequently presented

jointly in "sessions with other segments. Furthermore, during the

year, more Sessionsincluded,more, than one segment and the average

kength of an individual segment declined. '5ession' was the-tsp

1
given to one uninterrupted"period'of origination. General4y, there

were afternoon sessions as well Sessionsilasted from 1 1/2 to 2

:hours and coiained anywbereffrom oneto.fiVe separate segunts with
w ,

spots in between. Set up of lights, cameras, and sound equipient

J

. .

"was usualIxtarried put for the session as a whole.. Also, one crew

.

'tended to runthe audio and Video equipment for'an entire session.

These-actnitieS (setting up; runping ditliVient, and tearing down)

were 'classed ailsupport:" The manpoer inputs for support were

tracked)-for each session. The.total cost for each segment includes

a share of, these joint presentation ,costs. The formula ,fob estimating

segment's share of joint costs is given in Appendix,A. 'To these

'lere,addedithe t me inputs of persons working to presint a given



specific segmetnt, the presenters, and their assistants! These-4uputs

were more easilr.identified for each segment.

Table 2.2 contains the same information for. present ion as given

for preparation in Table 21 The manpower categories are not as

disaggregated because of-the difficulty of tracking joint support

inputs in greater detail. The table shows that NCC system staff

worked as presenters or as assistants on 341 segments, almost 60

percent of the ibtal elderly volunteers worked on 248, and agency

personnel presented on -208. The average amount of time spent on

program presentation was 2.06. hours, or less

11);- ri

.;, On :preparation. Altogether, rOughly.6 1/2 manhours Went -into

ducing an average ,interactive segment ,(4..6 + 2.1 = 6.7).

This is very low in comparison,. to one -way television produc-

tion. The difference is due to the interactive nature' of the

Reading sySteM. Unlike programs produced for one-Way broadcast TV,

which are heavily rehearsed and 'conti011ed.PreSentations; interactive

segments' are designed. to be highly inforMal..and:.'spOritaneous... -Prepar-.,

etion involves- planning and gathering the necessary ingredients for

the interactive Preeentation,;:but it does ,not attempt to control"

what is to occur during presentation by-. detailed script or other

`means. For bhis reason, presentation was an important. part of the

-

process of producing a segment, .in which".all the Major actors .par-

ti,ated; that is, staff, elderly volunteers, and service deliverers.

The contributions of the -elderly to presentation are under-

estimated in these calculations_ since the paid senior aides are

included svaff. At first there were no paid senior citi4ens,.



Table 2.2

Average Hours Spent in Presentation of Segments

Over Reading Interactive System_by Manp wer Category

MANPOWER
CATEGORY.

FOR ALL PROGRAMS .

Total
Programs
Presented

tal Hours
in PAgOok
Preparation

Average''.

Hours Pbr
Program

1.

..

NCC Staff , 341'; 528.6 1.55.

(including
Senior
Aides)

Estimated
. Senior
Aides*

II. Volunteers

Elderly .248 297..6 1.20:'
..0th r

enc

24 L.73

.Personne 208 364;

TOTAL. 593 1 231.7 2.

FOR AVERAGE PROGRAM

Manhours

.:30

50
06

Percent ,

of
Manhours

Yk7=43.2%,

y.
24 . 3%

2:9 %.

29.6%

2.06 -100.0%

--Assuming-senior-aidercontributed--onenhi-r maiihours
as they did to preparation .(See Table



but by the end of the experiment, there'were nine seniors, who were

paid for their services. However, it is clear that the elderly

top:

contr ibuted more to presentation than they did to preparation.

'Elderly volunteers contributed 24 peYcent of the manhours in the

average program, while they gave only 14 percent to preparation.

The percentage of agency personnel manhours in theaverage program

was 38 percent for, preparation and was 30 percent for presentation

despite the fact that some service officials had.regular pbograms.

f -

Changes in ManPower During the' Experiment

e;sime-Teisonnei.were th6 production of :segments

throu!thout.the'mnp-yoar experimental Period. However, both the

total labor requirement and'the relative contributions by each{. -.

categopy of person chang 4 .over time. Table 2.3 shows.the-toial,
1

manhours Of labor, required. to produce an average 'segment during,
.

.

each quatter,of the experimental year It also lists the proportion. ,

of this which each manpower category contributed. The tptal number

of 'manhours 'required to prepare-and present. an average se ent fell

dramatically from nine hours to little more than five hours,over the
. .

course bf the year. This decline suggests the presence of a learning
Ir--

curve. However, this result is due to tlgo tendencies.' First,

production became more efficient as those involved gained experience,

hut at the same time, the average duration 4ta segment, one of the

major factors determining the cost of producing a segment, also' fell

sharply. In the third section = dthis chapter, the independent strengths

( of-these tio'offects will be analyzed through multiple regression.

382



Table 273

Manhours or Preparation and Presentation of Average
Progr nd Percent of Manhours by Manpower'Category P r

Quarter in Reading Interactive System

.

14'

.. PREPARA

ManhoUrs to Prepare
Average Segment

Total Manhours

. Percent ofManhours Given,
to Preparation

NCC System Staff

Senior Aides

Elderly Volunteers

Agency. Personnel

:PRESENTATION.

TOTAL

A. Manhours to Present,
Average Segment .'

Total Manhours

. scent , of Manhours Given

Presentation -

VNCC Staff Including
'senior Aides

4 9
) Adeily,Volunteers

dther. Volunteers

Agency Personnel
1'

TOTAL

Ttt AL- MANHOURS OF 1REPAR-.
011'ION Ark): PRESENTATION

. 'Total ManhOurs per -.1*

Average Segment

QUARTERS IN 1976

-r.ffirst

Quarter

4

6.80

Second,
Quarter.

5:61

36.9%

1`5.5V

8:4%'

39.%;

ipo.o%.

Third
Quarter

30.4%

24.2%

16%

29.5C

Fourth
Quarter

3;37

32.6%

15.0%

18,7%

33.5%

100.9%

2.20

-35%

32%-

7

26%

100.0%

2.19 1.70

24%

22%

100.0%

9.00

383.
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4

Astthe_system was producing more segments in each quarter than

-
it had in the previous one, the average amount of presentation timeo

per segment give,bound to decline. Presenters' title input for a ven,
4

segmenfis directly related to.the duration of that segment. The;:

average amount of preparation time per segment is. not determined by.

duration in the same -sy. Assuming that quality does not decline,

a declinkin manhburs for preparation is a direct measure of improved
, -

efficiency. j The ttital number of-manhours of labor required to

pmePare an average segment fell from,6780 hours in the first quarter

of the year, to 3.37 hours in the finil quarter, and the doinmard

trend is consistent over all four quarters. This improved effipiency

in producing-segments occurs as all three classes of labor (system

staff,"elderly volunteers, and agency personnel) became more
i.

.

laperienced.with the process of preparing segments. Furthermore,

formats became more settled and some prOgrams simply repeated their

format so less planning was required beforehand. By the fourth

quarter, only 3.37 manhours were required .for preparation. 'Although

41/tata on inputs have not been tracked since, it seems likely that this

- is a reasonable estimate of what it,takes now, and that it is not

1

There is evidencp that the quality of interaction improved
during the year; home viewers were more involved, the split screen
was used More often and, in general, participants learned to
communicate more-effectively For further details, see sections
of. this volume: "InteractivelTelevision: A Frame Analysis" and
"Implementation of the Readint Interactive Cable Television System."-\

384
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Changesin the percent of manpower hours for the average segment

by major manpower category show a decrease by agency personnel and an

increase by the elderly. The share of input by agency personnel into

both preparation and preientation fell sharply over the course of the

,year, from-507percent to 33 percent of the total input. for seimeni

preparation and from 42 percent to 22 percent of the total for segment

presentation. This can be seen as an increase in the'efficiency of

the NCC system. The time of agency personnel is scarce and valuable.

A deliberate effort was made by the NCC system to have both system

staff and elderly volunteer; become Knowledgeable and experienced about

many of the services which the system was being used to deliver and tot

substitute for agency personnel wherever 'possible. This subiiitution

process occurred, of coOrse,only.in those areas ofmgramm ingjsuch.

as ouireach,.aduCation,.and.retreation-social interaction) where agency

personnel werO 30threUgired..

The total contribution to prOgra4.preparation by the elderly,.

the. elderly volunteersi and,the senior aides increased substantially

during the year. ,-.The combined share of these tOe-rroups rose from

1
10.4..percent in the firstlquarter to 23.9kpercent in the second and

to 40.2 percent:Arth third, but then declined slightly to 33.7.

,sercent in the fourthlearter. This decline in the last qua

probably4hisresult.ofinclement.weather an ncreased incidence

:of illness among senior aided same trend can be seen in the

contributiOn of-the elderly to segment presentation, even though the

input of seniar'aides is included with other NCCsystetstaff.. The

elderly volunteerslincrused their input to presentation from 10 percent

to 24 percent. Furthermore, it is hot'unreasoni6101,to assume that a



moor part of the increase from 22 percent to 54 percent by the NCC

staff can be ascribed to the senior aides, nine of whom joined the

paid staff-during the ieat. Furthermore, senior aides increasingly

took over the role or presenters while other staff members did not.

Adjusting for senior aides by assuming they contributed the same

proportion to NCC staff for presentation as for preparation, the

total contribution of the elderly rises to 38.7 percent. for
.

ta,c.
2

presentation.

3

Manpower Costs Average Program Segment

upto this point, the inputs,to the produCtion,of a segment

have been discussed in terms of manhours. In this section, these

inputs are priced to yield estimates of the manpower costs. The

cost information in the rest of this ,section has all been calculated

in theme way using Ike same salary bases. Table 2.4 presents
..._

-

the hourly salary base Information used for program preparation,V.
program presentation, and the joi -costs of support staff during a

session. er cost for a program is the sum of all the manhour

inputs for preparation, presentation, and shared support multiplied by

these hourly wages. It should also be noted that non-labor costs

13

Which could be directly tracked for program preparation only were

included in the manpower cost estimates. 'However, these non-labor

2

Senior aides formed one-third of the manpower input of the NCC
stiff to. preparation (see Table 1.2). pne-third of 43.2 percent, the
manpower input of all NCC staff to preientation, is 14.4 percent.
Thumk, the elderly contributaa to presentation is 24.3 percent from
volunteers and 14.2 percent 'from senior aides, for a total of 38.7

-,percent.

38 .1 7
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Table 2.4

. Salary Baies Used For Estimating Direct
Manpower. Costs in Reading Interactive System

I

MANPOWER POSITION

I. MCC:Staff

SystemuCoordinator
Produttion Manager.

prOdOction"Researcher
Secretary

. NCC CoOrdinators
TachniCal Aides
Sahli& Aides

II. Volunteers

Elderly
Other

III:*Agenoy Personnel

Average

HOURLY SALARY BASE

For Prograi
Preparation

$

For Program
Presentation

4.57
4.41
3.68

4.35

3.57
2.50

2.50

5.49

+ Direct

Non-Labor
Costs, if.

4 any.

'2.50

2.50

5.49.

$.

For Joint
Support.

$

7.50

4.57,
4.41

4.28

3.57
2.50

2:50'



r

costs which included such items as, travel costs, were very small and

frequently zero. Therefore, the direct costs of producing segments

are the manpower,costs and are called this throughout, although the

'estimates dd in fact include these minor non-labor costs of

preparation.

These manpower cost estimates de not represent staffing costs

for tke Reading experiment since they include costs of agency

personnel and: volunteers who were, ot paid. -The actual 'Staffing

costs are.discussed in4detailin the section "Costs of the Reading

Interact& System and Alternatives for Replication." These estimates

do reflect the true economic cost of'the resources used and are thus

the appropriate measure to use fbr comOarison iiith the costs of

alternative uses of.theseresourcet.in tests of cost effectiveness.

The salaries of agency personnel were paid ,by their agencies and

.tga:figure used here is an average of the salaries paid to agency .

personnel who contributed to program production over the interactive

system. They are true estimates of the alternve costs for the ..

use of the time of these service deliverers.

It is not as ctear what the alternative cost for the volunteer
1 44

---tlii6-WWW-briEhliTrd)etly should be. itscan be said that-11 is

zero because the volunteers are retired and do not have work alterna-

tives in the sense that other participants'do; they also volunteer

for many other alternative Services *for the elderly. Furthermore

it could be argued that the elderly themselves are benefttting from

this WO of'their aim- indeed, they would not volunteer if'they
4

were not In other s, their contribution, represents tile value

384
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to themselves,of participating. However, these arguments are not

appropriate for cost effective measures when an estimateof what it

Would cost to provide the same service is necessary. For this

purpose, there is a value to the Work contributed since someone

wluld have to be paid to do it, if the volunteers were nqt forth-.

cbosing. The appropriate wage should therefore be th salary which

Would have to be paid to hire people to perform the same tasks.

However, it is not et all clear-what that 'salary would be since

' there was no attempt to figure out the appropriate job. deteription

a

and, therefore, the, relevant wage. In this study, the wage'paid,

4IP
to the elderly who were hired as senior aides has been used, that

Is $2.50 per hour, which is also approximately the minimum wige

It.

level. This is prohably art underestimate of the true alternative-
*

costs for,two.reasons. First, ffie.$2.50 base was decided in order

to keep.earnings.of the elderly below the limit for earnings before

social security pensions are reduced. It is an institutional

limitation which does not apply to otherirgroups. Secondly, some

of the elderly w ho were hired in Reagng felt that they should be

paid what the Job was worth,.and are now paid at a-rate similar
4 s

Using these salaries and the manhour estimates from Tables 2.1,

,

2.2, .air 2..3, average costs per segment:and per manhour for prepare-
' i` 4iit

.

tiont amd ptesmetatiot were calculated. The results are presented

in Table 24 This shPmillope decline in average costs due to two

ce
4'

diffe nt effects: '(4) the decrease Inipmanhours per segment and,

(b) the substitition of elderly for NCC staW and agency personnel.
VI
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Table 2.5

Average Costs Per Segment andlier Manhour Fort'

Preparation and Presentation of-Interactive

kogramsing in 1975

1:-:-PREPARATION COSTS `R

First
Q4:rtbr

Second
guarter

Third
Quarter

Fourth
Quarter

Annual
Average

*
-6.80

.

$31.28

tli 4.60

2.20'

$10.30

$.4.68

4
,

-

#1.

9.)100

,-*

1.58

)

28

.

i

5.61

-

$24.40

$ 4.35.
. ..

2.40

$ 8.59

$ 3.58

-

.

8.01

$32.99

$ 7.93

4.51

$17.86

3.96

,

.4
2.19

$ 7.38

4

J

$ 3.17

6.70

$25.24

$ 7.33

.

3.37

.:

'$14.05

$ 4.17

Nis

1.76

$ 6.44,

$3:66

.,.-

,

' 5.13

$20.49

,

$ 7.83,

,

4.56

$19.09

$ 4,19

c,"

- .

2.06

$ 8.17

$ 3.97

'i.6.62

$272411_

$ 8.16-2

.

.

i

Number-of Manhours
per Segment-.

4 Average ,,coit

NM Segment

Average Cost
per Manhoar

f1,. PRESENTATION COSTS
-

:Number,01-lanhours
.: Per-agment

Average Cost
' per Segment.

Average Cost
per Manhour

._

III. PREPARAWWAND
PRESENTATION COSTS

ANA; of Manhours
' per Segment

,Average Cost

-...-
., pir Segment '

Average Cost
per Nanhpur

.

.

-

421,

..,

490
-.,- ..R

It .I
,

e

mill211;



Prepaiation costs per hour were art by more than half and presen-

tation Asts by forty percent. The.addition of these two costs

shows a decline fhim about $40 to
$2Per

Segment. These are
.

less than the total costs per segment sfhce they do not include

the joint costs per session.. Average costs per manhour are-
,

included to show the effect on costs of the.switch from agency
. .

personne406.410c staff to elderly., Tbe last quarter shqwed at t.
*, fR.

*** ..4

plight increkse because-ofithe absence of Sorse'senior aide*

through sicknesS; Otherwise there Was a 20% deCline throughithe

third quarter.

. 4

Average Manpower Costs Per Hour by Social Service
.i.

In the last section average manpower costs per program segment

1

were calculated for the Reading system. These averages, however,

conceal wide systematic variations in'thes costs width this sects

will explore further. The threecrticial factors affecting costs

are:

. Duration of prpgram segment
: Month of operation
. Sotial service category.

.r

Quarterly information.oil manpower costs of average Tv* .

.

.
.e-7.

- -,.'.
segient showed a substantial decline over the year, but did

Constant the length of the segment or the social servircif
.-

Est.imates of average manpower costs per hou:Carey;esentladfOie,fer
,

- .;,-

the social service,categories already. discOSsed. Next, the results_
-% 4 fr

of a regression equation which:controlled for each of the three facto
-1'

,4°
42g9i

4



/11 ,
costs and average hoUr.ly costs than the other two topics. They

cost :ore to produce because they useftl.more of all three 'wiper

factors, agency personnel, elderly and NCC staff, thag the other two

and enabled the net effect of each on average prograM costs tt

estimated precisely are discussed. .

ti Table 2.6 contains estimates of average manpower costs per

segment by social service categories and the percentage distribution
. .

. ; otmanpower,costs attributible to the three main groups, NCC staff 14'

lincliding*kenior aidesj,.agency personnel and elderly volunteers.

2.7 compares these manpOwerOcosti perl-Segmelit with average
,.

.maftpower costs p er hourifer the different services. In this table,

since-the duration ofsegments is held constant, the cost differences

between the services is clearer, although the effect of the dec'ine

in.'costs over the year is not controlled. Eich. major service area,

will be discussed1in turn to bring out Some4air the explanation for

the differences in these costs.

Information and Referral: A. Outreach

.
Of the,five topic areas covered mades outreach, programming

..t .
t

, '`
for'three (housing, transportation and Ifgal; fqod stamps; other

public assistance) was more expensive for both average segment

1

.-t'

topics. Also, compared With other service programs, these three used

relatively more staff and agency time and less elderly time. The
..., ,

cost of NCC staff and agency personnel is about twaterthat.for the-.

. I.elderly. BCSOC-outreach miming did not use.more elderly input thaniogr
.. ,

the expensive topicsbut did use considerably lessinpUt from all
. -.-..:.i.

three factors.

'42,?
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Average'Manpower.:asts ftr Segthent:and Proportions

Attributable toNCC Staff; Agency. Personnel, and Elderly,

Volunteers by Major Service Category in Reading Interactive'System

PERCENTS
icOSTSA

AVERAGE MANPOWER-
RIBUTABLE TO: AVERAG

MANPO
COSTS
'SE

R-,

ER'.

NT

L'INPORMATION AND
REFERRAL

A.:-,61treahJ7-

1.

tation and Legal

2. Im1.Stampr

.3. Other Public

Assisiance
1,6

4. Other Services-

5. -BCSCE Activities

63

. -.1

, B. Interaction with

Servipe.Suppliere,'..

1: LOCul/State GqV't.

2.. Social Security..
. .

66

.70

44

-.53* '

103.80

55.76

38.91

eCreation-

1;58,70



Table 2.7

Average Manpower Costs Per Segment and Rer Hour

by Major Service Category in Reading Interactive. System

MA POWER COSTS
PER .SEGMENT-

Average ..Cost

Per Segment.

MANPOWE
PER

R COSTS
HOUR

Total
HOUrs

;.Average

Cost
Per :Hour

1.4!INFORMATION AND>REFERRAL

Outreach'...v.

Housing, Transpor-
tstiOn; Wand Legal

. Food Stamps

. Other Public
Assistance

.4. Other Services

45 Diredi.iBanicing Option

ECSCC: ActivitieS

B. Interaction with
Service. Suppliers.

1. Local/State Gov't:

2. SoOidi Security

4

4.5

3.0

k

-4.8

44.7

2.1

3.5

252.94'

273.92

-,;172:68

171.43
154.32 .

DIRECT DELIVERY,:

.

A. Form Filling

1. Earned Indomd

2 Medicare

4. Rent Rebate

Health Education

Other gduc.ation

: .Consumer Education

1.0
2.4

. 3.0

42.4

3.3

36.7

145..8

167:42

". 44'9. 74

c.-18S.29

146.75 .
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One important reason for these cost differences is the difference

be&een the average duration of the segments presented on each Table

2.7 shows that even though the same three topics are still: the most

expensiVe, there is less variation. In fact, the hourly costs of the.,

three are quite similar and about-$80 more than the others. 'Another

reason for the higher costs wag that a great,deal of effortwas being

.put into these topics:because they were being used to track the

effectiveness of the NCC . programming: for research purposes. All three

topics usually involved the use of experts from local agencies as

preparers and presentprs of programming, and agency personnel were

consulted for all preparations. Sance important local agencies were

using the system for the outreach programs, relatively moretime and

energy by system staff was algo devdted to program preparation.

Furthermore; prograts oii these topics tended to use the same, agency

pfesenters once or twice only, and'therefore they did-not gain

experience with the NCC system. For this reason, theltime required

for preparation. (both. by agency and system staff) tended to be longer.

The other service and BCSCC categories, by contrast, used far more

elderly presenters and fewer agency presenters; only 40% Of these

programs had -input from agency.personnel. Thege programs tended fo_

be prepared-and pregented.by elderly volunteers, who were themselvu

consumers of and experts on the service.

There is an added factor which may explain why the outreach
.

.

programmingfalls into two-distinct cost groups. All services on

which outreach:=was relatively more expensive, were fairly complex

programs with intricate eligibility requirements and benefits. The

ov%



serviceson.which.the "cheaper" outreach programming was.done, such

as the activities and services of BCSCC, entailed much less complexity

OA
When a topic was complex, considerable work was required 1)y.staff,

by the elderly and by the agency to arrive at a means of communicating

this inforiation in an interesting and comprehensible way.
AP ,

. .

The-tonclusion to be drawn is that the cost of interactive

outreach programming is strongly affected by the nature of the service

on which o ach is being done. More complex services require more,

,

time, intensive program production and longer presentation times

,

and, thus, cost more. Finally, since fewer interactive program;

were done on each of the more complex services than,on th others,

production costs did not, hag an opportunity to decline as-experience
-

was. gained.

Information and Referral: B. Intetaction iiigh Service Supplier

This category'of social service contained two topics: interaction

with social security and interaction with local and state government.

. Both had lower average segment costs and Average hourly costs than

the eXpensiVe outreach,topics, although they were moreexpensive

than other. outreach topics. ktoth:topics alsd had relatively large

- 4
inplits from NGC staff compered to the outreach programmint apd smaller

inpUts,from the elderly and the agencies. The mobile unit was always

used for"theiefint4tactive format$ which needed additionall,NCC support

staff in'theirpiesentationTheir low agency input, occurs because

these topidinlike outreach programming, used the same agency

presenterstAgalv;,:and again. The agency 'staff involved gained



considerable experience with the NCC system and became quite efficient

as preparers and presenters of interactive programming.

Direct Delivery:. A.Form Filling

This category of social service` contained three topics: earned

income forms, Medicare forms, andrent rebate forms. Since only a

few programs were actually done on each of these topics, they were

grouped together into one category for estimatinr-aierage segment ,

costs. .Although cAllai:atively expensive, in terms of average segment

costs, the hourly costs for form filling Are at the lqwsend of the

scale. It is clear that the,najor'reason for this is the longer

average hours of form filling segments, for there are many other,,

reasons to expect higher' costs. First, very feri program ere dohe
. -

on form filling, so there was less opportunityto become experienced

and to.increase the.efficiency with which programs were prepared and

presented. In addition, this. programming (like outreach on the more

complex services), :did involve substantial preparatiovtime by NCC

and agencylrff. :It required more 'presenter assistants to help

elderly participants fill out thpir forns. A number of technical
- -

problems arose in connection with this programaling; for example, finding

a way to enable elderly participants to adequately see a saMple of

the particulaform which was being discussed. Each of these problems

required large inputs of time to solve.

Irirect Delivery: B. Education

Of the three topics under this category, health education has very

high average maupowercosts, while consumer education and other education



are low. However, consumer education'has the highest hourly,costs,

'while other education has'ihe lowest of all service topics. -So, in
.

general, -these topics are.at.theloWer end of the hourly scale.

Health educati9n4piogramming segments were left (the average

teas one hour), andthey tended to use more experts and agency staff

than:either of the other two education topics. Education thus

contains, two distinct groups; as does the outreach category, and for

similar reasons. The distinction lies in the greater complexity
,

of the topic which requires greater expert,knowledge for preparation

#
and presentation.. Health education programming used the highest

relative input'Of,agency.time of any category (46% of the total

cost);.while otheieducation and consumer education used more

l' ierly and less NCC Staff.

Direct Delivery!' C. Recreation-SoCial Interaction

Recreation-social interaction programming had low average'segment
.41

costs and average hourly costs. PrograiMing under this topic used

less agency input than any other topic (3 percOt), and although a

high percent of its-cost went for staff inAlt .(72 percent), the actual

amount of staff time it used was low relative to most other topics.

The very'low agency tide input arises because recreation programming

.involved the d4rect delivery of a service by the NCC system and did

not, as form filling and health education, require the use of experts

or agency staff in its prepariiion or presentation.
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Estimated Effects of Duration, Social Service, and the

Learning Curve on Average Program Costs

'In this section, seise effects of duration, of the different

social services and topics and of the learning curve, are estimated

by means of multiple regression analysis. The manpower cost of

producing a segment was regressed on duration of segment,'monthof

operation in which the segment was produced, and dummy variables,'

representing the topid of the segments. The actual estimating'

equation and:regression results are presented in Appendix A
t,

The results provided consistent and highly significant effects

for duration and.month of. operation. The equation with these two

variables alone explained 41 percent of the variance (R2 F .41).

The doefficientsobtaineeindicate the f011owing findings:

1. The manpower cost of producing a segment increases 70
cents for each additional minute.

of producing segments fell by, * ,t;
12 month period of the e

.

2a. The .aterage. manpoWer cost

$2.17 each .month over the
.

b. 'he average manpower cost orproducing a one-half hoi
segment fell from $69 to $41 over.the 12 months holdivi.
Social service constant,

FroM

effect is

ViVTU1W.A1 Z.

these results, the evidence for a strong learning cualre0:-..

conclusive. The major ways in which this increase in

efficiehcy were manifested have

and can be summarized as follows:

. .
. ..--'41.4t77:7'-'1',.1",' '1 V1/4

1 tor -Is ,.....:A....
been discussed throughout this cha"'.-:...'-v-',' c.,..

.:
.A.-..,,,..c,..

..: ,....:.1...-::..2.ir,c.',.....,.

., ---.1-'," ,' ' A;i{., -.',..
7.11.-4 . t.;-Pi
' ,...:

1.

2.

The elderly were trained during the period and proved able
to take over for both agency personnel and NCC staff..

Both the elderly paid as staff members and elderly volunteeri.,
took over an increasing -share of the. programming. The hourly
cost of their labor was half that of NCC staff and agency
personnel.



3. The elderly took an increasing share of both preparation
and presentation, but took over more in presentation.

.4. All grpups, NCC staff, agency personnel, and the elderly
gained experience during the year and therefore the time
inputs for all manpower Tell signifiCantly.

S. The time'inputs for all threqkgroupsfell in both preparation
and presentation, but fell'mare in preparation.

6. The services in which it was possible to substitute elderly
for the more expensive agency personnel and NCC staff were
the less complex. The more complex im terms of rules and
regulations, the less possibility for substitution.

In addition the results also indicate significant-differences .ta

between the different social service topics TWelve dummy variables
45.-*

were included to represen$ these different topics. These topics are
t

-the same as those discussed throughout the chapter with two exceptions
t.

when the amount of programming did not warrant separate variables.

These were
r

r NI,.

4
..1"46 Caankitit'..00 toa'ti s h topic, Whith was added to
of :-ervites1:::

2. Thii three foraffIllingt
one variable calleeformilf- gMFN tze:

!Oded together as

increased by the addition twOlve

WAS not greatly )
les for topic ofthe

segment. Adding all the social serifiCe topic variables-raised the

R
2

to only .47 Trom .41. About half of these topic variables had

significant regression coefficients in each equation, but several

were not significant in any equation. The regression model in which

recreation-social interaction wastbe excluded dummy variable

,explained 48% of the variation in the manpower cost of producing a

4,31
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segment. The estimating equation for a-segment on recreation- social

interaction is as follows:

CR = $47.90 4. $ .70 (D) - $2.17 (N)

where:

. CR = estimated manpower cost of producing a segment
on recreation- social interaction

4
-D = duration of segment in minutes

= month of operation inAhich segment is produced.

From this equation, ie"Efn he estimated that a recreation - social

interaction program oflOhalf hour (30 minutes) produced in the

average month (7.8 or the later part of July) would cost $S1 to

produce.

The costs of each social service topic can be estimated in a

similar way.,, The results are presented in Table 2.8 where the

topicsiait listed in descending order of cost. There are tWo quite

distinct groups: those wit average manpower costs ranging from47S
.

to $90 per half hour and those with average costs around $S0 per

halt hour. The more expensive group are those which invol;e the

more complex services: outreach for food stamps, public assistance

and housing, trahsportation and legal topics, form filling and

healthe0cation. It is interesting to note that the two interactive

Appics--interaction with'social security and with local and state
%

government--are in the leSs expensive group despite the input from

senior agency personnel. The most popular program topics-- interaction

with local and state government and tecteation-social interaction--

are both in the less -expensive range. It least expensive servicea4
- lb

-

*ri.
iv. *7.

..4(, ,.4 116.
401-



Table 2.8

Average Manpower Cost of Producing One-Half Hour of

Interactive Programming on Various Topics as Estimated

by Multiple Regression Model

Social Service Topic
Average Cost Per

. 1/2 Hour Prograa

Outreach on Housing, Itransportation,
Legal Services 92

qutreach on Food Stamps 86

Outreach on Other Public Assistance Services 80

Form Filling 78.

Health Educat&

Other Educa4ion

Consumer Education

Interaction with Social Security

Interaction with Loial and State Government

77

S2,

S1

451.

SI

Recreation-Social Interaction ft' S1

Outreach on Other Services 49

43Outreach On BCSCC

* It is assumed that the program was produced in month 7.8, the
average vallet for this variable.

... 433
4
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. .

of all was the outreach for the Berks County Senior Citizens Council

activities.

From these,results itcan be concluded that most 30-minute,

programs in the average -month cost a minimum of $50; that those

delivering expensive services cost at least $25 more; and that the

very expensive outreach programs cost as much as '$40 more. Both

form filling and health education, which did not appear so high ina

the average hourly costs, are among the expensive services as would

be predicted by the high agency input and their degree of complexity.

In general, this finding illustrates the advantages of the

regression technique which enables the independent effect of critical

variables to be measured separately. However, it should also be

noted that in reality the variables may not be strictly independent

It was certainly clear that there was aitrelationship between duration

of segment and the month of operation. This means that there are

also limits to the usefulness of the regression results for other

system's. It is far this reason that the calculations of average cost

per participant hour in the next chapter use the 'actual Reading costs

per hRur and not estimates based on the results presented in this .

section.
. *

Finally, it should-be noted that by the end of the year the

minimum cost had fallen by another $9per.half-hour segment.
3

Thus,

$40 per half hour is closer to the minimum.cost which would be

3 .
.--

Another way of putting this is that a linear learning curve
effect for the first, year Ray is assumed. This fits the Reading
experience well, but may not extrapolate to other situations. In
particular, any' interaction between duration of segment and learning
.effect will bias the results.

4034 3 4
1

4-

4
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experienced under normal operating conditions, when the staff, agency

',personnel, and volunteers have all gained experience with the system.

However, it should be noted that this low cost is.a reflection of the
# ,

.

haVy use of volunteer labor, Which was valued at half the market

price of other labor inputs. Where volunteers are not available or

heavy use has toipe made of skilled personnel for the kinds' Of

services which it is desiredto deliver interactively, costs afe.

likely to be more than double
Al
this estimate.

a

t " Estimates of Average Costs Per Segment Including Overhead

o.

Apart from the negligible non-labor costs so far included, the

cost estimates presented?fo this chapter have been theedirect manpower

II

costs of producing interactivOlibigramming. In this final section, the

appropriate overhead cost to be allocated to each hour of programing

444
is calculated to provide a measure A the full cost of interactive ^+l;'"'-

, ,

.programming.

Overhead costs represent that portion of the total cost of

operating the NCC system'tiffr the one-Aar experimental period which

was not directly assignable to specific".1Ateractive programming.

These can be viewed as the overhead expenses of running.the system:

the cost, of space, utilities, maintenance of equipment, supplies, and
- s

that Pia of the total time input by NCC system staff during which

they are not-working directly on the pr*1uction of specific interactive.

programs. Itese overhead costs have been estimated by deducting the

y ielakd to interactive.
w

total fmnpoWer costs for NCC staff

7

t74.L.' s!".

!.
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costs from total operating costs,and dividing by the number of hours

of_programmidg.

The average operating costs were estimated in the section of

this report "Costs of the Reading interactive System and Alternatives

for Replication." Estimated cosis for Phase I and Phase II for the
-

recommended system Were $13,662 and $9,182 per "nth respectively.

Monthly operating costs for.Berks Community TV are currently $8,283.

The estimated costs for the recommended system-include a cost for

.cable.maintenan6e which the ATC-Berks 6bleTV Co: currently absoths

and slightly higher staff costs.' None of the4 estimates are really.

appropriate. The Phase I and II:figures; on the one hand, are for

a recommended system, not the actual Reading system. On the other

hand, the Berks Community TV costs are for regular operations after

the learning period is-over, while the manpower ceits have been
.?* Eit

calculated fbr the initial year during which averigixosts fell

because of increased eaioerience and effiCienty. Actual Reading costs

for the yeas would be appropriate because of the additional work

4
for research and experintentation under contract.

i;
Since there was no clearly appropriate estimate for total costs

which was colparable with the manpower cost estimates, overhead costs

were calculated using both Phase I and Phaie Il°oPerating costs.

An average ofhigh and low estimates for overhead yields an hourly

estimate of $160-for the experimental year. The trails of the

calculations and..a fuller discussion can be fowl in Appendix A.

Table 2.4 contains thetestimates of NCC average costs pet hour
,

. 4. -



Table 2.9

Average Total Costs Per Hour by Major

Service Category in Reading Interactive System

SERVICE CATEGORY .

I. INFORXATION ANLCREFERRAL

A. Outreach,

1, Food Stamps'

2. Other Public
Assistance J

3. Housing;.-.Transpor-

tation, and Legal
4. Direct Banking

Option
S. BCSCC Activities
?. Other Services

B. Interaction with
Service Suppliers

1. Social Security
2. Local/State Gov't.

II. DIRECT DELIVERY

A. Form Filling

1; Eairned Income
* Medicare

3. 'Rent' Rebate

B. Education

1. Consumer' Education

.2, Health Education
3. Other6Edutation

- 1 2

C.. Recreation

pretakro':``'fpci*l

III. AVERAGE*

NCC

NCC
liam-

EgtEEPJ

. (1)

160

138

161

138

104
47.

143

122

75
99
90

COSTS

Total
InclUding
Overhead

(2)

320

298'

321

298.

264
247

303 .

, 282

287
265 "
285

259
250

. .

267

263

OTHER

Agency
Man-
power

(3)

51

110

65

33

3.t

43
28

COSTS

Elderly
Volun-

teers.,

(4)

$

43

27

17

SO

.18

; 18

33

28
. 77

!.r, 34

28

9
22

59'

17''

37_

36

FULL
COS1b

Columns
2+3+4

414

435

403

336 ,-

325
333

'364

345

Z14
326
349

322
-3T3
3074

..308

4,1

Weighted by hours- of progrizaing..

.



includingNCC manpower costs and overhead for each sOcial'servicp

topic. The costs of, agency staf1f and elderly Voluntters are also

included: Finairy, the full et onomic cost per hour of pr9 graMming0

r,.
is shown, !which the addition of the NCC, agency, andYoluntepr

, costs . Full, costs ranged from $300 to $44dper,hour, With NCC costs.

"accounting for the major portion. Five-.social Service*topics had
-7'

agenct.houmly costs of more than $50; these were the more compeic..

topics, food- stamps, other (public assistance, holising, transportation

and legal, 13C$CC. activities and .11palth,education.Q There were four

topict in whi.014oltnteer input per hour was worth more than the

.agency input; these were, other outreach servicesr local and state

government interaction, consumer education and recreation.

..
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.r
0.

AfERAGffs COSTST:PER,PArijitVildmo fit: READING 4.

.

In this -cIftipter, estimkOs of tho dveragecoSt per ValticiRadit

and the effect of the extension of reception td home viewers is discIASsfd.

l'.hour tho,14500 4pocial. service taategtiries. and topics,*are presentti, -,-

w .

, , m, -, -.,Is, .. 4
ir 014

:These estinia.tewei.e made in order. to shoW the relationship between '
the hurly-to$is presented in the last chapter,and the audience Which

-: '. ,.
hikprograpmthiereached. This is the closest approximation possibre

W#11 As data to the 'cost effectiveness of the interactiye SYstem.

e' results, are-used, first, to make comparisons with the costs of

delivering SiMilar services by other methods who*.ever possible and;

second, to show how the expansion of the system reduces ithese costs

substantially.

Although the measures average cost per participant hour are

not strictly 'appropriate for cost effe tiveness compalsons, theY IfO

enable the relative popul,arity of t %Afferent services and service

topics deliverea,:over the interactive system to Be- assessed in their

impact on

certainly

the dusts of d_ eliverine the different services. 4This is
7..

one,way to measure the relative effectivenea of the

different interactive services, since, it does represenia behavioral

k- response. 4. is a behavioral response to the interactive programmling

although it does not show what servict output4was actually, utilized

or. how). This is partly because theie is no gatipfactory measure

of the quantity of service or informftion whicit a given program

M. ',-

.

4'
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delivered. In addition, there is no way to assess the quality of that

output, except as reflected in differences in the effective draw of

different social service programs: The long range goal of the service

delivtry is to bring about changes in the attitudes and behavior of

the target group; for example,--to---increase-use--of-a-strri.ce or improve

0,--cons-untet-effi-crency of a -servicev Ideally, the target group ofa.

system which delivers the information "well" will change their behavior

.

in a way which 'could be measured as an indicator of the success of

..the system. BLit there is no way to distinguish the delivery effect-

iveness f the interactive*system from all the other factors which

,

.determine the demand for a service. For example, if citizens' really

dd not want the service, the interactive delivery will make no

. .

difference to its uptake.;

.,

mThis chapter is divided into two ain'sections., In the ,first,

the information,;on costs per participant hour by social service is

presented. Each social service is discussed in terms of its goals,

the effectiVpiess of the interactive programming, and comparisons with

other serviVe delivery.methods Whereverpossible. In the second.

ection, the impa ofextending the system on these hourly partici
.

pant costs is discussed..

arlAverage Cost's Ptr participant Hour by Social Service Category

,

Table 3.1 Rr the estimates of participants per hour,
..,..L

'average
,

A ...
i.,

costs per hour, and average costs per participant
hourW

for
. . ,

P

the,five main social service... categories. The estimation of average
41 1

hourly costs was discussed in detail Alice last .chapteil . The NCC
4

O



Average Costs Per Participant Hour by Major

Social Service Categorrin Reading ,Interactive System

.05-60s,-

Information
and Refertal

. A.

Outreach

TICIPANTS PER HOUR:1Number)

Participants:

mce 4ttendaute per hour
Conveiter ViewexS per'hour.

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS

AVERAGE COSTS. PER HOUR
(In dollars).

NCG System Cost

AgenCy Costs-i-

TOTAL COSTS PER HOUR

GE COSTS :,PER PARTICIPANT
HOUR (In dollars)

NWSyStem Costs
Agency Costs

TOTAL COST PER
PARTICIPANT HOUR:

$2:47`-
$0.43

$2.90

Inter-
action

2.7

4.71
54+

125

28.5.

315

.Q:24

$2.52'

Direc

A.

Form
filling

6.4

4278

32

$310

0.63

$6.08

t Deliv

B.

Educa-
tion

28

° 21

49.

248

46_,

$294.

77570677

.0,93

$5.99

1 See ApPendix B; Sections 1 and 2, forestimatingpocedures.

2 NCC System cost tnciudes directmanpower7costa'and estimated overhead..

3 Agency Cost.is:thevalue of the manpower input of agency peisonnel.

ry

C.

Recre-
ation/
Social

145.8

61

46

107.

267.

4

$271. -

441



system costs include the-average cost of NCC staff used to produce

an hour-of programming and a share of overhead expenses for the

operation of the.NCC system, while the agency cost is simply the

value of the manpower provided by agency personnel. The NCC

attendance data was collected during the experimental period.

The estimates of converter viewers were calculated from data

available in the second survey of the.elderly and are explained

more fully"in Appendix.Be Finally, the cost per participant hour

is calculated by dividing the average cost per hour by the total

participants per hour arid represents the cost of presefiting one

hpr of programming to one individual.

The average costs per hour ranged from $270 for recreation'

$315 for interaction with Service suppli r, Individual topics

varied far more than this and will be discussed below. Average.

costs per participant, however, showed much larger differences

reflecting the considerable differences in the effectiveness of

110

the social services in attracting participants, Interaction with

service supplier drew the largest audiences, 125 per hour, followed

by recreation and outreach with 107 and 106; the least popular were

form- filling- and - education, - with =half the- partiCipan These last -

two rvices were therefore much the most expensive in terms of

their average cost per participant hour. Interaction with service

supplier and recreation were the lowest cost at roughly $2.50 per

participant.hour.

Some of the major reasons for variation in average hourly costs.

were discussed ih the last chapter.- Part of the differences-were



due to the time at which 'the programming on a particular; topic was

produced and part to the intrinsic differences in manpower requirements

for programs on different topics. Attendance at the NCCs increased
' '

over the one year period as the system became better khown and more

popular. Therefore, the differences. in. the average number of. attendees_

per hour for each topic is also partly due to the time (in thk-life

of the system) at which the programming was presented and, partlY,

to the general preferences of the target audience for specific topics.

Theoretically, all interactive programs could have.the same numbers
P

of attendees per hour, since the physical capacity of the NCCS is

always the same. HoWever, the amount of labor required.to present a

program might be sensitive to the number of participants for certain

services. In additiOn, the success or effessf a system such

.

as this is largely dependent on its ability.to attract participants.

Asocial service cannot be delivered via the system to persons who do

not attend arlirho do not watch the programming at home. Therefore,

.the cost measures for.each topic have been assessed in terms of the

actual costs incurred and the actual number of persons reached.

Howeverr it should be recognized that the average cost of producing one

-hour-of-programming-is-relatively fixed over-the-range-from zero-to-

approxim4y '90 attendees per hour. Theoietically, the average cost

per person, per hour, would fall continually as audience size increased.
4E1

Table 3.2 contains-comparative data on the number of participants and

average cost per participant hour for fifteen social servi ?e topics.

`:.

4 4 Lo
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Table. 3.2

Participants and Average Costs Per Participant Hour

by Social Service Topic in Reading Interactive System

.SOCIAL SERVICE TOPIC

.

, I'. INFORMATION AND REFERRAL

mn

A. Outreach.

1. Food Stamps
2. Other Public .

Assistance
3. Housing, Transportat

tin," and Legal
4. Direct Banking Option
5.BCSCC Activities
6. Other Services

B. Interaction with
Service Supplier.

1. Social Security
2. Local/State Gov't..

II.DIRga DELIVERY

I A. Form Filling

2. Medicare
3, Rent Rebate

; 4
B. Education

1. Consumer Education
2. Health Education
3. Other Education

C. Recreation

- RecreatioSocial

TOTAL
HOURS.-

.3

. .5
.

5
2
4

45

6

37

1-
2

3

37

42,

33

146..

Total
Partic-
ipants

-AVERAGE PER HOUR

NCC
Costs
* Per'

Partic-
,ipant

Agency Totia.,::

Costs Costs:i
Per Per.7:

Partic- Partic
ipant ip

-410imr.

($)

85

76
.64

94 ,

115
.

. :

.46

'43 :

59

107

36 64r2'l

.79 lIZ
'

.".:. -::

, .



Information and Referral: A. Outreach

The NCC systim was used by various local social service agencies

to inform elderly participants about the services and benefits offered

f-
by their agencies in this category of programming. The immediate

4
was to increase the knowledge and awareness of the elderly about

these services. The long-range goal was to increase the uptake of

Thet.distinction between outreach and the next category, inter-
4.*

f, action withA.erigigs e supplier; is that outreach Arogrammini was aimed
41.

.

Primarily at petSqls Who were not already enrolled: .using, the

erviCes. This includes both current ant futurielitibles. The

temwas used to infoli people about services such as free trans-,

itatioto the doctor or homemaker services for the ill which they

t119t eyrrently require but might need in the future. In additibn,

.

h programming was aimed at changing the attitudes of the com-
*.i,

pward certain stigmatized services suctr.as food

station that a powerful barrier to the use of

removed.

'fore had three goals for outreach programming:

4-

20

Tjt

err ng presen e igi es about services
eiladby local agencies, explaining how

144000, where and how toenroll for the
tture of the services being offered.

aLl$Uture eligibles about these services.

amity -at -large about these services or
ttl;ise who use them.

a'

galitiei have the same goals as the NCC system,

equate them. MOS%traditi41 outreach activities

445
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I
fall into one of two categories: iadiyidual counseling and referral,

5-and mass media outreach campaigns. The outreach provided by the

NCC 4y$Cem contained elementirtOf both. It resembled themasspedia.
* g

in thit allowed service providers to reach a large number of

persons at one time. It was also similar to individual counseling

because,it provided an opportUnity for target individuals to ask.:

questions, articulate problems or needs, and supply,feedback.
"n

Outreach programing was conducted on w.number of services,

-including:

Food Stamps
Medicaid
Other services of the County Board of Public Assistance
Social Security-Direct Banking Option
BCSCC setvices and activities '.
Transportation services far the .elderly:
Legil services offered bylecal agenciet
Recreational services offered'by local pOlic and private agencies
Health services
Financial services.

.4

\

Thise.hive been broken. down into sitopfd categories in Table 3.2.

. 0

The outreach topic.mit

'other services' at $2.47.

t...,1

h h lowest cost per participant hour was

It was this low because the programming

,was relatively inexpel4e to produce ($283 total per.ho, and

4,-___---___becamise_it-Amilopmi-a_relatively-high-average-rate-of-attendance

Far more programming %les done on this than on any other outreach

topic. It is uncertain whether the amount of programming done on

that topic affected attendance; it clearly reducedO the cost per hour.

Given the relatively low number of hours of programming done on the

first five topics in Table 3.2 and the fact that the programs were

produced at different times during the experimont, it is not possible

446
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to state with certainty what part of the differentials inattendance

figures are duetto fntrinsic differences in the-popularity of these ,

tics. The findings from the panel survey of senior citizens is

contained in a separate report which includes a detailed analys is

of participation in the NCC system.4
,

;:.... Overall averages for. outreach programming are given in Table
,

3.2'.' In a one-year period, the system presented.R., total of 62 hours
i, .

.

.

"-'-'-tif--outreach-Trogrameing- (aboutilpe'reefif of total programming .tine) .

,

' An:laver*ge'bour of outreach reached-60 perioni-at the NCCs and 46

.*Tersoniwith converters for a. total of:106 persons. -Thisllatimate

Of the number of persons reached does not include the cable-subscribing
-,

households who weird in fact able to receive the experimental program-

ring in their hones as of October 1976.

,Overall, the outreach services offered by the NCC system cost

$262 plus $45 per hour for agency staff time. The total average cost

is $307 per hour. If,this programming were available only to individ-

uals who attended the. NCCs and if the average attendance corresponded

to thaf.which Occurred at the NCCs (60 persons per hour), the'total

cost would then be $5e,11 per person, per hour of outreach. If

attepdancessouldJaLincreasedto_the_maximum_reasonable_NCC capacity

(100 attendees per hour--which could occur without an increase in cost),

the cost for outreach falls to $3.07'per person per hour. This cost

is relatively low when compared with individual referrical provided at

0
an, agency. Assuming that the labor of agency personnel is .yalued as

4
See: "Impact of a Neighborhood Communication Center System

on the Elderly in Reading, Pennsylvania" in volume 2.
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it was here, the cost of this input alone, $5.49 per hour, (not counting

any overheid costs or transportation costs for the elderly service

recipient)ptits the cost per person per hour at an agency well above

that at which the NCC system provided.this service.

However, As noted earlier, the outreach service offered by the

NCC system is.not,strictly comparable with individual counseling and

-

-3=referriar-for-it-eibedies-ieme-cheracieristics-ofimase-midia-outreach-----
--

.as well.' If the 46 home viewers per hour are now included, the cost

of outreach programming.falls'to $2.90 per person, per hour, in terms

r
of...actual recorded attendance. However, this estimate is an arbitrary

number which'was4deterpined by the total number of'persons ptovided '

with converters at the outset of the experiment, which is117. The

number of converters was a given feature of the design of the experi-

mental system. It is clear that all the interactive programming

becomes more cost.efrfective when home viewers are added to the system.

A study made of the'outreach for Supplemental Security IncOme in

Penwyliania from March to August 1974 found that in Berk's and SchuylkillMI

.counties 11,329 person -to - person contacts were made .for a total

expenditure of $33,000 or $2.90 per contact.: Of the contacts, roughly

a ql.iikrterAtar.e-bY phone by -home visitir-a-quatter-brmaii

am' the rest in booths, agency offices, and education meetings (Table
3

II.D.1, p. 21).

0 5

Community Servicei of'Pen4lvinia, Good Neighbor Supplemental
Security Income Alert, Report to the Department of Public Welfare,

k August 31, 1974. See Table II,E, p. 22 and Table III,E.2, p.40.



[nfoimat3on and. Referral: B. Interaction with Service -Surlier

. t

The interactive programming dip,thit category. is mot directly

wtosparable with activities normally parried out by service-providing

-agencies or
"
groups in-Rending. This programming brought together

groupsleelderly service users with personnel or officials of'the

. .

service-pproviding agencies (the local administrators of social security
t

aaci_loca.L.government.officials).. The goal of this programming was._-

to provide an opportunity for these two groups, consumers and

suppliers, to meet and to communicate with each other. The communica-

tion was intended to improve the service supplier's awareness of the

problems and needs of their clientele and to make'the elderly more

knowledgeable'and comfortable about using the services. Both of

the topics on which this programming was done involved services for

which the great majority (or all) of the elderlyipersons in the -

target group were 'eligible.'

Comparing the overall average cost- per -hour of programming for

interaction with,service supplier with tiw for, outreach programming,

it can be seen that the former is somewIllt 'less expensive per hour

in terms of boll NCC system costs and agency input! The service

nuipliet_prarasaing_Also_misiyed_thigherinenli_gyerage_rwl____

attendance: One hour of. intera ction with.service supplier was

supplied by the NCC system taring the first year of experimentation

s' for 'a total a verage4cost of $2.S2 per person reached.

It,is difficult to think of an alternative*ans of delivering

this same sgrvice with which to compare the cost effectiveness of the

NCC system. If the mayor or the administrator of the local Social
4

414

,r
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Security office wished to meet with 100 elderly persons for an hour,
'

it would hardly cost less than $315. No attempt will made 'to

are
estimate the cost of arranging a meeting 'between. a 'service supplier

and 100 elderly persons nOn-interactively. 'Butit is interesting

to speculate about how the costs for-such a meeting might differ

from those for the NCC interaction.

?he-clity-NCC-cost which wou not .exist or' an In-person meeting

t

would be the costs for video, equipment imild'techniciaps. Publicity

costs might be somewhat higheiCweie the NCC system not used because

it would beneCessary to find some way of ihforming people about the

event. Clearly the most important area of difference between an

interactive meeting of several sitesand getting the same participants

to one location is the saving 'which' the system offez4-in time, and

tfavel colts for all participants. NCCs are loCated near the elderlx

and those with converters canparticipate from their homes. This may

mean that the elderly can participate more cheaply in terms of thiir.

own time and travel. In addition, it May mean that for some, particu-,,

larly those who cannot travel easily, the NCC meeting is the only way

that they could attend.

it 4s7assumed-that"about one -third of the eta-fly participanti

could or would not travel on their own to the mayor's office or to

the Social SedOrity office, and that special transportation would have

to be providedito them for an in-person meeting, the cost for such a

meeting would then clearlysexeeed that for the NCC interaction. In.

addition, since the NCC interaction cablecasts Worn the office of the

service supplier, it is economical in terms of their time. ,The average

4 oso
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.

%est to the service supplier for an hour of programming over the' NCC

system including tbetime needed for preparation was $30t It'is

doubtful that any other medium could provide thit,interaction'at

such low cost.

But the real source of efficiency in the NCC system lies lit the
. .

- nearly zero marginal cost of extending an interaction with Service

toadditioril -participants-.7.-These results are based on.
an estimate of 54 home viewerAter.hour. This number of 'home viewers. me

.

61

.
was restricted for the .experimental system because. only 11,7 homes: JP

. . -N

were supplied with converters. Some estimates Will be based

'.
. .

. , %
on different assumptions about the number of home viewers in the..

10.1

second part of the chapter, It is clear' tbat the cost of programming.
P.:', ,

.

,
per participant hot will

A
fall. for the NCC system as he number of.

4 .

.

home viewers. increases, since the average total cost per hour' of
iti, eli *

producing this prpOmleig will 'not change. . ,., .

..

One filial point concerns the optimal duration of an interaction

with service supplier program: -Th4So programs Mere` relatively:short
. i

in length, an- average of 28 minutes 'each. Ode of the special

"P.;

attributes of the NCC system iwat that it permitted I requelp bYief
.

inleractiot to .447ilacis bitieeiagic ettfeW =rile iirvice suppliers.,
111" "ft :IP4T; *. "if

11, 34111' asThiS pattern for these-interactions...,e 4,0
' " 7 . .

* %),
ainutes.,each,.or the cost 'of' two 'half-hour. meetings are compared, i

4' A

be CAI% clesi that tte* one-site mengt would cost considerably
is

sore ths:n the NCC inaz4ctions. Travel costs would §e iitcurred.on ft'

Ifffigo co ps SABA 240Ve-reckiiOn in-periorisietings of fifteen

p.

:4

a.. .

A, ,JY

3.
a
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each occasion for the one-site

substantial elderly attendance

eetings and the likelihood of

each of-these Night be slitht.

The cost for the NCC system of producing an average interactIon

Tdeiti Security was $79 and the average length of such a prog,

was 16 minutes. It is clear that no one-site meeting of 100 elderly

persons° and .the Adiinistrator of Social Security could easily be

produced for $79. The average total cost to Social Security for
, .

such a meeting over the NCC system was' $11. It is again tui ikely4

that any other means of producing this. interb ion would cost the

agency. so little. The.effectiveness of the, loca and state government

interaction programming in terms of its impact on ,hose who .participated

is analyzed in much greater depth in, the report on community nvolve-

6
went.

Direct Deliverlt: -A. Form Filling

Tlie interactive programining.ii.ihis-category used the NCC system

to 'Perform 'a function which was concurrently carried out in. Reading by

two agencies: Social, Security and Berks County Senior Citizens Council.,

This programming.supplied elderly;i4stem participants with information

and assistance in making out :various forms which are required in

connection with.obtaining or using certain services or benefits.

goats, of, thisprogrammingwere:

I. to permit service suPPliers to assist service recipienti in
filling out theie forms.in' a manner that:was more efficient
for both the elderly and the agencies.

t.

41,.

-
g

6
.

,

See: "Ci izen-Participation ThraughsTwo-Way Cable Television'.
n thii volUme. .

_

.



,
2 to increase t competence aOf the,elderly

these forms so they might ,become more capable of comp
'them on 'their. own., .*

This programniing was carried out on three. topics; , that is, 'three

kindsltlf-form:' Earned. Income reports, 'Medicare Claim forms, aid.:

,Rent,Rebate fOrms.

On the average,_ one' hour of fornOfiili g programniing costs

slightly less' than an- hour of outreach or tnterapti with serviee.-

supplier progr in terms 2f MC sysfem- cost. .AFor filling cots
tic

substantplly less than the other, two in terms; of ageneytime..
.0

Howeler, since average attendance at th
.

experimental: year 'was low

,
egory of*rogramming,. the overage cost per Person was 'high'.,,?Ind

.

spite of this NCC form filling ins still atively ef#icient.;,Nheh

programm4ing du ring the s''rr

pared with that 'for': ty other

. , . ,.% t

compared .with the cost of .supplyipg ihis service ,to the el4brly in

person at a local agency. -.

y.
Even with the lOw attendance; this -service was .supplied an

average tota). cost .of .$6.08 per person peinhour. Ihe savings come.
abaft because the NCC system scnbstilutes elderly volbfinteers and lipC

system staff for agency.- personnel'i In addi4on, a. larger, 'number 4.f

elderly personS :can be helped simultaneously' over` the, NCC.systerrP

with -individual attention given only to those who need it Each

elderly person is he,lpec: -in vidually at-the agency which is far

more expensive in terms of agency staff time Furtkermore, supplyin,

this assistance over the NCC systedi'saves the 'elderly travel costs

and the time normally .Spent waiting at the ageocy:

fJ
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It is questionable; however, whether.;.the quality of the social'
aservice product -tieing offered by the NCC1system,,s the same as the

agency al ternative .4, The help offered by the -NCC syStem was not seen c-

wr ,

-by the elderly. as: .a.n;, acceptat le substit te for individualizexi
.attention at an agenCy, which it appears is .very important:to the

elderly. It inceases their °corifidenge that the ,fornis will be ,

filred out correctly. In the NCs, on the other hand there ds an
oppbrtun'ity for the elderly to become more, knowledgeable and.self-,

tsuffi.cient about. 'filling out:forms and there, too, they?weie guaran-

teed that ai,trained person would check over the Completed forms

.'to. ensuretheir correctness.,. Nevertheless, there was considerable

reluCtance on the part of- the .elderly to participate in these sessions
o, i. to actually use the. session their own forms. Many of

those who did'a4end would only:: 11 out-practice. forms and then

make.an additOnal visit to the agency.. 4

..t4
COmparatii.ely. little pregramminggwa -ACtitalbi'prOduced on this

* topic because the or citizens we reluctant tp'parti.cipate in it
Participation at theNCC sisSions wad always purely Voluntary and the e'

local. agencit* in Reading continued to offer: individua? help con-
.

,current at their offices. 'Therefore, it is diffic4lt to determine

liftWhe r.thf reluctanc of the elderly to partic pate in such orogranpingjr
C

would :diminished over time

DireceDelivery: B. -taucatiion
; - Sir), 4::1 .This4Categ of interactive programming includeddlectures,

liscusgions, and d onstrations .experts on various topics 'including

consumer edsitation, health care. 4and subjects of general iikterest such
A

.
4



is.gaidening, and 'yoga, Frequently, the experts-wereaolunteer elderly

partidipants. The format of these programs involved a considerable

amount of interaction between presenters and participants. In fact,

such of the.interactive programming done.by the system could be viewed

as,educational since it involved the presentation and exchange .of

information.. The specific programming in the education category

differs from the rest only because it dealt with subjects other than

outreach on services, use of services, local government, or form

4

filling. As such, it is a catch-all category for the informational

programming which did not fall into one of the previously discussed

11

categories.
.

.0n&goal of this programming was.to prOvide a medium for elderly

individuals with expertise on a given subject to share it with other

peorad. A second goal was to provide elderly participanis

.

increased access to other,sources cf information and education in

the community such as schools .and other local groups, like the. Red

cross.

On the average, an hour of education programming costs the NCC

system slightly less to produce` than. any of the previously discusses

categories. It cost the,agenceies about the same amount'per'hour asp

outreach. However, education programming had relatively fewer partic-
.

ipants per hour tharOthe othercategories; thus, the costper person

per hoUr is greater than that forlany other fbnction except -form

filling, which also had a low rate of attendance.-

Th ost effectiveness of using the NCC system to deliver pauca-

tion programming lies in its capacity` to. provide.. the elderly with



access to. informational resources in the community and an opportunity

to interact with them more efficiently than any tlternative method.

The alternative to the NCC sylatem in Reading was for the elderly to
. -

travel in person to the agency or 'institution providing education.

The question is: whether the total cost of preparing and presenting

an educational session or class, including the costof transporting

the elderly from their tomesto the agency, could be accomplished

for $0 per person or less, which'is quite probable. However,if

these educational sessions are optimally about one-half hour in
,

length (as they were over the NCC system), travel costs would be

incurred twice for_one.hour of programming. In other words, a single

half hour session would have to cost $3 per person, including trans-

portation, to match the efficiency of the NCC system. It is doubtful

that an in-per4On, one-site'cltss or session could be prbduced at

so low a cost. This becomes even more unlikely if it is assumed that

many of the elderly would require special door-to-door transportation.

Finally, these cost per-person per=hour estimates for the NCC

system are directly determined by the demand for this programming by

'e-elderly during the one-year experiment. ``Considering-factors such

.as bad weather and the limited mobility ormany of the eldOlY, it is

likely that an in-person class at one site would have lower attendante

rates thanithe NCC system, no matter what transportation facilities

0

reed. In shp'rt, it is .probably impossible to Provide educa-

.tional sessions to as many elderly at lower cost fiy other methods.

The evidence from the. Reading eiperience,'however, is that. the

greatest payoff is for-home viewers.. The; TeferenceS of cable.



subscribers described in section 2 of Appendix B shows that educational

programs were the only major social service category in which there

was a substantial divergence of preferences between home viewers and

NCC attenders; indeed, educational programs were watched almost as

often asthe three most,popularby,.home viewers, while education and

form filling had average attendances of 30 compared to 60-70 for the

other categories. The data presented above assumed similar prefer-

'ences for home viewers and NCC attenders.

4

Direct. Delivery: C. Recreational-Social Interaction.

--rlor this category, the NCC system was used to provide the elderly:

with an opportunity to discuss personal issues, local folklore,"and

a.

history, as well as to,participate in group-singing and poetry-readin

sessions.

This programming together with outreach.watte lesit attended

and the cost per $person of $2.64 per hour was,the lowest of.any?.

category. NCC system costs for this were similar to those for outreach
. - .

and interaction with service supplier,:but agency costs.foK%an

of recreation were the lowest 'of any-category: The effTctivenia
, - .

this programm g will,not be here. in' terms o jpeciAC..1,mpacps.,

on the elde y The'report which deso

frndings on the impact of interactive programming tin. -elder '
Reading eXaMines-the effeCti:..4OSely..

.

see: impact of '-a. Neighborhood'Coainunitat
the Elderly in Reading Pennsylvania"- in Volume 2



of'F oe Average Cost. Per Participant Hour

ree hUhdred : "and. seventy hours of ',interactive programing were

iM Lfie, -experxmentai .$ys,tesi in ite'ading.., ;'co,st approximately .

$310. 16,.deliver:'each--lour of;(,PrOgrOtAtiing.. the system reached an

Average bf:52'..e:rder,IY.;liettlis 0)7' :*ni..r1:..111.:.ttie itts anif .38. converter-

.' , home viewers:\ Th4refoie,:.:01..average- cost per -person at

which Ifie-slit.toui,,4e.liverbd an hqui OV(kelit service rqgrallnailig was

.t 33.3&
.Z S

,4r
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Whether, the outreach services provided by the NCC system were

effectiltei,:in terms of the long-range impact on the uptake of services,

is not frear from the data collected during the experimental period.

tint.e the .goal of outreach to increase uptake of services, it may

relatively less expensive, one-way, mass-media methods are
*- r effective for outreach piirposes. It is clear, however, that

NC' C.IOutreach was performed at a cost per person below that of

n-person :eutreach, counseling, or door-to-door efforts such as the

.1t

( 7
Ite SSI Alert, and it has the advantages of interaction, such as the

imokedate feedback from the clients.

The other two functions performetby the .NCC system, form filling4

and eduaation, came in at a substantially higher cost per person,

periehottr. An hour of programming on each of these Arvices did not

,-"cost_ More than the others to produce, but forma filling and

.eedtie0ion attracted substantially fewer elderly participants per hour., atm faCt,. the low demand for form filling made it impractical to use

s*- tiii:sntem to deliver this service; only 2% of total pr amming was

.-,devoted to this function. Since efficient delivery of*alservicivia

the NCC system is dependent on the audience demand for that service

by the potential target participants, it must be conchided that the

..systela was unable to perform this service as efficiently 'as it is

traditionally delivered in person at' the agencies. tiowever,''the total

:demand for both these services was constrained by the total number of

:;.-;1*.....:':hoMes with :access tc;, it It Is :possible that the s'lltntea cold

birth' of these Services more efficiently if a larger target:audience

were available.

I

45:;

428 7
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Impact on Average Participant Costs of Expansion of System

The analysis up to this point has been'based on twoodeterminants:

the costs actually incurred to produce the NCC programming and the

participation in that programming. The putPose of, the experiment was

tol4cplore both. However, over certain ranges, the. NCC system (like

one -way broadcast TV) has the capacity to extend its programming to

additional viewers and attendees at a very, low or zero marginal cost.

This is where the chief potential efficiekcy of the system lies, for

as the number of persons reached per hour rises, the'cost per person

falls. If a community-is already wired for cable, a majority of

'homes subscribe, and the programming is transmitted over a regular

public-access channel at no cost for the downstream.callle, the.

marginal cost of adding hodei is zero Average costs per participant'.

hour will fall for' each-home added.- The extent of the'decrease will

depend upon the number of viewers per hour ailed- for each new sub-

scriber. 'The number of viewers per hour will be aatermined by two

factors:- (1) the number of subscribers and (2) the proportion of

subscriberS watching the relevant programming per hour. Since the

'interactive programming was transmitted to all subscribing homes on

Channel 3 after October 106; it was possible to estimate the effect

of this costless expansion on average cost pei participant hour; the

findings are presented beidw. 4'2

However, it is not always possible to expand the system costlessly.

There are four situations where considerable costs may be involVed:

1. The community-is not wired for cable reception.

2. There is no channel nor channel time available.

3. There are charges for the downstream cable use_

460
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4. The audience for whom the programming is intended are not
subscribing.

S. The interactive programain is being transmitted on a
dedicated channel which i not availablo to'regolar
subscribers..

Obviously, the costs of wiring a community would be prohibitive

impAor public interactive programming alone and is not considered in

this study. As long as the programming is for public services and

wcable franchises ensure the availability of public access ohannelit,

in sufficient numbers, the next two actor will
.

not be a concern.

The fowth situatiOn was not a problem in Reading where 80% of the

homes subscribe, but might be a Serious problem elsewhere. It also

presents particular problels for equity in the delivery of pt ic

services, when low income families cannot afford cable reception.

Ivuolt es, it would certainly make sense to consider paying

olo

the subscriptions for selected groups, such as the bedridden., In

Reading, a nursing home was also connec d. It is worth notinf

that it may ally be necessary to pay= the installation charge and an

initial ubscription period; of the 26 hornet ;those subscriptions*I

were paid by the experiANW:nd which had not preViouSly Subscribed,

a

17 continued td pay their subscription after the experiment ended.

For the first eight months of operations, the Reading inter-
W .-

.

active system was transmitted over theAkdedicated Channel G, so that

homes, had to have a converter installed in1 to receive the

progrAiming. The reduction of costs per paicipant hour from
a

expanding #10 sYsto*.!eTc X1110.fore-offsot'fo-some extent by the

cosi,ofoonverterS,IiIn the second section.htlOW, the effect'.Ofcost;



additional home viewers on average costs per participant hour in
Wm.
Wiling are calculated and the numberof homes which it'is necessary.

10 ect to reduce average cost per participant hour to 13 cents

('the cos of first-class mail), is estimated.

Expansion of the NCC'System to Regular Cable Subscribers

In its tj'Ith month Of opera; ion, the experimental- NdC-yst4m

began to send tuf a' one-way downstream'signal to the (3-5,000 regular

subscribers to ATC's Berks Cable TV Co. One month later, and. again
-

six months later, mail surveys were ideinistered,:to 4 sample of. the

19,000 cable,. in doWntown Reading to estimate the frequency

wijh,which they viewed thelpterictive programming. The results of

these are detailed in section 3 of Appendix B.

The survey results indicate that approximately 12,000 or 40% of

the private households subscribing, to :Berks Cable TV Co. contained
1ST

at least one person aged 60 or over From the two late; surveys
. .,

conducted, it is estimated that during he six months le'which '.
0 .

interactive programming had been available, 5,51? households, or 46%i

of those surveyedwith an elderly resident,,reported that they had

,

watchWCTV atjeast.once. This occurred with minimal advertising

Aito cable subscri bers of the availabilittof BCTV programming for
...

,. .

the elderly!ii.

t

Based on,tIte viewing frequencies.reported by respondents, it is

. mimated that in the first six months in Reading each 100 cable,-

bscri4ng hoUseholds with elderly yielded approximately::
4 ,



13.3 people who watched regularly 2-S time, per week,

3.1 people who watched regularly once a week,

160 people who watched more.than'once or twice but jot
regularly', and .-

11.2 people who watched odce or twice only.

This-contributes a. probable 7.3 viewers per hour of=programling for

every 100 elderly able subscribers (See section 4 of Appendix B for

details of the e\'timating procedure).

The cable operator.in Reading made no charge for the use of the

downstream like channel to send outA programming. The extension

of the system wasii'thus carried out without any change in the cost per

hour of producing programmdng or of operating the NCC system. The
r A141._

sOrveyiresults indicate,that the 11,998 elderly sablesubscribing-

homes in Reading contributed an average of 876 elderly persons to the

total number reacfied by each hour of the interactive programming.

'able 3 list# tle, actual costs per person incirred by the NCC system'

per hour for the various social services delivered and estimates of

thecolt.per person per houp4Oilming an added 876 personsreached t
, ' , ; . i

thrpogh reguArar downstream: kr

..

Thete%estimates are assumptionpthat home viewer
Itc ,

-, --

hlre,th sakelpeeferendlis for the differenesocia(s ice programming

0 -

1- asparticipaes a the NCCs. Thus, there-A. difference in the
- A. t

. ,-

"1 41 relatte position of the average costr icipant .houi by servilk.
r

before iUld after the ex*entiortto cable subscribers, he extension
#-,

*
of the NCC system to all/tett cable, subscribers was not part of-the r

ebsearch design, and ciffilyAte small-scale surveys,describedl

in Appendix B were Tssible. These provide evidence of similar viewing

41P



Table 3.3

) L

Average Cost PeF'Participant Hour bytoCial Service
*

Category Before and After
.

Extension to

Berks Cable TV Co. Subsorib4r9

Function

c

Average (host
Per Hour

of Producing
ProArimming

Average Cost
.s Per Participant

Hour Before
Extension of System

Average Cost
Per Participant
Hour 6 Months

After Extension
#

Outreath $307 $2.90 $ .26

Interaction with $.
Service Suppliet 315 2:52 .23

. 4
1.!

Form FIllimg 310 6.08 :t5

Edtiption. 294 6.00 .54

Recreation- Social ,1-7"

.. Interaction', 271
414

'241 .23

4

.
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preferences; the one exception was education which was watched 'more

at home than in the centers.

Becau'ie'the marginal cost of 'extending progranustng to all4Fable'

b.su sctiberS was zero, t*he declinen average cost-ier participaRt
re,

Zlepeeds upon thW-increased audience at home: NevertheleSs, the fact
. I .

4.7.,

k.- .that the 11)xtensiOn of the- NCC sYsteur produced an. average of 876

additional hpuseholds with elderly members watching eac, hour' of '. * ,
l?'" rprograiming_ means thnt an the sociai service topics enj eyed, sub, -

1' .t.. -.
. .

.

stantial tncreasem. in their audiences and, therefore, .

substantial .
,

A
.

reductions in the cost peiperslini at which they weredeliVelliad% Thisof 0
, 4

. ,response by elderly cable,,Subscribei-s. isyspecially 'impressive
.

. ...,.

given that1it occurred wiehinonly_six months and without. any special
..f..

announcements or advertising On the,second survey, neirly,68% of

4.

those isho had not watched the programmint had beard about
..-

-J.\ A Ily
.

it, cis, on bstth the mail and phono itirveyi a ita-alti.;irdPert ion

of *he non-viewers expressed an interelt in;
4,0

when it was described for. tie

. - Expalsion of.NCC System with Conierters
Aw ..- .

. - For the hading-experiment, 117 htimes.withf elderly zisirdents were. *a -
$!Oren' converters,l'and,could therefore view thellprotramning one-way and

-I,

' interact by phoning in. It is estimated that fromtC11/ -twnes thee.f

nteractive programming

N.

a

was a probable audigal or 38 tier' hour for the Inteft
ng,

Ikeelsect-iorr 1 of AppendLYN 11) . in .iither., Atkirds, adding, elderlt
'!"

bone equipped with a converter brought dditional'0.33 viewers per
of out to the number reached by thgr'tsys'

.*-

I



The additional cost per converter will' crepend ugozi'.=

installing the converters and" t-119':inonthly'-tObscriritiOn-;.±:

Reading, thete costs were borne .by the ex0eriMent.:-.. The 'monthly

subsCri
/...; . :ice' rate was $6,-/but einstallati.on costs are more

difficult" to estimate;
. r

assumptions are presented

rnative. costs under different .

'4i 5 of -Appendix B 'The; upper

and lower limits to .thq -cos,p per converter per hour' Reading are
"AG.estimated at 30 cents and -20 cents 'respectively.

Since:each converter adds 33 viewers per hour and costs from

.;-0 to 3# cents,, each added viewer costs from '61 to 91 cent._

Assuming that aver cost per hour without the converters is $300

with an average of :52 participants ,per hour, the amerage..cost per

participant hour is .$5..76. The additi9n of 117 - converters redudet

this cost to $3,78 when the converter

When it is 26 cents. These estimated

cost is 30. cents and to>$3.65-',

costs are based on the assumption'

that, the NCC 'program viewers would increase at a constant proportion

of the increased' Comierter-.eqUipPed. hoMes:' It is also clear that
the cost per part'icsipant, hour will >decre se more for those services

whioli) are watched, inoreauck'leSs for e which are watched less. ,

Furthermore, to the .extent .that home vieviera- haVe different programming
. .

Apreferences comTared to thse center partiCipant , the...ayerage_costs_

per paFticipant hour by social service category may chalige the relative

position of the vari9us sociaL, service categories. For instance,

there wg.some eviaw,rme that educational pro4ramming was more populark ,

at hOme than 'in centers; thi* would mean that the extension of the



interactive progranm*pg to homei reduced the average .cost per partici-..
it

';opant hour of taVational programining more than is indicated by the

linear ..projection of center viewing preferences'.

e''effect of edipanding Aker,one-way reception of the interactive
,

can
0.programming at someCost c be generalized-. = the number of-

*additional connections prow' the average cost per paiticipant

hots (Cp) can ii essed as fo

Average cost
P c"'

where:

. .

= Average *1St per hoUr

articipant hour

Average pOticipantS Per hoUr . =1 P

fi

=' AVerage cost of interactive prograinming per hotir
. .

,= Average cost per, connection per holm,ir- .,

Average num er o f par -cib t';'".= pants at _centers per hour

= Averege number .of viewers per additional connection
per hoUr.

Therefore, the average cost per participant hour can also be written
10as'follows: a

x

PI Pc

..

The reduction in the a*rage cost which an additional' connection brings

can then be wFitten:

4
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Conclusion

The effect of extending interactive programMing to home viewers

on the average cosk per participant hour is summarized in Table 3.4.

While 'the installation of 117 converters. increased the number of

0;.

elderly reached by 38 perhour, the.aVerage.cOst fell. by $2 an houV:--
,= 4

since there was also a cost for each additional converter. The

extension-to regular cable subscrihers at no.extra cost reduced.'

averag costs to 32 cents per participant hour. This ddcline)makes

ery of these services considerably more efficient than any

Other two-way, interactive, or in-person medium. It should be

remembered that these-estimates of the number of people reached per

hour after extension of the system are dtliberately dbnservative

and that little publicity was conducted to increase home audionts.;

a; '1.

Finally, estimates of the, number of subscribers' whichWWOUfd

be needed to reduce the average cost per participant hour to

cents, of the cost of a firA class letter, are presented in Table

3 . 4 6 _ The table contains average cost:, estimates b d On different

assumptions about the number. of viewers per 104, ers, and

abOut the proportions of elderly libs.C.'bing homes.

Reading, there-Were an estimated 7.3 Viewers .p

--gaabers and 40% subscribing-homes with a periii ver 60., This would

mean that there would
tIsh

ave to be 77,260 subscribers to reduce the

average cost per participant hour to 13 cent". However, .if, greater

00 elderly sub=-
,

publicity increased the number of viewers per to 10, only 56,400

subicribers would be necessary. By contrast, the were fewer
15

tigt



Table 3.4

.

Reduction in Average CostAPer Participant Hour

by Extension of NCC Interactive Programming

to Home Viewers in Reading

..,In Reading: Average Cost Per Hour = $300

Number of Average'
Elderly Cost Per
Reached Participant
Per Hour flour

NCC system. 52 $5.76
NCC system with 117 converters* 90 3.65
NCC system with 11,998 elderly subscribers 928 .32

. Number of Elderly Reached Needed to Reduce
Cost Frome$300 to $.13 Per Hour

, J
Number reached per hour
Number home viewers per hour

IX1,4411mber of Subscribers to Yield 2,256 Elderly
HTIome Viewers Rex' Hour

VitNilin'ber of:Elderly Subscribers \'

At 5 viewers per 100 elderly subscriber.
'At 7.3 vieweri per 100 elderly Snbscribers
At 10 viewers'per 100 elderly subscribers

,

0) Number of Total Subscribers

2,308 .

'2,256

With 40% subscriberp with person over 60
at '5 viewers per hour per. 100 elderly

p

Elderly Sipscriberso

*

455,1205 4
30,9(14

,"22,560

3

Sdbscribers

.1n,800

-at 73 viewers per hour per 100 elderly 77,460.
I .-G,

-at 10 viewers per hour per 100 elderly 56,400

2. With 25% subscribers' with persoq over 60
at 5 viewers per hour per 100 elderly 1 180,480

AeWers per hour per 100celderly 123,616

-at 10 viewers' per hour per 100 elderly 90,240 g?

* At $.20 per converter, peT Wur.
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S

elderly living 4.ehomes with cable, there would have to be more

subscribers to yield. the necessary number of viewers.

11001se figui4s are mainly illustrativk, but do ihdicate ttlat
a

the number of 'subscribes does not have too be very litrge to reduce

thetaverpe cost per,partieip4It hour dramiiicapy. However,

the.extentthat cable subscribers are only a small part' of the
r /3

target populaikon, these conclusions would not.apply. rh particular,

if VeAmteractive programming is intended forl)aampr citizens who a

cannot afford to absorb the cable costs, then the-costs of extending
:7 40.

the system might offset these reductions. If the cost'of adding

subsdribers is not greiter than it was in Reading,' significant

reductions could still be I'dhieved over a significant range.

I
0
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CHAPTER 4
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4
..'
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414,,1 oni- )0*114Iarsystem gals was to. ino1ve,the..el",4,, r., ly....and ., ..:

q
.i:.6

th e ai. gncies ii-...e..'r y'!in-
tto.

he.* C4 o:*- f to, pie: s,,.for..::Or-...ogramM4ng..: ,and' :.

,r,!%:.'-.,'4;' 4, - ::...-:;.:;.' . --..

, ..
ailt.?...., 'these deesiorkwes. t :ter dati. obilectioet.meth ari.1 Sms:..

. , ,beams up.

The,- outreach ing on co and -the -Direct s,
. .

4 , ,

ing lon took . .79hofirs br 2!7 fof total interactive

bgrammini 1/4 ou

these;

itibn,. there were 79. spot...AtitneuirOements

presented

during t early months ---oim op ner tien wh itbe ACtive participant
: 'r-, ,t e

,.. i.,:'!
group Itas ref smell. Therefore, much of the target group being

.

posed* 4 a.measured at the agee ti expose to vert little of the programming
-*. .

servta.on the .Opecif

Data ita

number of eld'it

eeted at the relevant local agencies on the total

YVPL4S0 s in pich of t e .operimental and control areas
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and ap lied. for or inwitre

outfit. e,a done, iTh e four e
, .

at. - - hOulsing,projeces 'foil the elderly : *hit
; s, . ". . *-

'hand Hen31err2;ene'residenrical.'neighboitheog-;

itelighbarhood. hou ftigds had :ts0e

W4 m h the NCC
sr

Ne ro rams on whih

iacjiuded-two .

NCCS, Kennedy .

Hrori on, Center and. one

pId
./

with converters to

Neighlbrhood' k7); :Elate way alsir 1('e 0134:the dates at which
.i; ?

*v..
!.

. !-"-* .Yjappg.fed . for.40SefiSerVices...f.
.:

housing protects tetita"e1. . .

.
:

4gWorhood 040412139

Ogg yitfibuipeasy access to
;.-k s included two public

k and. Franklin) and a

w8rracked on the
5:: ...A, ;"

as distinct. f

yTM 'addition, :.data

oWntown Reading as a whole;

th-ei exec inta and Aerit ail areas.1 r.:
I., te?14:....!;.,..,.

. ., .t.t.t- ... . Lit 1,

This last.group

S intetthed ds which might;'
affeCting airOClica.t ion Nra(4 during ,.year

have been

4 ramming, wag) dot-e

adtlinistered, to 4residt,hts

Board' PutaakstiAince. This programming presented

on the fedviil foed stamps program

of the Reading area by the Berks

."
4t 1 .

HowwAser, lit is not clear to whas extent this group was not
frifltrilled by OM inteOctive programming, as data were n8t available
on i'eftiqueney.. of their. contact with the NCC system. While it is
certain. that Large, :proportions of this group did not attend CCs
dU1,tig;t14, 'first:nine months of operation, during the last five months
a sigqfi,catlt: number of persons in the "other downtown Reading" group
did havoqtecess to the'programstng as it wts then sent out to all
regular cable subscribers. .

elderly

I

r.
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*"-

participants with information on What the food stamps priogram is, who

is eligible, where an& how to enroll, and what the benefits are. It

also provided them with an opportunity to ask questions and fOice thiir..

needs and concerns related to food stamps. The goals were to increase
.e

the current uptake of food stamps by elderly eligibles and to increase

future, uptake by elderly who might become eligible through a.change

in income or life circumstances. TM extent to which the NCC system
A

achieved this goal can be measured.by looking at data on the numbs

of persons in eiFh of the experimeirtal and control groups who applied

for food stamps. I
A

Table 4.1 contains information on food stamps applications,

estimates of the number oI persons eligible for food st4I0s, and the

frequency with which the Interactive. -programming was attended or

viewed. T4 estimates of the elderly wbb are eligible for food stamps
. .

in each area are based on income and other data from the Wave I,and II

Surveys in these areas. The details of how these estimates were

derived can be found in Appendix C.

Table .4.1 shows that Xennedy residents, the group with the h est
k lit'

proportion of eligibles making appli tions for food stamps, also h d

the highest proportion of personOving ontact with the NC system.
,.----- -.---.

Iv

The group with the loweAt applicatio s, Neighborhood 17 East, had

the lowest proportion of people havinglcomtact with the NCC system.

' Otherwise, the findings are not clear; the two groups with the second 4

1k

and third highest application rates, Franklin and Oakbrook, were control
dr,,

11, groups with only a minomouit of contact with the NCC system. .r-

'4
4It -

.4.

4
473
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Table 4.1

Eligibility and Applications For. Food. Stamps Froi Elderly

by Experimental and CAW4Groups: November/December 1975
7,, .

and. Januari 1576/February 1977

ELIGIBILITY FOAM )...

Elderly
Population

'60 +

Ettimwted
Eligibles

eor ,

Food ..'

Stamps

,

Eligibles
.As Percent
Popqlation

COI 2 ..

Col 14°'

.

Percent
Elderly
Contact
With NCC,
System ,':

FOOD STAMPS
(1)

#

1,341.
.. 139

102

238

17,290*
50
125

508

. , .

(2)

if

348

53
41
28

432
24.

50
71

(3)

%.

26
38
40 ,
12 ,'L

25

4.9

. 40
14

41)
%

32
53

32

32

n. a.

11

4

0

K. Experimental .

Horizon -NCC

Kennedy NCC
Hensler NCC '2

. Home Viewers

B. Control

lir Downtown -Reading

Franklin ;

OakbrOok s.2 .

Home Viewers

,.

O

PLICATIONS FOR

Applications by Elderly
4#I#

Applicatioes
As Percent
Eligibles

Col 6 = Col 2Nov/Dec 1975

#1-

:Jan 1976/

Feb 1977STAMPS .

4%.)A
(5) (6) (7)

Exrrimental

Homitizon NCC ' 2 37 11

KarnedyWCC 3 18 34,

Hensler NCC 2 1 9 22

Home Viewers 0 5 18

B. Control

Downtowd-ReadiSS5--- 28 8.7

Franklin 7 7 29

Oakbrook t 14

Home Viewers' 0 3 '24

minot.available 4v.;
.

1 Data derived from survey questionnaire:

leReading's Planning Neighborhood 17 was divided East and
ere instarle# in West for the experiment; East was the

.41,The rest of Downtown Reading exclud*ng the experimental
control ,groups.

It

(11 4.74

443 .

1.

West. Cqpverters
control group.

and other
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A
Comparison between each experimental group and its matched control

*ft

it*Table 4.2 shows the application rates before and during the ex
,

perigent for each matched. of groups. The difference between eachgo <"

experiment group and its 1.(experimental minus control) is also

shown- May two (Horizon and Neighborhood 17 West)
* . .

dispiayed an increase in their relative positions during the experi-

mental period. . tMennedy and Hensler showed a decrease. In short,'
13(

*

these findings do riot present conclusive evid ce of' a cinsistent
*

relationship between the amount of contact a group has had with the

NCC System and the frequency with which its eligible populatfon

#

applied for food stamps.. With the relatively small amount of NCC
+a f 4

programming time devoted to food*stamps outreach and the low level

of contact with the system, it is not surprising that no clear trend

can be detested.

,4

Medicaid

Outreach programming was also done for the feder#1 Medicaid

health insurance program. Like food stamps, Medicaid is administered
4

by the Berks County Board of

suppliedlinformation On why,

AL
Public Assrspance. The NCC programing

*

how, and where to enroll for Medicaid,
,

who is ellgiblnd what the luntfits_are.___It_alsa_provided_elderly -,,

4:

partiOlpants at the NCCs with an oppo;40110.ty.t.agk qUiPtions mod voice

AP
their interests and prOblems in connection with getting or usinik

Medicaid Yt This programming had goals similar to thelfood stamps
4 , .

..... * ..prokraoming; to.i.mereasdauptake oilMedicaidgigigible persons now and
-Jk
,

4, ,

IA the futile and to increase generli fommuisity awareness and
Al

Of the program.
,*

I

06

.4 75 . N
444 -..,
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Table 4.2

'Compariion of.Apiolication-Rates for Food Stamps by

Control and Experimental Groups Before.
f.

and During the Experiment

I. DISPERSED*RESIDENTIAL AREA.
/

Ailk Experimental:, Horizon NCC

Control.: NeighborhmOd 1, East

Experimental Minus Control ;

II. RESIDENTIAL TOWERS

APPLICATION RATES1

2 Month Average
0Jan 1976 to

Nov/Dec 19751 Feb 1977

s

1

=t

0.6,

0

.6

.

st

4.

4

*
1.5

.6

+ .9

Experimental: Kennedy0CC 5.Z

antripl: Franklin 0

Experimental Minus Control + g.7

III AGAR DEN MARTMENTS
Or

*Expellimental
: Hensler ICC 2.4 4k 3.2

Conol: Oakbrook
410 *

4.0

Experimental Minus Cootrol
,

m + 2.4 - ..8

- . a
IF 4 %*

ht7---HCME-VIEWERS-W Mt-CONVERTERS
-1,

kr,

Experimenta1teeighherhood

4
47 West

NI.
0 t 2.5

Control: Neighborhood 17 East 0 .6

Experimental Minus Con of 0 + 1.9

ir

1 Application Rate = Applications fpr food stamps by elderly as
percent of estimated elderly eligible for food stamps (Table
4.1 Co lens S jnd 6 Column 2).

.
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4111

Unlike food.stamps, +t)e Medicaid program is estimdked by local

Service providers to havt a number of currently enrolled persons who
41 ,

d o n o tildze the benefits to 4hich they' are. entitled. This ecurs

.

becatise rollment in Medicaid is automatic for all re9Apients of
,,

. 0.
eu .1 *rm"Supplemental Se rity- matte or General Assistance. It was a furt*r

, -*
- iii?,

.4

goal of this programming to inirease .;,be use of Medicai& by those

already enrolled. Unfqrtumately,,the State of PennSylvania does
4 . . <

i .

not record data on Medicaid claims in a manner *hick permitted

. .1

distinct tracking of the use of Medicaid by persons in each of the

experimental and control groups. Vata' were tracked on the rates at

whichOrsons in each of4theae groups applted'for enrollment in

Medicaid: *Table 4.3 litts these data along with the estimated
,

proportion of eligible; in each group and TmOle"4.4 compares the
0 ,,.1

matched experimental and control groups. ,

' ilk 4
Two experimentargioups,fiad hilh;isign-up rates than their

controls before the experiment (Hoer and Kennedymly cio

tof these increased (Horizon); the ther decreased dilking the ex-
ec 'Air

pertinent. Of the other two experimenta& grey only Ne.kt ighbor4pod
,

A _ 4,-

17 West .showed alp average twomonthi4ign-up rates during the experi-

0
mental period *which exceeded that of .its control. the changes in

itt

.4,

/ 6-eXperiltental perida:ar&----
...

the-sign=up-rqte differentrag-dar
,..

1 40 ->

,therefore positilie for ell two experimental grAs and they are
g 4...' -

,

41-

botl? Rate stall.

1: Finally, it should bellinoted that".very littlefprogramminuwas

&Ile over the NCC syttem on *this topic:. Medicaid outtbacti was sub -)

fr;,.

med under 'other services of the County Boaidof PuOlic.Assistance.'

0 th ,o

A
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Eligibility and Applications For Medicaid From

Elderly by Expvieental and Control Coups:

Nov/Dec 1p75 and Jan 1976/Feb 1977
1

.

.

ELIGIBILITY

Elderly
Population

60 +

Estimated,
Eligible '

Foi °

Ardicli d

40
.

Eligibles
As Percent
Elderly

.

Percent
Elderly

, Contact

With NCC
System

If____DICAID'E
, l

A.-Expeeimentel

0 .

-

#4

1,341
139
102
238

.

17,290
.

50
r25

508

0 %

2

21
s 22

6

20

13

23
____ 24

.

%

32

53
32
32

-n.a.

11

4

O.
-.

.

119

z.22,

14

3,458
' 6

29

122

HorizonO CCo
4

KennedylMOC
Hensler NEC.
'Honig views2

B. Control 44: .

--7-Aga"--- '
. Downtown Reading

3

Franklin' -

Oakbrodk--
tet Home Viewers 2
-

b

A.

II. APPLICATIONS FOR
,MEDICAID Nov/Dec 1975 Feb 1977

%ApplIcations by Elderly

-Jan 1976/

_. . i0.4 0 t #
. A.-Experimenta4 i.

10 .

41'4'Horizon:, NCC 4 ,

, .

63
Kennedy NCC _. 2;, 10
Hensler NCC r. ..p.im , 8

2
HillOiewers- . O.

48
-.,. do

B. Control

Downtown-Readingl----
4 ieranklinr.t 4

Oakbrook*
Wee Viewefs2

10
. t

1 ,-

Qatar derivedlfrom survey questionnaire.

2 Reading'oPlanning.Neighborhood 17 wisAlivided East and West. anverths
we Astalled ii West for the experilet; East was the control group.3

77,-655-- 1-
.

6 ,

25 1,

Applications'
As Percent

Eligibles
Jan 1976/Feb iatT

i.

I

411 vIt

19
34
36

57

-4#

A

10---
100

86

2 40

s.of Downtown Reaming excluding-lithe experimentalMe d

s.
and other

*



Table 4.4.

MP

Camparison of ion. Rates. For Medicaid --...
0 7-

1 .

by Control Axperim ai.GroUps BefdreAa.-
,t Diiiing. Expe 'went '

. i.4

it

. *AS. DISPERSED gESIDENTIALA

NtorlDet 1975
. . ,

-.RATES
1

-? 4

2 .Montli"Average 4,
;Jan 1974 tcks;

Feb 1977

41

. .

EJcperimental: Hoiizon NCC : 1:2
9 ,Control:- NeighboFhbod 17 East .46 .13

'5ti Experimental Minus Control. .. + .4
It .$. .

- ! . . ... 'II,'RESIDENTI,AL twin
. .:-

. Experimental: . renmedy NCC -;
Conti o151: _Franklitin ;: /.

4Experiyaental Minus : :9roentrol + .1, , R... ,
\L(

.,. i
III. GARDEN,APARTNENTS 4. a... fe

Experimental:, *Hensler NCC ..f
. ..,$ ,

0 5:3%16

4Contror: 00kbrook ..: -: Q dry . 12.3 7
4 a xPmeni'al Minus Control 0 ..1

.,...S,.
+,%.

. '.
HONE VXEWERS win' ebtartiRTERS

f '.. :', _Is.: * ."`' . lek
,

Experimenal: Neighliorhood ., , , f

' 17 West ifli -,`'.' .- 0..
toControl:' 11 East .8

4
.3

,Experimeatal its Control -''..8 ,. ' ' .. + 7.8 ...-
, .. t.f%. , . lei' -,

. .. - .

4Plication Rate 0=?AppliiiiktiOns for MediclOd.'by elderly is percent ,:s

of estimated eldertY eligible for food stamps. (Se§:,,Table-4.3..) -.... .' .- 0. '... ., .
f 0.

.

1,

i 4'
.

2.7
.2

+ 2.5

. . 5.3"I,. 14.3

0 I

4.

'

. .
448
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In fact, only about one third of the 4.75 hours4bf the prOgramming

total for this category (or 1.6 hours) dealt 'directly with `Medicaid...
plus the 19w progortion of the experimental groups havifticoptact

R. with the system, crakes it unlikelyt that pronounced changes in 'tbe
_ .

uptaketof Medicaid would -occur as a result, of this programming,

Banking Option was introduced in Pennsylvania in

Oztober'1975. It iis a new 'feature of the Social Securiti program

under which recipienti of any Social Security benefits can have their

monthly-checks mailed directly to their bank rather than to rtheii

'home. Social Security is encouraging enrollees to sigd up for' this

option-in the hope that it will reduce the incidence of lost and

'stollemmheeks. The NCC system was used to promote the Direct Banking.
Option with spot announcements tnd outreach Programming. Elderly

"system participants were given information on how the option. works,.
, . 4

how to sign; up for it, and its advantages.

The goal Of this prograiroing was to increase the uptake of the

._

option by elderly Social Security recipients. Paring the imp-year

period of the experiment, there were other kinds of outreach for

the Direct Banking Option, such as federally=Sponsored advertisements

on TV, radio, 'and newspapers, to which all Reading residents were

exposed. This is unlike the case with food stamps .and Medicaid for

which there was little if any outreach being, ope by sources other

than the. NCC system during the year. The data on uptake, of the banking

option by the eight groups are presented in Table 4.5 and reflect ther'
1..



ed.effects,of NCC outreach and tlie other outreach for

exp rimental groups as compared with the.effects of the othi) o
.r ackonly for thevtrol groups.

,The figures able' 4.5 -show ihe ntniiber of people aged, '60 and

over who signed ' tip for the Direct, Banking Option the Social

Secumity Mite in Readingt,,,,at was also ilossitae to sign up directly

at a bank. Social: Sezti#ii PAtim%tes, that the ,majority of .persons

sign up at SOCial SecuritY unforvunateIy, becaUse, of the large,

number olabinks in the Reading4rea aid the complexity of collecting

,-slata,.(listinctly for each 'of groups, it was not possible

to track bank sign -ups. not bias the'results here unless

ifferent-propOrtiOns of the/eight groups tended to sign:up at a bank .

r'atti'er than at the Social/Security Office. .

fable 4.6 6pntains -the 'comparisons in Sign-ii rates, between the

matched control ,and pxperimental _groups. In November/December 1975,

11 four.experimeral. groups had higher sign-up rates than their

controlse' During: the 14 months of operationg, one kroupt Heniler,

displayed a lower rate than its control. The other three experimental

rifroups intreased their lead over 'their match& control. The signeup

rate for' the city as a -whole, excluding these 7 groups (the rate

DOsintOWn Reading).; deelined during' this..14-thonth period. af5C),,

fell for each .Of the control grout's, but 'considerably less for ex-

permental,gTOUpS; indeed in- Kennedy the sign7Up 'gate' increased..
.



Tabike 4.5

Social Security Recipients Who Signed Up

For Direct.Banking Option by Experimental

and Control Groupsz Oct/Dec 1975 and

Jin 1976/Feb 1977

. .

: k

I. SOCIAL SECURITY
RECIPIENTS AND SIGN -
.UPS. FOR DIRECT

BANKING OPTION

A. Experimental

Horizon NCC
Kennedy NCC

1111 Hensler NCC
1

Home Viewers

B. Control

Downtown Readiirg
Franklin
Oikbrook .4

Home Viewers'

Social
Security

ecipients

t

1,24/
135

.,. 100
220

16,4114

50
120

475

bIRECT BANKING OPTION SIGN- UPS:'

Oct /Dec 1975 Jan 1976/Feb4977

91.

5

3 ;";

20

853
1

3

29

64

-2.

18

596.

0

3

.13 '

II: SIGN-UPS AS A PERCENT
Oct/Dec 1975 Jan 1976/Feb 19773SOCIAL SECURITY/RECIPIENTS

A. Experimental
%. %.

Horizon NCC- \7.3 5.6

Kennedy NCC- 5:7 6.2
Hensler NCC 4 0 2.1

Home; Viewersa 9A 9.0

5.2 0Downtolin Reading
Franklin 2.0 2.6

Oakbrook 2.5 2.9
Herne Viewellp - ( 6.1 3.8

of

Reading'S Planning Neighborhood 17 was divided East and West. Converter
installednstalled in West.for,the experiment; East was the control group.

0
2
The rest of downtown Reading excluding the ekperimental and other
control groups. ' ...

,

3 S-ign-ilps Jan 1976 to el) 1977 as a percent of Social, Security
recipients not already.signed up by December 1975,

4514.82



r,
COmparison of Sign-Up Rates,`For 1)).pct

Option by Control '.andExperimental

. and During Expirimento-

air

.

I. DISPERSED4RESIOENTIAL AREA

St

SIGN -UP RATES . .

"Oct/Dec 1975 . Jan 1976 eb

%

Expertmentpl:_ Horizon NCC' - .;: 7.3.

Control: . Neighborhood 17 East 6.1

Experimental Minus Control . ,+ I.

IDEN1IAL TONERS .!

Experimental: Kennedy NCC.

' Control: Franklin -I

Experimental Minus Corttroi"

GARDEN ,APARTMENTS

Experiment-al: Hensler NCC

111 Control; Oakbrook.

txpefimentill Minus Control

.1

4 .%
1

IV. HOME VIPERS MITtr CONVERTER.

Experimental: Neighbo;hood
17 West , 9.1

CantroltNoiOdariumNi..17 / 6.1
+ 3.0

a.

2.5

:*

Experimental Minus Control.

*/'

Vits-

1
s

2.1i.

5
*

9.'0-

_ 2.9

+ 6.1

.r sign-up rates see Table e 4.5.

)

91.



: .
Stmhaiy of:Up take Findings

The,general contlusion frpm these uptake findings is that there
, .

it no evidenceof a'significant and, consistent impact 'by the inter-

active programmang: -For'food stamps*and the banking option there is

some.indidatiati that two of .the experimental groups (Horizon and.
Neighborhood' 174EastypToduced a higher rate of uptake than "their

matched control gOups; however, in:Irsomecasgithis 'superiority.

*14

.
..

existed before thliexpertmentaIperiod
as well:s There is no consistent,

. .e.
......

.
,/,

.

1Iftgonship betwel.p.the mount of contact a up_had with the NCC .
-, r. ,

system ana the change in its uptake rate.
,

.

. A
Several points should be mentioned'here. First, the uptake .dataAt

.

for all of these services were tracked for- .fairly large.groups by

. geOgraphic area,, including an,estimated,total'of 2,503 persons aged

60 and over. Both eligibility estimates and attenchince estimates are

drawn from a much smaller.survey sample. of 707 persons, While the

eligibility estimates should be q uite reliable because the areas'were

failk hosidgeneous in terms of eligibilityecriteria,$the attendan

estimates may overestimate the true amount of contact each'of these

larger groups had with the NCC system. Even they are accol.vate,
.

4

the probability of even a: moderate proportion of the eligiblq people

in .any of these groups hating contict'with,the specific outreach

programming on food stamp*, Medicaid, or the banking option is'quite

.low. The two mosiklnportant reasons are: (1) that of those who had.. .

contact 'wit hethe NOC system, most did not have frequent-Tontact; and

(2) that the specific outreach programming on the topids was not frequent..



At

.SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS AND-RECOMMENDAiIONS.

'The major findings from the economIcevaivation of the output

of the system are summarized in thisphapier. *First, the-specific
. 0

.
:.. ,.- ..

findingsi on. the Reading costs, are presented as follows: (11-average

. *-

.. costs pan hour of.interactiVe programming; (2)iaverage costs per
.

-

.

.
. .

_
'pmrticipant hotir; and (3) upta of specific Services. Secohd, the
- . , . .

sistemas'it evolved in Ailding is evaluated more,qualitatively, ..0

, .it

Ortitularly from the service-delivery perspective. Finally,

recommenAktions based on' the implications of :this study aro made

for future uses of two-way interactive systems and father research.

Major Findings

. ...s

-Average Costa per Hour of Interactive PrOgramminli

After presenting the average cost pei hour for a

; r

the differences between the so6ima service categories

1.programming,

are summarized.

. -

Then, tile decline in hourly costa during the year are. shown and man-
.

&Jura for preparation;and presentation are described. In cOnciusiin,

. .

a brief explanation ofthe costs'inclyded in these findings is given

and interpretations of their meaning are discussed.
. . ,

Cost of interactive proiremming. The average cost per hour of

a interactive programming in Reading was $326. Overhead costs were
. .

estimated to be $160 per houm; of.tiie remainder, NCC staff cost $103
. 9t

.

,;per hour, agency staff-$28 and elderly volunteers $36. Controlling .

.

485
7:454



forYVariatices by sociat'service category and the decline during.the
. , .

year -, the minimum cost per hour witho4toverhead came, to $100.
', -

.

Variatons in cost bysocial service category. .The average cost
, - -

far hour ',4iiea considerably-by social servicvmategOry and ranged froi
,.

.. , .. .

a low of $308 for recreation -to a high of $43Aeor outreach for public
.

, .

assistance programming. In general, the more expensive services were

. :

lihoSe which used more agency staff time in their preparation and
a*

presentation. In particular, programming foi services which were
i

complex reit red more prepiration by staff. The most expensive41
. I, : .

...

..

topics,wire 'outreach for food stamps, for other public 'assistance, aind

, .

%
.,9

- I.

*

+

- for housing,ilegal, and transportation services. ,

, 7 . 'it
. r . ..

The:cheaper services were those :which needed less agency :Staff

% srt

and which the elderly` staff. and volunteers could produce.' In addition,

topics were also cheaper the more often they were produced since

efficiency was increased with experience; programs which were produced

on a regular basis needed the least preparation.. The cheapest service
;

_topics were recreation and other education. Interaction with service

r
suppliers had higher average costs because the mobile flit was used

which was operated by NCC-staff, but the costs fell considerably during

the year is experience Was gained by all participants. COntrolling

for the de6line in,00sts during the year, topics fell into one of two

a.
categories; one group had costs per hour around the minimum of $104

the-Pother incurred extra costs4for preparation, and presentation. In

addition io,ile(64reaeh topics, all theform filling topics and

itealth education were more expensive, ranging from $sp to $80 per hour

above the minimum. All other topics were about the same; only outreach
I i
,i

0

for Horizon Center was significantly lower.
.

.

6

0.



Decline-in average hourly cests.during.the year,Average hourly

costs declined significantly during the year and,conclusiv evidence

-

was found of a strong learning curve e4fect.

variation in costs by, octal service topic,

Controlling-for.the

V.
it was found that the*

average marower coot o producing one hour of programming (excluding

overhead) fell from $120 to.$80 during the year. Assuming that the

learning.curve effect lasts forthe first year, of operations enlY,
,

this siggests.thellsual operating cost o64anpowei is $80 an hour.

' 4' -.

Sep imates-of ibverhead costs were made fqr the initial year
- 4 0

and ,regular operlitions.. Overheadewas estimated to be .$120.14i hour

4 . .. .

. few regular operations, which would pake.the minimum cost of an hour's
o

. .., a 0

programming $200 after the first year yithextra costs for more complex,
. i

irregular, and new programming:

. The gains in efficiency were manifetted ih 61e following findings:
.-

Time inputs of the three maim groups--NCC'staff, agency staff,
and the'elderly--fell significantly.

2. TALining of the elderly wes completed.
. .-

N. Both elderly staff mepbers and volunteers increased their
share of the programming inputs. ,

..,4
. _.

4. The elderly, were better,able to sulestitute for agency ands
4410C staff in those services which were less complex in!
terms of rules and regulations.. .

,

. a

1.

O

AN,

Manhours for interactive programming. Estimates OP the average

manhours per segment were made idpirately.for preparation and presenta-
,

tiOn for the three main Staffing groups', NCC, agency, and el de y. The

'average length of a segment was .44 hair and fell during the year.

The average manhours per segment
*were

6.1/2, of whidh 4 1/2 were spent



.
1

. . .

on preparation and,2 on presentation.: The three staffing groups share4
I

, -
. . ,..

in allthe_tasks and contributed roughly one-third each The total

manho4rs=per-segment fell from 9 hours in' the first quarter to just
i. ,.. - . . .

. . .
,

'O;retr,S hours in the last
.
quarter. Average manhours spent

.

in presenty.
.

. ,

tion fell'slightlyfrom 2.2 to 1.8 hours as the segments grew shorter.
: , 3

- ; -

l-
, !,- .

.The MainsaviRg..iotht, ttime input to separation which fell from
. ., .

;.,

6.8 to 3.4 hours. The elderly took an increasing share of both 9
, . .

'preparatiman4 presentatipn, but took over *ore in presentation.
. .1

.
.

. .7
.

Conclusidn. The average costs per hour presented above include
.

the manpower,costs Of all NCC staff plus the estimated value of the.

contributions of the elderly volunteers.. .Atimates of the actual
I IL

41,

oierhea4tcosts.of operatpt,the system are made, but these do not
i

include the cost of-downstreim cable or of space rental, because they
. .

are not currentlylincurred as expenses in.Reading. These cost'estimates
e .

most closely approximateathe economist's cofteption of opportunity

% 8

N\ cost- -that is, the summation of .the cost of all economic resources
4. V .. .

employed t: the jrroduction of the interactive programidrig. Overhead.
1

costs, and consequently, the full economic cost', would be higher than"

the figures presented if the value of the downstream cable and spce

mere.adjed. It was decided not to estimate these costs because there

eve s- for choostng theme- ppropriate price:

In shoft, the costs presented are higher th actual'costs by the

addition of agency stiff and volunteer elderly but lo r than full -

econom ieresourC4kosts. In neithercase.do these costs represent the

. appropriate OriCe to charge for prodocing'interactive p4grammingo

'since they reflect average costs of all programming over a period of

.; .497



. '

time, The costs of producint a specific program trr series of programs

mightSe higher,.%even though agency-staff.and volunteers would not

have to be-paid, because it takes more time than the average to develop

-' new programilig from, scratch. It is also not at all clear what share

of overhead Should be dialed to purchasersilif speciikc Rrogramming,

. . 41 .
particularly it tOe protramming is viewea as a service to the elder." ,-_-.

,. ..
... - .

In conclusion, it is clear that the'average cost per hour of intet-

*
active programming is drastically lower thanone-way-television produc-

.

tiontor similar public service, programs. The main reason is that the

interaction itself is the'"program" which occurs spontaneouAy without

a script or elaborate preparation and rehearsal. Because production is

.

not technically complicated, it can be handled by non-professionals and
. . .

encourages conoiderabl6 volunteer input which keep produc;ion costse
.

17 '. . . . .

. very low. gince the system can
0
be run by a very small numbetof Tb11-

.

time staff, the-overhead costs are ;eduCed-dramattcally.
.. ,

A .

AverageCosts-per anticipant Hour of InteractilePrOgramminz,.

Averag# cOsts.per participant hour (average cost per hour divided
. 0 t

- by average participants per.houl) were calcul d as an estimate of
.

.

the costs of delivering services over the int e system. The
I

cost of delivering services interactively is directly.related to the
, -

1
.

.

number of pasticip ts at the NCCs.an4 the dumber of viewers who waph

3

4 4 the prograniing at ome
44

or elsewheIe. Iil Reading, the interactive

services were available Aimee centers,nd for homes which could
* .

e
;.reclte the interactive programming onylway.'For the first nine mbnths

,

of_opprations,-117 homekwere'sUpplied with al/converter which enabled

1.0*

458
it

.

4 8a

. .



4

them to view the daily transmissions; for the lait five months, all
. 4

35,004iMbiCriberq to ATC-8erks Cable TV Co. could watch. Therefore, it

was pOlsgke to trace the effect of extending`the interactive system e.

4to a wider-audience on the average costs pgx participant hour. In

addition, the average cost per participant hour was estimated fox: .

.

differept sbial semyice topics and descriptive comparisons with other
. .

.

'f rways o e xver g thelgame service were made. iouever; since the data

on
. home-viewer preferences were not as specific as the information on

-

NCC attendance for each topit, the effects

by social servite areless reliable.,

Abeeffect of expanding the audience on average costs per partici-

of impieasksig scale on costs

pant Sour. The average social-seririce cost..of an hour of_interactive

programming was about $300, of which$160 was for overhead, $108 for
A

MCC-staff and $32 for agericy staff.P The value of'volunteer time was

withexcluded
.

so that the interactive costs could be compared witn the6costsm
..,

'' of delivering similar services in other ways.
% .

The system reached an'average of 52 elderly people in the NCCs for

an average cost of $5.76 pei participant hour. The addition of home

viewers with converters during the first nine months reduced average

eifent---hour -to $3.65. Each COTIverterit-ddeir733-vteries

per hour, or 38,, viewers out of 117 homes, but cost at least $ .20-per
1

.

hour. In othai words, each added viewer. cost $ .el.pir hour.
. nr

k. ?AltThe' extensi9m of the Interacive programming to 4.7,009-caple sub-
Y ,N,

/4

scribers 'mode lait five months yielded anadditional 876 vieliers or
. .6

4
10

These averages
becmime. they ame.weight

. of programming

4lightlyligher thin
canal service cote

:490
459 .-

presented earlier:
and not by. hours



I

. , . .4g.,
. -

. ,

7.3 viewers pee hour for-eVery 400 homes with an elderly inhabitant.

. ,

Since the addition waa:Costless it gducerriverage participant Costs

.. .per homy from $5.76 to ; .32.

lly, using the findings from the Reading experience, it was'
. .

estimated that.roughly. 75,000'subicribers are needed to reduce average

Cost, per :participant hour to 13 'cents or' the cost of first class mail!

. This estimate-would be lower if more viewers per hour coload be en-
.

4

codraged by'idv4ifising the pr gorammjing, which was not done in Readiiii.-
.

i

.
However, it wctuld be iighpi for communiti es with a lqw4I percentage /

..

.

of elderl living in. hcheesubscribitigoto cable. IIi

1

..

Averageocosti
/,

,costs gor particip

per articipent hour by,social service to c. Average
.,

.hour 'ranged from $2.15 to $6.33 in NCC costs (NCC

staff plus overhead) and-frou $ :04 to $1.79 for agency.staff. Total.

costs staled irirt $2.47 tu$7.25.

Tbeour topics with high average attendance (107-to 127 per hour)
-

had the lowest average costs per partitipant hour, around $2.50. -These-
.

were:''. recreation; interaction with local and state' government; inter-

'

ection.with social security; and outreach for otherservices. All

gr

form fillIng and eaucatIOn topics had low averageattimdance (43 to 59

.
----perliourrmitrarment-taglraverstgecostr-ger-iattrelpant

-topies; fwolighest.were7renurebate form filling and health educa7"

tie!' at mare than $7 per hour. The remaining outreach topici varied

frolp,$S.50(tb $6'per hour; those which required that more specific

information be explained.cost more, but attendance w as higher than for
t 0

4 form filling.

- r

of . .4*
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No di;ect comparisons could be made between 'these cistsand the :.costs

of delivering the same services non-interactively.. 'However -it was con-
,

cluded that three categories butreach, intera.Cion with service suppliers

and recreation, were provided at a lower Cost` than would be possible at

ne- central location' taking 0to account the cost of transporting the

elderly. In addition, the interactive nature bf the system provided an

additional benefit both in its positive effects on the elderly themselves
AndAn

. .in tht immediate feedbackprovided to the service suppliers. The

rye - Categorises, form filling and education whichdrew re 4-
tively, few participants to the NCCs, would pr'esumablY have the same, lor

set problem at a central site.- Because of the widerilespersion of
,

s, i$' clear that se long. as 'the NCC system attracts as many as a
,

.central locatiori it will cost' less transportation costs.

The extension of interactive prograqning to ose in their homes

educes "ail' social -sergice cotes dramatically', although the rate.of

rednction may vary betwe n servicto if home viewers have significantly
.

'different viewing Preferences among social2service programs when compare'. .

=riath NCC participants. Small surveys of cable subscriars seemed to
inclicaterthat preferences were similar, with exception of

edncation which may be-more popular at home:than in the centers. How.ever,

the questiong on the survey were fairlyiyaprecise and do not constitute

reliable estimates of preferences. The nature of the service deltvered=

and its effectiveness may also be.quite.different for NCC attenders and

home viewers. Research at Reading throws little quantitative light on
'es,p'Issues, init.they will be discussed qualitatively:in the following

041454ktit



Uptake of Specific Services

Research was designed to compare the uptolke of three specific

services (Food' Stanips, Medicaid and the Direct Banking Option for Social

Security recipientS) between experimental, groups with aCceselfo the NCG

system and control groups with no access. The four experi al areas-
. .

,. V ,

public:included .two housing projects for the.gelderli which housed NCCs, ,

the residential neighborhood surrounding Horizon Center (the senior.

citizens' center whit ,had': the thirdiy) and. Nei:ghborhood 17' West, the

area in whj.ch.homes were provided with converters to receive the inter-
..

active programming one-way.

For food stamps and the banking option there was evidence that

restdents near = Horizon Center and the home viewers h d a higher uptake

than their cOntrol groups. In all other cases, the
"AO

evidence of any effect; indeed in some ,cases.control groups improved

their position relative to experimental groups.' HoweVer, there was
,

evidence that the interactive system'had;begun to _have an ceffect on

*awareness of the services, particularly food stamps and Medicaid.

It was concluded that this research did not provide a fair test

Of-the effect :of . the. interact ivrys,tem on uptake; of specific: ,services...
The two o--maih reasons, are, :first; that the experimental period.of one

.Year was: hot leng, enough t -test the inrpact, ofigise system on service

and, second, that insuff'icient programming: was done on these

ecific -services during the course of the year
.

ciakme At&i71,t-



Evaluation, of the Interactive System
as a' Keens to Deliver Social Services

.;

The interactive system is evaluated more qualitatively. in this

section to provide a background fOr the recommendations.': :Thendture

of the system as it:has '.evolved in Reading, as well as its - -relevance

to other situations, is analyzed 'in . the context of what is, known and what

is; not known at this point. The findings. of other reports on the.

Reading experiment-are dra.vni upon but not necessarily quoted since.

the references are all given in the main 'text. The system is evaluated

from three perspectives; (1) interactivesYstems for the elderly;

(2) methods for expanding the scale of interactive systeths; and

(3) implications for service delivery by' interactive' ystems.

r

nteractive 'Systems for ihe Elderly

It dibe that the most important findings of the. Reading experiment

are that Such a .system was set up that it achieved its main goals of

involving. the elderly' participants in production and operation,. and that
,

it .;contrnues to flourish. It is also clear thqt the initial.. investment

costs of $235,000 And annual operating costs of $110,000 are not ex-

-orbitant.. The faci.that exiiting agencies are subsidizing the system

-411.

directik and 'indirectly `wOuld.indicate that interactive-programming is
-...,

.accepted.as- a viable way to deliver 'services the elderly in Reading.

additiow, ,although many of the survey results. are inconclusive,
.;;.

iapatioit in the interactive system has had some positive4ffects

eLelderly 'particularly in'ther attendance at various activities

genior,titizenS, their familiarity with and use of various local



services and their self image. Furthermore, many of the elderly felt

that services had improved for them in Reading, and specifically

identified the NCC system as one example. In this sense, the experiment

proved that an interactive system can tie set: up which enables a target:

population tolobecome involved in its running and to influence the

relivery of services. The questions which remain are'the extent to

whirl thig represents a unique situation 'all d whether such systems can

be'eveloped for other groups. in other situations.

'To the extent that:the elderly. of Reading are not untypicil of .

'.elderly in other places, it is reasonable to suggest that interactive

systems fo*lithe-elderly cart also work In other places. . It should,

t

however be noted that.the elderly who participated in Reading were

fairly homogeneous in regard...to racial and ethnic characteristics; in

partiCular there were no black coimounities`coinected to thesystem.

t is possible that interaction betiften dif erent ethnic or class com-

munities might prove more difficult, .and a so potentialli more rewarding'

*
7

teractive systems of the Reading character

would Work:for:other age groups: One critical component is the time

available tozietire,d people to devote to producing and running the system.

st other adults-have full-time commitments to work at home or on jobs2

are-ioA available on a daily. basis and, although young people might

;,enthusiastif participants, it is difficult to imagine 'that they could
-! ,

e responsibilities of managing a substantial service delivery(

system whick:had to depend on professionals

t,.
a very different kind of system, as. wi;111 asent

T''FT-3714GFP7'
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Hon-working wives are perhaps the most ,likely candidates for

significant involveient in interactive systems. It 'might be possible

to develop programming by and gor housebound women, as well as,by and

for the elderly. This could be a useful addition to aiready existing

neighborhood infofmation and service centers in.larger urban areas.

Finally; there are also substantial pcicifi of available participants

in poor neighborhoods where the unemployment rates are high. Although
,

there might be a high tulinover rate among such volunteers, it would

certainly be an interesting eXpetiment to see whether the'interactilre.

system could be adapted to provide de necessary services \for these

neighborhoOds,and.to reduce the high ItemplOyment tifeghetto' /

youih in Iffge Urban areas. .A14.such possibilities await future -

'experiments, but.'sugestrthemselves from'the nature of-the Reading

system.

Methods-for Expanding the Scale of Interactive Systems
1

It has been clearly demonstrated that the most important way to
,

reduce the average costs per participant hour of an interactive system
.

is to expand its scale. This can basically be done in one of two ways:
I

(2) by increasingthe'paiiicipants in the system; or (2) by expanding

the amount of programming...to reduce the overhead costs. Some-of the

methods. -involve edditional:costs themselves,but.may still he wOrthwhi

It will bt: useful to evaluate What has been learned and whItgs still

,
unknown about increasing the scale of interactive systems.

IWhen interactive prograiiing can be transmitted one-way to cab e*

costs per participant hoIlfr

11



can be reduced dramatically: However, this jneth'od-i not without dis-

advantages. Apart from difference's between the eriences of partici7
.

.
pating in a center and. viewing at home-which are discussed. inote fully

r'' 1

1

ili the next sectipn, there are proble.mt Of equity in. the distributiOii
,

of services to...cable subscribefs alone. since a cable subscription

.costs money, low7income citizens are least likely to subscribe, .yett.

are the most in nerd of services..
Therefore, 'the characteristics of

.

the sublicribing:population.are -critical for kndwing Oh ether suck an al

- t V*

11

4 , . Jr
.expansion is reaching, the target population 'in terms of service deliverf.

.
.( ..

, .
a the only way- to connect' target participants .s to pay their subscrip-.

.. . .
ticai, sucbiexpansions, are not costless. This does not mean that such

1 ,
. . ..

expenditures axe not economically worthwhile, for they would, be until
.

the additional-cost does not bring enough additional viewers for average

costs continue to fall, However, the cost of reaching .a significant .
.71

numOor of the non-subscribing target population might raise they budget
.for investment and operating costs above political' feasibility. At this.

point, we do not know enough about these kfnds, of expansions to draw -any

conclusions about appropriate scale. .
, .,,,,Another way to increase the. audience might be- to increase the ' I" -

number of centers. The investment cost' per.. center was roughly $28,000,

aid early operating Costs were $2,000 per month, pelr center, falling to
k

.

$1,200 per month after the implementation staff'left. It is not always

Ties* to know, hen/ever' whether-a new center will draw a sufficient

audience to reduce average costs; often it takes time to build an active

There is also a limit to the total number of centers

both tec.hnical and'iiracticat/reasobs. Technically, the switching
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0 .

,capacity may be limited and, practically, tOQ
.

many interaction centirs. 'I . . . .

f May create queueing problems in 'the conduct of a given program and '..
.

,sill -,itt,
management problems in the Planning Of programming and opeiation'of the

-

system'. Although 4we cannot know since it has not been done, it would
.

- . .
. .0

seem that about four is the practical maximum'number of.pereanent sites :

maintainto maintain the current character of the system; many more centers. would
,

require more ,colplex manageient and therefore) different skills oaf

participants.- Mobile units) however, will always be a method for broad-
s-.

.

ening the audienCe by interconnecting others.

In-thort,since there 'are costs and limip to the posespilities of

expanding
0
the-system by adding centers, the majbr way to reduce:average'

laAt

costs,by expanding the audience is the one-way extension to home viewers,,,ty
.

'This possibilitl depends upon the availabilityeldownstream channels.

The'more home viewers aPO increased relative,to the centers. and, there-

fore; actively involved, the more important it is to kpow whether there

are significant differences in the needs and interespof the two groups.

40'

Tii other way to reduce overhead costs is to use the existing system
.,

4 ..z
.

more intensively. Thus, hours of arigination can be increased, lhe

numberof services delivered can be increased, and the number of4target.

:groups patticipitt,ing can be widened. ..,The first two have occurred in

Reading, and their effects on average costs are therefore reflected in

.

the resnita re-Ported: Since the formal endoof the experiment, however,

ammo evening programminghas teen started And Other means to increase

the use of the 'system have-been explored. Repeats of-morning prOgrams

at night are an (boost costlets way to increase the audience of particu-
.

isr_ programs and therefoie.lower the averagi cost per participant
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.
....

.,. . .

An .enormousinumber of programming ideas, have beentried at Reading, so
..

. . , .) .

thatit is less likely that the range of services will be'wideied: '

- .A 4

However, it ds3the view of some, and the- research findings support'the
14

. -

idea, that considerablAmore programming could be aonelun'some specific
.

services. In particular; follow-through in progiamming and experiments-

..

j.tion with different modes of delivery.would 1 the most likely source
,

for effectiveness of individual services, aixic sequently:for

th:clicreased impact-of the system as a whole. Nothing h s Yet been
t,. .. , 6

le
. I I

arned about developing an interactive system for more target groupster active

than the elderly, because such an effort was only recently. started in

fe. a
Reiman?, Althougn there may be appgrent cost advaAtages to having a

broader group of Akers, there pay be qualitative losses in the sense of

identification, and orgi zing thrust. Since it is critically important

dreifor the success of a r-operated 'system that the users are .in control,
I

it may be important that they be a ream:Tilly homogeneous-group.. For

4nsiance,.one cen'ilagine that a.gteat deal of.thetmomentum

`70peratinitsenior citizens' system would be lost if it Were redirected

include- towimanyother groups tooqpicklk. It might be possible to

develop another group to use the same system if there were clearly identi:

fiedhouri and types of programming; whether one could find groups for

the nes of seniof,citizen cent4rs would be.appropriate is apother,

However, starting an-interactive system from scratch builaine

ezittift multi-group centers might be,quite feasible. For instance,
. ,

-

are existing ieighborhood sinters, thIqr would be a diversi-

already providing different ,services in the same space.

I!!



Implipations for Service Delivery by Interactive Systems

s

It is clear that the interactive system provides a wide variety of

services in many -diffeient mays. While it makes it difficult to dvaw
.

specific conclusions about Service aelivety iron the Reading experience,

it is undoubtedly the, natural concomitant .of a new experience and an

400 .

important ingredient for development.an&-growth. The sbSrt time of

4
iperation,and the,protrampitOrities in Reading mean that ..the*re7

Search findings on service delivery effectiireness are Inconclusive.

This section, therefore, Ores a morefqualitative and,` a sore
. .

a .

tentative evaluation of the implications of the heading experience for
- _d.

servile's delivery questions and future research. ,,,,,-.
r ,

The Reading system is a hybrid delivery system, both in terms of
4

participults andservices. The targii particfiants consist of at least

two:distinci grouls with different kinds of ihvolvenent; that is the MCC
0 .

s'i
attenders and thit home viewers. Inlact, the NCC attenders can also

--1( . _... e.
,- obel#ividedlOhto involved participants, the elderly volunteeks and staff,dl-

anOthe audience who are less active r less regular participants.
g

4tRservice deliverers area dive 'fifthdifferent interests as

hi:, Not only are there public d priVate service agencies, but it

/Ilse turned- twit there were distinit differenc.sh between the needs. and
/ t

interests oft.elected4officials and of agency administrators and staff.

flt These differences were reflected in different perceptions and uses of
A

the.service potential of the interactive system. Consequently, there

ist no simple model of interactive service delivery in terms _rif service

41.

eed servicesupplieis, even witbout the conplications of the

A
t kind ofservicet themselves. It will be helpful tO look at_

!.

.4
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the service use =s fir t and atn to discuss the services under five broad

categories: (1) interactive Services which areas serificeln themselves;

* ,

.
(4.interactive services which are subtitutes for other delivery systems;

I I,

1p0 interactive services which are complements to other delivery systems;

(4) services for which interactive systems are not an appropriate delivery

mechan.17;.and (S)) process.

Service users. The critical difference in service users for delivery

systems is between NCC attenders and home viewers. Both are important

components of the systtm, the attenders because they are the heart of

the system, the home viewers because, currently; the expansion of the

system represents, to them, the. most practical way to reduce average

costs axtd.to make interactive systems economically feasible. Yet, there

be s1nificant differenCes between the needs and interests of the two

groups.fx a service delivery perspective. The research in Reading

draws little light on these questions; the ftitial surveys of cable

. subscrib.are not reliable.And the survey Of converter users was not

,
primerily.designed for thisApurnose. Therefore, no cos forclusions . .

r '

service delivery can be drawn at this stage, although the' implications

will be.expanded

It is particularly important.in the development of a system where

the participants det!rmine4he programming output, that the interests

of all the twiget]popplatItn are reflected in these decisions. Since the
f

extension to cable subscribers is iceaning was not anticipated when -,the

research was designed, little information is available on the character-
.

-istics preferenc:es of hose viimers to compareoith tiCC attenders4
- .

to Sind out what, if awie4fferences there are in order



to assess the TeleVance of programming to viewer interests and service

neddi. A much smaller group is likely Lo likntereSted in active in

volvement and the'responsibilitiei of operating the system thtn the)

much wider audieice both at the centers and at home which is necVary
. ,

.

to reduce average costs. Therefore, if one purpose of the programming is
.

.

. al
to serve the needs of the wider,group, then it is-important to figd out

the extent to. which the active group reflects their interest and needs
.

.

in the program planning.

Iri-genergl, the more specific the content of programiing; the more

necessary it is to know 'whether the programming is reaching the targe
-

populatiop. For'instance, in health education, one can assume that most

people can use n4r4ional guidance since everyone eats, ut if one wants

to help sufferers'f.Tom Uodg 's disease, it is import0 tee know how..,

*it .

many sufferers therei%are in the viewing population.io de ide.if.it is

worth doing the,-
A , ,

. .

In conclusion, it is possible'that real conflicts of interest from the

spective, may evolyilbetween the organizers of. the progiammingor --10<i
et iiie*wrs'at ,home. Act is true that home viewers, for

-like to view educational programming more than NCC ittenders.
.

like to attend such sessions, then the wrong conclusions-about the effect-

s of the, systita in educationalprogramaing will be drawn

Era. Inaba at attendance figures. Moreover, the prograiming is.likely

to contain . fewer educiiional hours than would be appropriate for the

014610. It is possible tiat service deliverers can_help to

correct the bias, but.Orcourse-they have their own biases in terms of



I

itheir.perceptions of service needs.

critical for sensibTAChoices.

Cis

In shcirf, more information is

The Characteristics'of Interactive Services

(1) Intsradtive services as a service in therelves. Much of tike
4

interactive programming provides a
.

direct service, but it is not clear'

that the interaction is a service in itself. For instancqallthe ..

!I

recreational programmin provided,a.direct service but it is not clear

whether providing it ov in!ipterac ivelpystem makes it an interactive

. ..

service se. Singalongi, for example, can be organized by other

.

"groups which provide4Itelevised interaction for participas. These
it.'

.

singalongs may not attract as many participants as the interactive system,

. but it may be because they are more difficult to reach,.rather than that

theinte7active singalong Qs some additional component. At this point,
,

*
in most cases we really do net know what the Uniqueness of the tele-

communicative Interaction may be as a service. in it1elf.. It'isPossible;
.

howevyrr to isolaie situations in which _the interactive nature' of the

4
service delivery Mikes a difference

*.
to the service. The clearest,eAmples

are tlwinteraction with service suppliers when the intera&ive system

enabled the Service userstointervene*in the process of deiivery, to make

f the service supiliers and toilmidify the nature of the service
1111

Sae evidenCe was also found that the interactive system en-

managed the elderly to come to the NCCfto interact and to socialize,
Ic ! rir

-

which-Vay be valueble*in'itself. There was further evidence that the

system encouraged the elderly to avail themselves of local services, such

e meals, to participate eighbolood senior citizens'



\
'activities and tp come4to'Horizon denter for its activities..

(

(2) Interactive services as a substitute seryicq. The usual:

economic criterion for adopting one,kincrtif delivery system instead ofk

. .

Id

anOthq, is Alit it is
services for which the

cheaper. The research tiied to identify those

interactive delivery had the lowest cost. It was
A 7

found that much of the programming did provide services morePinexliensively,

in particular, recreation and meeting with service suppliers. These

services were cheaper-because it costs less to gather pepple at dispersed"

locations, such is NCCs, than to gathef them in central location. In,
addition, the access to the home- viewing audienc *both reached fore

.
people than meetings usualky.gather and could be done at low or zero

.larginai-idit:' Thus, for iestsmee, the disseaiptiOn offgeneralinformi-

tion was cheaper than phoning or mailing, altholigh the receiptof inform*-
*

. tiall cannot be guaranteed for specific iMdiviltulls. There was 30110.

evidence that hate 'viewers received more information than NCC attenders,'

Which makes.sense since ,they matched-more often than NCC participants
. -
attended: except gory the committed volunteerS:And.staff. Furthermoe,

figs the small audience Ivey it appearethat hos; viewers liked 'du
- v. ./ :.,,,,!".

tional progremaimadra than NCC attendeii, whichtightmake thispd
IP s.

of service more efficient tgdeliVer interactively, assuming the same
,-- IP

-

till learning tookVace, than appeared to be the case from owir
. .

. 1 . .

research: intexestingly, there was also some evidence that home viewers.._

4 0.

....- 4
with a mamma-ter bad.1 higher rate of joining non-interactive education

(-

series at Horiton Center.T

1*
:14) ,Interactive services as coiplementaiy to existingservices.-

4br.eomparison'efldelivery'sytems4i when et dr':

4731
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--substitutes for 'each other, the research did not focus on studying
4.

those services where the interactive programming might be an important
--14k

complement to existingiltdeliverr2.tiewever, the research on out each
. .

was designed to look at the uptake of the service in the agencies-:

Wherefore, some clues about the possible effectiveness of interactive.

-services could be gathpzeil.n But
_,,
full

-

potential of the interactive

systesis as complements to-existing
.

basimally, ye%d not. explore the

system inithSi reiard. .

.

In pOrticular,- little experimentation Xes done to find other jays

'to delivrr, the services. For instance
s

although, it had originally
.q,

been prdposed to sell food stamps it-244dcs, this, in ,fact ,.\ was not tried.

Similarly, form Pilling might: have, been more effectilys/if professional
, ti i

help hid been provided at centers during and'after th sessions; that
it

1-11 .4,_ . .
is, morepeopli might have been encouraged to -attend'tWIRssions and

to fill ouso'their4Ws-iritgoiii recourse, to agency staff in their'offices.
* -

Instead, when many senior cititens, who were used to having an agency
..r .

. ,

Staff, member fill -ont4heir rent.rebate, forms, ltill'4anted that personal

helP
-caat.er*.

;
the 'staff member both presented a session and visited.individual

In generil, till period was much' too short to de' lop different

4tcomplesealepr service deliver),, and' fortunately, little
was dev ed to'such *specific' serriceki JHoweltir; the

es-now pttvides asa -ideal to ting.ground, not only' for care-.
L

in interactive seivices ai a way to



(4) Services for which- interactive systems are `not an appropriate

delivery mechanism. > It was 'always 'assumed that the Interactive system
41,

would never subititute for the provision of individual counselling and

advice_on personal,matters. Therefore, the provision of such services

over the interactive system was never contemplated. Interestingly, form

filing prOVetRbifN the -less poptilar services and it might reasonably

be assumed that this was' be to the personal information involved.

However, it also turned out that many quite popular programs covered

very personal issUes, stich' as appearance, sex, d death. Thus, dis=

cuss-ions of personal subjects when oile is free to,.participate- or not,

and can. choose whether to ask forindividual adviceappear to be suitable

for interactive_delivery. As complements to personal.lcounselling by

showing hoW others deal with similar problems and where help can be
-

'found, such services may be.much more effective than individualized

counselling on its ay..

(5) Process. the most.important and least clearly defined service.

4

chara.cteristic which :die interactive system affects; is the'process of

'service delivery. Vie critical difference between interactive and non=

interactive delivery isthe immediate feedback which service deliverers

receive from the service users, Ina:_ctinnex bureaucratic society the
.

development of; pkocesses which enable service users to talk back to

officials an& administrators as well ad to their TV, may help' t0o redress

the balance in fatior, of citizens and service cipients. It a so provides

a tfruitful setting for expe.oihenting witfi service delivery ideas of- all

kinds. Some reAearch.was done i Reading on the effects of the interactive

systenon.AffiCials -apd;personnel who used the vStem,t. but more is needed



4

to identify the critical issues,from the service deliyery perspective.

t was concluded that elected officials viewed the experience (more .

positively) as a way to keep in touch with their .con ituents and respond'

to their demands, while administrators fotused more their own ability

to give out information.

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the cost effectiveness
.

of the systemshould be seen, in the way 'the system ftinctions as a whole.

I

It isits ability to- provide a wide variety of different services in many

different ways which is the true measure of its Capacity, and therefore,

ultimately of its effectiveness; it is not simply its ability to provide

specific service cost effectively than otheA. Even so, specific

services can be delivered, very_cheaplryhen the interactive programming

$ available one-way to existinecable subscribers. The complexity of

4,

this-service system makes precise evaluation difficult and increases the

importance of.6btaining the relevant infor amtion for decisions about the

appropriate services for interactive delivery.

Two. kinds Of,recommeildatiOnAre made, those fOrtheAevelOpMent.of
..

two -way interactive service'. systems and,those:forlfuture research.

Recommendations for the Development of Two-way Interactive Services
-

(1) , We stronglyrecommend the continued requirement that cable

companies provide two-way capability in their systems. Although there

have not been, many applications, in the past, the experience in Reading

i'ndicat that there' is a rich for the development of inter-

active systems. Furthermore where ohe-way viewing can alsybeprovided



to current subscribers, the average costs of service pi.ogramming can be
. '

reduced. to' levels competitive with alternative delivery methods.
-

(2) We further recommend hat local communities and the Federal Communita

tions Commission require the provision of a conmilinity channel which is

free for' public service pronammilig.- The service potential of the cable

system when citizens are directly 'involved in producing* the '=services

for themselves has been avly demonstrated 4 Reading. The availability,

of downstream channel time 'without charge was one component of the, low -

average costs of programming in Reading. Where there is excess capacity

in the number of channels and/or the ektension to public uses encourages

More subscribers (of which there was some evidenae in Reading), the cable

companies have little to lose ,and much to gain by. providing the channel

time free.. It is also possible that new -profit-making useS,will evolve

from these public ,applications.

(3) We recommend investment in interactive systems for the elderly.

Although there is illicit- yet .to discover about..the ways such systems can
..

be most effectively,:. thWeading experience proved that iisean be

done and that it is. not expensive.
,.

...(4) We recommend experimentation with interact ive systems fdr other groups,

partiEttlarly in a large,,urban environment. We would suggeitan ex .sting

..r neighborhood' service structure;; as the most likely base for developing a
0

user4=controlled sysiei. Women particularly "wives and mothers who are

not Working full-time, are both the most likely source of part-time staff

and volunteers to be trained for operating' the. system and the most likely

to need,-Coimminityserfices. Other candidates for future e5cperimentation

are ethnic groups in large cities. Indeed, the development of these



inexpensive citizen controlled systems would give minority groups useful

experience and important leverage as part of Federal efforts to encourage

minority ownership of radio'and TV stations.

(5) We recommend consideration of, investment in such user controlled

systems byagencies who are responsible for the overall delivery of serv-

ices to their users, such as the Office on Aging, neighborhood service.

centers, and'wemen's organizations. In addition, we recommend the develop-

ment of further applications of interactive prOgramming to specific

services, particularly as a complement to existing service systemd.

Although the interactive.sYstem is competitive as a substitute for some

ervices, its full potential as adelivery system is most likely to be

realized as one component in many more Furthermore, interactive pro-

gramming,itself-provides a useful service to public officials and'admin-

istrators by giving an opportunity for feedback on,!service needs and concerns.

CFinallyi citizens have a unique way to intervene directly between elected

offitials and agency staff and; administrators in the delivery of services.,

Research Recommendations

(1) For future research, we have two specific recommendations for avoiding

the pitfalls .to research encountered in Reading: (a) a longer test period;

7---"tatt.r(b.jnifiree`rOogramiiiikific services to be tested..

(a). We recommend at leadt two years of operations to test the impact of

the system; one year is-not enough.. From the practical point of view,

took at leadi six months to establish normal operating proceduresi to

build the critical mass of participants,.and to know what services appe

most appropriate to stUdy. From'the theoretical perspective, the intr
4

communication' system into an existing.service and



information, structure is likely to take some time to reach its full

effects. Not only does it take time for the.sYstem users to gain ex-
,

perience, but the impactlbn service uptake, for instance, would be

.

expectea to evolve slowly if there was resistance to programs which

would need to be'overcome to increase uptake.
! .

(b) We recommend aeveloping some mechanism to ensure a reasonable amount.

of pkogramming on the specifiC services to be studied This could be

done by paying for a specific series of programmtng on the system and

conducting the research independently or by .contracting fdr the research

as part of t4 service programming package. Certainly it was a mistake

to tie implementation of,a user-controlled system with specific service

research which yas designed: before the system was operational. .It compli-

cated prograimning priorities,. as well as adding to .the b f 1p

implementers.. However it is important that,the-public service n of

the system be understood. There is a danger that ap.interactive sys

unconstrained by demands.for service programming which is leis popui

with the initial participants and emerging operators will not get th

best. public user out of the system.-Phe practical issue is .basically one..

of timing: when a iyilim is firmly established there is little to risk,

-and -, -possiblyi-much-to-gEtin--by--introduoing-exper-iment Abe- delivery

, ),:of specific public services.

(2) We strongly recommend further.research on the Reading system itself.

Since it has already proved a viable4eFat1on, there is a unique oppor-
ft

for learning more about the development of the system and about'

the effectivppess of specific services. In this regard, we have the

following suggestions: (a) the design and implementition of appropriate

479 ..11)
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cost benefit studies of some specific services whith are deliyered now;
.

(b) the development of new kinds of servic# delivery mectistnisms;jand (c) the

establishatent of _a new center, in the black community. We particularly

urge'the )tudy of the ways in whic4teractive services can be developed

in crjunction with other del ,very mec.hanismAd the study of the impact

of the interaction on service deliverers and on the process of delivery.

° Fin '-ally, it is important and now possible, to find out about the dif-

ferences in the characteristics, program preferences and service meeds*

of NCC participants and home viewers. The relationship between these

44140,

distinct groups, -which little is ,known abait, is crucial for the future

operations-of user controlled-interactive systemi.

(3) WeJ also reconnend research .in all experiments and demonstrations of

interactive systems. We partiddirly prge the study pi complementary

*. service delivery and the expanitOn of interactive programming to home

viewers: since these are-the most practical ways' to increase the service

capacity, and to lower average costs for all interactive systems.

However, it should be noted that there still remains much work to be

done-on, the appropiiato methods for evaluating the effectiveness of

interactive systems like Reading's.' A traditional cost benefit anarysii

---7-----of-ther-al-terrrative-vays-todeliverthe same specific,service is a very

narrow test which does not measure the, true capacity of the system-. Nor

does it ,,capture the proce, of service delivery, through interaction, which

is the heart of such simians:
.

If .
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APPENDIX A

: Formula for Estimating a'Segment s Share of Joint Costs

The estimate of joint costs was derived from data on the time

input by system staff and by the elderly

tear-down of audio and visual equipment,

equipment necessary for.thp presentation

a

in set =up, operation, and

chairs, props and other

of the. session in which.

the given seguent was presented. Since these session support staff
, 1

costs were usually joint costs shared by all segments presentedoe'together at a single session, the following procedure has been used:

(a) the-fuil labor costs for support staff at each session Were

' computed and

(0 each segment presented during.a session was assignedia:sharg'if
4

these joint costs. 'This share for each segmont

proportion of total session time.

Thus, the estimate.for the share of joint costs attributed, acgivon
. 4

;segment can ,be describes as followsl

Di
. Ck

D .

where: .

*
; la.-

Ci = cost for'session support staff assigned to segment. i

Ck = txo i 'cost for session support staff for session k

,

at ch j segments were presented, including segment itii
-

.

'Di duration of segment i (in minutes)
. .

Of=total duration of all n segments presented at session k
(including segment i) .."



2. Multi le Re ession Model and Re

Thii test was performed in order to discover whether or not

variations in'the cost of producing interactive programs/segments

could be explained by the'duration of the segment, the month in which

the segment was Produced; and by the social service topic or function

with which it dealt.

The estimating equation was:

Ci = a + bi(Difeb2(Mi) +- b3(T1) + b4(T2) .+ bs(T3) +

::b6(r4) b7 (TS) + b8 (T6) b9 (T7)' +bio(r8)*

b11(T9) + b12(T10). + b .

0-

where:

Ci the total manpower cost,of producing segment i
. . *.

Di duration.of segment i, that is the tote, number of minutes
in which interactive segment i was presentsd(a:control
variable whose effect was expected to be positive). .

Mid month of the experimental year iniihich segment X*3
produced (this vapiable repreients theeffosy of
increaiingefficiftcy in the production of.segments
generally over the purse. tif tle. year; it was expected
to have a negative effeotl.

OPC.31p

,T1 -.it durtryariable,for social service topic Health Education

T2 dummy variable for social service topic Transportation -

Legal - Housing Outreach

dummy variable for is outreach on services of Co. Bd. of
Public Assistance

T4

Ts

Tt.
4;

dummy' variable. for' topic outreach on Food Stamps

dummy variable for topic Foie Filling-Out

dt iable far topic Citizen/Government Interaction

;!...
re461-; ;4,4 ,4

482

5.



1.*

= duly variable for topic .outreach on other services

Tem dummy variable for topic outreach'on BCSCC

T9 = dummy variaqle for topic Consumer \Education

740 = dusty variable for topic Social Security Interaction with
ServiceSupplier

Tll dummy variable for topic Education Milted.

Each segment fell into one and only one topic category and thus

each cas( had a positive value for only one dummy variable:

!aim excluded topic was Recreation/Social Interaction. For
104

Ricr#tion/Social Interaction segments the model collapses to

A

Ci a * bl (Di) + b2 (4i)

and for all othersegments (Tn). it collapse*.to:. ti

,

Ci = Abl(Di) + 1:1(4i) bn(Tn) since Tn 1

Ci = (a + bn) + bi(Di) + b2(4i)

The results of the regression were as follows:

R2 = .48

Aft4=
.

Estimated

usrilsiom e,
Variable Coefficient Level of Sig.

a = 47.90

Duration bi= + .678

Month b2 - 2.17

Health Education b3 = + 26.28

Transportation- Legal-
Housing Outreach

44'

sig. at 99% level

sig. at 99% 'eve

sig. it 99% level

b4 = + 41.76 sig. at 95% level

483

.4,1

: 0



(. Continued)

Pt

Variable

Estimated
Regression
Coefficient

Outreach on County Board
of Public Assistance b5 = +.29.22

Outreach on food Stamps ob 35.08
u

Arne Pilling-Out 1 b7 = 27.84-

Citizen/Government
Interaction NI - + 7.43

0u14h on Other Services b9 - - 4.13

icsgeOutroadh 1710 - - 10.21

Consumer Education

Social Security Intoraction

EduCation Mixed

bll - 219.

b12 = - 2.12

b13 =

"t"
Level of Sig.

sig. at 95% level

sig. at 95% level

not sig.

not sig.

not sig.

not'sig.

not sig.

not sig.

not sig.

Therefore, the:regressiobdel prediCits the cost of producing

a segment on Recreation-Social Interaction to be: :

C $47.90 + $ .678 (Duration) -12.17 (Month of

production)
"

and for segments with other topics:

Cn 111 'a *1-
n
+ $ .678 (D) - $2.17 00

u

where bn - the essiaated regression coefficient

fOr the relevant dummy variable.

Thus, the cost of al) segments will increatemith duration and

decline,With month in which produced and the.cost 'constants' for the

various topics will, be;

Recreation

Health

a- 47.96

a + b3 -.74.18



-44

Transportation bi = 89.66

County Board of
Public Assistance = a bs = 77.12

Food Strips = a b6 = 82.98'

a

FM= = a 4. b7 . 75.74

Citizen/Government aL b8 = 55:33

Other Services = a b9 = 43.77

BCSCC = a b10=,37.69

Consumer Education = a blln 45.71

Social Security. = a b12= .45.11

Educaiionitized = a b13= 47.14 4

0

I

A'

16
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3. Estimates of Overhead 'Cost for Read g Interacti System

I

.
Using the estimates for monthly operating costs in Phase I and

. .

Phase II, Iwo. different estimates of overhead were made.;The figuies
'141:

used can be found in Table 2.6 of the report ori !Costs of Reading

A

Interactive Cable System and Alternatives for 4Replication" in this

volume. The higher estimate represents the early period of operation

when tit full .complement of implyentation s ff are working and. .

before the 'learnizqr curve has`. taken effect. The lower estimate rep.-
, - . .; /:

0. resents the' costs'when the staff has been reducc# tonormal operating, . ..
ar... -
. -.2'1-

strength and after the learning curve has roduced aVierage"co;ts.. . , %,..

,Following - the techn.ique described below, the earlier Ohase estimate:

r -of -ovitheilid was $4.00 per hour, and the later $120. Since average costs
111114k

were fallitig throughout the 'ear,, in which the direct manpower., casts
'4.

of programming were calcalated,'in av;eraiff of these. two, estimateq

peens appropriate, and therefore the figure of .4160 was used. .;
*

1 .. 4 . .,`.
a)=Technive for estimating overhead:sost:ir

.,.
The technique 4or estimating ovefhead ineiolved five steps as.

follows:
i

,..

l r- ...i..r......'

;Step 1: Total staffrifii
Table 1.6 (these use 11,770 per month for Phase I an'... --

.,

..,,,r

$7,315 for Phu-6 1/):., . . l-.
- -

Step 2: 2: Total stiff costs which. rer9 directly 'assignable to the 'pro-

duction

I .

of specific prOgrimiking was deducted from this total.
. .

.(The assignable ,c.osts were derived from the manpower 'cost
; . 44'

data, cieveiciied chapter with 10% added for-fringe
4.0.°1'.1%

binfifiti 4

486 5.17



.
Step 25% was deducted from the remainder because it is estimated

i..

that approximately
.

25% was spent on socillIP service output

o r t1 tif
.

interactive progrsumaing;.that is, in the ".training

:reo eldergly persons, prOduation of spots,, and othet activities.

I

1Equipment Maintenance $39

Cable

Misce aneous !. . Iiii.

. 1BP . .

4frol.

These figures can also be found in,Table 2.6 and are disc

41,892 per month

. *.

in the text.

Step 5: The final figure was then dill by 400, the approximate

estimate of the number tf hours of priggramming an 1976

e

. b) Calculations of overhead.Costi:

Step 1:'' Total Staff Costs'

Step 2:" Less Directly Assi

6'. Annual Estimates

Phase II

3 04

.131,250 87,,780

*tints - S3 148 3,848

.33,932

18,044 25,449

Step 4s Plus Non-La
.

+ 22 604 22,4604

'80 648 48,053

*-

-200 $ 110Step,J.S: Divide,
.4.4?

. ,
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APPENDIX' )3

Derivation dfist' to of Average Number of Converter

Eicime,Viewers Per

91*

lte.analysis in this report is based on an estimate of 38: home

viewers per hour of programming on thq average. Eath category of

Jo .

program ,was assigned an average number of hale viewers per hour' .4*

abliti

.

e *or below thilfigure (38) depending- oi-the:relati4e popularity- :. .....,p;

,;

Alt

)4* program:lit with NCC attendee:: (See this appendix, section 2.)"':

- *i ...-:." . -.'

The
.

viewers come froM the 117 homeS'Ilitch here equippedwith converters
: .

swab Ahem to view the NeC oroiramming. Of tge-117-hp!!!iii.iginally i.liPid'.

. r , .

.. .... . .

../

Vii- .-----= ----- ;,4
,... -

* giveittcOiyeiters, nine homes.gave them backohefore the conclusion of ':

;

the exOrtment. ,Of the remaining 108 homea4which kept their converters

for the duration of tfil, year, 83 were interviewed on the Wave Itisurvey

,in September 1976 and they reported the Hoofing viewing kequencies:,

Hoi aunt slid you
watch the speCial
pragrammini for
the elderte

_

-.I'of
P

rampondents
.,.

once a
meek or
less

11

two
three Uses'
a week
reLilarly

40

:4

-"four to don
ftwe'times, know,
a.week. no
i6gUlarly answer

2S 7

If ).t,is Assumed, tfbe conservative, that viewers Watched one
. ,

hour-of programming on the averagceach 'time' they watched and that.,

those who watched 'once.a week or-less' had an average' viewing frequency

Of'one time (ci/°-.le.hour) per month (per 30 hours of system output) and

.

that those who did -not answer the question have* average viewing-
.

frequency of zero, .the_ expected number of:coniferteepeople watching



.

an average hour of NCC programming can be computed, as follows:

11 x .(2.5) + 40 x (245
30 7.5

2.5 = Probability of watching an haw

this results in an estimate.. of 28.7 expected average vieWers per

hour out a the 83 persons surveyed. Applying thts proportion to the

108 converter-equipped homes.yields si.k.avera,e expected audience of

38 viewers per.hour.



The data collected on'the survey of converter viewers did*not

permit detailed estiMatesof the differential preferences of these

viewers:for each topiC of program presented. Therefore, the assump-

tion was made that the preference converter' viewers resembled

those of NCC attendees.. Each category of social illirvice function

.4g," :1 .

Watan estiMatednutber Of converter viewers per hour, Which bears

the 'same relationship to the mean- ,number of converter viewers for

all :programming which-the 'average number of NCC attendees for that

4e.4*
category bearsto the mean nuiber of NCC attendees:for'all categories.

Vi = estimated numberof hourly,converter viewer's for social
service programming in category i

= 38 (estimated mean number of converter viewers f
average hour of 'preikrammingin any category).

- ""Pr.

= recorded meanNCC attendance for social service programming
in Category i

A

=:49.8 mean'reCorded attendance over all categories.

Each topic withiTa social service category of programming will be

assigned'the.mean. number of"converter viewers for that category as

;a whole.

On tbe Wa.ire II surver(September 1076), 80 of the converter-equipped
-;'' 10 ...

ouSeholas:Were questioned4s to their viewing. preferences. The survey

. .



did not Include detailed questions about how often they watched each
: .

category of. program, but only whether .or. not they had ever seen

specific 'programs drawn from each, category; for this reason it' was

not poisible to develop a complete profile of their., viewing' priferences

Nevertheless,. the results do indicate a .strong similarity to the

preferences of bCC attendees.

CategorY of Program

outreach

Percent of converter
viewers who watched, a
program in this category

Average number of.

NCC attendees for,
this category

Interaction with.
Service Supplier

Form Filling-Out

Education
5 rRecreation-Social

Interaction

The programming in the two starred categories, interaction with

service supplier and recreation-social interaction, was not as .fully

represented by the survey questions as programming in the other three

'categories.- FortAhig reason the survey results probably understate

percentageep f converter viewers who .have. watelied the programm ing in

,these;: two categories.
4P. .

If thisf.Io-io, then the rank order of' the fiVe categories would

proximately.: same for qonverter viewers and for NCC attendees

',with the ''eXceptiOn of one category, education:,- " This prOgramthing appear

to -be .:clear y..inore, popular. with converter viewers than it was with NCC



,Category;

Program

Percent of convefter viewers
who watched a program in this
category adjusted for % of this r

f category's programming represented
by survey questions

Interaction with
Service Sypplier

Average.:,

number
of.NCC .1

.. attendees

Recreation-Social
Interadtion 87%

Outreach Zs%

Education . 77%

Form Filling-Out .30%

61

60

28

29 "



Surveys of,Cable Subscribers
.'

Beginning in October 1976, ten months after'the start of the

experiment, the interactive programming was made available to all

regular subscribers to the.ATC-Berks Cable TV Co. system over.

Channel 3. A mail survey questionnaire was sent out the next month

(in November 1976) to 1,1400 randomly selected cable-subscribing

households in the downtown Reading area. This represents about

4% offthe total of 3500031subscribers to the cable company. Over

the first three weeks in'November, 406 questionnaiTes were returned

and a follow-up phone survey was then conducted for a r
. ,

.of sb of the non-respondenis.

The pUrpOse: ofthe survey as t find out:. proportion of the

cable_ subscribing households contained one or more elderly persons.

In order to insure that both elderly and non-elderly families would

be equilly likely to respond, a number of 'dummy' questions of genera

interest:-were included. The results ofirthese surveys listed below

do not include the answers to these dummY questions. Appendix' Tablg

1 preselits the results comparing mail and phone responses; there was

no statistical diffe.rence between .the means:
4% 4months later in March'1977, a second mail survey waswsent out

to 1,400 Iiiuseholds selected at random from the 'current list of cable
.

subscribers-to the cable company. Three hundred and fifty one re'sponses

A random, sample of 482 of the 1,049 househOlds who did

not respond -were called by-phone, of which 344 resulted in compreted

A-4-3L^'



Appendix Table 1

Comparison of Mail and Phone Response to Survey

of Cable Subscribers in November 1976

Numbers respbnding
1

Age. composition

% households 'with at least one person 60+

% households with only '60+ .

% households with under 60 only .

Ik.households,wiih both 60+ and under 60

% individuals 60+ A s .
)

Average numbers by age

Average nulber 60+ per hbuseho'ld with

person ;60+

Average' wiber under 60 per household
.. with ,persons under 60

Average.nulber per household .

4
m

Percent households which had watched BCTV.

% households who ha a$ watched BCTV

% householdwwith 60+ only who had
watched
ouseholds rath 60+ and under 60 who

a_d watched BCTV

aoldt with only uncier 604'who hpd
watche*BCTIt'

r

'Nail Survey Phone Survey

406 50

49% 47%

1% 24%

5 53%

18% 22%

28% 23%

1.6 1.5

2.9 . 3.1

2.7 3.1

20% . 26%

30% 42%

26%- 36%

11% 15%

No-significant difference (at least 5% level of
significance) between any of these,mmans.



The purpose of the April survey was to ascertain:

1. the, number of cable subscribing households which included
a senior citizen who watched BCTV,

2. the frequency with which they watchgd it,

3: the remaining potential audience for BCTV .1,that is, of those
elderly households that .had never watched, how many had not
done so because they were unaware of BCTV and how many might

.be ..interested Watching. it when given information about it) .

The results of the two April itirvitys.:are presented in Appendix
r '

Table 2. There leze. some significant differences between the two

surveys on many questiOns.
I



Appendix Table 2

Copariton ofNail and Phone Response to
SUrvay of Cable Subscribers in April 1977

Numbers surveyed

tAiSLrve Phone Survey

351 344

Age. composition .

% households with prim! under 60 only 50% 60%*

% households wit parsons 60 or over only. 31% 23%*

% households witifboth 16% ( 13%
t households no answer 3% 4%

;Percent households where
someone had watched BCTV

t% households with under 60 only
lk- htaiseholds 60+ only
% Households with:60+ and-under 60
% age compotition. un4own *
% all households -T .
S households with anyome 60+ .

,-ik ency of *siring Where someone watched
:,:i4;. ,hoilsitlisids;

-1.V.,.

^21 C
68%

39%'

33%

39%

58%,

13%*

295*
33%

i/7%*

19%*

305*

twice only 25%

once or twice, but not regulaily-438
...

`ly onto a week .
Fi

7%

2-5 tines it week 20%

5%

Citizemigoverwommt: -7S% 81%

) 73%. 94%*
49% 60%*

75% 87%*

(Continued..,)



Appisdix Table .2
r.

(Cibnt!d.)

SuA ey Phone Survey

irogran preferences of non-viewers.
. .

(percent who would be interested
in w47.....ili --) .

Citizen/spvernaent '58% 72%*

Coniuser education

Help with tax fora

62%

45%

A 144,

50 %.

Health :

e

POtential itudidagypircent of household

59% 79%*

who. had-, never wat d BCTV).
%-heard of BCIlf 32% 49%*

% interested. in watching . .. 24% 30%-

Heans significaatly difterent at lO% level of .significance:

O

......,;;;;A: .



4. Estimates of Cable Subscribing Audience dience Surveys

.4

The twqsurveys conducted in April 1977 (mail and phone) produced

siai(ar results as to the propolons of total fibuseholds which had

viewed B(TV and which fit into each oflthe four categories of viewing

frequencies. However, the two surveys differed as to the total number

of viewing houseNtlds reported on each We believe this occurred

because of an underrepresentation of familiei with any elderly on the

,phone survey. Therefore, these estimates are based on ,a weighted average

of the total reported number of viewing households on each,survey (with

each survey ;signed a'weight equal. to its Proportioit of-total number

of elderly families in the two surveys).

where:

V = percent of total households with any elderly ever having
latched BdiV

= eldirly householdS ever watching BCTV on mail survey
,

vp r elderly households ever-watching BCTV on phone survey

= total fimilies with any elderly on mail Wrvey

Ep =,total famili with any elderly on phone survey.

The same weighted averages were applied to the viewing frequency

;A.S. The' results are that out of every 100 homes with any

deny suliscribingsto cable:

45.6 chelliCTV

regulFly 2-5.tiaies per week
k



3) 3.1 watched'regulgrly once a week

4), 16.6 watchiemore;than once or twice but Aot regularly,

4
5) 11.2 watched opce or twice only '

6) 1.4 did not. report their viewing frequencies.

i t

In order to arrive at an estimated ,audience figurCr.the following

, .

average expected viewing frequency per hour were assigned to the -.

,t"
4# .-,

, iv,

relevAnt group: `L4..

.(total 'Output = 7.5 hours of piograsiting of BCTV. per week)

b 1. Those4Who viewed 2-5 tiles psiotreek regularly 1.= 3.5 ,*
;.i,'

. 7.5
ref

- .
2. Those who viewed once a week regularly = 1

7.5

3. Those who -viewed more than; once or twice, but
not regularly ' 1

(

v ,30

4. Those who viewed once or twice only 2

177,

where:

7:5 = hours of BCTV programming per week

177 hours Of BCTV programming duipng six months in which
cable subscribers could watch.

Therefore,:the expectedlm
,

100 Ciblb stibscrOing homes-al

number of hOtiesileties per hour per .

any elderly is
'S

+ 3.1(1j + 1 .6(_1_).* 7.3'
.S 74.5 30 177

%

For the,estimated 11,998 cable:subscribing households in Reading

rson, .876 liould be the expected mean number of home--_

* .

with lux elderl

...___/*? 1
.



I

. Cost of Converters

The cost per hour of converters is determined by four factors:

(1) the cost of installing converters; (2) the number of months over

which the installation is prorated; (3) the monthly subscription rate for

the,con*prter; and (4) the /lours of programming per month. The formula
.

. ..,..,

for estiliAting this coultan.ifierefore be dmscribed. as foliows:'
,. .

'

s e

% * ii,_ .

CM .. 'CS
R

where:

Cc cost per hour per converter

Cm f cost of.installiny Converter ,
,,..--,,g..

R ..00.:- ntaaber of years for prorating instal lationk

-!e ,-I! . -,

-.V 4-
Cs s mOnthly subscription rate , .,....*

v------ - ;..o

# H. --hours of pro per month. .-

4P

qr.

Estimates of-the-monthAlecost pealconverter uskng different instal-

lation costs, Bulbar of years for prorating, and monthly subscriptions

are presented in AppemdixTIblb 3, Dividing these rates by 30 (the
46 . '14111

.3

Allaselly. hours of programming in Reiding) yields the cost per hour

qmn-converter., spios the monthly subscription rate in Reading was $6.00.

the upper and lowerestimates of converter cost are 30 cents and 20

pem%honr respoctively. (The_ lodest monthly cost is for a $S.00

4nstalIation *prorated for five years and the highest a $SS

instalbititowprorated for one year.) Although-the cable'copany in4 1

41'41

00 fox: iastallatimn, it is not clear whether this is 4,

lation of converters by-

4e



Appendix Table 3 .

Estimated Cpuyerter Cost Per Month

by Installation COst, Years Prorated, and

. Monthly Subscription in Dollars

'1410t11111X' SUBSCRIPTION * $6

.

Prorated: . 1.Year

. 3 'Years

S Mears

INSTALLATION COST.

$5 $20,/!, $35,

4P,. -

ej

6.42

6.14-

6.08

8. PONTA Isust'aunloti $10

.

7.67 8.92
I

6.56 6:97

6:A3 6.58
-

:par 21:1!42 , Met 12.92

'3 Years 10.14 40.56 10.97

S Years' 10.08 . 10-33 10.58

f

4



p1

.
.1' . .

project, nor whether it is the'apprOpriats,economic cost. The cost of .

., 4.1 .1.

installation was pairs of a total 44regotiatedwith the cable company.
.., . . .

which ;is described'in the report "Costa 61' Reading Imteractive Cable. - - .--

System and Alternatives for Replication" (See Tible 1.3'andjext).

precise gure was given but $S would appear to,be rather low. In any
Fa1'

case, i is clear that theimajOr reiOnue source firg the cable company.

.

isthe monthly subscription and it liquite likely that $S is well
I

below the ecOnomic cost as an investsent to rain the monthly subscription.

Therefore,.twohigher'estimataare also:made and the calculations are

based on a angis of values.

i14.7'

0

.

-4



Mithod ofDeriving Estimates of the. Number of Persons
460 and Over Eligible for Food Stamps and for Medidaid

, 444.
Both the food'stamps and Medicaid programi.haye, exceedingly . s.%4 b

circumstances, assets, and other factors. A lengthy interview at thb

County Board of Public Assistance is necessary to establish the actUaL

eligibility of each noplicane for these programs. As such, It .wad not

possible to elicit all the necessary information on the twil. surveys %.

done cif the elderly in Reading to establish with certainty the '

--oweligibility 'of eath individual in the sample. Neirertheless, detailed .

questions about living circumstances and incdre were a'ske and the

answers to thee ittoduced reasonably accurate indicators of-respondents

eligibility for these two programs:4

1. Persont were deemeeeligible for food stamps if they reported
- - 4: c

they liVed alone or with spouse Only, v, were .not currently
%teceiVing food stamps; andt had in the twelve months from
Septitinber 1.975. toSeptember 1976 a total :incoMe,whiCh fell

ibelovi the cutoff-point fot .food tampS;
.

.

,..7.thty.,-were--currently4receivinr-Medicatd-r$uppIementary-Siturity
Ineome. (SSI), orYGeneral Assistance :(GA) , all of which} have
income cutoffs:equal to or belOW food stamps.

.spondents liying with family: ther than spouse (a small
proportion:of total respondents) had to be excluded the.eadgibility,
req1 4rementi for those 'people become. , a great deal morg'coniplex and
required knowledge of the income of the. other family me4ers as well



.e :1

(0.
4

2. People were deeined eligible for Medicaid if they reported:

thw were ngt :Ectirrently receiving Medicaid& they lived
°. °alone or stith spouse only, and had in the twelve .months

W .frOM eeptember ;#31975 to . September 1976 a1 total income
"which.. fell dpelow ,the ctitoff. Point- foi kedicaid;

they were icurivony receiving SST or GA, both of which
halleaidcome 'c4tOffs at or below that for Medicaid.*

There is one-prob em may the eligibility estimates. af,
. . P

Not all 4resOndents to;th'e stititey of the elderly were willing4q,

answer .the:. qyestions about incoine. 'This would, bias. the 'estimates,,if theproportion iof real eligibles refusing to answer the 'income

question varied systematically between income groupk. Since ,,the` ti

majority of resiondents in each .group did answer the.. income qUestians

and .sinee' there:. was no way: to .::force answers-. it` probable that:the

bias is' npt, sericiUs.

;

1.

T.

. *i

?

(..

*,.
iActually, anyone orl'GA is automaticeally enrolled

J71 eriaethat ,Reading a numb of such elderly.. do
not rralize 'they are enrolled anti'do' not Use. their. MediCaidlienefits;


